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Abstract  

This thesis explores the relationship between Buzzati’s fiction and 

Anglophone culture, particularly the re-use of narrative and visual sources 

in his works. The analysis of the intertextual stratification in Buzzati brings 

to the fore the author’s urge to convey the significance of imagination 

through the fantastic mode. It also reveals an optimistic and playful side of 

Buzzati, which lies behind a pervading pessimistic tone. Buzzati’s re-

working of images from other authors and of generic topoi is aimed at 

decrying the loss of imagination occurring in the transition to adulthood as 

well as a general disregard of fantasy characterizing modern technologized 

societies. Nonetheless, intertextual practices are a means to recover and 

originally re-present the fantastic imagery conveyed by the artists from 

whom Buzzati drew inspiration. 

Buzzati was especially keen on Anglophone literature and art; hence, the 

focus of this thesis, which is divided into four chapters. Chapter One deals 

with Buzzati’s re-use in his fiction of drawings by the English illustrator 

Arthur Rackham; this is a process in which visual memory and intermedia 

translation are paramount. Chapter Two investigates the link between 

Joseph Conrad’s heroes and the characterization of Buzzati’s (anti-)heroic 

figures; they are trapped in the mechanisms of lack of courage and time but 

eventually find their own ways to self-redemption. Chapter Three considers 

Buzzati’s reversal and borrowing of topoi belonging to the sea monster 

story and the ghost story; these practices are aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of fantasy. Chapter Four places Buzzati’s Christmas fiction 

between the Italian and the Dickensian tradition, showing how Buzzati re-

works the genre’s stereotypes to recreate the Christmas spirit.  

Whether Buzzati engages in an intertextual dialogue with individual 

authors or literary traditions, examining the connections he established with 

Anglophone culture allows a reassessment of his work. Indeed, the 

Buzzatian fantastic reveals itself as poised between gloominess and faith in 

the redeeming power of imagination; the fantastic alternatives Buzzati 

offers against the dullness of reality also evince his enjoyment of the artistic 

creation per se.       
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INTRODUCTION 

 

DINO BUZZATI’S FICTION  

BETWEEN EXISTENTIAL ANXIETY AND FAITH IN IMAGINATION 

 
[…] the imagination is never governed; 

it is always the ruling and Divine power: 
and the rest of the man is to it only  

as an instrument which it sounds, 
or a tablet on which it writes.  

 
John Ruskin 

 

 A review of Dino Buzzati’s recurrent themes – hostility towards 

progress, wearing-out time, life as a senseless waiting, the missed occasion, 

age transitions and generational gaps, the sense of guilt – points towards the 

definition of this author as writer of the anxiety, as many critics have 

underscored.1 However, another, perhaps more covert, aspect of Buzzati’s 

fiction is the faith in the redeeming power of imagination. This positive side 

counterbalances a recurring gloomy vein, which seems to dominate his 

works and therefore deserves more critical attention than it has been hitherto 

given. The paramount role fantasy plays in life is a concern that Buzzati 

expresses in his fantastic fiction and that comes to the fore especially 

through the study of Buzzatian intertextuality. In other words, the 

exploration of the relationship between Buzzati’s texts and those of the 

authors he took as models will lead to a reassessment of his fiction. 

Alongside a conspicuous pessimistic slant, an equally significant playful 

counterpart is conveyed through the creation of metaphors for life, 

allegorical creatures and metafictional stories, which bring forward his 

creative jouissance and make the reader reflect on the importance of 

fantasy.  

This introduction is divided into three sections. The first is an overview 

of Buzzati’s fiction focusing on the paradigms of existential anxiety and re-

considering, at the same time, the positive side of his poetics of the 

fantastic. The second part aims to illustrate how critics have dealt with the 

                                                
1 For example, Mignone argues that abnormality and anxiety are the main 

paradigms of Buzzati’s fiction; cf. Mario B. Mignone, Anormalità e angoscia nella 
narrativa di Dino Buzzati (Ravenna: Longo, 1981). 
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issue of intertextuality in Buzzati as well as how an intertextual reading of 

his works can shed light on aspects that have been only partially 

investigated. In order to offer a more balanced picture of Buzzati’s fiction, 

both his pessimistic and optimistic metaphors will be considered; moreover, 

we will examine how the intervention of the supernatural into the real is 

meant to give a positive vibrancy to ordinary life and how some of the 

author’s stories can be read as literary divertissements emphasizing his pure 

pleasure in writing. The third section is an overview of the criticism relating 

to the issue of intertextuality in Buzzati. 

 

0.1 Pessimistic Themes and Metaphors for Life 

As is clear in both Buzzati’s fiction and autobiographical writings, his 

idea of humankind is ambivalent. At the beginning of his interview with 

Yves Panafieu, Buzzati expresses this twofold opinion by stating that 

‘[l’uomo è] una creatura sbagliata. Semplicemente. È una creatura 

straordinaria, tanto straordinaria, ed un essere sbagliato perché infelice per 

definizione…’.2 His admiration for human beings is counterpoised by a 

sympathetic eye on their persistent unhappiness. Significantly, the typically 

Buzzatian character is based on this view and is therefore depicted as unfit 

for life. While trying to eschew any commitment and responsibility, this 

(anti-)hero is nevertheless doomed to a steady but unsuccessful 

confrontation with his own restlessness. Buzzati defines such an inveterate 

discontent with the human condition as ‘angoscia esistenziale’, which in his 

opinion represents ‘la base stessa della vita dell’uomo’.3 The condition of 

existential malaise affecting Buzzati’s characters is triggered by their 

glimpsing the mysterious and irrational side behind ordinary life. For this 

reason, they live in a state of perpetual disquiet and detachment from the 

rest of the world.  

This is the case with the protagonist of the short story ‘Lo scarafaggio’, 

who goes back home at night and crushes a cockroach on the floor. Once in 

bed, he cannot fall asleep and realizes that all the living creatures and things 

                                                
2 Yves Panafieu, Dino Buzzati: un autoritratto. Dialoghi con Yves Panafieu. 

Luglio-settembre 1971 (Milan: Mondadori, 1973), p. 5. This interview will be 
hereafter cited as Autoritratto. 

3 Ibid., p. 74. 
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around him have been seized by a strange drowsy agitation. Such a turmoil 

is caused by the presence of death lingering on the dying insect:  

 

Per due ore e mezzo della notte – mi venne un brivido – 
l’immondo insetto appiccicato alla piastrella dalle sue stesse 
mucillagini viscerali, per due ore e mezzo aveva continuato a 
morire, e non era ancora finita. Meravigliosamente 
continuava a morire, trasmettendo con l’ultima zampina un 
suo messaggio. Ma chi lo poteva raccogliere alle tre di notte 
nel buio del corridoio di una pensione sconosciuta? […]4 

 

Only the nameless narrator is able to grasp the cockroach’s message. 

Although its content is not disclosed to the reader and remains to some 

extent ambiguous,5 its metaphorical significance is clear. Like a dying 

cockroach – a repulsive and mean creature – human beings clumsily finds 

their way through life under the constant menace of approaching death. 

Interestingly enough, Buzzati points out that this story tells something about 

‘la verità della vita’.6 Thus, it is not misleading to read ‘Lo scarafaggio’ as a 

metaphor for life, since it has various metaphorical implications. The first is 

the image of the dying cockroach symbolizing the human condition; the 

second is linked with the act of writing and describes the cockroach as a 

nondescript ‘macchia d’inchiostro lasciata dalla morte’ (In quel preciso 

momento, p. 26); the third alludes to the ominous shadow of death presiding 

over people’s life: ‘Però un’ombra giace allora su di noi’ (ibid., pp. 26-27). 

The metafictional reference to writing is indicative of Buzzati’s concern 

with his role as a writer and the importance of literature. If, on the one hand, 

his fiction is permeated by such a gloomy view of life, on the other hand, 

this pessimistic vein is counteracted by his faith in art and creativity. More 

precisely, it can be argued that Buzzati’s fiction is characterized by an effort 

to create existential metaphors that, however pessimistic in content, are 

nonetheless enlivened by the idea that imagination has the power to unveil 

the hidden significance of things. Obviously, Buzzati does not naively 

believe that art can change reality or people’s minds; rather, his aim is to tell 
                                                

4 Dino Buzzati, ‘Lo scarafaggio’, in In quel preciso momento, ed. by Lorenzo 
Viganò (Milan: Mondadori, 2006), pp. 24-26 (p. 26). All references will be to this 
edition followed by the page number.  

5 In the quoted passage ambiguity is conveyed by the adverb 
‘meravigliosamente’, which is associated with the protagonist’s observation of the 
death scene. It is impossible to ascertain whether he enjoys this view or is shocked. 

6 Autoritratto, p. 157. 
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stories which open up a clearer perspective into the most controversial and 

irrational aspects of life. Therefore, it is not by chance that, when asked to 

give a definition of a poet and art in general, Buzzati evokes the creation of 

metaphorical images;7 he also mentions ‘il mistero della poesia’ 

understanding the term poetry in its etymological meaning of artistic 

creation: 

 

Il vero poeta, però, riesce a tirar fuori da un’immagine, da 
una situazione, da un sentimento, questo stacco che arriva a 
qualcosa di assolutamente imprevedibile per il lettore. Ma è 
uno stacco perfetto in quanto il lettore poi si accorge che alla 
prima idea la seconda era legata strettamente: ecco la cosa 
tipica del poeta.8 

  

A poet or writer for Buzzati is someone who is able to describe things by 

referring to something else; in brief, a creator of metaphors. Other explicit 

hints of Buzzati’s poetics are also interspersed in Autoritratto, especially 

where Buzzati talks about the various manifestations of art. He explains 

what he calls the ‘supersignificato’ of art by means of a metaphor which 

illustrates how the fictional account of a trip to the countryside could 

symbolize a whole life.9 Still, what is of interest to us is the principle at the 

core of Buzzati’s fantastic creation: his experimentation with ideas often 

results in paradoxes or, as he says, in ‘un concetto dilatato o compresso al 

massimo per cavarne fuori il significato massimo’.10 The paradoxical and 

hyperbolic quality of Buzzati’s fiction confirms our definition of Buzzati as 

creator of existential metaphors; moreover, it leads towards a better 

understanding of the Buzzatian fantastic by way of putting together his 

ideological pessimism and formal inventiveness. In other words, Buzzati’s 

disillusioned imagination functions as a sharp-edged blade carving a blunt 

                                                
7 The highly metaphorical nature of Buzzati’s fiction might explain why his 

characters resemble stylized types and his atmospheres are so dreamlike or out-of-
time. In this regard, Savelli illustrates how some of the main stylistic elements in 
Buzzati, such as ‘la modesta caratterizzazione del protagonista; il baricentro della 
storia posto verso la fine; il tema dell’attesa’ play a crucial role in shaping the 
narrative functions at the base of the theme of destiny; cf. Giulio Savelli, ‘Una 
struttura del destino in Buzzati’, Modern Language Notes, 108 (1993), 125-39 (p. 
135). 

8 Autoritratto, p. 190. 
9 Cf. ibid., p. 200.  
10 Ibid., p. 233. 
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and sometimes cynical view of life; it has to be understood both as flight 

from reality and disenchanted eye on it. 

The oxymoronic nature of Buzzati’s poetics is mirrored in the very 

beginning of In quel preciso momento, which is a heterogeneous collection 

including short stories, autobiographical scraps and personal thoughts. The 

opening piece is significantly entitled ‘La formula’ and functions as a 

prologue in which the author speaks his mind in front of his readers. 

Overcoming his fear of the reader’s judgement he takes a sincere attitude, 

because only by being himself may he aspire to be a good writer: 

 

LA FORMULA. Di chi hai paura, imbecille? Della gente che sta 
a guardare? Dei posteri, per strano caso? Basterebbe una 
cosa da niente: riuscire a essere te stesso, con tutte le 
stupidità attinenti, ma autentico, indiscutibile. La sincerità 
assoluta sarebbe di per se stessa un documento tale! Chi 
potrebbe muovere obiezioni? Questo è l’uomo, uno dei tanti 
se volete, ma uno. Per l’eternità gli altri sarebbero costretti a 
tenerne conto, stupefatti.11 

   

What is peculiar of Buzzati is that he professes to be an honest fantastic 

writer: he fathoms the depth of man’s soul and his relationship with life by 

means of imagination.  

Investigating Buzzati’s metaphors both as rhetorical device of the 

fantastic and ideological pattern may contribute to acquit him of the charge 

of stylistic naivety and political non-commitment, which has been laid by 

early criticism. These hard-to-die clichés have been partially eradicated 

during the last thirty years, thereby allowing a reassessment of an author 

who had been unfairly labelled as minor for not lining up with 

contemporary literary trends. A case in point is Mignone. He portrays 

Buzzati as an anticonformist, who deliberately wanted to stand apart and 

chose the fantastic mode to overtly criticize memorialist and neorealist 

authors. Mignone also remarks that Buzzati touches on political issues in his 

journalistic writings but always in the form of literary parables.12 Judy 

Rawson, on her part, argues that Buzzati’s use of allegory was meant to be a 

way to oppose to the Fascist regime and to escape the censor by treating 

general themes like cowardice, death and a sense of guilt. She writes that ‘a 

                                                
11 Dino Buzzati, ‘La formula’, in In quel preciso momento, p. 3.   
12 Cf. Mignone, Chapter 1 (‘Ideologia e tematica’), pp. 11-24. 
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writer who was already inclined to use allegory and to explore the hidden 

fears and anguish, which people normally preferred to keep hidden, found 

that the Fascist world provided congenial subject matter and attitudes’.13 

The story ‘Paura alla Scala’ is usually taken as an example of Buzzati’s 

encoded engagement. The so-called Morzi troups, whose arrival worries the 

upper middle class people who barricade themselves at the Scala theatre, 

has been variously interpreted as Buzzati’s allegory for Fascism and as a 

fictional version of the Communist threat in the late 1940s.14  

Another scholar who has contributed to rehabilitate Buzzati’s fantastic 

fiction is Nella Giannetto. She coined the expression ‘il coraggio della 

fantasia’ pointing out a threefold valence of the fantastic in Buzzati. Firstly, 

it was extremely courageous of Buzzati to tread the path of the fantastic in 

years when Italian literature was more oriented towards social and political 

commitment; secondly, Buzzati audaciously devoted himself to the 

experimentation with the genre and this resulted in an original work; thirdly, 

the exploration of the literary and existential fantastic could be a risky 

adventure to which Buzzati fully committed himself after all.15 In addition, 

Giannetto names the metaphor among the figures of speech Buzzati 

employs, along with hyperbaton, repetition, onomatopoeia and simile. She 

identifies three major semantic fields from which Buzzati’s metaphors are 

drawn (the desert, the mountains, and the sea, especially that of war at sea 

                                                
13 Judy Rawson, ‘Dino Buzzati’, in Writers and Society in Contemporary Italy, 

ed. by Michael Caesar and Peter Hainsworth (Leamington Spa: Berg, 1984), pp. 
191-210 (p. 195). 

14 The second interpretation is given by Buzzati himself while talking about the 
genesis of ‘Paura alla Scala’. He was asked by Arrigo Benedetti to write a story 
about the threatening atmosphere there was in Milan after the Communist party 
lost the elections in April 1948 and the attempt on the life of Togliatti soon 
afterwards (see Autoritratto, pp. 151-52). In our view, this is only an isolated case 
in which Buzzati’s fiction can be read as a comment or criticism to contemporary 
historical facts. Moreover, the atmosphere described in the text is so vague that it 
could be referred to any unstable political situations in the course of history; it 
rather appears as a metaphor for class fear. Giannetto’s offers an illuminating 
interpretation pointing out that Buzzati was concerned less with the representation 
of political events per se than with the critical depiction of upper middle class 
hypocrisy and psychological response to fear. This being Buzzati’s main aim, 
Giannetto does not deny ‘che il racconto funzioni anche come trasfigurazione 
surrealistica di una situazione che richiama vicende della nostra storia recente e 
suggerisca un giudizio morale, se non politico, su una certa classe e sui suoi 
atteggiamenti più tipici’; Nella Giannetto, Il sudario delle caligini. Significati e 
fortune dell’opera buzzatiana (Florence: Olschki, 1996), pp. 35-36. 

15 Cf. ibid., pp. 29-30. 
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after his personal experience in the world conflict); she also underlines how 

their use contributes to increase polisemy and ambiguity in his fiction.16 

Buzzati’s repertoire of metaphors for life is varied. However, the image 

of a rushing train that eschews the passenger’s control is recurring and 

Buzzati uses it to explore two themes that are typical of his fiction: the 

passing of time and the missed opportunity. In ‘Qualcosa era successo’, the 

passengers of a train heading south notice from the windows that the people 

outside are fleeing towards the north in great alarm, as if under the threat of 

an imminent catastrophe. Nobody inside knows what is happening and, 

when the train finally stops, the narrator sees a railwayman sneaking away 

through a door and hears a female cry of help reverberating in the deserted 

station. An interpretive key is offered by the narrator’s remark: 

 

Senza parole, la signora alzò un poco il frammento [di 
giornale] affinché tutti lo potessero vedere. Ma tutti avevamo 
già guardato. E si finse di non farci caso. Crescendo la paura, 
più forte in ciascuno si faceva quel ritegno. Verso una cosa 
che finisce in IONE noi correvamo come pazzi, e doveva 
essere spaventosa se, alla notizia, popolazioni intere si erano 
date a immediata fuga. Un fatto nuovo e potentissimo aveva 
rotto la vita del Paese, uomini e donne pensavano solo a 
salvarsi, abbandonando case, lavoro, affari, tutto, ma il 
nostro treno no, il maledetto treno marciava con la regolarità 
di un orologio, al modo del soldato onesto che risale le turbe 
dell’esercito in disfatta per raggiungere la sua trincea dove il 
nemico già sta bivaccando. E per decenza, per un rispetto 
umano miserabile, nessuno di noi aveva il coraggio di 
reagire. Oh i treni come assomigliano alla vita!17   

 

Trains resemble life since they take passengers towards the final station, just 

as life takes human beings towards death. The idea of speed refers of course 

to the brevity of existence; passengers onboard are aware of the inevitability 

of their common destiny and therefore they do not react. Referring to 

‘Qualcosa era successo’ St. Ours notes that ‘[t]he train can be considered a 

metaphor for life itself, that is, a non-stop journey towards death’.18  

                                                
16 Cf. ibid., p. 213 and p. 219. 
17 Dino Buzzati, ‘Qualcosa era successo’, in Sessanta racconti (Milan: 

Mondadori, 2006), pp. 249-54 (p. 253), my italics. All references will be to this 
edition followed by the page number. 

18 Kathryn St. Ours, ‘Religion and Religiosity in the Short Fiction of Dino 
Buzzati’, Forum Italicum, 36 (2002), 297-315 (p. 304). 
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On the other hand, as opposed to the image of speeding-up towards 

death, Buzzati puts forward that of life as waiting. For example, ‘Partire?’ is 

another story with a surreal relish. While sitting in a waiting room, some 

people are informed that the room itself has been hooked by a huge 

locomotive, which will tug it towards an unknown destination. Although 

they protest because they do not want to leave their present occupations or 

abandon their future plans, nothing can be done: ‘tutto il mondo è diventato 

una stazione’,19 every place on earth is hooked to the locomotive, which will 

soon depart. Furthermore, this story depicts life as a waiting room where 

people stay with the vague notion that sooner or later they will be called for 

departure:  

 

‘Care le mie signore’ dice Schiassi ‘dopo tutto, questa è una 
sala d’aspetto, e anche voi siete qui per partire, una volta o 
l’altra, no? Dunque! Un po’ prima un po’ dopo, non fa 
grande differenza’. (Fantasmi, p. 329)20 

 

Buzzati develops the train metaphor also in ‘Direttissimo’, but in this 

story he associates it to a different theme, that of the missed opportunity. 

The protagonist of ‘Direttissimo’ makes a journey on a train that is 

gradually delayed by hours, month and even years. At each station the man 

meets – or at least he is supposed to meet – people (a businessman, his 

fiancée, a celebrating crowd, his own mother) representing the different 

spheres of his life (work, love, success and family). However, he is always 

in a hurry and anxious to get back on the train before it leaves again, and in 

doing so he misses the opportunities of his life. Eager to get to an unknown 

destination, he wonders: 
                                                

19 Dino Buzzati, ‘Partire?’, in Le cronache fantastiche di Dino Buzzati, ed. by 
Lorenzo Viganò, 2 vols (Milan: Mondadori, 2005), II (‘Fantasmi’), 328-32 (p. 
330). Further references to volume II of this edition will be cited as Fantasmi 
followed by the page number.  

20 In addition, life as waiting is one of the main themes in Il deserto dei Tartari, 
where the metaphorical level is very rich. For example, Fortezza Bastiani can be 
regarded as the individual self who is basically isolated from his fellow creatures 
and shut in his own world of personal expectations and worries; it seems in fact 
rather strange that no comradeship exists among the soldiers but only military rules 
that split them apart. The desert can be read as the existential drought that 
characterizes life and its condition of waiting; man, like a soldier watching for the 
coming enemy or the break of a great war, always waits for an occasion in life that 
comes – if it does – when it is too late. And while time erodes their souls away 
piece after piece, men run after their illusions. In short, the act of waiting reveals 
the existential code: life is monotonous waiting only broken by death. 
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Per dove? Quanto è lontana l’ultima stazione? Ci arriveremo 
mai? Valeva la pena di fuggire con tanta furia dai luoghi e 
dalle persone amate? Dove, dove ho messo le sigarette? ah, 
qui nella tasca della giacca. Certo, tornare indietro non si 
può.21 

 

If in ‘Direttissimo’ Buzzati textualizes life as a train carrying the 

protagonists away from what really matters, in ‘Il treno’ the train 

symbolizes a great chance that the female narrating character missed, 

because she was afraid of leaving. It is night and she is watching over her 

baby asleep, when she hears the noise of a train passing nearby. Full of 

regret, she engages in a monologue: 

 

E se quel giorno ti avessi ascoltato? Se mi fossi lasciata 
portare? Ero bella allora. Forse la pelle sarebbe ancora liscia, 
non avrei questa faccia gialla, se ti avessi ascoltato. Sarei una 
signora, forse, e me ne andrei per la città in portantina 
riverita dai cavalieri. 

Tesoro, dove sarebbe la mamma se quel giorno fosse 
partita? Un signore buono la condurrebbe in carrozza e le 
accarezzerebbe le mani, tutte coperte di brillanti? Le mani 
della mamma, pensi?, morbide e profumate come quelle 
della regina. E forse adesso non avrei la febbre che mi fa 
questo rombo in testa. Però tu non saresti nato. 

Ma io ho avuto paura, gli ho detto di no, gli ho detto, 
piccolo mio, e lui da quel giorno non si è più fermato. 
Pensavo: un’altra volta se mai. Ed eccoci qua, piccolo mio, 
semplicemente non ho avuto fortuna. Siamo qui noi due, 
ecco tutto, e non c’è la carrozza né il bravo signore, e le mani 
sono diventate ruvide e grosse, le mani della regina. 

Vuol dire che partirai tu, figlio. Una sera ti farai portar via 
come non ha avuto coraggio la mamma. Lontano, dove l’aria 
è buona e di notte non vengono zanzare. Bianco e rosso 
diventerai, le ragazze ti guarderanno, e mi manderai le 
cartoline.22  

  

The theme of the missed opportunity is also present in Buzzati’s novels, 

namely Bàrnabo delle montagne and Il deserto dei Tartari, where he seems 

to suggest that human beings are doomed to run after their illusions never 

getting the great chance life offers them, either because they are late for it, 

too cowardly and lacking self-confidence, or because they misunderstand 

and do not recognize it. The latter is the case of Stefano, the protagonist of 

the story ‘Il colombre’. As we will see in Chapter Three, deeming this sea 

                                                
21 Dino Buzzati, ‘Direttissimo’, in Sessanta racconti, pp. 385-91 (p. 391).   
22 Dino Buzzati, ‘Il treno’, in In quel preciso momento, pp. 106-08 (p. 107). 
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monster wicked, Stefano flees it all the time; only at the end of his life does 

he realize that the colombre would have made him rich and happy, if only 

he had decided to meet it earlier.  

Going back to the metaphors for life, there are few more which are 

centred on means of transportation. In ‘Congedo dalla nave’ human 

existence is portrayed as a ship sailing adrift and carrying away all the 

familiar people and things:  

 

Con una sottile angoscia io penso che la mia nave, gli 
uomini, le abitudini, la posizione delle scale e delle porte, le 
comodità e i fastidi, i rumori, gli odori, le facce, le voci del 
bastimento, tanto a me familiari da costituire lo sfondo della 
mia esistenza per così lungo tempo, queste cose amate, che 
un giorno mi parlarono di avventura, spensieratezza, 
amicizia, andranno dentro di me perdute.23 

 

If the discharge from the ship mentioned in the title is allusive of death, here 

Buzzati explores also the theme of fading memory. In ‘I sorpassi’ life is 

compared to a car race in which people overcome one another in turn.24 

Moreover, other images can be listed. The short piece ‘L’agenda’, for 

instance, is structured around a metaphor depicting life as a diary whose 

sorrowful pages are torn one by one to the last:  

 

Dietro un terrore ce n’è un altro, proprio come un foglio 
sotto a un altro foglio, e si ha un bel [sic] strapparli, sempre 
ne troviamo uno nuovo sotto, e l’ultimo si chiama la morte.25  

 

‘La nuova casa’ describes life as a new house we provide with every 

comfort until the day comes when we are evicted from it: 

 

[…] Uno torna a casa dopo aver comperato un magnifico 
armadio; impaziente, passeggia per l’anticamera aspettando 
che arrivino i facchini con il mobile; suona il campanello ma 
non sono i facchini; è un fattorino che porta lo sfratto; entro 
stasera alle ore 21. 

E allora? E allora ci si dispera, si piange, si maledice, si 
ricorre alle autorità; le quali non possono farci niente. Come 

                                                
23 Dino Buzzati, ‘Congedo dalla nave’, in In quel preciso momento, pp. 6-7 (p. 

6). 
24 Cf. Dino Buzzati, ‘I sorpassi’, in Il colombre e altri cinquanta racconti, ed. 

by Claudio Toscani (Milan: Mondadori, 2007), pp. 227-34. All references will be 
to this edition cited as Colombre followed by the page number. 

25 Dino Buzzati, ‘L’agenda’, in In quel preciso momento, p. 19 (p. 19).  
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se fosse una novità, come se non lo avessero dovuto sapere. 
Eppure si illudono tutti quanti. A me forse lo sfratto non 
viene, non so perché ma qualcosa mi dice che nessuno mi 
manderà via. Poi suona il campanello e dietro la porta c’è il 
fattorino con una lettera in mano.26   

 

The ending of ‘La botte’ presents the image of a barrel pushed by time. 

Humankind is locked in it: at first they run in order not to fall down but little 

by little their strength diminishes and they just roll about: 

 

Siamo in una botte grandissima che il tempo spinge 
attraverso gli spazi, senza rumore. Noi dentro, per non 
rotolare, dobbiamo correre, basta fermarsi un attimo per 
sentirci precipitare. Anch’io correvo ai bei tempi, anch’io 
non mi accorgevo di nulla. Ora invece siedo in disparte. 
Perciò rotolo, rotolo; mi è passata la voglia.27  

 

Buzzati’s metaphors for life are linked with the themes of time, missed 

opportunity, a sense impending death, fading memory and the uneasiness of 

the human condition. Since these motifs recur in Buzzati’s works, it can be 

argued that metaphorical stratification constitutes the signature of his 

fiction. For example, the image of time grinding up people recurs in ‘I due 

autisti’, whose final sentence reads ‘Poi la giornata ricomincia a macinarmi 

con le sue aride ruote’,28 and in Il deserto dei Tartari: ‘E intanto la pendola 

di fronte allo scrittoio continuava a macinare la vita’.29 Interestingly, Biondi 

interprets Buzzati’s main settings – the mountains, the desert, the house and 

the city – as metaphors of the limits to which human beings draw so 

dangerously near in their search for meaning: ‘[l]e metafore narrative 

buzzatiane sono una continua domanda sul senso di questa costante tensione 

umana verso l’avvenire’; they have a ‘valore di inchiesta esistenziale’.30  

In order to gain a better understanding of the existential quest 

characterizing Buzzati’s fiction, we will complete our overview by 

                                                
26 Dino Buzzati, ‘La nuova casa’, ibid., pp. 83-84 (p. 84).  
27 Dino Buzzati, ‘La botte’, ibid., pp. 137-38 (p. 138).  
28 Dino Buzzati, ‘I due autisti’, in La boutique del mistero (Milan: Mondadori, 

2006), pp. 230-35 (p. 235). 
29 Dino Buzzati, Il deserto dei Tartari (Milan: Mondadori, 2006), p. 99. All 

references will be to this edition cited as Deserto followed by the page number. 
30 Alvaro Biondi, ‘Metafora e sogno: la narrativa di Buzzati fra “Italia magica” 

e “surrealismo italiano”’, in Il pianeta Buzzati, proceedings of the international 
conference, Feltre-Belluno, 12-15 October 1989, ed. by Nella Giannetto (Milan: 
Mondadori, 1992), pp. 15-59 (p. 43). 
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illustrating other aspects (the blurring between reality and dream, the 

intervention of the supernatural into the real, the opposition between fantasy 

and progress) and themes (the mother-and-son relationship, the monotonous 

daily routine, wearing-out time, existential passage and generation gaps). 

We will then move to the examination of his metaphors for imagination and 

literary divertissements. 

What distinguishes Buzzati’s fiction is a sense of being poised between 

reality and dream. This is evident in ‘La frana’, whose protagonist is a 

journalist who is commissioned a reportage about an alleged terrible 

rockfall that has just happened in Sant’Elmo, a God-forsaken spot in the 

mountains. But there he finds himself in an inhospitable place where 

apparently nothing has happened, apart from a legendary fall that occurred 

some centuries before, according to local rumors. Thinking himself a victim 

of a cruel twist of fate, Giovanni decides not to enquire any further and 

leave. But suddenly a thought comes to his mind, ‘A meno che...’, and while 

driving away in his car he hears ‘uno scroscio immenso’ behind him. The 

unfinished sentence can be interpreted as a switch from the level of 

plausibility to that of irreality,31 since it opens up a groove into Giovanni’s 

mind and creates an overlap between the level of events and that of the 

protagonist’s imagination. 

Indeed, the supernatural world appealed to Buzzati since he was a child 

and used to spend the summer in the ancient family villa of San Pellegrino, 

just outside Belluno. This house is surrounded by the breath-taking 

landscape of the Dolomites and it is where the author was born in 1906. 

With the annexed barn and sixteenth-century chapel, it was a place 

crammed with old legends. It is no surprise, therefore, that Buzzati chose it 

as setting for the semi-autobiographical story ‘Lo spirito in granaio’. This 

story can be regarded as the fictionalization of a thrilling experience Buzzati 

had when he and his brother-in-law made a night expedition to the old barn, 

whose rooms were said to be haunted by the ghost of a steward. The two 

protagonists hear some steps from behind a door but do not see the spectre. 

Alongside the overlap of reality and dream, another element that deserves 

                                                
31 Mignone lists those syntactical elements through which the shift from realism 

to the surreal is operated. They can be either temporal, such as ‘in quel preciso 
momento’, ‘in quel mentre’, or adversative conjunctions like ‘eppure’, ‘a meno 
che’, ‘E se...?’; cf. Mignone, Chapter 2 (‘La struttura narrativa’), pp. 25-35. 
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closer attention is the description of the atmosphere surrounding the barn, in 

particular, fear as it is experienced by the characters: 

 

Sedevamo in silenzio e io vedevo sul muro l’ombra del mio 
parente dondolare su e giù a ogni oscillazione della 
fiammella. Nell’edificio, col procedere della notte, andava 
sempre più accumulandosi qualche cosa che non si può 
definire. Era una emanazione indipendente dalla nostra 
presenza e dalla nostra fantasia umana. Anche nelle giornate 
più festose, del resto, avevo sempre notato che la solitudine 
di quelle stanze risultava eccessiva; i bianchi raggi del sole, 
risplendenti sul granoturco d’oro, non servivano a nulla 
contro il sinistro torpore che vi ristagnava. La campagna, i 
fiori, gli uccelli, le meravigliose nuvole, l’allegria della 
gente, le automobili, ch’erano pure vicine, a due passi, 
diventavano cose remotissime e assurde. 

Adesso ch’era notte profonda, questa impressione era 
moltiplicata. Dai muri stanchi, dalla voragine della cantina, 
dalla campagna stessa addormentata, fluiva dentro alla casa 
la paura. Non i terrori che popolano i meandri dei castelli, le 
delittuose autorimesse del Bronx o i fossati delle polveriere. 
No, era una paura solenne ed antica, e parlava di spiriti sì, 
ma anche di decrepite querce, di ponti fradici, di viandanti 
zoppi, di gufi, di valloni deserti, di cimiteri, di imboscate alla 
luce della luna. Una paura senza soggetto, estranea alla 
cattiveria degli uomini.32 

 

Significantly, in this excerpt Buzzati offers a definition of the fear of the 

irrational as such; he also attaches a positive quality to all the thrilling 

manifestations of the supernatural. 

Villa Buzzati was so different a place from the modern industrial 

environment of Milan, where the Buzzatis used to live during the rest of the 

year.33 A strong sense of belongingness, the feeling that the past and 

traditions are values to be preserved and kept alive in order not to lose the 

link with one’s own roots: this is what Buzzati inherited from his parents, 

who were both descendants of aristocratic Venetian families. However, as is 

apparent in his fiction, he does not accept all this passively. On the one 

hand, the vestiges of this conservatorism can be seen in Buzzati’s disregard 
                                                

32 Dino Buzzati, ‘Lo spirito in granaio’, in I misteri d’Italia (Milan: Mondadori, 
2002), pp. 155-63 (pp. 159-60).  

33 Along with the general opposition between the city and the mountains, which 
recurs in his works, Buzzati’s representation of Milan as an infernal city appears 
both in Poema a fumetti and ‘Viaggio agli inferi del secolo’, a fictional reportage 
on the building of the underground in Milan; see Dino Buzzati, Poema a fumetti, 
ed. by Claudio Toscani (Milan: Mondadori, 2007) and ‘Viaggio agli inferi del 
secolo’, in Colombre, pp. 401-63.    
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and worries about the technologized lifestyle brought by progress. In 

particular, Buzzati’s irony targets cars and the telephone as disruptive 

symbols of modern society, as is shown in the short stories ‘Il problema dei 

posteggi’, ‘La peste motoria’, ‘La belva a motore’, ‘Autorimessa Erebus’, 

‘Sciopero dei telefoni’ and ‘Telefonata’.34 On the other hand, he seems to 

criticize the eccentricity of the upper class by making a melancholy 

portrayal of signora Gron in ‘Eppure battono alla porta’. For this stubborn 

character, lineage, tradition and property are more important than filial 

bonds; they are values she stoically defends even before death. In a fit of 

‘aristocratico sprezzo’, she refuses in fact to evacuate her ancient estate 

when a river flood menaces her life and that of her family. 

It cannot be denied that the character of the assertive mother Buzzati 

sketches in ‘Eppure battono alla porta’ is modelled on the author’s real 

mother. What Buzzati said about her in an interview is revelatory of her 

attachment to a traditional idea of family: ‘[...] io ho avuto la fortuna di 

avere una mamma la quale è riuscita a mantenere, anche come atmosfera, la 

famiglia tale e quale come quando noi eravamo bambini’.35 Buzzati’s 

mother had a very strong personality and managed to keep her sons at home 

with her until her death. Whereas critics have investigated the father-figure 

in Buzzati,36 the role of the mother in his fiction has been almost completely 

neglected. Together with ‘I due autisti’ and ‘1 gennaio 1962’, which are 

autobiographical and intimist memories imbued with filial regret and sense 

of guilt on the loss of his mother, the mother-figure as a fictional character 

appears in Deserto, ‘Una visita difficile – 4 luglio 1943’ and ‘Il mantello’. 

Few as they may be, the cases in which the mother is described are worth 

mentioning, since they cast light upon the characterization of the mother-

son relationship. If in the autobiographical stories the son mourns for his 

                                                
34 Buzzati’s dislike of cars conveys the nostalgia for the old-fashioned rural 

world of his childhood: ‘Era tutto un mondo che poi è stato cancellato a poco a 
poco dall’automobile [...] Perché le strade adesso non sono più per uno che va a 
piedi. Come si fa ad andare su queste strade qua? Una volta c’erano automobili, ma 
si sentivano arrivare da lontano, una ogni tanto, e passavano in una nube di polvere 
bianca…’ (Autoritratto, p. 11). 

35 Quoted in Lorenzo Viganò, Album Buzzati (Milan: Mondadori, 2006), p. 307. 
36 Two interesting articles on the father-figure in Buzzati are: Yves Panafieu, 

‘Les fraternités contraintes et la loi du Père’, Cahiers Dino Buzzati, 8 (1991), 49-70 
and Ugo Fracassa, ‘Dino Buzzati, l’iniziazione negata’, in Sconfinamenti d’autore. 
Episodi di letteratura giovanile tra gli scrittori italiani contemporanei (Pisa: 
Giardini, 2002), pp. 26-57. 
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dead mother, in the fictional ones there is a reversal of roles, since the 

mother is sorrowful for her son’s departure or grieves for him. Moreover, it 

is interesting to note that in the second group the son is a soldier who has 

left home to pursue a military career or has been killed at war. Interestingly 

enough, in all cases it is a one-way relationship in which either the mother 

or the son is far away, dead, or appears in the shape of a ghost, as in ‘Il 

mantello’. Even though in Deserto Drogo and his mother really meet and 

both their points of view are expressed, a sense of incommunicability 

presides over their relationship, which is made only of looks and a few 

conventional words. Two episodes are emblematic in this respect. In the 

first, Drogo tries to write a letter to his mother, but while loving thoughts 

follow one after another in his mind, he is unable to express his real 

feelings, so that his hand writes only superficial information and lies about 

his military life. The second is the scene in which Drogo goes back home on 

a short leave and realizes that time has interposed a distance between 

himself and his mother, who no longer stays up at night waiting for her son 

to come back: 

 

‘Buonanotte, mamma’ egli disse passando nel corridoio e 
dalla stanza, al di là della porta, gli parve che come al solito, 
come nei giorni lontani quando rincasava a notte alta, gli 
rispondesse un suono confuso, una voce amorevole anche se 
grondante di sonno. E continuò quasi pacificato verso la 
propria stanza, quando si accorse che anche lei parlava. ‘Che 
cos’hai, mamma?’ chiese nel vasto silenzio. Nello stesso 
istante capì di avere scambiato il rotolio di una carrozza 
lontana con la cara voce. In verità la mamma non aveva 
risposto, i passi notturni del figlio più non la potevano 
destare come una volta, si erano fatti come estranei, quasi il 
loro suono fosse col tempo cambiato. (Deserto, pp. 130-31) 

   

 This passage is even more significant if we read it as linked with the 

motif of wearisome daily routine. In Deserto, routine is one of the negative 

aspects associated with the monotony of military life in Fortezza Bastiani, a 

remote and almost useless counterwork surrounded by the desert. The 

inhabitants of Fortezza Bastiani experience the consumption brought about 

by time37 both on a physical and emotional level. Days pass one by one and 

                                                
37 ‘Il logorio’ can be regarded as a variation of the theme of wearing-out time, 

especially because this idea is conveyed by the narrative structure, rather than by 
characterization. This story is constructed by alternating bits of the protagonist’s 
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are all similar to one another; the soldiers’ initial enthusiasm for their 

careers grows thinner and thinner and so do their expectations of heroism, 

glory and honour. Time brings about boredom and they look like 

automatons in uniform carrying out their duty mechanically. But what is 

worse is the fact that boredom is an integral part of their dull existences: 

they gradually get used to monotony, which becomes a way of avoiding the 

responsibilities and emotional commitment of adult life (such as getting a 

job, settling down and raising a family). This appears as a paradox if we 

think that the story is set in a military environment, which is supposed to be 

characterized by a sense of responsibility, service and sacrifice.38 

Alongside the desert, the mountains are a typical Buzzatian setting. 

Buzzati loved the mountains and was a well-trained climber himself. His 

affection and expertise are reflected in a section included in Cronache 

Terrestri and titled ‘Rapporti sul misterioso fascino delle montagne’, which 

contains several documentary pieces about the mountains. Buzzati’s 

fictional representation of the mountains takes on various meanings. In ‘La 

giacca stregata’, for example, they are a place of solitude and possible 

purification; in the war story ‘Notte d’inverno a Filadelfia’ they are 

described as a place of death; in Un amore they are one of the many 

metaphors for Antonio Dorigo’s stormy love relationship with the prostitute 

Laide. More importantly, Dorigo compares his feelings for Laide to the 

strange sensation he felt on the Dolomites when he was a boy:  

 

Da ragazzo una volta su un piccolo nevaio delle Dolomiti era 
scivolato provando una sensazione strana. La superficie 
infatti non era liscia ma, forse a motivo del disgelo, tutta a 
piccole concavità. Scivolando giù a velocità sempre più forte 
Antonio urtava via via contro i bordi delle infossature e ne 
restava sballottato malamente: era come se – lo ricordava 
benissimo – come se un gigante smisurato lo stesse 
prendendo a scapaccioni con le sue smisurate mani, e lui non 
potesse minimamente reagire o difendersi, solo la speranza 
che il pendio si quietasse in una conca o in un pianoro come 
infatti era avvenuto per fortuna, altrimenti rischiava di 

                                                
daily routine with advertisements and pieces of news from the world. A possible 
interpretation could be that life all over the world goes on hecticly wearing us out 
little by little (see Dino Buzzati, ‘Il logorio’, in Colombre, pp. 357-63). 

38 It is also remarkable that Buzzati took inspiration for writing Deserto from 
the daily and nightly rountine at the Corriere della Sera offices, rather than from 
his African experience during the Second World War. For Buzzati’s account of the 
genesis of Deserto see Viganò, Album Buzzati, pp. 155-57. 
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sfracellarsi contro i macigni della morena in fondo. La 
sensazione insomma di essere in balia di una forza selvaggia 
infinitamente più forte di lui per cui egli tornava bambino 
fragile e indifeso. Ebbene la medesima sensazione gliela 
faceva provare l’avventura con Laide solo che stavolta non 
era un gigante invisibile scaturito dalla montagna questa 
volta era una ragazzina di carne che trascinandoselo dietro lo 
faceva sbattere di qua e di là contro i muri e lei correva con 
la ansiosa frenesia dei vent’anni e magari non se ne 
accorgeva neanche non si curava se l’uomo aggrappato alla 
coda dei suoi lunghi capelli neri si lordasse tutto quanto 
strascicando il muso a bocca spalancata per l’affanno sui 
sassi sulla polvere o nella merda, era forse colpa sua se lui si 
teneva aggrappato con tanto accanimento? Le dava forse una 
noia insopportabile il peso di quell’uomo grande e grosso dai 
capelli grigi attaccato dietro, chissà, se lui avesse mollato, 
poteva darsi che lei si fermasse, si voltasse indietro e andasse 
ad aiutarlo ma fin che lui la teneva così era impossibile.39 

 

However, it is in Buzzati’s early novels that the mountains are fully 

fictionalized, in the sense that they are characters rather than a background. 

In Bàrnabo delle montagne they constitute the ideal setting for Bàrnabo’s 

failed initiation into manhood: they are mysterious and hostile to human 

beings, even to the foresters who know them well. Their woods are 

impenetrable, their peaks unreachable. A double interpretation can be given 

to the mountains’ verticality: it means death and moral fall if we look at 

them from top to bottom; while in the case of an ascent they are a place for 

atonement, purification and liberation from moral burdens. In Bàrnabo this 

double function is epitomized in the episode of the young forester Darrìo’s 

death: he accidentally falls down a cliff and his old father frees himself from 

the burden of the loss by toilsomely ascending to the spot of the tragedy. 

Although the description of the mountains in Il segreto del Bosco Vecchio is 

characterized by mystery, a strong magical component pervades this novel. 

It is set in an enchanted wood, where danger is always behind the corner 

and the battle between innocence and selfishness is one of the leitmotifs. 

The mountains are a suitable place for transitions to happen. The trespass of 

wicked colonel Procolo from life to death – and also from selfishness to 

altruism – occurs on a snowy mountain-top; similarly, little Benvenuto is 

                                                
39 Dino Buzzati, Un amore (Milan: Mondadori, 2006), pp. 188-89. A similar 

idea is present in ‘L’ascensore’, in which the elevator is another metaphor for love 
and the protagonist’s ineptitude with women. His experience in a scyscraper 
elevator becomes in his mind a surreal freefall down to the infernal bowels of the 
earth (cf. Dino Buzzati, ‘L’ascensore’, in Colombre, pp. 219-26). 
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told he will soon become an adult on top of the mountain that overlooks the 

woods. 

Existential passages and generation gaps are other themes explored by 

Buzzati. The transition from youth to adulthood is not represented as a 

ritual, rather as a sudden change of which the individual is unaware. In 

Deserto, for example, the narrator illustrates Drogo’s rite of passage through 

the metaphor of a gate that has been locked up giving him no chance to ever 

go back. Drogo realizes what happened to him only many years later, when 

he grows old and does not have enough strength to perform his usual duties, 

not even to climb the stairs to his room. A similar, although more surreal 

experience, is described in ‘Finestre accese’, where the loss of youth is 

pictured as a sudden flight from one’s own room. In general, the characters’ 

unawareness of what occurs to them contributes to their depiction as victims 

of time and life cycle.  

Not all Buzzati’s young characters are passive; in some cases they play 

the role of torturers. Buzzati is quite cynical in representing the generation 

gap as a conflict, in which the young give chase to and beat their parents 

(‘Cacciatori di vecchi’) and elderly people are abandoned (‘Orchidee ai 

vecchi’) or literally thrown away like rubbish to be taken to a dump 

(‘L’Entrümpelung’). In addition, in ‘Non siamo più giovani’ the young are 

depicted as thieves who rob the grown-ups of the dearest things they have: 

 

Altri vengono avanti e a poco a poco ci portano via le cose 
ch’erano così nostre. Per esempio: i progetti meravigliosi, il 
presentimento degli oceani, l’immensità del mondo, gli 
amori impossibili, la gloria. Anche il mattino ci hanno 
portato via, quella freschezza! Anche il tramonto con le sue 
nostalgie e le sue musiche, che pure ci era utilissimo. Il turno 
è finito, è vero, ma non è ridicolo vedere i nuovi come le 
spadroneggiano, quasi le avessero inventate loro? Avanti, 
avanti! Non abbiamo più sogni per le età venture, non 
desideri di conquista, non attesa di belle donne, non abbiamo 
più fretta.40 

 

Nevertheless, also such a war between generations falls prey to the time 

grinder, as the loop conclusion of ‘Cacciatori di vecchi’ shows. After 

spending a night chasing their parents, the young criminals see their figures 

                                                
40 Dino Buzzati, ‘Non siamo più giovani’, in In quel preciso momento, pp. 3-4 

(p. 3). 
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reflected on a shop window and shake with fear, since they realize that they 

have grown older and a new gang of youngsters is coming to beat them. 

Similarly, in ‘La polpetta’, the grandfather overhears his grandsons’ 

conversations about the uselessness of elderly people and he decides to eat 

the poisoned meatball they have prepared to kill him. Still, the man is aware 

that nobody can eschew time consumption and the stages of the life cycle, 

and so he predicts a similar end for his grandchildren: 

 

(Per fortuna vostra non sapete. Non sospettate. Poveri 
figlioli. Neanche il tempo di riderci su. Tra un secolo, o tra 
un anno, o tra un mese. O tra un giorno. O tra un’ora. Tra un 
minuto, o meno, sarete esattamente come me. Vecchi. 
Pensionati. Rugosi, da sbattere nella spazzatura!)41  

 

0.2 Positive Metaphors for Imagination and Metafiction  

A gloomy Weltanschauung characterizes Buzzati’s metaphors for life in 

their depicting human beings as trapped in the mechanisms of time, life 

cycle and conscience. As we have seen, Buzzati criticizes the fact that 

progress and the hectic life style of modernity have made people less keen 

to use imagination and be thrilled by the irrational side of reality. At the 

same time, Buzzati’s fiction is dominated by the idea that imagination 

constitutes a positive force and a chance for redemption. In this respect, 

what he says in Autoritratto about the fantastic is quite significant: ‘Il 

fantastico serve anche per giocare, per scherzare, e per prendere un po’ dal 

di fuori e dall’alto molte cose della vita pratica’.42 In Buzzati’s view, 

imagination is a positive source of ideas allowing human beings to escape 

the monotony of existence by accessing a territory where anything can 

happen. However, imagination not only means escapism; it keeps a link 

with reality by providing the tools – irony, in the first instance – to face the 

hardships of life. This perspective enables us to reassess Buzzati’s 

metafictional stories about the fantastic as well as his narrative paradoxes 

and stories having no apparent meaning. 

The stories in which Buzzati textualizes fantasy as a positive force could 

be named metafantastic metaphors. In some of them, such as ‘L’uccisione 

                                                
41 Dino Buzzati, ‘La polpetta’, in Le notti difficili, ed. by Domenico Porzio 

(Milan: Mondadori, 2006), pp. 165-69 (p. 169).  
42 Autoritratto, p. 174 
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del drago’, ‘Il Babau’ and ‘Era proibito’, fantasy is presented in absentia in 

order to show how dull the world would be without imagination. In 

‘L’uccisione del drago’ and ‘Il Babau’ – which will be examined in detail in 

Chapter Three – the two monster-protagonists are killed by humans, since 

they are embodiment of fantasy and therefore cannot be accepted in a 

society dominated by rationalism. In ‘Era proibito’, Buzzati stages a world 

where poetry – understood as creative imagination – is banned by law. 

Reading poetry, writing creatively and daydreaming are prohibited, together 

with all the activities that may interfere with productivity. However, the 

Minister of Progress, Walter Montichiari, the man who has to guarantee that 

nobody wastes time with the ‘peccaminose intemperanze della fantasia’,43 

finds his own daughter Giorgina in the attic, wholly ravished by the 

contemplation of the moonlit cityscape. As a consequence, Montichiari 

wonders whether it is really possible to eliminate fantasy from life. The 

following passage contains the answer:       

 
L’onorevole chiude il finestrino ma, prima d’andarsene, dà 
un’occhiata fuori, risorgendo quel sospetto. Cosa stava 
contemplando Giorgina? Cosa stava mai ascoltando? 

Ebbene. Nulla si vede tranne il banale panorama dei tetti 
deserti, degli alberi spogli, dei capannoni industriali di là del 
viale, tranne l’insignificante spettacolo della luna al secondo 
quarto avanzato, che illumina la città producendo i noti 
effetti luminosi, le cupe ombre, gli effetti di trasparenza nelle 
nuvole, eccetera. E nulla si ode, tranne gli scricchiolii dei 
vecchi legni nella soffitta e l’appena avvertibile suono, come 
un respiro, lievitante dalla città che si assopisce a poco a 
poco, conforme al rallentamento dell’attività produttiva 
dovuta appunto all’ora. Fenomeni usualissimi, privi di 
qualsiasi immaginabile interesse. Oppure? […] Oppure 
proprio lassù, sui tetti trasfigurati in certo modo dalla luna 
(neppure lui potrebbe negarlo onestamente) sta in agguato 
ancora la poesia, questa depravazione antica? E, benché 
innocenti, anche i bambini ne restano tentati, senza che 
alcuno gliene abbia mai fatto cenno? […] Non bastano le 
leggi, dunque, né i castighi, né l’irrisione universale, a 
sopprimere la maledetta? […] E lui, Montichiari? Perfino 
dentro di lui quel sentimento occulto sta forse covando? 
(Sessanta racconti, pp. 452-53) 

 

The ironic tone of the narrating voice, which calls poetry ‘depravazione 

antica’, conveys the moral of the story even more strikingly: fantasy will 

                                                
43 Dino Buzzati, ‘Era proibito’, in Sessanta racconti, pp. 449-55 (p. 449). 
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always resist any foolish attempt to be jettisoned for the sake of common 

sense. Nowithstanding their disregard, people cannot do without fantasy; 

that is why the story ends with the destitution of the Ministry of Progress 

and the triumph of poetry. 

 The short story ‘Strano giardino’ is especially paradigmatic since it puts 

together Buzzati’s two attitudes: the negative representation of coming of 

age as loss and the positive redeeming valence of imagination. The 

protagonist describes the front garden of his house and how it has changed 

according to the phases of his life. When he was a child it was a vast garden 

where he used to play; then it suddenly shrank and became so small that he 

could not move in it; finally, in the autumn of his life, the garden begins to 

enlarge again. The image of the garden changing size can be regarded as a 

metaphor for imagination, which is rich when we are children and becomes 

poor as we grow up, so that the immense playground of childhood is 

reduced to an insignificant patch of land. As Chapter One and Two will 

show, the theme of growing-up is connected with that of the loss of 

imagination, in the sense that Buzzati fictionalizes the transition to 

adulthood as a sudden change which paralyzes our faculty of imagination. 

The protagonist of ‘Strano giardino’ describes his coming of age as follows: 

 

Ma un bel giorno – la cosa avvenne quasi d’improvviso e 
non saprei dir come – il giardino non fu più quello di prima. 
Misteriosamente si era fatto un giardino piccolissimo, una 
miseria, un fazzoletto di prato con qualche vialetto bianco e 
alcuni cespi di fiori, qua e là. Ad attraversarlo tutto non 
occorrevano intere giornate, né ore, né mezz’ore. Pochi 
minuti bastavano, forse un minuto solo, forse meno di un 
minuto. Una sessantina di passi e già si dava contro alla siepe 
di cinta. Insomma una cosa ridicola. E io non capivo il 
perché della metamorfosi, e chiedevo come mai, a chi ne 
sapeva più di me. E quelli mi dissero ch’era semplicemente 
la vita.44  

 

  Yet, also the third stage of the protagonist’s life deserves a closer look. 

The image of the garden of imagination becoming vast again when the man 

is old puts forward the importance Buzzati attached to imagination: 

 

                                                
44 Dino Buzzati, ‘Strano giardino’, in In quel preciso momento, pp. 209-11 (p. 

210).  
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Fu l’affare di una stagione. In giugno il giardino era ancora 
poco più di un cortiletto, in ottobre si stentava a scorgerne la 
fine. Era l’autunno. Rividi la savana sterminata della mia 
infanzia, la steppa degli indiani, la pampa, i miraggi del 
deserto. Era ridiventato l’immenso reame della mia infanzia. 
Forse anche più grande se possible, perché neppure nelle 
giornate limpide riuscivo a scorgerne il confine. Solo che io 
non galoppo più. I miei squadroni dalle giubbe fiammanti 
sono niente più che un inverosimile ricordo. E nelle scuderie, 
scoperchiate da migliaia di bufere, l’erba ha ormai invaso il 
pavimento e i vuoti stalli. (In quel preciso momento, p. 210) 

 

If it is true that the old man can no longer run in the garden, it is equally true 

that he can contemplate it again and re-live the emotions of his childhood 

with his mind. Significantly, the regained perception of the garden of 

imagination at the point of death can be interpreted as a salvific element. 

 Buzzati illustrates the importance of imagination also in one of his most 

famous stories, ‘Il borghese stregato’. This can be read as a paradox 

showing how concrete fantasy is, if one believes in it. During a stroll in the 

mountains, the protagonist Giuseppe Gaspari joins a group of children 

playing savages; he identifies himself so much in the play that the toy-arrow 

that hits him materializes into a real one. One of the meanings of this story 

is that the impact fantasy has on life is so real that it can kill. Alongside ‘Il 

borghese stregato’, there are various stories in which Buzzati challenges the 

readers with paradox, nonsense and hyperbole. Many of them can be 

defined as literary divertissements, which are written for the sake of writing 

fiction and which have therefore neither a logical framework nor a precise 

meaning.    

This aspect of Buzzati’s work is consistent with his statement on the 

didactic valence of literature. He does not deny that fiction can be 

instructive but maintains that didacticism must not necessarily be the rule: 

 

Dio! Se per coincidenza c’è tanto di istruttivo, è tanto di 
guadagnato! Però questa non deve essere di sicuro la regola 
di un buon scrittore… Ma un insegnamento morale, sì, ci può 
essere… Tutta la poesia, in un certo senso – cioè la bella 
poesia – per lo stesso motivo che eleva l’animo umano – 
espressione volgarissima anche questa –, esercita una 
funzione morale… Se io tolgo il brutto, se faccio pensare alle 
nubi, semplicemente, è già un’azione morale, in quanto è già 
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un certo distacco… Che poi deva [sic] essere educativa nel 
senso di insegnare obbligatoriamente qualcosa, no […].45 

 

The playful dimension of the Buzzatian fantastic is not connected with any 

specific aim, let alone with a didactic purpose. Nevertheless, Buzzati’s 

puzzling stories can be read from a metafictional angle, since in them the 

author questions the very goals and limits of fantastic fiction.     

In ‘Una goccia’ and ‘Il senso recondito’ the narrators engage in a 

dialogue with the readers. ‘Una goccia’ explores the notion of the fear of the 

irrational by dramatizing a purely illogical event that scares the tenants of a 

building: a water drop going up the stairs at night. After reaching a climax 

of anxiety, the narrating voice seems to mock the reader by criticizing the 

tendency to find a logical explanation for everything: 

 

Che strana vita, dunque. E non poter far reclami, né tentare 
rimedi, né trovare una spiegazione che sciolga gli animi. E 
non poter neppure persuadere gli altri, delle altre case, i quali 
non sanno. Ma che cosa sarebbe poi questa goccia: – 
domandano con esasperante buona fede – un topo forse? Un 
rospetto uscito dalle cantine? No davvero. 

E allora – insistono – sarebbe per caso una allegoria? Si 
vorrebbe, per così dire, simboleggiare la morte? o qualche 
pericolo? o gli anni che passano? Niente affatto, signori: è 
semplicemente una goccia, solo che viene su per le scale. 

O più sottilmente si intende raffigurare i sogni e le 
chimere? Le terre vagheggiate e lontane dove si presume la 
felicità? Qualcosa di poetico insomma? No, assolutamente. 

Oppure i posti più lontani ancora, al confine del mondo, ai 
quali mai giungeremo? Ma no, vi dico, non è uno scherzo, 
non ci sono doppi sensi, trattasi ahimè proprio di una goccia 
d’acqua, a quanto è dato presumere, che di notte viene su per 
le scale. Tic, tic, misteriosamente, di gradino in gradino. E 
perciò si ha paura.46 

 

The readers are informed that their attempts to explain the mysterious 

phenomenon or attach a figurative meaning to it are vain. The conclusion is 

crystal clear: this story has to be understood as nonsense as such. In 

addition, ‘Una goccia’ can be regarded as a metaliterary story, since it draws 

the reader’s attention to the nature and function of allegory as a means to 

reveal hidden significance. 

                                                
45 Autoritratto, p. 206. 
46 Dino Buzzati, ‘Una goccia’, in Sessanta racconti, pp. 165-68 (pp. 167-68). 
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The narrator of ‘Il senso recondito’ is proud of himself because he has 

encoded a secret meaning in his writings so perfectly, that nobody will ever 

be able to decipher it:  

 

Ma è inutile, non ci riuscirà, nobile Eccellenza, né Lei né 
alcuno dei suoi sagaci coadiutori. Come scarafaggi matti 
girerete per interi giorni su e giù per queste paginette 
cercando l’uscio segreto che vi consenta di entrare. Ma non 
ci riuscirete, o figli di cani. Dopo tanti anni la abitudinaria 
menzogna vi ha ottuso la mente ed ora, vi scervelliate pure 
per anni, non ci arriverete ad afferrarlo, il regalino che ho 
preparato per voi, il cadeau grazie al quale godo oggi nel 
vedervi impallidire di collera e tuttavia dovermi ancora 
salutare con deferenza […].47 

 

By creating an enigma with no solution the writer-narrator puts himself on a 

higher level than the rest of the world; he indentifies himself with a 

repository for a type of knowledge that is not accessible to those whose 

minds are benumbed by common sense. Nevertheless, readers wonder 

whether the writer-narrator is telling the truth or there is actually no hidden 

meaning in his stories as he wants them to believe. In general, this sort of 

questions is often raised in the mind of Buzzati’s readers and it reveals the 

author’s high degree of intentionality in dealing with the metafictional issue 

– despite some critics have denied this aspect.48  

Buzzati wrote other stories in which the protagonists are writers.49 These 

can be chosen as examples illustrating how Buzzati combines the 

                                                
47 Dino Buzzati, ‘Il senso recondito’, in In quel preciso momento, pp. 234-35 (p. 

235). 
48 In this respect, Arslan writes that in Buzzati there is a ‘rifiuto – cortese, ma 

assoluto – di qualsiasi riflessione critica sullo scrivere, sulla natura o sugli scopi 
del raccontare, sulla funzione dello scrittore in quanto tale’; Antonia Veronese 
Arslan, Invito alla lettura di Dino Buzzati (Milan: Mursia, 1974), p. 20. 

49 We discuss only two stories presenting the figure of the writer-protagonist. 
For further reading on this topic, see Monica Farnetti, ‘Leggere il mondo per 
dimostrare i libri. Il personaggio-scrittore nell’opera di Buzzati’, Studi buzzatiani, 3 
(1998), 7-26. The scholar examines all the stories whose protagonists are writers 
and highlights two Buzzati’s attitudes in approaching the issue of mimesis. On the 
one hand, we have the resigned writer who thinks literary fiction is nothing more 
than an illusion through which he pretends to represent the truth and understand 
reality. On the other hand, we have the writer who mournfully accepts to carry on 
his mission and needs to authenticate his fiction by using narrative devices, such as 
the epistolary frame, the will form, and the found manuscript, which make his 
writing plausible. Rather than being a spokesman for Buzzati’s poetics, the figure 
of the writer-character casts light on the way Buzzati deals with the complex 
dynamic of life vs. literature and truth vs. fiction. 
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metafictional discourse with creative jouissance. In ‘L’ubiquo’ a journalist 

(by the name of Dino Buzzati) accidentally decodes a magic formula 

contained in an old manuscript and gains the special power of ubiquity. 

Although this power would make of him a world-famous journalist, he 

decides not to use it for it would be too risky.50 In ‘Il segreto dello scrittore’, 

a writer-narrator composes his will before dying. He reveals that, although 

he has published only modest books not to raise the envy of his family and 

friends, all his life he has secretly worked on real masterpieces. So he leaves 

twelve precious volumes in a trunk to be opened after his death. Tellingly, 

the will remains unfinished because the writer dies while writing it; but a 

postscriptum informs the reader that when his relatives opened the trunk 

they only found hundreds of blank papers in it.51 Writing per se is the 

subject of both stories. Yet, the metafictional discourse blurs into the 

fantastic framework, so that it is impossible to find a precise meaning. 

Through the idea that a written formula can grant access to the supernatural 

world, ‘L’ubiquo’ makes us reflect on the power of writing; whereas the 

enigmatic ending of ‘Il segreto dello scrittore’ draws our attention to the 

sense of writing.  

A similar case is that of ‘Una pallottola di carta’, in which Buzzati plays 

on the metaphor of poetry as a sheet of paper that a poet has scrunched into 

a ball and thrown out of the window. The narrator, who watches the scene 

from the street, picks up the ball and treasures it as if it contained a 

masterpiece. However, he decides not to unfold the ball, because he derives 

more pleasure from imagining its content rather than knowing it:  

 

[…] così il pregustare con la fantasia lo splendore del poema 
ignoto, equivale, anzi supera il godimento artistico della 
diretta e profonda conoscenza. Si dirà che questo è un gioco 
della immaginazione un po’ troppo disinvolto, che così si 
apre la porta alle mistificazioni e ai bluffs. Eppure, se ci si 
guarda indietro, constatiamo che le più dolci e acute gioie 
non hanno mai avuto un più solido costrutto.  

[…] L’importante, soprattutto, è credere che in quel 
libretto, in quella pagina, in quei versi, in quei segni, ci sia 
un capolavoro […]. Io, per esempio, quando apro il cassetto 
e stringo in mano la descritta pallottola di carta dove si 
presume sia celato, in un groviglio di lacerti, un abbozzo di 
poesia, sarà la forza della suggestione, ma d’incanto mi sento 

                                                
50 Cf. Dino Buzzati, ‘L’ubiquo’, in Colombre, pp. 235-43. 
51 Cf. Dino Buzzati, ‘Il segreto dello scrittore’, ibid., pp. 149-54.  
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più contento, più vivo, più leggero, intravedo una luce di 
magnificenza spirituale, e dall’estremo orizzonte lentamente 
cominciano ad avanzare verso di me le montagne, le solitarie 
montagne! (E magari, là dentro, non c’è che la minuta di una 
lettera anonima per la rovina di un collega.)52   

 

From a metaliterary perspective, this paradox emphasizes the power of 

imagination over reality and makes readers think about the significance and 

function of poetry in general. At the same time, this story can be regarded as 

an example of Buzzati’s playfulness, since the narrator does not fulfil the 

reader’s expectation of having the content of the paper disclosed. 

Indeed, what emerges between the lines of the stories we have defined as 

divertissements is Buzzati’s pleasure in writing fiction about fiction and in 

teasing his readers, rather than his aim to convey a moral. Perhaps, 

Buzzati’s ludic side is more evident in stories with no metafictional 

implications, such as ‘Le mura di Anagoor’. Anagoor is a legendary city 

lying in the desert and surrounded by huge walls. Many people are camped 

by its numerous gates hoping to be admitted. Nobody knows when they will 

be opened or who will be granted admission. People just wait and hope, 

while rumors are spread about the possibility that Anagoor is actually 

deserted and about a wanderer who once arrived there by chance and was let 

in. The narrator, on his part, gave up after waiting for twenty-four years. 

Significantly, it is as if Buzzati implicitly challenged his readers to find a 

meaning for Anagoor. However, due to the story’s vague setting, dream-like 

atmosphere and enigmatic plot, a range of possible explanations and 

symbols opens up in the reader’s mind, without his/her finding a road to a 

precise significance. 

The two aspects of Buzzati’s fiction we have hitherto considered seem to 

contradict one another. On the one hand, the pessimistic vein deriving from 

his disillusioned view of the world, which inspired him such gloomy images 

and methaphors for life; on the other, his faith in the redeeming power of 

fantasy, which is conveyed through metaphors for imagination, 

metafictional stories and formal creativity. Whereas Buzzati’s scholars have 

mainly had a one-sided approach to his work focusing on the pessimistic 

aspect, we will show that there exists an internal balance between what we 

                                                
52 Dino Buzzati, ‘Una pallottola di carta’, in Sessanta racconti, pp. 511-15 (pp. 

514-15).  
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could call the dark side of Buzzati’s narrative and his optimistic drive. In 

other words, the fantastic in Buzzati is a way of coming to terms with his 

distrust of reality through confidence in imagination; rather than being 

escapism, the fantastic represents for Buzzati a means to face reality. 

The choice of my topic derives from the acknowledgement that Buzzati’s 

fiction has a strong intertextual quality. More interestingly, the exploration 

of Buzzatian intertexual dynamic brings to the fore the twofold nature of his 

work and especially its optimistic side, which tends to be overshadowed by 

the poignantly pessimistic aspect. The aim of my thesis, therefore, is to offer 

a reassessment of Buzzati’s fiction by examining its relationship with other 

authors and literary traditions. What links our presentation of Buzzati as 

poised between gloominess and artistic enjoyment with the intertextual 

dimension of his narrative is the recurring motif of the loss of imagination. 

This is the result of both a natural process (growing-up makes human beings 

rational and pragmatic) and a social condition (there is no space for fantasy 

in a technology-dominated society). Buzzati’s purpose in adopting 

intertextual practices is double: to lament the loss of imagination and to 

attempt a recovery of the fantastic imagery conveyed by the authors Buzzati 

took as models. Needless to say, Buzzati’s is not mere imitation; it is rather 

an original re-working of themes and images from other authors as well as 

of topoi belonging to specific genres. 

The focus on Anglophone culture is based on my intention to investigate 

further Buzzati’s predilection for English-speaking authors53 as well as the 

                                                
53 In Autoritratto Buzzati refers to them as ‘gli inglesi’ and ‘la letteratura 

anglosassone’. Significantly, he mentions British writers in the first instance when 
talking about his favourite reading as a youth: ‘Nella mia giovinezza, nella mia 
adolescenza, ci furono gli inglesi: Oscar Wilde, Poe, di cui ho già parlato. 
Naturalmente un po’ Stevenson. Conrad, eh, Conrad, parecchio! Dickens, anche. 
Per esempio, ciò che in Conrad per me è il massimo della bellezza è Cuore di 
tenebra. Di Oscar Wilde mi è piaciuto De Profundis, che è una cosa stupenda. Di 
Dickens ho amato Il circolo Pickwick. Un capolavoro. Di lui pure ho amato il 
racconto di Natale, sai, quella favoletta di una perfezione meravigliosa, dove c’è 
quel vecchio avaro che torna a casa la sera di Natale e vede lo spettro del suo 
amico e del suo socio morto. Allora vengono gli spettri di un Natale passato che lo 
conducono in giro alla terra… E’ bellissimo… Di Kipling ho letto con particolare 
interesse Il libro della giungla. Conosco pure Kim. Ma Kim non mi ha commosso. 
Di Kipling, pure, c’era quella storia intitolata La luce che si spense, che è la 
vicenda di un bambino il quale diventa cieco. Lì era proprio una commozione tirata 
fuori col rampino… Per quanto riguarda i francesi, non ne ho letto tanti’ 
(Autoritratto, p. 28). To these he adds Jonathan Swift, Emily Dickinson, Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, Daniel Defoe and Herman Melville (cf. ibid., p. 29). 
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modes and goals of his re-working of Anglophone imagery. Moreover, the 

scope of my research extends to both visual and narrative texts Buzzati re-

uses in his fiction, since his artistic versatility54 led him to experiment, more 

or less consciously, with forms of intermediality. The thesis is divided into 

four chapters exploring Buzzati’s intertextual dialogue with individual 

authors (Chapters One and Two) and literary traditions (Chapters Three and 

Four). Chapter One illustrates a case of pictorial memory and intermedia 

translation, that is, Buzzati’s re-use in his fiction of images by the English 

illustrator Arthur Rackham. The recovery of the Rackhamian imagery is 

characterized, on the one hand, by nostalgia for an enchanted world that 

modern society has lost, and, on the other, by an attempt to reproduce the 

atmospheres of the North European fantastic. Chapter Two shows how 

Joseph Conrad’s heroes inspired Buzzati for the characterization of his 

(anti-)heroic figures. If it is true that Buzzati’s protagonists cannot express 

their heroism since they are trapped in the mechanisms of lack of courage 

and time, it is nonetheless true that they eventually find their own ways to 

redeem themselves. Chapter Three examines Buzzati’s re-use of the topoi of 

two literary genres, the sea-monster story and the ghost story. In his monster 

and ghost stories, Buzzati nostalgically deprecates the disregard for 

imagination that characterizes modern technologized societies. However, by 

reversing and re-presenting generic topoi he creates good monsters and 

kindly ghosts, thereby showing that there is still place for fantasy, if only 

people let themselves be carried away by it. Chapter Four contextualizes 

Buzzati’s Christmas fiction between the Italian and Anglophone tradition. 

Alongside expressing his disappointment at the loss of the festive imagery à 

la Dickens, Buzzati re-invents the Christmas spirit in an original way 

through the inversion of the genre’s sterotypes, the use of irony and 

fantastic devices. 

 

 

 

                                                
54 An exhaustive portrait of Buzzati’s career should take into account that he 

was a multifaceted artist. Alongside working as a journalist at the national daily 
Corriere della Sera, he took an interest in different art forms. He was primarily a 
novelist and short story writer, but also a poet, playwright, stage designer, librettist 
and – notably – a painter. 
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0.3 The Issue of Buzzatian Intertextuality 

 Before passing to our comparative reading of Buzzati and Anglophone 

culture, we will look at how the issue of intertextuality in Buzzati has been 

dealt with. Especially after the success of Deserto, many scholars associated 

Buzzati with Kafka on the basis of alleged similarities in themes, imagery 

and atmospheres, with the result that Buzzati began to be regarded as a 

minor author, if not a mere epigone. As Antonia Veronese Arslan points out 

in her monographical study, between 1941 and 1964 some critics, among 

whom are Eurialo De Michelis, Emilio Cecchi, Giacomo Debenedetti, Luigi 

Baldacci and Renato Barilli, tended to downplay Buzzati’s literary status. 

They maintained that the presence of Kafka could be detected between 

Buzzati’s lines and that he deliberately introduced ‘Kafkaesque patterns’ 

into his fiction. Other critics, such as Arnaldo Bocelli and Pietro Pancrazi, 

acknowledged this identification as true but tried nonetheless to bring out 

Buzzati’s original features in comparison with Kafka – for example, the 

combination of realism and the surreal or the ambiguity characterizing 

Deserto.  

 It was only after the publication of Buzzati’s later collections of short 

stories that critics, such as Ferdinando Virdia, Renato Bertacchini and 

Fausto Gianfranceschi, tried to spread a fairer assessment of his fiction by 

claiming an almost complete independence from Kafka.55 The last critical 

phase described by Arslan is echoed in Eugenio Montale’s and Carlo Bo’s 

tribute articles, which were written on the occasion of Buzzati’s death. 

Quite unsurprisingly, in that circumstance Buzzati was cleared of all 

suspicion of derivative inventiveness and, as a result, he was granted the 

right to originality. Whereas Montale claims that ‘è vano ogni confronto’,56 

it may be useful to read what Bo maintains:  

 

Ebbene Kafka c’entrava ben poco con Buzzati, anzi non 
c’entrava affatto. Il riferimento non era che un nostro infelice 
tentativo per spiegare un’opera insolita nel quadro della 
nostra letteratura e, caso mai, ci dispensava dal continuare lo 
scandaglio e l’approfondimento.57  

                                                
55 For a more detailed account of the Buzzati-Kafka criticism see Arslan, 

Chapter 4 (‘La critica’), pp. 123-40. 
56 Eugenio Montale, ‘Buzzati: il poeta del mistero’, Il Corriere della Sera, 29 

January 1972. 
57 Carlo Bo, ‘Buzzati’, L’Europeo, 10 February 1972. 
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Buzzati himself was annoyed by such conjectures, to the extent that in 

his article ‘Le case di Kafka’, appeared in the Corriere in 1965, he 

lamented: 

 

Da quando ho cominciato a scrivere, Kafka è stato la mia 
croce. Non c’è stato mio racconto, romanzo, commedia dove 
qualcuno non ravvisasse somiglianze, derivazioni, imitazioni 
o addirittura sfrontati plagi a spese dello scrittore boemo. 
Alcuni critici denunciavano colpevoli analogie anche quando 
spedivo un telegramma o compilavo il modulo Vanoni.58  

 

A few years before he had given a quite angry answer to an interviewer:  

 

Oh, insomma: Kafka è Kafka, io sono io. Piantiamola con 
questa storia. Ognuno scrive le cose che sente di dover 
scrivere. L’importante è stabilire se i miei libri sono validi. E 
se lo sono, finiamola di dire che somiglio a Kafka.59 

 

In his attempt to get rid of the unfair and limiting label, Buzzati stressed the 

fact that, however true it may prove, readers will judge by themselves 

whether he has created something different from the alleged model or not:  

 

Il fatto che io abbia letto Kafka prima di scrivere certi miei 
libri o racconti o non lo avessi letto, non ha nessuna 
importanza: l’importante sta a decidere se rispetto a Kafka io 
ho scritto qualcosa di nuovo, di diverso, di interessante. 
Questa è una domanda a cui deve rispondere soltanto il 
pubblico, non posso rispondere io.60 

 

The Buzzati-Kafka debate61 is obviously part of a broader issue 

concerning Buzzati and intertextuality. Along with the parallelism with 

Kafka, critics have pointed out several writers as possible sources of 

inspiration or contact in Buzzati’s work. At any rate, it is worth noting that 

                                                
58 Dino Buzzati, ‘Le case di Kafka’, Il Corriere della Sera, 31 March 1965. 
59 Mirella Delfini, ‘Dino Buzzati o il mistero della “decappottabile”’, Il Tempo, 

8 September 1962. 
60 Quoted in Viganò, Album Buzzati, p. 268. 
61 In recent years Buzzati’s name has been linked with Kafka’s again, although 

with a different aim. In a contribution we have already mentioned in note 7, Savelli 
examines the category of destiny in Buzzati. Starting from a comparative reading 
of Kafka’s ‘Vor dem Gesetz’ and Deserto, he investigates the philosophical and 
ideological implications of destiny in relation to some narratological elements – 
characterization, autoreferentiality, diegetic balance and the reader (cf. Savelli, pp. 
125-39).  
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for what concerns Buzzatian criticism there exists a watershed between the 

contributions appeared before the 1990s and those which came afterwards. 

Until the end of the 1980s Buzzatian intertextuality was approached from a 

negative and old-fashioned point of view, which dismissed it as merely 

imitative and plagiaristic. Only towards the end of that decade was a new 

perspective adopted by taking into account the theories of intertextuality, 

which began to be assimilated by Italian scholars – albeit some twenty years 

later than in other countries.62 

The studies on Buzzatian intertextuality published during the late 1970s 

and the 1980s share a common ground. Avoiding a thorough treatment of 

the subject, they establish links between Buzzati and other authors, among 

whom the most quoted are, alongside the ever-present Kafka, E. T. A. 

Hoffmann, E. A. Poe and Joseph Conrad. For instance, Stefano Jacomuzzi 

acknowledges the existence of analogies between Buzzati and some 

unspecified nineteenth-century writers; however, he does not enter what he 

calls ‘questo terreno minato delle influenze’, since he deems the subject so 

tangled that studying it would be of no use.63 Ioli, on her part, defines the 

diegetic resemblance between the beginning of Buzzati’s short story ‘Un 

corvo in Vaticano’ and Die Verwandlung by Kafka as ‘falso intenzionale, 

un’esca di provocazione e di mistificazione’.64 Although her intention is to 

free Buzzati from the accuse of being an imitator, a negative judgement 

seems to lurk in the terminology she uses, so that her argument turns into an 

attempt to justify Buzzati’s dynamic of appropriation.  

If such a cautious attitude was not meant to discredit Buzzati’s 

reputation, nevertheless in some cases it led critics to superficial or far-

fetched generalizations. The improbable connections Carlino draws between 

Buzzati and other authors represent a telling example of this trend: 

 

Il Poe che affiora nei capitoli del Deserto ha abbandonato 
qualsiasi inclinazione ad un lirismo esasperato, disceso nel 

                                                
62 The term ‘intertextuality’ was first used in 1968 by Julia Kristeva, who 

introduced the thought of M. M. Bakhtin in France. Gérard Genette then adapted 
this discourse, which was primarily socio-historical and linguistic, to textual 
studies. For a chronological outline of intertextual theories, see Graham Allen, 
Intertextuality (London: Routledge, 2000). 

63 An exhaustive excerpt from Jacomuzzi is quoted in Giovanna Ioli, Dino 
Buzzati (Milan: Mursia, 1988), p. 85. 

64 Ibid., p. 84. 
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profondo del Maelström; trasmette, quale sola eredità, il 
rigido ancoraggio a schemi deduttivi proprio delle sue storie 
indiziarie e degli intrecci investigativi, il cui scioglimento è 
implicito nelle prime battute. Ai materiali narrativi rivisitati 
tocca in sorte un netto appiattimento: Dickens, presente nella 
costruzione di alcuni personaggi del Segreto del Bosco 
Vecchio, viene ora privato dell’humor, e in specie, di quello 
pittoresco e brulicante, che schizza improvvisi e vividi 
profili. Di Conrad si utilizzano, a scartamento ridotto, 
parvenze di immagini e climi di sospensione, denotati da un 
ambiguo rapporto tra personaggi, personaggio e ambiente; 
ma, per quanto attiene alle innovazioni stilistiche dell’esule 
polacco, al gergo e al disporsi allucinato del linguaggio, 
nessuna traccia si conserva nella scrittura di Buzzati. E tra i 
narratori russi dell’Ottocento non a caso si privilegia chi 
costruisce personaggi irrealizzati ed infittisce il discorso di 
toni nitidamente crepuscolari. L’eredità grottesca, visionaria 
e straniata, di Gogol ha effetto solo negli scritti successivi; Il 
Deserto dei Tartari deve soprattutto a Cechov, ai suoi 
paesaggi serotini di steppa, al perfetto bilanciamento della 
costruzione dell’intreccio, alle figure appena delineate che 
chiudono alle spalle il passato, ai suoni sordi e separati che 
contrappuntano il dipanarsi della fabula. E basterebbe, per la 
verifica, un racconto come ‘La fidanzata’.65 

 

As well as charging Buzzati of plagiarism, pieces of criticism like this also 

blame him for producing poor imitations. A rather confused lineage for Il 

segreto del Bosco Vecchio is traced by Crotti, who writes: ‘Facilmente 

individuabile, qui nel Segreto, tutto il repertorio favolistico classico e 

nordico da Grimm ad Andersen, una componente “nera” (novità rispetto al 

romanzo precedente), suggestioni da Poe e Hoffmann e situazioni alla De 

Amicis, come in Bàrnabo era riscontrabile, a grandi linee, la presenza della 

letteratura d’avventura per ragazzi (Kipling, Defoe, Melville, Dickens, 

Swift, ecc.).66 Similarly, Bonifazi includes Buzzati in the great German and 

Romantic tradition – in the wake of Hoffmann, in particular – to which he 

would be very close, due to the Nordic touch of his imagery as well as to his 

narrative modes that are typical of fantastic literature.67  

Yet, there are two exceptions in Buzzati’s early criticism. The first is 

represented by Mignone, who dismisses the previous polemics regarding the 

issue of Buzzatian intertextuality as misleading. He regards the associations 

                                                
65 Marcello Carlino, Come leggere ‘Il deserto dei Tartari’ di Dino Buzzati 

(Milan: Mursia, 1976), p. 54. 
66 Ilaria Crotti, Dino Buzzati (Florence: La Nuova Italia, 1977), p. 17. 
67 Cf. Neuro Bonifazi, Teoria del fantastico e il racconto fantastico in Italia: 

Tarchetti, Pirandello, Buzzati (Ravenna: Longo, 1982), p. 141. 
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that have been drawn between Buzzati and other authors as an attempt to 

read Buzzati’s fiction through already known patterns, thus diminishing his 

originality.68 The second exception is that of Antonella Laganà Gion, whose 

examination of Buzzati’s main semantic fields and motifs is enriched by 

comparisons with various authors. The easy-to-draw analogy between 

Bàrnabo delle montagne and Proust’s idea of fleeting time is invalidated by 

Buzzati’s own original symbolism of objects, which are signals of both the 

external world and those unpredictable natural forces presiding oven human 

existence. In addition, the fairy-tale setting and natural descriptions of Il 

segreto del Bosco Vecchio can be traced back to Karl Felix Wolff’s tales on 

the Dolomites, the motif of the child who is abandoned in the woods recalls 

Tom Thumb by Perrault, and the interaction between human beings and 

animals is typical of the Grimm brothers. Laganà Gion also names 

Hofmannstahl’s Die Frau ohne Schatten and Chamisso’s Peter Schlemihls 

Wundersame Geschichte among Buzzati’s ancestors for what concerns the 

motif of the lost shadow. As for Deserto’s landscape and the theme of life 

as waiting, the abused parallelism Buzzati-Kafka is jettisoned by Laganà 

Gion in favour of a more substantial connection with Der Zauberberg by 

Thomas Mann. Similarly, the theme of the metamorphosis characterizing 

many Buzzati’s short stories is seen as a mere ‘somiglianza formale’, since 

Kafka and the other just mentioned writers – to whom Laganà Gion adds 

Poe and Melville – would be for Buzzati only sources of early inspiration, 

upon which he has constructed his own fictional world in an autonomous 

way.69 Although thought-provoking, Laganà Gion’s analysis remains 

fragmentary and restricted to thematic and philosophical considerations.    

A turning point in the study of Buzzatian intertextuality came with Nella 

Giannetto’s seminal article ‘Buzzati et la littérature fantastique du XIXème 

                                                
68 Cf. Mignone, pp. 37-38. In this respect, the remark made by Mignone is in 

line with one of the theoretical tenets of intertextuality proposed by Conte. By 
foregrounding a definition of the work of art as outcome of the conflict between 
originality and conventionality, Conte implies that the intertextual approach makes 
it possible to overcome the debate around flat imitation and plagiarism; see Gian 
Biagio Conte, Memoria dei poeti e sistema letterario: Catullo, Virgilio, Ovidio, 
Lucano (Turin: Einaudi, 1974), p. 69. 

69 Cf. Antonella Laganà Gion, Dino Buzzati. Un autore da rileggere (Venice-
Mestre: Corbo, Fiore-Nuovi Sentieri, 1983). 
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siècle. Quelques suggestions à partir de Hoffman et Poe’,70 which was 

developed into a chapter entitled ‘Buzzati, Hoffmann e Poe’ and included in 

her book Il sudario delle caligini. In this volume, Giannetto contextualizes 

Buzzati’s work in the background of nineteenth-century fantastic fiction. 

Her argument is backed by an accurate comparative reading of texts. For 

example, she compares Hoffmann’s ‘Klein Zaches genannt Zinnober’ and 

Buzzati’s ‘Era proibito’, since they both present the allegory of 

Enlightenment and technological progress taking over imagination and 

poetry. Furthermore, she points out the symmetrical interplay of similarities 

and differences in the disquieting architecture of Poe’s ‘The Fall of the 

House of Usher’ and Buzzati’s ‘Il crollo della Baliverna’.71 What is new in 

Giannetto’s approach is that she is neither reluctant nor accusatory in 

dealing with the issue of Buzzatian intertextuality. She is the first Buzzatian 

scholar to employ the specific terminology of intertextual theories, for 

example when she talks about ‘mediazioni intertestuali e interdiscorsive’ in 

Buzzati.72 She argues that ‘[p]iù che dei modelli, Poe e Hoffman sono per 

Buzzati degli stimoli, dei punti di riferimento, degli ispiratori nel senso più 

creativo e meno epigonistico del termine’,73 thereby offering a fairer and 

more balanced assessment as compared to the interpretations of earlier 

scholars. 

Along with Giannetto, Stefano Lazzarin contributed to the reassessment 

of the intertextual dimension in Buzzati’s work. Over a span of eleven 

years, from 1994 to 2005, he published several articles exploring the 

connections between Buzzati and other writers.74 By adopting a comparative 

                                                
70 This contribution was first published in Cahiers Buzzati, 7 (1988), pp. 263-

83. Its Italian version appeared in Nella Giannetto, Il coraggio della fantasia. Studi 
e ricerche intorno a Dino Buzzati (Milan: Arcipelago, 1989), pp. 53-76. 

71 Cf. Giannetto, Il sudario delle caligini, pp. 75-104. 
72 Ibid., p. 85. 
73 Ibid., p. 85. 
74 Among these articles by Lazzarin are: ‘Immagini del mondo e memoria 

letteraria nella narrativa buzzatiana’, in Dino Buzzati. Immagini del mondo, 
proceedings of the conference, Paris X-Nanterre, 28 May 1994, ed. by Marie-
Hélène Caspar (Paris: Publidix, 1994) (= Narrativa, 6, 1994), pp. 139-54; 
‘Preliminari a uno studio dell’intertestualità buzzatiana’, Italianistica, 26, 2 (May-
August 1997), 303-11; ‘Note sulla contaminazione delle fonti nella narrativa breve 
di Buzzati’, in Dino Buzzati, ed. by Felix Siddell (= Spunti e Ricerche, 13, 1998), 
pp. 9-37; ‘Nani sulle spalle dei giganti. Buzzati e la grande tradizione del 
fantastico’, Italianistica, 31, 1 (January-April 2002), 103-19; ‘Il cantiniere 
dell’Aga Khan: ovvero, Buzzati tra Kafka e Borges’, The Italianist, 25 (2005), 55-
71. 
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perspective and making use of intertextual theories, Lazzarin categorized 

the various modes through which Buzzati appropriates and transforms his 

sources. In this connection, he examined the ways Buzzati re-uses and 

parodies some topoi belonging to the fantastic tradition, thereby showing 

how his fiction plays a great part in the evolution of the genre.75 These 

contributions have been re-worked into a book titled Il Buzzati ‘secondo’, 

whose aim is: 

 

tessere intorno all’opera di Buzzati una rete di riferimenti 
letterari, ma non allo scopo di negarne l’originalità, come per 
lungo tempo ha fatto una critica grossolana, bensì per situarla 
nel contesto che può illustrarne compiutamente la genesi, e 
permetterci di comprenderla meglio.76  

 

In Lazzarin’s view, the intertextual analysis of Buzzati’s fantastic fiction 

serves a threefold intent: the deconstruction of the widespread common-

sense idea of Buzzati’s literary and critical naivety, the acquisition of new 

elements for the interpretation of his texts, the understanding of his work in 

the historical context of the fantastic genre. 

In particular, Lazzarin argues that the autobiographical material Buzzati 

introduces into his fiction is filtered through literary memory. To quote 

Lazzarin’s words,  

 

[…] la memoria letteraria consente la formalizzazione del 
materiale biografico, esercitando in tal modo varie funzioni: 
una funzione di mediazione, sempre; una funzione di messa a 
distanza, di distacco nei confronti di un vissuto 
particolarmente intenso, nel caso della rappresentazione delle 
montagne; una funzione che chiamerò di ‘supplenza’, infine, 

                                                
75 In a sense, the study of the metafictional discourse present in Buzzati and his 

re-working of generic topoi let us appreciate the place his ficion occupies in the 
history of the fantastic. In this respect, Waugh’s words about parody are 
illuminating: ‘In fact, parody in metafiction can equally be regarded as another 
lever of positive literary change, for, by undermining an earlier set of literary 
conventions which have become authomatized, the parodist clears a path for a new, 
more perceptible set. The problem arises because parody is double-edged. A novel 
that uses parody can be seen either as destructive or as critically evaluative and 
breaking out into new creative possibilities’; Patricia Waugh, Metafiction: The 
Theory and Practice of Self-Conscious Fiction (London and New York: Routledge, 
2003), pp. 64-65. 

76 Stefano Lazzarin, Il Buzzati ‘secondo’. Saggio sui fattori di letterarietà 
nell’opera buzzatiana (Manziana, Rome: Vecchiarelli, 2008), p. 8. 
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nel caso di un’esperienza biografica inesistente o poco 
marcata.77  

 

The images of the world Lazzarin examines are the mountains, the desert, 

the city, the haunted house and the sea. Lazzarin identifies the origin of 

these fictional archetypes in Buzzati’s literary memory. For example, Poe’s 

poem ‘The City in the Sea’ for Buzzati’s description of the city; Poe’s ‘The 

Fall of the House of Usher’, Hoffmann’s ‘Das öde Haus’, Dickens’s ‘The 

Haunted House’, R. L. Stevenson’s The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde and Bram Stoker’s Dracula for the haunted house; Poe’s ‘The Golden 

Bug’ and Balzac’s La peau de chagrin for the mountains; Melville’s Moby-

Dick, Poe’s Narrative of A. Gordon Pym, Victor Hugo’s L’homme qui rit 

and Conrad’s Lord Jim for the sea. The case of the sea stands quite apart 

from the others, since Buzzati was not personally familiar with seascape and 

therefore his literary memory must have substituted for this lack.  

As for the relationship between Buzzati and the fantastic tradition, 

Lazzarin begins his analysis by noting that ‘in Buzzati, la consapevolezza 

dell’esistenza di una tradizione fantastica è ossessivamente presente, proprio 

come la necessità di misurarsi con essa’.78 Lazzarin carefully traces 

Buzzati’s sources in order to establish how and why he re-uses them in his 

works. The modalities of Buzzati’s appropriation, which range from 

allusion and pastiche to imitation and parody, are comprised between two 

poles: concealment and ostentation of the sources. Lazzarin concludes that 

‘tutto sembra indicare nella dissimulazione la norma nascosta che regge il 

suo universo letterario’.79 He also points out four aims for Buzzati’s 

intertextuality: parodic treatment of the tradition, nostalgic attitude towards 

the tradition, literalization of the tradition and introduction of an existential 

motif.  

The final stage of our critical excursus on Buzzati’s literary genealogy 

will be devoted to a review of what scholars have written on the specific 

topic of Buzzati and Anglophone authors. It must be acknowledged that 

fragmentary references are scattered throughout Buzzatian criticism, 

although the subject has not been treated at length. We have seen above how 

                                                
77 Ibid., p. 81, italics in the text. 
78 Ibid., p. 84. 
79 Ibid., p. 98, italics in the text. 
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Crotti summarizes the issue of Buzzatian intertextuality and hastily points 

out the presence in Bàrnabo delle montagne of Kipling, Defoe, Melville, 

Dickens and Swift, misleadingly tagging these writers as ‘letteratura 

d’avventura per ragazzi’. Similarly, Arslan lists Dickens, Kipling, and 

Conrad with his Lord Jim, among Buzzati’s juvenile reading, which might 

have left their imprint in his creative mind.80 Another list including English-

speaking authors is made by Cavallini, who writes:  

 

La categoria del fantastico consente, inoltre, di collocare 
l’opera di Buzzati in una linea composita, i cui esponenti di 
spicco sono rappresentati da Poe, Hoffmann, Melville e 
Conrad più che dal fin troppo citato, e non gradito 
dall’autore, modello o esempio di Kafka.81 

  

Conversely, Rawson is among those critics who have established positive 

connections between Buzzati and Anglophone literature. Free from the 

prejudices on intertextuality that were daily bread for Italian scholars in the 

1980s,82 Rawson recognizes the presences of Joseph Conrad, James Joyce 

and Mary Shelley between Buzzati’s lines. In particular, she interprets 

Bàrnabo as an anti-hero because of his lack of courage and compares him 

with Lord Jim. Although in Autoritratto Buzzati himself acknowledges the 

Conradian link,83 Rawson is the first critic to take this suggestion into 

serious account and to attempt further investigation as early as 1984. In 

addition, she mentions Joyce in relation to Deserto’s narrative strategy:  

 

Then while Drogo is sleeping, Buzzati gives us in allegorical 
form a picture of the span of Drogo’s, or any young man’s, 
life with its promise and its inevitable disappointment. It is a 
moment similar to one of Joyce’s epiphanies, of which the 
reader is aware but not the character.84 

 

Finally, she points out a thematic convergence between Buzzati’s Il grande 

ritratto and Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. However different they may be, 

these two novels would share a typical motif of science fiction: the mad 
                                                

80 Arslan, p. 34. 
81 Giorgio Cavallini, Buzzati. Il limite dell’ombra (Rome: Studium, 1997), p. 18. 
82 On the relationship between Italian criticism and the intertextual approach to 

literature, see Lazzarin, Il Buzzati ‘secondo’, pp. 31-32.   
83 Cf. Autoritratto, pp. 111-12.  
84 Rawson, ‘Dino Buzzati’, in Writers and Society in Contemporary Italy, ed. by 

Caesar and Hainsworth, p. 192. 
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scientist aspiring to acquire perfect knowledge, in order to overcome human 

limits and manipulate natural laws.  

Last but not least, Giannetto’s contribution ‘Dino Buzzati e la letteratura 

inglese’ presents a one-to-one comparison between Buzzati and some 

English authors. In particular, Giannetto’s approach deserves a closer look, 

since it considers Buzzati’s intertextual stratification in the context of an 

intersemiotic and intercultural exchange: 

 

[...] una prospettiva di tipo semiotico, attenta cioè non solo a 
un concetto di fonte in senso tradizionale, ma anche a 
quell’intreccio di sollecitazioni interdiscorsive e intertestuali 
che si determinano nel sistema dei segni letterari a livello di 
motivi, di associazioni di immagini e persino di stilemi, 
stabilendo dei legami anche fra autori molto diversi.85      

 

Her investigation starts from the authors whose books were found in the 

library of Buzzati’s Milanese house and from Buzzati’s own comments on 

his reading, which are scattered in his letters and in Autoritratto. The writers 

Giannetto selects are four: Rudyard Kipling, Charles Dickens, Joseph 

Conrad and R. L. Stevenson – a brief paragraph is also devoted to Rackham. 

In Giannetto’s view, the themes of fear, animals having human fetaures 

and the dead city can be ascribed to Kipling’s Jungle Books; while 

Kipling’s The Light That Failed inspired Buzzati the motif of illness as 

humiliation and exclusion from society. Also Buzzati’s descriptions of 

Africa – although based on his own biographical experience – owe 

something to Kim. As regards Dickens, Giannetto points out A Christmas 

Carol as direct source for ‘Lo strano Natale di Mister Scrooge’ and many 

other Christmas tales published by Buzzati in the Corriere. Moreover, 

Buzzati must have had in mind The Pickwick Papers when describing 

animated furniture and objects in his fiction. As for Conrad, the scholar 

draws a link between Bàrnabo delle montagne and Lord Jim and associates 

the protagonist of ‘Il borghese stregato’ with the protagonist of Conrad’s 

Victory for their detachment from the reality. Analogies are also found 

between Buzzati and Stevenson concerning their narrative techniques and 

the representation of landscape. As Giannetto observes, these are 

                                                
85 Nella Giannetto, ‘Dino Buzzati e la letteratura inglese’, in Dino Buzzati, ed. 

by Felix Siddell (= Spunti e Ricerche, 13, 1998), pp. 38-58 (p. 43). 
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preliminary notes, which deserve more accurate examination. Therefore, 

when I began to work on Buzzati, it was my deliberate intention to take 

Giannetto’s notes as a starting point for my research. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

ECHOES OF ARTHUR RACKHAM’S PICTORIAL IMAGERY  

IN BUZZATI’S FICTION 

 

1.1 Rackham as Model for the Buzzatian Fantastic: History of An 

Intellectual Friendship 

Dino Buzzati’s love for the art of Arthur Rackham (1867-1939) can be 

traced back to his teens. He discovered Rackham’s illustrations almost by 

chance during one of the several Sunday afternoons he spent with his 

schoolmate and lifelong friend Arturo Brambilla. Buzzati himself tells about 

this intellectual encounter in his introduction to Brambilla’s Diario: 

 

[…] I libri dell’arte che possedeva suo padre ci offrivano 
esempi e stimoli. Mi ricordo la raccolta della rivista ‘The 
Studio’ impregnata in quell’epoca di liberty; ma era per lo 
più un liberty nordico adatto ai castelli, alle case da caccia tra 
gli abeti, alle dimore di fate. E mi ricordo alcuni grossi 
opuscoli dell’Istituto d’arti grafiche di Bergamo intitolati 
‘Dagli albi e dalle cartelle’ dove Vittorio Pica aveva raccolto 
suoi saggi di critica d’arte.  

Fu precisamente uno di questi che ci rivelò Arthur 
Rackham, l’illustratore inglese di Rip van Winkle, Peter Pan, 
Alice nel paese delle meraviglie e tanti altri libri di favole. La 
sua capacità di rappresentare le atmosfere misteriose, gli 
spiriti delle montagne e dei boschi, le vecchie case incantate, 
le nuvole, le nebbie, i sortilegi del Natale, fu per entrambi un 
colpo di fulmine. Era la piena realizzazione delle nostre più 
intime fantasie. Allora mi ricordai che in casa nostra esisteva 
appunto un libro illustrato da Rackham. Era la storia di Rip 
van Winkle, di Irving, regalataci parecchi anni prima per 
Natale dal professore Francesco Novati; ma nessuno dei 
quattro fratelli ci aveva allora fatto gran caso. 

Corsi a casa a prenderla e fu, per noi due ragazzi, una 
specie di orgia. (A distanza di quasi cinquant’anni mi metto 
di tanto in tanto a sfogliare il vecchio volume e confesso di 
non trovare eccessivamente ridicoli quegli antichi 
entusiasmi.) 

Rackham divenne per entrambi una mania. E quando coi 
risparmi riuscivo a comperare un nuovo libro di Rackham, 
Illa  [read: Brambilla] non ne godeva meno di me.1 

                                                
1 Dino Buzzati, ‘Testimonianza di due amici’ (Introduction), in Arturo 

Brambilla, Diario, ed. by Buzzati (Milan: Mondadori, 1967), pp. 11-47 (pp. 22-
23). An account of the same biographical episode is given elsewhere; see Buzzati’s 
answer to the question ‘Come hai scoperto Rackham?’ in Autoritratto, pp. 27-28 
and the paragraph titled ‘Diavolo d’un Rackham’, which is included in the 
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Far from being marginal, the sentence in parentheses is revelatory of the 

crucial role Rackham played in the construction of Buzzati’s artistic 

identity. As Buzzati admits, his was not just a fleeting infatuation of a 

teenager for the visionary worlds so enchantingly depicted by Rackham. 

Indeed, Rackham represented a model on which, especially at the beginning 

of his career, Buzzati shaped his own fantastic imagery. In other words, the 

art of the English illustrator of many literary classics nourished Buzzati’s 

poetics from its early stages. 

Buzzati’s insight into Rackham’s visual art is reflected in both his 

pictorial and narrative work. However, while critics have already pointed 

out some intertextual connections between Rackham’s illustrations and 

Buzzati’s paintings,2 the intersemiotic path merging together elements of 

Rackham’s visual art with Buzzati’s fiction has been hitherto left untrodden. 

                                                
introduction to Dino Buzzati, Lettere a Brambilla, ed. by Luciano Simonelli 
(Novara: Istituto Geografico De Agostini, 1985), pp. 21-22. 

2 Laganà Gion has widely discussed this issue emphasizing how Buzzati’s 
pictorial art was inspired by his autobiographical experience, the books he read and 
other artists’ paintings. Alongside examining the internal references in Buzzati’s 
own fiction and art, Laganà Gion focuses on the re-use he makes in his art of 
images and themes, which he borrowed from other writers and artists. The 
examples are varied: Buzzati’s own drawings based on E. A. Poe’s short stories; 
Buzzati’s sketches for Bàrnabo delle montagne and Il segreto del Bosco Vecchio, 
which are inspired by Rackham’s illustrations to A Midsummer Night’s Dream; the 
representation of women with two pairs of eyes, which Buzzati draws from Man 
Ray. It can be argued that, as early as 1982, Laganà Gion shows a pioneering 
approach to the study of Buzzatian intermediality for she tries to avoid any possible 
misunderstanding about plagiarism: ‘Buzzati, come peraltro si è già ampiamente 
detto al riguardo dei riferimenti letterari, non ‘copia’ anche quando riprende con 
fedele esattezza; qualsiasi spunto gli capiti tra le mani, sia cronaca o vicenda 
personale, sia opera letteraria o vicenda storica, sia paesaggio naturale o grafica di 
altri, per lui è solo un’idea: la coscienza della sua totale capacità di trasfigurazione 
fantastica gli impedisce a volte di porsi il problema di utilizzare lo spunto senza la 
minima modifica’ (Laganà Gion, Dino Buzzati. Un autore da rileggere, pp. 95-96). 
The chapter ‘Rapporti fra letteratura e pittura’, from which this quotation is taken, 
was first published as ‘Caratteri unitari nell’opera di Buzzati: i rapporti tra 
letteratura e pittura’, in Dino Buzzati, ed. by Alvise Fontanella (Florence: Olschki, 
1982), pp. 291-304. Recent contributions on the topic are: Marco Perale, ‘Buzzati e 
lo sciamano. Fonti iconografiche e tematiche del “Colombre”’, Studi buzzatiani, 9 
(2004), 35-46, and Zucco’s study on the iconographical sources in Buzzati’s 
painting. In particular, starting from Laganà Gion and other scholars who have 
touched on Buzzati’s visual intertextuality, Zucco examines ‘[i] riferimenti 
figurativi, più o meno consapevoli, che stanno alla base dell’arte buzzatiana e delle 
modalità secondo cui tali riferimenti entrano a far parte del procedimento creativo 
del Bellunese’; Maria Eugenia Zucco, ‘Fonti iconografiche della pittura di Dino 
Buzzati’, Studi buzzatiani, 2 (1997), 34-71 (p. 34). She systematically divides 
Buzzati’s sources into categories – surrealism, pop art, popular press and 
advertisement, photography and cinema, comics, stage design, Egyptology and 
book illustration – and discusses the various modalities of his re-use. 
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Therefore, starting from Lazzarin’s suggestion to study those ‘casi, non rari, 

di memoria figurativa nei testi letterari buzzatiani (un argomento, questo, 

che non è mai stato affrontato, ma che potrebbe dare risultati interessanti)’,3 

this chapter aims to trace Rackham’s visual legacy in Buzzati’s narrative 

work. We will examine his two early novels, Bàrnabo delle montagne 

(1933) and Il segreto del Bosco Vecchio (1935), whose settings, characters 

and themes resound more consistently with the North European fantastic 

tradition. We will also look at his mature works, particularly Il deserto dei 

Tartari (1940) and the short story ‘I reziarii’ (1954), in which Rackhamian 

echoes are also in evidence. In all cases, there is neither a ‘fedele ripresa’4 

nor a linear translation from the visual to the narrative medium. More 

precisely, the intersemiotic recovering deploys an interplay of parallelisms 

and inversions, which allows us to set Buzzati’s work in an original locus 

that is at once inside and outside the groove of the literary canon.  

In the correspondence between Buzzati and Brambilla, the name of 

Rackham is mentioned several times, especially in the years 1921 and 1922 

when Buzzati – who was then fifteen years old – literally hunted for books 

illustrated by Rackham, for collections of his drawings and biographical 

information of the man he deemed an idol. In some letters, Buzzati keeps 

Brambilla up to date about his acquisitions, announcing enthusiastically that 

he has been given or has consulted a volume illustrated by the ‘divino’ 

Rackham; in other letters, Buzzati regrets that for some reason he could not 

buy a longed-for publication on Rackham. In general, the correspondence 

accounts for an interest so profoundly shared between Buzzati and 

Brambilla, that some years later the author tags his boyhood as ‘[i] 

leggendari tempi di Rackham’.5 Furthermore, on two occasions, when 

                                                
3 Lazzarin, ‘Note sulla contaminazione delle fonti…’, p. 25. 
4 Laganà Gion, Dino Buzzati. Un autore da rileggere, p. 98. Without further 

investigating the aspects of the re-use and re-contextualization of the sources that 
might cast light upon different aims from the mere fidelity to his models, Laganà 
Gion notices a linear intertextual connection relating to the extrapolation and re-
presentation of Rackhamian elements in Buzzati’s paintings. 

5 This expression appears in the letter dated Milan, 25 July 1929, in which 
Buzzati nostalgically comes to terms with the intellectual – and partly emotional – 
distance that time has interposed between him and his friend: ‘Molto è cambiato 
dai leggendari tempi di Rackham, molto sei tu cambiato tanto che a me tu sembri 
costantemente vivere in una sfera superiore e compatire le molte materialità di cui 
io so godere. Certo però, questo è una consolazione che è difficile immaginare, io 
so che esiste un individuo che possa comprendermi interamente. È mutato invece 
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writing about his frequent mountain excursions, Buzzati refers to Rackham 

as to a shared code of communication between Brambilla and himself. By 

referring to Rackham’s images, Buzzati in fact ensures that his friend 

catches the atmosphere of the scenery described and that he forms a more 

vivid picture in his mind. One of these passages describes the typical 

architecture of the Dolomites: ‘[…] A Innichen c’era una chiesuola ch’è un 

amore ma non mi ricordo bene di tutto, il tetto di legno a tegole nere degno 

di certe case che fa Rackham nell’album’.6 The other is about the enchanted 

beauty of a snow-covered landscape: ‘[…] Poi la cima tutta bianca con una 

luce di Rackham e le campane di quel paese che suonavano una bella 

musica. Sai come fanno?’.7 If excerpts like these show how Rackham’s art 

represented a way of reading reality, another passage from the letters voices 

Buzzati’s urge to emulate his models, thus anticipating the intertexual 

quality of his artistic production: ‘Io sto facendo un disegno che se riesce 

come mi pare che dovrebbe riuscire, te lo giuro, mette in sacco Rackham, 

Tiziano, sì anche Tiziano, Dorè, Martini, Segantini eccetera’.8  

What is also interesting to note about the correspondence with Brambilla 

is that Buzzati often gives his friend a detailed description of Rackham’s 

images, he comments on them and draws his own sketches reproducing 

illustrations such as those for Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 

Richard Wagner’s Siegfried, The Rhinegold and The Valkyrie.9 Although 

these sketches have no artistic pretension, their documentary value is 

paramount for understanding how Buzzati’s intermedia translation operates. 

If in the letters Buzzati verbally describes the pictures he is looking at, in his 

novels and short stories the intersemiotic description functions as narrative 
                                                
l’elemento simmetrico, perché molto spesso a me non riesce di capirti’ (Lettere a 
Brambilla, p. 191).    

6 Letter dated San Pellegrino (Belluno), 22 August 1922 (ibid., p. 101). 
7 Letter sent on 30 December 1922 from Milan (ibid., p. 114). 
8 Letter dated San Pellegrino (Belluno), Wednesday 29 July 1925 (ibid., p. 173).  
9 Unfortunately, some letters attesting to Buzzati’s capital interest in Rackham’s 

art appear in the collection in an abridged form. As the editor states, certain 
passages have been omitted because they were regarded as ‘fuorvianti rispetto al 
senso generale del racconto’ (ibid., p. 37). The letters in question are dated: Milan, 
2 March 1921; Christmas 1921; Milan, 21 June 1922; Milan, 25 June 1922; Milan, 
28 June 1922; Milan, 22 December 1922. Another letter, which has not been 
published in this corpus, is the one dated 22 March 1922; however, its content is 
summarized in a note informing that Buzzati ‘si è dilungato a fare la descrizione, 
una per una, delle illustrazioni di L’oro del Reno e La Valkiria’ (ibid., note 16, p. 
298). My analysis avails itself of the autobiographical materials in the form in 
which they appear in Lettere a Brambilla. 
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technique. Many passages from his works are so highly evocative of 

Rackham’s illustrations that they can be regarded as descriptions of visual 

art decoded through literary language, in short, as examples of ékphrasis. 

Buzzati’s is, nevertheless, a special kind of ékphrasis because pictorial 

memory is part of the process and therefore a lesser degree of authorial 

consciousness is involved. Let us clarify this point by comparing Buzzati’s 

intermedia translation from visual to narrative language with what happens 

in his own paintings inspired by Rackham’s drawings. In the paintings, the 

reproduction of Rackham’s details is so exact that Zucco assumes Buzzati 

used an episcope to trace the original image: 

 

Quando Buzzati cita un’immagine nel suo complesso, e non 
un solo elemento, ne isola la parte significativa e la 
semplifica stilizzando e omettendo molti particolari non 
determinanti per la riconoscibilità della fonte, e questo 
indipendentemente dalla tecnica usata (sottolineo che in 
molti casi la fedeltà è tale che le immagini desunte attestano 
il modo di lavorare di Buzzati mediante l’episcopio).10  

 

The use of this device and the striking resemblance of some details prove 

that Buzzati handled the original pictures during the creative process. The 

same cannot be said of the presence of Rackham’s art in Buzzati’s prose. 

The transition from one medium to another, as well as the re-

contextualization of an image within a new setting and plot, points toward 

the spontaneous emergence of Buzzati’s pictorial memory in his fiction, 

rather than the deliberate adoption of a precise method to re-work the 

graphic source. No intentional experimentation can be detected in Buzzati’s 

uncontrived ékphrasis, yet it is undeniable that Rackham’s imagery 

influenced his fantastic writing, especially in the early stages of his career 

when Buzzati was inclined to follow his models more precisely. 

Autoritratto evinces this link since Buzzati himself acknowledges his 

artistic debt to Rackham. This springs from the deep and obsessive interest 

                                                
10 Zucco, p. 53. The scholar cites the flying figures in Rackham’s illustration for 

Rip Van Winkle ‘The Kaatskill mountains had always been haunted by strange 
beings’; this is a detail Buzzati re-used in his drawing ‘Quando di notte si 
schierano per i loro conciliaboli i vecchi camini’, which is included in Poema a 
fumetti. In this regard, Zucco writes: ‘Gli spiriti dell’illustrazione di Rackham sono 
riproposti in Poema a fumetti […] con una precisione tale da rendere le due 
immagini sovrapponibili. Cambia invece il paesaggio in cui è ambientata la scena: 
non un bosco, ma i tetti di una città’ (Zucco, p. 54).  
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in the settings and protagonists of the North European and American 

classics, around which Rackham produced fantastic and eerie images that 

are now part of western collective imagination. Thus Buzzati answers 

Panafieu’s question ‘E cosa ritieni di aver dovuto a Arthur Rackham, in 

seguito?’:     

 

Tra l’altro quello a cui alludevi a proposito de Il segreto del 
bosco vecchio, cioè la personificazione, espediente del resto 
lecitissimo e usatissimo… In quanto è, anche per me, un 
ricupero culturale, credo di doverlo soprattutto a quel gran 
disegnatore che è stato Rackham. Faceva degli alberi 
meravigliosi su cui, quando veniva tagliato un ramo e 
rimaneva come una ceppaia a metà tronco, egli faceva delle 
facce, personalizzando così moltissimo l’albero, o 
l’arbusto…11 

 

Buzzati draws a connection between Rackham’s art and his own narrative 

work by highlighting the elements of the northern fantasy he has written 

into his fiction. In order to gain a better understanding of how Buzzati 

recovers Rackham’s imagery, it is necessary to explain the idea of ‘fantasia 

nordica’, upon which he frequently touches. Far from being generic or 

simplistic as it may seem, it is on the contrary a multifaceted concept. It 

refers, first of all, to the geographical area of northern Europe, whose 

landscape and architecture Buzzati found extremely fascinating; secondly, 

to the bulk of myths, legends and literature of Celtic and German roots 

forming the cultural history of that region; thirdly, to the North as symbolic 

space where the cold climate and high latitudes evoke impenetrability, 

danger, mystery, and where the grandeur of the natural scenery is striking 

and frightening at the same time. The features Buzzati admires most in 

Rackham’s art are the fairy-tale atmosphere and the invention of strange 

creatures. In particular, Buzzati makes use of prosopopoeia to translate into 

narrative language the animate objects and nature, together with the 

anthropomorphic plants and animals inhabiting Rackham’s illustrations.                      

                                                
11 Autoritratto, p. 27. In a journalistic article appeared some years before 

Autoritratto, Buzzati alludes to his artistic bond with Rackham: ‘Personalmente, 
verso il Liberty e il suo mondo, ho tre motivi di gratitudine. Il primo è il 
disegnatore inglese Arthur Rackham le cui illustrazioni di Rip Van Winkle, Peter 
Pan, Alice nel paese delle meraviglie, Racconto di Natale, mi aprirono le porte di 
incantevoli regni poetici’ (Dino Buzzati, ‘Perché il liberty?’, Corriere 
d’Informazione, 7-8 May 1969). 
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The Rackhamian echoes are paramount in the Buzzatian fantastic. As 

emerges clearly from some of his metaliterary stories, such as ‘L’uccisione 

del drago’, ‘Era proibito’ and ‘Il babau’, when we grow up our ability to 

dream of alternative worlds dwindles and we naturally get out of the habit 

of exercising our imagination. As adults, we are no longer able to grasp the 

magic beneath the surface of our humdrum lives. Therefore, by recalling 

Rackham’s imagery, Buzzati emphasizes two different sides of his fantastic 

fiction. On the one hand, the attempt to recreate Rackham’s magical 

universe; on the other, the realization that the fantastic dimension is 

inevitably lost in the passage from childhood to adulthood. If it is true that 

Buzzati’s fiction is tinged with the melancholy derived from his pessimistic 

views on mankind and that the idea of the loss of imagination pervades his 

work, it is equally true that in Buzzati’s pages readers vividly re-live the 

enchantment experienced in childhood as well as the wonders of a forgotten 

fantasy realm. To put it differently, Buzzati sees human beings as divided 

between the awareness of having experienced a creative stage in life when 

they were able to inhabit fantastic worlds and the bitter realization that such 

a skill has been permanently lost to be replaced by dull ordinariness.      

Bàrnabo delle montagne and Il segreto del Bosco Vecchio are coming-of-

age novels, whose protagonists – called Bàrnabo and Benvenuto, 

respectively – follow two different paths but both are eventually initiated 

into manhood. What characterizes their existential transitions is the loss of 

fantasy and their special relationship with nature. However, this interpretive 

thread applies more to Buzzati’s early works than to his later ones. The 

adherence to the Rackhamian model, together with the attempt to push it 

aside in order to define his own poetics, is more evident in the two novels of 

the 1930s. Buzzati’s mature works are also interspersed with allusions to 

Rackham’s illustrations. Although these allusions have no common 

hermeneutical denominator, they can be nevertheless regarded as interesting 

examples of Buzzatian intermediality; their examination, therefore, is 

essential to understand how Rackhamian echoes emerging from the author’s 

pictorial memory were translated into narrative word.12    

                                                
12 In this respect, T. S. Eliot’s remarks about the relationship between literary 

influence and the stages of an author’s life help us understand how Buzzati’s 
treatment of Rackhamian sources changed from the beginning towards a later stage 
of his career. ‘In broad terms, an artist’s approach to the sources changes between 
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1.2 The Illustrated Rip Van Winkle as Pictorial Hypotext of Bàrnabo 

delle montagne 

In 1905 a new edition of the American classic Rip Van Winkle (1820) by 

Washington Irving was published in London and New York. It was enriched 

with 51 full-page colour plates by Rackham. Buzzati owned a copy of this 

valuable edition, which he found almost by chance in his family library. It 

had been given as a Christmas present to the Buzzati children by one of 

their father’s friends, professor Francesco Novati.13 The story of Bàrnabo 

presents some interesting affinities with Rip’s in terms of plot: the two 

protagonists are exiled and eventually return to the communities to which 

they belong. The young forest keeper Bàrnabo is forced into exile following 

an act of cowardice. During an ambush by brigands – who had previously 

killed the chief warden Del Colle – Bàrnabo is paralyzed by fear and hides 

                                                
his/her juvenile works and the mature ones, in which the consciousness of the past 
is less influenced by enthusiasm’. Such demarcation line is drawn by T. S. Eliot in 
a seminal essay in which he dismisses the long-lasting conviction that a writer’s 
originality resides in his/her distancing from the tradition and in fostering 
individual features. Denying the equation ‘being different = being original’ Eliot 
maintains that ‘not only the best, but the most individual parts of [the poet’s] work 
may be those in which the dead poets, his ancestors, assert their immortality most 
vigorously. And I do not mean the impressionable period of adolescence, but the 
period of full maturity’; T. S. Eliot, ‘Tradition and the Individual Talent’, in 
Selected Prose of T. S. Eliot, ed. by Frank Kermode (London: Faber & Faber, 
1975), pp. 37-44 (p. 38). This essay was first published in The Sacred Wood: 
Essays on Poetry and Criticism in 1920; it started to eradicate the common place 
regarding artistic plagiarism some decades before intertextual theories actually 
began to be spread. 

13 The bibliographical sources attesting to which Rackham-illustrated books 
Buzzati owned or read are the formerly mentioned Lettere a Brambilla and the 
article by Valentina Baggio, ‘La biblioteca buzzatiana di Milano: materiali per un 
primo inventario’, Studi buzzatiani, 1 (1996), 165-72. In particular, Baggio has 
inventoried the following volumes: Esope, Fables (Paris: Impr. de Decourchant, 
1830), Washington Irving, Rip Van Winkle, with drawings by A. Rackham 
(London: Heinemann, 1905), F. H. K. de La Motte-Fouqué, Undine, adapted from 
the German by W. L. Courtney and illustrated by Arthur Rackham (London: 
Heinemann; New York: Doubleday Page, 1909), The Old Nursery Rhymes, ill. by 
A. Rackham (no publishing details available), Arthur Rackham, Book of Pictures, 
with an introduction by Sir A. Quiller-Couch (London: Heinemann, 1913), Arthur 
Rackham, Siegfried and the Twilight (no publishing details available). From 
Lettere a Brambilla we can gather the following bibliographical data: William 
Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, trans. by Diego Angeli, ill. by A. 
Rackham (Bergamo: Istituto d’Arti Grafiche, 1909). The Rhinegold by Richard 
Wagner and Peter Pan by J. M. Barrie are also mentioned in the collection of 
letters (cf. Lettere a Brambilla, p. 76 and p. 78, respectively), but no further details 
about the editions are given either by Buzzati or the editor. In addition, a ‘libro 
delle ballate’ is referred to by Buzzati in the letter dated Milan, 21 June 1922, but 
there are no other clues to identify the book to which he is referring (see ibid., p. 
78). 
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behind a rock instead of joining his comrades in the fight. For this reason he 

is exiled from the mountain community. After several years he goes back to 

the mountains of San Nicola, eager to find a new chance to show his 

courage. As for Rip, he is a good-hearted yet lazy guy, who does not fulfil 

his obligations as head of the family but is nonetheless well-liked by his 

fellows. Idleness often takes him to the woods to find escape from the farm 

work and, above all, from his wife’s scoldings. Here some bizarre creatures 

make him drink a magical liquor, which induces a twenty year-long sleep; 

when he wakes up as an old man, he returns to the village where he is 

gradually re-integrated. In addition to the diegetic level,14 parallels exist 

between Rip and Bàrnabo in the setting (the characterization of the 

mountains, the enchanted nature and fantastic creatures), in motifs such as 

the protagonist’s relationship with the community and the passing of time, 

and not least in some narrative strategies typical of the fantastic that 

Rackham has rendered graphically. One of these strategies is the blurring of 

the boundary between reality and legend.     

Each work presents in fact two interwoven narrative levels: events and 

mythic storytelling. In Rip the mythical dimension is conveyed by the 

device of the found manuscript; it functions as a narrative framework in 

which Rip’s story is enclosed. In the preface, we are informed that the 

manuscript recounting Rip Van Winkle’s experiences was discovered 

among the papers of the late Dietrich Knickerbocker, a historian whose 

work is full of folklore. He carried out his research on the Dutch settlers of 

North America by collecting the oral accounts of their descendants. In 

Bàrnabo, mythical time is interjected into the flux of everyday life and is 

evoked by Del Colle, the chief warden who is also the repository of the 

                                                
14 It goes without saying that the intersemiotic reading of Bàrnabo’s story and 

Rackham’s illustrations for Rip involves the intertextual comparison with Irving’s 
narrative text. Such a threefold interaction has to be carefully considered due to a 
linguistic issue concerning Buzzati: the fact that he could not read English. 
Supposedly, therefore, he did not read his own English-language edition of Rip; 
moreover, there is no biographical information that he might have read the story in 
its Italian translation. As Giannetto points out, the issue of Buzzati’s reading of 
English texts in either Italian or French translation is of some import in the study of 
Buzzatian intertextuality. In particular, referring to the Rackham-illustrated books 
found in Buzzati’s private library in Milan, she assumes that ‘evidentemente 
[furono] acquistati per i loro disegni, più che per se stessi’ (Giannetto, ‘Dino 
Buzzati e la letteratura inglese’, p. 41). 
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history of the San Nicola mountains and their inhabitants. He plays the role 

of the community’s storyteller: 

 

Del Colle, il capo dei guardiani, quest’oggi è in vena e ha 
lunghe storie da raccontare. Solo lui se le ricorda, ma a dirle 
tutte si farebbe notte e poi ancora mattino e non sarebbe 
finita.15 

 

Del Colle captures the attention of the younger generations through his 

narrative skills, thus arousing their desire for heroism. The young keepers 

dream of establishing a link with the glorious past and are eager to carry out 

deeds, which, along with their names, will be remembered forever. 

Yet, a substantial difference may be observed between the two stories: 

whereas Rip becomes part of the mythical time in which history is merged 

with legend, Bàrnabo is not given such an opportunity. Once back in the 

village, Rip tells everybody about his extraordinary meeting with the ghosts 

of captain Hudson and his crew, who are said to return to the place of their 

first expedition every twenty years.16 There is one illustration depicting old 

Rip telling his own story, and by doing so ensuring that it will be retold in 

centuries to come. This plate bears the caption ‘He preferred making friends 

among the rising generation, with whom he soon grew into great favour’17 

[Fig. 1] and shows Rip sitting in an armchair in a half-lit room; on the floor 

some children, at once curious and scared, are listening to him. The detail of 

Rip’s huge shadow projected on the wall symbolizes the shift from a man of 

flesh and blood to legendary figure. 

                                                
15 Dino Buzzati, Bàrnabo delle montagne (Milan: Mondadori, 2006), p. 21. All 

references will be to this edition cited as Bàrnabo followed by the page number. 
16 An intertextual similarity between Rip and Bàrnabo is evident in the presence 

of the spirits whose task is to watch over the mountains. Just like the ghosts of 
captain Hudson and his men who are keepers of the Appalachians, so the forest 
keepers of San Nicola were once helped in their work by supernatural creatures: 
‘Le nubi certi giorni facevano densi anelli attorno al culmine delle rupi e nelle 
giornate più serene furono viste sottili nebbie innalzarsi dai valloni rocciosi. Per 
ore e ore i montanari si raccoglievano ad osservare e attorno, come risuscitati, gli 
spiriti d’un tempo facevano di notte la guardia al limite della foresta’ (Bàrnabo, p. 
80). However, this excerpt – which has a markedly Rackhamian flavour – is 
characterized by the typical Buzzatian awareness that the time when men lived in 
harmony with the spirits of the woods is over. 

17 All the references to the illustrations to Rip Van Winkle are from the 
following edition, which will be cited as Rip followed by the page number: 
Washington Irving, Rip Van Winkle, with Drawings by Arthur Rackham (London: 
Heinemann; New York: Doubleday, Page, 1905). 
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It is not so for Bàrnabo. Towards the end of the novel he confronts the 

brigands again after several years and finds himself driven less by personal 

revenge than by his urge to redeem himself publicly from the charge of 

cowardice. Barnàbo longs to be welcomed back among his comrades as well 

as to be remembered as a hero rather than as a coward. But this wish will 

never come true. Bàrnabo in fact does not shoot the brigands, since he 

realizes it is too late to change his condition; he should have acted bravely 

when life gave him the chance to do so. The circumstances are different 

now: the brigands are old and ragged and he can only take pity on them. 

Nevertheless, in the climactic scene when the enemies are approaching, 

Bàrnabo pictures himself being acclaimed by his comrades again, re-

integrated in the community and telling everybody about his newly found 

courage:  

 

Ed ecco che le grandi crode fan meditare a quel che dovrà 
accadere. La morte, no, non se l’aspetta, se ne sente 
assolutamente sicuro. Sarà invece la sua vittoria: i nemici 
precipitati nel fondo, il suo ritorno al paese, il racconto 
meraviglioso. Il racconto, proprio il racconto. Egli ci tiene a 
poterlo narrare ai compagni; ed è tutto qui, c’è poco da dire.  

Per dire: io da solo li ho uccisi; tornare tra i guardiaboschi 
che gli avrebbero fatto festa, lo avrebbero applaudito. Poi 
ancora, con l’andar degli anni, sempre quella caserma; che 
noia, in fondo alla valle, con le strade polverose. (Bàrnabo, 
p. 106) 

 

In a sense, Bàrnabo’s redemption only happens in his own mind. At least in 

his dreams, he experiences being part of mythical time, and this is not a 

mere consolation. Indeed, this flight of fantasy gives Bàrnabo the strength to 

accept his misconduct and live on, even though his life has not turned out as 

he had expected.  

On a diegetic level, it cannot be denied that Bàrnabo’s destiny is marked 

by loneliness. Unlike Rip’s, Bàrnabo’s return among his comrades does not 

correspond in fact to his reintegration into the community. As a 

consequence, the final scene postulates his ultimate exclusion from his 

former fellows and the end of the heroic and magic dimension of which he 

has vainly aspired to become part: 
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Ecco che Bàrnabo ritorna. Si è rotto una specie di incanto, 
poco prima, tra le crode. Sono rimaste tutte sole, non ci son 
più briganti né spiriti, queste cose sono finite. Egli avanza 
con il solito passo, attraversa adagio la radura. (Bàrnabo, p. 
108) 

 

Rip can be read as the tale of a community and its aim is primarily didactic, 

since it represents a journey through American history; Bàrnabo, instead, is 

a novel about an individual and his transition to manhood. The existential 

passage is also the main reason why Bàrnabo’s dream of becoming a hero 

vanishes together with the magic shroud surrounding the mountains. Despite 

the mistake that results in his exile to the dull plain, he does not despair. His 

initiation into manhood takes place later in his life, or – it is right to say – 

when it is too late, and he realizes that there is no second chance. He was 

offered the opportunity of a lifetime but he missed it because of fear.          

The motif of time is present also in Rip, although it is not linked with the 

theme of the initiation into manhood, as it is in Bàrnabo. The speeding-up 

of time is a narrative device of which Rip is an unaware victim. What he 

thinks to be a single night is actually a lapse of twenty years, which allows 

the narrator to give a historical overview of the changes that have occurred 

since the arrival of the Dutch settlers in the region. Rip’s sleep is a crucial 

stage of the narrative and Rackham has illustrated it in the plate titled ‘The 

sleep of Rip Van Winkle’ [Fig. 2]. Old Rip is lying asleep on the rocks at 

the centre of the illustration. The attention of all the creatures around is 

focused on him: the skeletal trees, the ghosts of Hudson and his men casting 

the spell on Rip with their arms outstretched, the three crows perched 

behind him, the hare and the mice hiding among the brambles, the pixies 

looking over the top of the big rock, the fairies peeping out from another 

rock, and even the brook winding on the right side. Significantly, the scene 

of Rip’s sleep is not described in detail in Irving’s text and therefore 

Rackham’s illustration can be considered as the illustrator’s own integration 

into the tale. Irving’s narrator thus sketches out the moment when Rip falls 

asleep: ‘One taste provoked another; and he reiterated his visits to the flagon 

so often that at length his senses were overpowered, his eyes swam in his 

head, his head gradually declined, and he fell into a deep sleep’ (Rip, p. 9). 

These lines are immediately followed by a paragraph focusing on Rip’s 
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awakening. Consequently, it can be argued that, with his illustration, 

Rackham graphically fills in this narrative ellipsis.18  

The motif of a character’s unawareness of the passage of time is dear to 

Buzzati. It is briefly touched on in Bàrnabo but it is epitomized in Deserto 

as follows: 

 

Disteso sul lettuccio, fuori dell’alone del lume a petrolio, 
mentre fantasticava sulla propria vita, Giovanni Drogo 
invece fu preso improvvisamente dal sonno. E intanto, 
proprio quella notte – oh, se l’avesse saputo, forse non 
avrebbe avuto voglia di dormire – proprio quella notte 
cominciava per lui l’irreparabile fuga del tempo. (Deserto, p. 
40) 

 

In this excerpt, the narrator shares with the reader the terrible secret 

regarding the protagonist’s life, whereas Giovanni Drogo himself – 

immersed in a deep sleep – does not have the faintest inkling of what is 

going on. Such a situation is very similar to the one depicted by Rackham, 

in which Rip is unaware that he is sleeping for two decades, while nature 

and all the creatures of the woods watch his metamorphosis.  

In Bàrnabo as well as in Rip, nature – the mountains, in particular – is 

not a mere setting but one of the characters. Both works open with a 

description of the natural scenery, the mountains of San Nicola with the 

forest keepers’ house, on the one hand, and the Caatskills that are a branch 

of the Appalachians, on the other. In both cases, the mountains are 

described as fascinating and threatening living entities, whose sense of 

mystery and unpredictability is persistent. The mountains are peopled by 

bizarre creatures and their beauty is counterbalanced by the fear of the 

dangers awaiting those who challenge their altitudes or venture into the 

                                                
18 According to Stieg, this strategy was typical of Rackham: ‘But presumably in 

order to fulfill what was a commission for a specified number of illustrations, 
Rackham frequently adopted the strategy – which he was also to use in his 
illustrations for editions of Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens, A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream, and Milton’s Comus – of taking single sentences or even brief 
phrases and giving them a graphic representation far beyond what the author’s 
words can be taken in themselves to denote. The overall result of this strategy is to 
change the emphases of the tale, and to provide both a fuller story and a somewhat 
different one than Irving did […]’; Michael Steig, ‘Rip Van Winkle by Washington 
Irving and Arthur Rackham’, in Imagination on a Long Rein: English Literature 
Illustrated, ed. by Joachim Möller (Marburg: Jonas, 1988), pp. 172-91 (pp. 172-
73). 
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depths of the woods. In Bàrnabo the mountains are particularly hostile to 

the destructive intervention of men:     

 

Si ripete che le montagne devono restar tranquille. E le 
campane di San Nicola a suonare perché se ne vadano i 
cattivi spiriti. (Bàrnabo, p. 22) 

 
In mezzo al bosco di abeti e larici, il sole si è affievolito e tra 
poco scenderà dietro il Col Verde. Anche le montagne, col 
tempo, sono cambiate. Tanti anni prima, nei boschi, si 
trovavano una specie di piccoli spiriti. Del Colle li aveva ben 
visti qualche volta. Così leggeri, verdi come il prato, 
potevano essere stati loro a impedire i lavori della strada? 
Certo è che con i colpi di fucile, uno sparo oggi, uno domani, 
con l’arrivo dei lavoranti, con i rimbombi delle mine, gli 
spiriti della foresta forse erano stati disturbati e chissà dove 
si sono adesso nascosti. È arrivato davanti alla vecchia casa, 
mentre il bosco si fa buio specialmente dove i rami sono 
spessi. Del Colle tira fuori di tasca una piccola armonica. 
Una volta era ben così. Gli spiriti amavano quelle canzoni e 
dopo un po’, se già era venuta la sera, comparivano tra i 
tronchi. (Ibid., p. 30) 

 

Also in Rip the mountains are inhabited by good and evil spirits, as shown 

in some of Rackham’s illustrations, among which is ‘The Kaatskill 

mountains had always been haunted by strange beings’ [Fig. 3]. In this 

picture we see some goblins clumsily making their way through the rocks. 

Other spirits are hovering in the night sky; they have the heads of hags and 

bats, and their bodies, like worn-out clothes, blur into the background of the 

mountainside. 

 However, the relationship between men and nature is different in the two 

texts. Whereas in Bàrnabo men want to domesticate nature, which seems in 

its turn to resist any attempt to tame it, in Rip human beings have learned to 

interpret natural signs and are therefore more respectful of their 

environment. Two of Rackham’s illustrations clearly evince this difference. 

One is significantly titled ‘These mountains are regarded by all good wives, 

far and near, as perfect barometers’ [Fig. 4]. Its focus lies on three female 

figures: a child, a young lady and an elderly woman shading her eyes with 

her hand; they are all looking in the same direction, presumably scrutinizing 

the mountains’ appearance in order to forecast the weather. The other 

illustration [Fig. 5] shows two women rushing into the house while a 

thunderstorm is fast approaching; another woman gives an anxious look 
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outside while closing the window on the first floor. The emphasis here is on 

the fact that people are in awe of nature, a feeling that is mixed with popular 

belief, as is confirmed also by the caption reading: ‘Even to this day they 

never hear a thunder-storm about the Kaatskill but they say Hendrick 

Hudson and his crew are at their game of ninepins’. 

 The mountain scenery is variously represented by Rackham in Rip. Some 

illustrations depict fairies, elves and goblins in a rocky setting; others are 

less visionary, such as the one titled ‘He was only answered by a flock of 

idle crows’ [Fig. 6]. In this picture crows are fluttering ominously over a 

crag; old Rip is standing on a narrow ledge of rock, the cliffside rearing up 

by his side to form a natural terrace. A link can be established between this 

image and an episode narrated in Bàrnabo: the death of the forest keeper 

Darrìo who accidentally fell from a precipice. Notably, two elements of this 

episode have been most likely inspired by Rackham’s illustration. The first 

is the detail of the crows: when the forest keepers find Darrìo’s corpse in the 

mountains they see ‘dodici tredici corvi che continuano a girare sopra una 

parete altissima’ (Bàrnabo, p. 23). The second is the image of Darrìo’s old 

father who, overcome with grief, climbs up the mountain to the scene of the 

accident in order to honour the memory of his son:       

 

‘Voglio andare più su che è possibile’ diceva il vecchietto e 
Del Colle lo condusse per le ghiaie, fin dove si alzavano le 
pareti. Di sopra, a circa quattrocento metri, sopra un piccolo 
piazzale stavano le ossa di Darrìo, una qui una lì, 
completamente sformate. Ma ancora più in alto si spinsero i 
due, arrampicandosi a fatica per i macigni in uno strettissimo 
canale che s’infiltrava dietro un torrione. Infine si fermarono 
dove il valloncello si chiudeva e si alzavano tutto attorno 
rupi a picco. Dall’alto, giù da uno scheggione nero scendeva 
con forza un getto d’acqua piovana; un antro viscido e 
oscuro fra i lastroni inaccessibili. Sospesi molto più in alto 
stavano i resti di Darrìo; anch’essi avevano preso la pioggia e 
lentamente stavano asciugandosi. Il vecchietto guardava, 
fermo, verso le rocce, come se fosse incantato. E il rombo 
della cascata, e le nuvole che passavano adagio. (Bàrnabo, p. 
27)  

 

 A very similar illustration to the one we have just examined was made by 

Rackham for A Midsummer Night’s Dream and its caption reads: ‘… russet-

pated choughs, many in sort, / Rising and cawing at the gun’s report’ [Fig. 
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7].19 Although it is set by the sea, the detail of the flock of crows fluttering 

over a cliff is almost identical. Moreover, this illustration can be compared 

with another scene from Bàrnabo in which the detail of the black birds also 

recurs. Immediately before the ambush, Bàrnabo notices ‘uno stormo di 

cornacchie che volano in formazione, regolarmente, sopra le cime degli 

abeti verso le crode’ (Bàrnabo, p. 55). One of these birds is shot and 

therefore left behind by the rest of the flock, just like the crow at the centre 

of the illustration has been shot by the hunter and has lost height.  

 After being saved by Bàrnabo, the crow develops a special relationship 

with him. It leaves the mountains with Bàrnabo and faithfully stays with 

him throughout his exile. The crow symbolizes, on the one hand, Bàrnabo’s 

frustration following the act of cowardice, and, on the other, his strong 

attachment to the mountains and his hope for possible redemption. This bird 

is not endowed with speech but nonetheless it behaves like a human being, 

precisely like the wind and the other natural elements which are described 

by using verbs typical of human actions, as the following examples 

illustrate:  

 

Le ombre hanno riempito le foreste, salgono per i ghiaioni, le 
poche nubi si dileguano nell’azzurro. Nelle valli è scuro e i 
venti notturni intonano la loro voce. I rami si agitano. Anche 
le piccole erbe scricchiolano, preparandosi a dormire. Il 
canto degli uccelli si è fermato. (Bàrnabo, p. 49) 
 

[I guardaboschi] bisbigliano con voce sottile, si distendono 
tra i tronchi con il fucile in mano. Tutto è molto tranquillo 
come in qualche agguato. Eppure tra le cime degli abeti si è 
messo a passare il vento; un rumore quieto sulla boscaglia 
abbandonata. Si diverta, si diverta il vento; lui, che viene da 
lontano non si ferma a guardare chi c’è nascosto. Ha 
incontrato il fumo della schioppettata, l’ha trascinato con sé, 
lo porta in alto, lo disperde tra le ultime creste, come sempre 
solitarie. (Ibid., pp. 55-56)  
 

Si è già svegliato il vento notturno, ma Molo e Fornioi 
rimangono davanti alla Polveriera. Giunge fino a loro il 
rumore delle raffiche contro lo spigolo del Palazzo. Da anni 
e anni verso quell’ora c’è sempre questa solita voce. Tutti i 
guardiaboschi la conoscono e nessuno più ci bada, sebbene 

                                                
19 The edition we are referring to is: William Shakespeare, A Midsummer-

Night’s Dream, with Illustrations by Arthur Rackham (London: Heinemann; New 
York: Doubleday, Page, 1908). 
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assomigli talora a un grido umano. Ma che stasera si sfoghi 
pure. Domani non ci sarà più nessuno a sentirla. (Ibid., p. 85) 
 

Dietro la Cima della Polveriera appare infine un barlume di 
luce. Tutto è perfettamente tranquillo; le nubi sono fuggite 
lasciando limpido il cielo e sulla foresta passa un vento 
freddo con dei lunghi respiri. Lavate dalla tempesta, le crode 
riposano ancora nell’ombra notturna; sembrano più grandi, 
nitide come cristalli. (Ibid., p. 104)    

  

1.3 Anthropomorphized Nature in Il segreto del Bosco Vecchio 

As we have seen, Buzzati acknowledges that his personification of 

natural elements (trees, in particular), animals and objects was inspired by 

Rackham. Whereas this device plays a marginal role in Bàrnabo, it is a key 

feature of Segreto.20 Some recurrent motifs of the Rackhamian imagery are 

introduced in this novel; even though they are transferred to an equally 

fantastic context, their re-working by Buzzati alters their original meaning. 

The ‘fantasia nordica’ that fascinated young Buzzati so much nourishes his 

works and, more interestingly, it is employed in the exploration of the 

typical themes of the Buzzatian fantastic.  

The most important of these themes is the passage from childhood to 

adulthood. In Buzzati’s other works this transition is metafictionally 

characterized as the loss of the faculty of imagination; on the contrary, in 

Segreto it is depicted as the end of the harmony between men and nature: 

 

‘È inutile’ disse il vento ‘devo andare sul serio. Del resto, 
questa forse è la notte famosa in cui tu finirai di essere 
bambino. Non so se qualcuno te l’ha detto. Di questa notte i 
più non si accorgono, non sospettano nemmeno che esista, 
eppure è una netta barriera che si chiude d’improvviso. 
Capita di solito nel sonno. Sì, può darsi che sia la tua volta. 
Tu domani sarai molto più forte, domani comincerà per te 
una nuova vita, ma non capirai più molte cose: non li capirai 
più, quando parlano, gli alberi, né gli uccelli, né i fiumi, né i 
venti. Anche se io rimanessi, non potresti, di quello che dico, 
intendere più una parola. Udresti sì la mia voce, ma ti 
sembrerebbe un insignificante fruscio, rideresti anzi di queste 

                                                
20 Caspar ascribes the vegetal metamorphosis Buzzati uses in Segreto to 

Rackham’s influence: ‘Puis intervient de manière décisive le dessinateur anglais 
Rackham. C’est en effet Rip Van Winkle de W. Irving, illustré par Rackham, qui 
donne à Brambilla et à Buzzati le goût des métamorphoses végétales que ce dernier 
utilisera abondamment dans Le secret du Bosco Vecchio […]’; Marie-Hélène 
Caspar, Fantastique et mythe personnel dans l’oeuvre de Dino Buzzati (La 
Garenne-Colombes: Erasme, 1990), p. 24. 
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cose. No, forse è meglio così, che ci separiamo al punto 
giusto’.21 

 

In Segreto, the orphan boy Benvenuto shares the legacy of an enchanted 

wood – the Old Wood of the title – with his selfish and wicked uncle, 

colonel Procolo, who threatens to destroy this place and its inhabitants. One 

of the main characters of Segreto is the wind Matteo, an animate wind 

which can talk and has its own personality, just like a human being. Most 

importantly, its presence is decisive for young Benvenuto’s initiation into 

manhood. As we can read in the quotation above, its task is to reveal a 

terrible secret to the boy: every child is doomed to lose his/her special 

relationship with nature in the very moment he/she becomes an adult. 

Although unaware, Benvenuto has reached such a stage in his life: he will 

soon become a man but will be no longer able to understand the language of 

nature. The voices of the trees, the birds, the rivers and the winds, which he 

has so far perfectly comprehended, will become meaningless and 

unintelligible noises to him. The envisaged lack of communication between 

grown-up Benvenuto and the inhabitants of the Old Wood can be 

interpreted as the loss of imagination. In a sense, the Old Wood can be 

regarded as a metaphor for imagination itself. This enchanted space 

represents the realm of fantasy to which children naturally belong, since 

they let imagination run free and the rational thinking of adult life does not 

encumber their souls.22 

Matteo is not given a human body; its anthropomorphism is mainly 

manifest in its power of speech23 and psychological characterization. Even 

                                                
21 Dino Buzzati, Il segreto del Bosco Vecchio (Milan: Mondadori, 2006), p. 149. 

All references will be to this edition cited as Segreto followed by the page number. 
22 Caspar comments on the relationship between enchanted nature and 

childhood in Segreto highlighting another intertextual connection: ‘L’univers du 
Segreto, en marge de la réalité, est un monde à la Kipling. Mais la jungle 
anthropomorphique est remplacée ici par une forêt enchantée moins exotique, bien 
que mystérieuse, qui n’existe que par la magie de l’enfance. […] Les enfants qui 
peuplent le roman et notamment Benvenuto, le comprennent naturellement par la 
faculté qu’ils ont de vivre en harmonie avec la nature, d’entrer en contact avec 
elle’; Marie-Hélène Caspar, ‘Merveilleux et anthropomorphisme dans Il segreto 
del Bosco Vecchio de Dino Buzzati’, Cahiers Dino Buzzati, 2 (1978), 139-61 (p. 
142).  

23 At the beginning of her inventory of personified plants, animals and natural 
elements of Segreto, Caspar points out that Buzzati uses a restricted form of 
anthropomorphism: ‘L’auteur privilégie surtout l’attribut qui distingue, le plus 
souvent, l’homme de l’animal: le langage. C’est ce qui le rapproche de fabulistes 
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so, Buzzati’s animate wind has much in common with the 

anthropomorphized wind drawn by Rackham. However, whereas in 

Rackham the wind is usually characterized as spiteful, in Buzzati it is a 

constantly evolving character. Matteo in fact undergoes a transformation 

similar to that of colonel Procolo: they both change from being Benvenuto’s 

adversaries to become his caring tutors, even though their conversion takes 

place towards the end of the novel and coincides with their death. Matteo’s 

destroying power and selfishness are eventually changed into goodness and 

it proves to be a better tutor for Benvenuto than his uncle does.  

A closer examination of Rackham’s illustrations – especially those for 

Aesop’s fables24 – shows a one-faceted characterization of the wind as an 

evil force always fighting with the other elements and hostile to human 

beings. One of the most emblematic examples of anthropomorphized wind 

is the illustration ‘The North Wind and the Sun’ [Fig. 8] for the 

homonymous fable by Aesop. In this picture, the wind is portrayed as a 

monstrous human face emerging from the clouds and threatening the 

traveller with its fierce blast, large-knuckled hands and sharp claws. In 

Segreto there is a similar scene, in which the wind Matteo, hired by the 

murderous Procolo, attacks Benvenuto intending to kill him: 

 

Il 24 giugno Benvenuto, in un’ora di libertà, stava salendo 
verso il bosco per motivi che non sappiamo, verso le due del 
pomeriggio, quando il vento Matteo l’assalì. 
 Il ragazzo si sentì di colpo venire addosso una forza 
sconosciuta. Cadde di fianco nel prato. Poi si rialzò, 
spaventatissimo, e si mise a correre ansimando verso il 
collegio. 
 […] 
 Voleva raggiungere il collegio ma non ci riusciva; Matteo 
lo spingeva da un lato, facendolo deviare. Non capiva bene 
cosa gli stesse succedendo, ma continuava a correre con 
disperazione. (Segreto, p. 58)  
 

Although Matteo is described as a nasty sly creature, its positive side is 

shown as well. It often delights the Old Wood with its melodious blowing, 

thus contributing to the magical atmosphere of the place: 
                                                
comme Esope ou La Fontaine mais aussi de certains de ses compatriotes’ (ibid., p. 
141).       

24 The edition I consulted is: Aesop’s Fables, A New Translation by V. S. 
Vernon Jones with an Introduction by G. K. Chesterton and Illustrations by Arthur 
Rackham (London: Heinemann; New York: Doubleday, Page, 1912). 
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Dopo le sue bufere maggiori, che lasciavano nei paesi della 
valle danni da non si dire, Matteo appariva affaticato. Si 
sdraiava allora in certe vallette solitarie e si aggirava 
lentamente per settimane intere, assolutamente innocuo. 
 Per questo egli non era sempre odiato. In quelle notti di 
bonaccia infatti Matteo scopriva un’altra sua grandissima 
qualità; si rivelava musicista sommo. Soffiando in mezzo ai 
boschi, qua più forte, là più adagio, il vento si divertiva a 
suonare; allora si udivano venir fuori dalla foresta lunghe 
canzoni, simili alquanto ad inni sacri. Quelle sere, dopo la 
tempesta, la gente usciva dal paese e si riuniva al limite del 
bosco, ad ascoltare per ore e ore, sotto il cielo limpido, la 
voce di Matteo che cantava. L’organista del Duomo era 
geloso e diceva ch’erano sciocchezze; ma una notte lo 
scoprirono anche lui nascosto ai piedi di un tronco. E lui non 
s’accorse neppure d’esser visto, tanto era incantato da quella 
musica. (Segreto, p. 37)    

  

 Obviously, the personification of natural elements is a topos in fables and 

fairy tales. Two textual sources that may have inspired Buzzati’s creation of 

his animate wind are John Ruskin’s ‘The King of the Golden River’ and 

Oscar Wilde’s ‘The Selfish Giant’. In Autoritratto, Buzzati remembers that 

he discovered the fantastic through the fables that he was told or that he read 

himself as a child; one of these is Ruskin’s tale, which Buzzati read in 

Italian in a collection of children’s stories. He defines it as ‘una cosa molto 

tenebrosa, e anche tragica’.25 In Ruskin’s story, the wind is described as a 

‘most extraordinary looking little gentleman’: 

 

He had a very long nose, slightly brass-coloured, and 
expanding towards its termination into a development not 
unlike the lower extremity of a key bugle. His cheeks were 
very round, and very red, and might have warranted a 
supposition that he had been blowing a refractory fire for the 
last eight-and-forty hours. His eyes twinkled merrily through 
long silky eyelashes, his mustaches curled twice round like a 
cork-screw on each side of his mouth, and his hair, of a 
curious mixed pepper and salt colour, descended far over his 
shoulders. He was about four feet six in height, and wore a 
conical pointed cap of nearly the same altitude, decorated 
with a black feather some three feet long. His doublet was 
prolonged behind into something resembling a violent 
exaggeration of what is now termed a ‘swallowtail,’ but was 
much obscured by the swelling folds of an enormous black, 
glossy looking cloak, which must have been very much too 
long in calm weather, as the wind, whistling round the old 

                                                
25 Autoritratto, p. 175.  
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house, carried it clear out from the wearer’s shoulders to 
about four times his own length.26  

 

It has to be added that in 1932 Rackham himself illustrated the edition of 

‘The King of the Golden River’ published in London by Harrap. However, 

there is no evidence that Buzzati came across these illustrations, one of 

which depicts the South West Wind punishing the selfish Black Brothers 

[Fig. 9]. With respect to Wilde’s ‘The Selfish Giant’, all natural elements, 

plants and animals in the giant’s garden are personified. The North Wind, in 

particular, is represented as follows: ‘He was wrapped in furs, and he roared 

all day about the garden, and blew the chimney-pots down. “This is a 

delightful spot,” he said, “we must ask the Hail on a visit”’.27 It is also 

worth noting that Buzzati began to read Wilde as a teenager, precisely at the 

time when he developed his interest in Rackham’s art. As his letters to 

Brambilla testify, Buzzati first approached Wilde’s fiction through his 

poems and tales, which he describes as ‘commoventi e profondissime’.28   

 Segreto presents numerous allusions to Rackham’s illustrations. The 

perspicacious magpie perched on an old larch to signal the presence of 

visitors with a screech is described as ‘un uccello nero, di notevoli 

dimensioni’ (Segreto, p. 23). It is endowed with speech and is reminiscent 

of the plate titled ‘Put his strange case before old Solomon Caw’29 [Fig. 10], 

in which the big crow and Peter Pan talk to each other on top of a tree. 

Moreover, during his first visit to the Old Wood, Procolo bumps into an 

obstacle: ‘[p]roprio al limite [del bosco] giaceva disteso un grande albero 

probabilmente crollato per vecchiaia o per vento. Nessuno si era curato di 

portarlo via e tutti i rami si erano coperti di una muffa soffice e verde’ 

(Segreto, pp. 25-26). This seems to be an allusion to the illustration ‘The 

Oak and the Reeds’ [Fig. 11] made for the homonymous fable by Aesop: the 
                                                

26 John Ruskin, ‘The King of the Golden River; or, The Black Brothers. A 
Legend of Stiria’ (1851), in Sesame and Lilies, The Two Paths, The King of the 
Golden River, with an Introduction by Sir Oliver Lodge (London: Dent, 1907), pp. 
239-85 (p. 252). 

27 Oscar Wilde, ‘The Selfish Giant’, in Complete Shorter Fiction, ed. by Isobel 
Murray (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), pp. 110-14 (p. 111).  

28 Lettere a Brambilla, p. 98. This is the letter sent from San Pellegrino 
(Belluno) on 7 August 1922, in which Buzzati copied down the Italian text of ‘The 
Master’ to give his friend a sample of Wilde’s prose. 

29 The edition from which the images are taken is: James Matthew Barrie, Peter 
Pan in Kensington Gardens, with Drawings by Arthur Rackham (London: Hodder 
& Stoughton, 1906). 
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tangle of lines forming the oak felled by the wind configures a human face 

and two branches that resemble arms and hands. 

 The feature Buzzati mostly admired in Rackham is the 

anthropomorphization of trees on whose trunks facial traits and limbs can be 

recognized. Rackham’s trees make grimaces, spy on men, communicate 

with them or make fun of them. In Segreto Buzzati translates this visual 

device into narrative language through the introduction of characters called 

‘geni degli alberi’, the genii of the trees. Each of them dwells in a tree trunk 

and often comes out in the shape of a man or an animal, just like Bernardi 

who has infiltrated the forestal committee in order to prevent the cutting-

down of the Old Wood. The genii of the trees are portrayed as follows: 

 
Di carattere ciarliero, se ne stavano generalmente alla 
sommità dei fusti a discorrere fra loro o col vento per intere 
giornate; e spesso anche di notte continuavano a conversare. 
(Segreto, p. 34) 
 

Erano persone alte ed asciutte, con occhi chiari, il volto 
semplice e come seccato dal sole. Portavano vestiti di panno 
verde fatti secondo la moda del secolo prima, senza pretese 
di eleganza ma molto puliti. Tenevano tutti in mano un 
cappello di feltro. Nella maggioranza avevano i capelli 
bianchi ed erano sbarbati. (Ibid., p. 42) 

 

Rackham’s illustrations are full of anthropomorphized trees and creatures 

looking like the genii invented by Buzzati. Some examples are: ‘The 

Kensington Gardens are in London, where the King lives’ [Fig. 12] from 

Peter Pan, ‘The Trees and the Axe’ [Fig. 13] from Aesop, ‘The Kaatsberg 

or Catskill mountains have always been a region full of fable’ [Fig. 14] and 

‘The Indians considered them the abode of spirits’ [Fig. 15], both from Rip. 

Although taken from different works, these plates share Rackham’s artistic 

attitude, whose intent is to surprise and entertain at the same time. 

Rackham’s enchanted worlds are fascinating and disquieting, because 

human beings are not allowed to be part of them. Nature always triumphs 

over mankind’s selfishness and greed, and it shows its superiority by 

ridiculing the foolish behaviour of human beings. In figure 12, for instance, 

trees, fairies and elves make a fool of the king who cannot see them because 

he is turning his back on them; this position visually translates the motif of 

the incompatibility between adults and the fantastic world of Peter Pan. In 
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figure 13, the trees have reproachful grimaces on their faces and one of 

them is holding a long stick in its hand, symbolizing the lesson that nature 

always teaches men; the elf playing the pipe may be compared to one of 

Buzzati’s genii. Similarly, the creature perched on the tree branch in figure 

14 resembles the descripition of the genii given in Segreto, and the chatty 

attitude Buzzati attributes to them can be seen in the goblin at the bottom 

right corner; this goblin has a clever look while Knickerbocker has a baffled 

and dull-witted expression, thereby inverting the roles of teacher and 

learner. Finally, in figure 15, Rackham himself seems to make fun of the 

reader through a challenging illustration, in which it is almost impossible to 

disentangle the creatures which merge into one another on the ground and to 

distinguish the goblins amongst the trees.  

 This didactic and ludic quality of nature in Rackham is only partly 

recreated by Buzzati. In Segreto, a melancholy characterization of the Old 

Wood seems to prevail: its inhabitants feel constantly under the menace of 

men’s destructive interference with nature and have to arrive at a 

compromise with Procolo in order to save their own lives. Even the most 

intensely lyrical passages in Buzzati’s fiction are tainted with the feeling 

that harmony between man and nature is unstable, and that there is 

something missing if compared to Rackham’s perfect enchantment. This is 

evident in the episode of the night party in the Old Wood, when the genii 

and all the other creatures listen to Matteo’s concert, illuminated by the 

moonlight and will-o’-the wisps: 

 

In mezz’ora giunsero al limite del bosco. Facendosi lume con 
una lanterna, i due s’inoltrarono per una specie di sentiero 
verso il cuore della selva, e continuarono a camminare 
spediti fino all’orlo di un’ampia radura, illuminata dalla luna. 

Attorno c’erano abeti vertiginosi, tutti impregnati di 
tenebre. In mezzo c’era un prato regolare e vi giaceva 
attraverso un albero, morto chissà da quanti mai anni, ormai 
spoglio di frasche e di rami. 

In quel punto si svolgeva la festa. Non c’era in verità 
nulla di appariscente, se si eccettuino i fuochi fatui che 
scivolavano lungo gli abeti, la purissima luce della luna e la 
presenza di innumerevoli genî raccolti al limite della radura. 
Il colonnello li intravedeva appena, accoccolati nell’ombra, 
immobili e silenziosi come se aspettassero qualcosa. 

[…]  
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Alle ore 24 infatti il vento Matteo cominciò un concerto. 
Girava attorno alla radura, contro i tronchi nudi e le ramaglie 
tirandone fuori una musica. 

Gli accordi si facevano sempre più ampi fino a che si poté 
distinguere un canto vero e proprio […]. (Segreto, pp. 50-51) 

 

The magic of this moment is disturbed first by the hesitation of Matteo and 

the genii who do not remember the endings of the stories they have always 

known by heart, and then by Procolo’s intrusion. The comparison with the 

illustration ‘Come, now a roundel’30 [Fig. 16] from A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream helps to visualize such dissonance. This plate represents a scene very 

similar to that of the night party described in Segreto, where nature is 

constantly menaced by human beings. On the other hand, in Rackham’s 

picture, the serpentine image formed by the dancing fairies as they are led 

by Titania around the big oak creates the idea of rhythm and harmony. This 

image is in turn framed and protected by the thick tangle of roots and 

shrubs. 

 The melancholy characterizing the Buzzatian fantastic is also present in a 

short text titled ‘Cipressi’. This piece – which is worth quoting at length – is 

highly representative of the re-use of Rackham’s anthropomorphic trees 

made by Buzzati: 

 

Ho la fortuna di possedere un meraviglioso parco 
settecentesco, non grande ma di favolosa architettura, simile 
a quello di Negrar, sopra Verona. Due viali del parco, 
entrambi tagliati in rapida ascesa cosicché l’ultimo profilo 
del prato appaia come una suprema frontiera, simile alla 
famosa siepe di Leopardi, sono fiancheggiati da singolari 
cipressi che il giardiniere, probabilmente di testa sua, 
definisce ‘mostrificati’. Invece di svettare diritti e compatti 
come fusi, a un certo punto emettono strane ramificazioni 
che gli fanno assumere sagome sorprendenti: di figure 
umane, di civette, di grifi, di cavallucci marini, di angeli, di 
draghi, di fantasmi. Bene: una sera di sette anni fa, mentre 
percorrevo da solo uno dei viali, alzai gli occhi ed ebbi un 
brivido, riconoscendo nella sommità di uno dei cipressi, 
illuminata dall’ultimo sole, le sembianze di un caro amico 
perduto di recente. Illusione ottica? Autosuggestione 
promossa da chissà quale stimolo dell’inconscio? Per 
smentire la prima impressione, tutt’altro che allegra, mi 
spostai alcuni metri e riguardai il cipresso. Ma il turbamento 

                                                
30 This is one of the illustrations Buzzati describes in the letter dated 2 March 

1921. However, it is not possible to reproduce such passage, because it has been 
omitted in the collection (cf. Lettere a Brambilla, p. 54). 
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permase. Ora, dell’amico, per così dire, vedevo la schiena e 
la nuca, dal sotto in su; e la somiglianza era assoluta. 
 Sto diventando vecchio? Col tempo, altri verdi simulacri 
umani si sono formati in cima ai cipressi, ciascuno 
assumendo la figura, l’espressione, perfino il volto di amici 
via via scomparsi. Ne riconosco già otto. Adesso non mi 
fanno più paura, anzi. Di notte, ho la sensazione che vigilino 
i miei sonni, nella villa accanto, come sentinelle fedeli. Nei 
giorni di vento li guardo lungamente: ondeggiano, a ogni 
raffica, di conserva, con grande rassegnazione; e, piegando il 
capo insieme tutti dalla stessa parte, sembra che mi vogliano 
dire: ‘Su, coraggio, perché non vieni anche tu’.31              

 

Buzzati’s trees are anthropomorphized in a Rackhamian fashion, their 

branches and twigs forming marvellous silhouettes. However, Buzzati re-

works the model in at least two ways. First, he transfers Rackham’s trees 

from their original fairy-tale context into a gothic setting, whose features 

are: the ancient villa with its Italian-style garden (as suggested by the 

reference to the park of Villa Rizzardi in the town of Negrar, near Verona), 

the geometrical perspective recalling the ultimate frontier between life and 

death, the gardener’s ominous definition of monstrified trees, and the wind-

tossed cypresses beckoning to the protagonist to join the land of the dead. 

Secondly, Buzzati modifies Rackham’s graphic device to convey a 

paradigm of his own imagery, that of friends passing away one by one and 

the protagonist’s consequent realization that his last hour is drawing ever 

closer.32 By turning cypresses into dead friends, Buzzati gives additional 

and original meaning to these trees, which in Western culture commonly 

symbolize mourning. Personification is thus used to explore the themes of 

loss and approaching death. 

 Going back to Segreto, the rivalry between man and nature is even more 

effectively epitomized in the episode in which Procolo stands trial for his 
                                                

31 Dino Buzzati, ‘Cipressi’, in Le notti difficili, pp. 213-14 (pp. 213-14).  
32 In the short story ‘Le gobbe nel giardino’ Buzzati uses another natural 

metaphor to express the same concern. The garden represents the soul and the 
mounds appearing one after another represent dead friends: ‘A poco a poco il mio 
giardino, dunque, che un tempo era liscio e agevole al passo, si è trasformato in un 
campo di battaglia, l’erba c’è ancora ma il prato sale e scende in un labirinto di 
monticelli, gobbe, protuberanze, rilievi e ognuna di queste escrescenze corrisponde 
a un nome, ogni nome corrisponde a un amico, ogni amico corrisponde a una 
tomba lontana e a un vuoto dentro di me’; Dino Buzzati, ‘Le gobbe nel giardino’, 
in La boutique del mistero, pp. 198-202 (p. 201). The emphasis here is on the void 
left by such losses as well as on the memory of the dead. The story ends, in fact, 
with the narrator’s hope that after his death his own mould will grow in the gardens 
of those who loved him, so that he will be remembered.   
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evil conduct. The court is made up of the birds inhabiting the Old Wood and 

is presided over by the owl, a bird that commonly embodies wisdom: 

 

Dopo aver atteso invano per qualche minuto che dall’interno 
giungesse alcuna voce, il Procolo discese a pianterreno e, 
spenta la lampadina, cominciò ad aggirarsi nervosamente per 
la radura. 

Ben presto la sua attenzione fu attratta da uno strano 
gridìo di uccelli proveniente da un gruppo d’abeti al limite 
della spianata. Incuriosito, si avvicinò e alla povera luce 
delle stelle riconobbe di aver raggiunto una specie di 
caratteristica rotonda naturale, dove il Morro aveva un tempo 
fatto costruire una panca di legno, ormai completamente 
marcita. 

A giudicar dall’intensità del clamore una ventina di grossi 
uccelli dovevano essere appollaiati sugli alberi circostanti. E 
il colonnello, dal timbro delle voci, giudicò trattarsi di 
cornacchie, merli, gufi e gazze, almeno nella maggioranza. 

Il confuso gridìo lentamente andò attenuandosi fino a che 
si fece silenzio. Allora si udì la voce di un gufo, 
straordinariamente solenne. (Segreto, p. 121) 

 

This scene recalls Rackham’s illustration accompanying Aesop’s fable ‘The 

Owl and the Birds’ [Fig. 17]. In the passage from Segreto as well as in 

Rackham’s picture, the birds form an assembly around the owl, which 

expresses its worries with a grave look. 

 Furthermore, there exists a thematic parallelism between Buzzati’s novel 

and Aesop’s text, which reads as follows:           

 

The Owl is a very wise bird; and once, long ago, when the 
first oak sprouted in the forest, she called all the other Birds 
together and said to them, ‘You see this tiny tree? If you take 
my advice, you will destroy it now when it is small: for when 
it grows big, the mistletoe will appear upon it, from which 
birdlime will be prepared for your destruction.’ Again, when 
the first flax was sown, she said to them, ‘Go and eat up that 
seed, for it is the seed of the flax, out of which men will one 
day make nets to catch you.’ Once more, when she saw the 
first archer, she warned the Birds that he was their deadly 
enemy, who would wing his arrows with their own feathers 
and shoot them. But they took no notice of what she said: in 
fact, they thought she was rather mad, and laughed at her. 
When, however, everything turned out as she had foretold, 
they changed their minds and conceived a great respect for 
her wisdom. Hence, whenever she appears, the Birds attend 
upon her in the hope of hearing something that may be for 
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their good. She, however, gives them advice no longer, but 
sits moping and pondering on the folly of her kind.33 

 

In Aesop’s fable, the birds’ disregard of the owl’s warnings works to their 

disadvantage. When they finally change their minds because the owl’s 

prophecies have become true, it is too late and they are sadly left to their 

own judgement. Equally sad in Segreto is the moment in which the birds fly 

away, since they know that the verdict of guilty delivered by the owl does 

not have any effect on human beings. However, they have not realized that 

Procolo, hidden behind a tree trunk, has overheard the trial which will 

trigger his conversion. 

 

1.4 Rackhamian Memory in Il deserto dei Tartari and the Short Fiction  

 Unlike the two early novels, the presence of Rackham’s art seems to be 

more casual and evanescent in Buzzati’s later works. Yet, an intersemiotic 

reading of two episodes from Deserto and of the short story ‘I reziarii’ will 

show how these Buzzatian pages are also evocative of Rackham. In the 

examples we will examine how Buzzati makes what can be called an 

intermedia collage by selecting details from an illustration and transferring 

them into a narrative passage. He had previously experimented with this 

technique in the re-working of iconographic sources in his paintings.34 Such 

a process becomes intermedial practice when the author appropriates details 

belonging to a visual text and re-works them into narrative word. 

 In chapter 7 of Deserto the protagonist Giovanni Drogo descends into the 

heart of Fortezza Bastiani – ‘nel cuore della Fortezza’ – to see the tailor 

Prosdocimo. Drogo has received a trunk from the city containing all his 

military uniforms; among them is a very elegant cloak he thinks too refined 
                                                

33 Aesop, ‘The Owl and the Birds’, in Aesop’s Fables, p. 50. 
34 Along with the example already mentioned above (see note 10), on p. 51 of 

her article Zucco mentions two similar cases that had been previously discussed by 
Laganà Gion. The first is the vertical section of a house showing the rooms with 
people inside; this detail is reproduced in Buzzati’s painting Tic, toc (1957) and 
was taken from Rackham’s illustration ‘When night was come and the shop shut 
up’ for Hans Christian Andersen’s tale ‘Little Ida’s Flowers’; see Fairy Tales by 
Hans Andersen, Illustrated by Arthur Rackham (London: Harrap, 1932), pp. 15-23. 
The second is the image of the young women dragged along by their hair, which 
Buzzati reproposes in his painting I diavolini (1966); the source is Rackham’s plate 
‘Taking the keys of the castle, Jack unlocked all the doors’ illustrating the tale 
‘Jack the Giant-Killer’, which is collected in English Fairy Tales, Retold by Flora 
Annie Steel and Illustrated by Arthur Rackham (London: Macmillan, 1918), pp. 
72-95.    
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to wear on his watch duty. That is why he asks the tailor to make an 

ordinary cloak he can wear everyday. Prosdocimo – a soldier himself – has 

his workshop in a gloomy cellar: 

 

Scese per una angusta scaletta a chiocciola, tagliata nel corpo 
di una muraglia, e i suoi passi risuonavano di sopra e di sotto 
come ci fosse altra gente. Le preziose falde del mantello 
battevano, oscillando, sulle bianche muffe dei muri. 

Drogo giunse così ai sotterranei. Il laboratorio del sarto 
Prosdocimo era appunto allogato in una cantina. Uno 
spiraglio di luce scendeva, nelle giornate buone, da una 
piccola finestretta al livello del suolo, ma quella sera 
avevano già acceso i lumi. 

‘Buonasera, signor tenente’ disse Prosdocimo, il sarto 
reggimentale, appena lo vide entrare. Nello stanzone solo 
alcuni piccoli tratti erano illuminati: un tavolo dove un 
vecchietto scriveva; il banco dove lavoravano tre giovani 
aiutanti. Tutt’attorno pendevano flosci, con sinistro 
abbandono da impiccati, decine e decine di uniformi, 
pastrani e mantelli. 

‘Buonasera’ rispose Drogo. ‘Vorrei un mantello, un 
mantello da non spendere molto, vorrei, basta che duri 
quattro mesi’. 

‘Mi lasci vedere’ disse il sarto con un sorriso di curiosità 
diffidente, prendendo un lembo del mantello di Drogo e 
traendolo verso la luce […]. (Deserto, p. 44) 

 

The description of this place and of those who live in it echoes a scene 

represented by Rackham in the illustration ‘To make my small elves coats’ 

[Fig. 18] for Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream (II, ii, 5). The 

change of setting – the enclosed environment of the fortress, on the one 

hand, and the enchanted wood, on the other – does not prevent the reader 

from identifying some common features, first of all the fact that they are 

both sartorial scenes.      

 The place Drogo visits is a damp and presumably unwholesome cellar 

that is located deep in the bowels of the fortress. Similarly, the tailor’s shop 

in Midsummer lies in a cave beneath the uplifted roots of a huge tree; it is a 

damp place overgrown with brushwood. Prosdocimo’s workshop is an 

unadorned and badly lit room; the tailor’s cave in Midsummer is dark inside 

and receives light from the two open sides. The solitary old man who in 

Deserto is sitting at a desk writing (‘Il vecchietto continuava a scrivere, 

facendo parte a se stesso’, Deserto, p. 45) resembles the figure of the elderly 

man who in Rackham’s picture is bent over a small cart sharpening a knife, 
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just outside the cave. Prosdocimo has three young apprentices working with 

their heads bent down and sniggering at the tailor’s words (‘Nella penombra 

infatti si era sentito il riso soffocato dei tre aiutanti; adesso avevano chinato 

la fronte, esageratamente intenti al lavoro’, Deserto, p. 45). In the picture 

there are also three assistants: a woman sewing with a handkerchief tied on 

her head is sitting cross-legged on the ground in the darkest corner of the 

cave; next to her is a man glancing warily and quizzically over his glasses at 

the tailor and the elf; another figure with his back turned is holding some 

pieces of cloth for the tailor. The military uniforms hanging ominously in 

Prosdocimo’s room (‘Tutt’attorno pendevano flosci, con sinistro abbandono 

da impiccati, decine e decine di uniformi, pastrani e mantelli, Deserto, p. 

44) are reminiscent of the illustration showing two cloaks hanging behind 

the inquisitive man’s head. Other similarities are apparent in the various 

tools – balls of wool, reels of thread, a pair of scissors –, which lie scattered 

on the ground. The last detail linking the two tailors is the use of light. In 

the same way as Prosdocimo moves closer to the light coming in from the 

small window to see Drogo’s cloak better, so the tailor in Midsummer leans 

forward towards the light in order to see better as he tacks the elf’s coat. 

However, while behind Prosdocimo’s uniform there is a rigid man, who is 

trapped in the absurd rules of Fortezza Bastiani, Rackham’s tailor is a 

bizarre figure whose benevolent wisdom is symbolized by the thick glasses 

resting on his long hooked nose and by the tape measure hanging from his 

wrist. Once again, Buzzati recalls and emphasizes the disquieting 

atmosphere of Rackham’s illustrations but loses the sense of playfulness 

that characterizes them. 

 The other episode evoking an illustration by Rackham is included in 

chapter 11 of Deserto and is about Drogo’s dream. In this case, the scene 

described in Buzzati’s novel is very similar to that of the illustration ‘… the 

moon, like to a silver bow / New-bent in heaven’ [Fig. 19] from Midsummer 

(I, i, 9-10).35 In his description Buzzati verbally translates the night 

atmosphere depicted in the illustration by borrowing some details from it 
                                                

35 This is one of the illustrations Buzzati comments on in the letter dated 2 
March 1921. Next to his own sketch he writes down the caption of the Italian 
edition translated by Diego Angeli – ‘La luna simile a un qualche nastro d’argento 
novellamente in ciel teso’ – and he adds: ‘Gli alti fusti degli alberi sono scossi dal 
vento – dei bianchi folletti e delle bianche fate scivolano nell’aria’ (Lettere a 
Brambilla, p. 52). 
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and introducing them into a new narrative context. In the dream Drogo is a 

child again and he is looking at a magnificent palace from the window of his 

own room. The moon illuminates the whole scene. His attention is caught 

by ‘un’alta sottile finestra coronata da un baldacchino di marmo’ (Deserto, 

p. 68) towards which a procession of ethereal creatures is flying. Lieutenant 

Angustina is a child too; he is waiting for another procession of spirits 

dragging a litter ‘[traboccante] di veli e pennacchi’ in the air. They have 

come to take Angustina away: 

 

Finalmente la portantina si fermò, dondolando proprio 
dinanzi alla finestra e tutti i fantasmi d’un balzo si 
appollaiarono attorno formando una palpitante corona; tutti 
erano protesi ad Angustina, non più ossequiosi bensì con 
curiosità avida e quasi maligna. Abbandonata a se stessa, la 
portantina si sosteneva nell’aria come appesa a fili invisibili. 
(Deserto, p. 69) 

 

This oneiric scene anticipating Angustina’s noble death in chapter 15 has a 

markedly Rackhamian flavour. Focusing on the single details of the episode 

and comparing them with the previously mentioned illustration from 

Midsummer, we find that at least one detail is unmistakeably modelled on 

Rackham. It is included in the following passage:           

 

Tra la finestra a cui [Angustina] era affacciato e il 
meraviglioso palazzo – un intervallo di una ventina di metri 
– avevano intanto cominciato a fluttuare fragili parvenze, 
simili a fate forse, che si trascinavano dietro strascichi di 
velo, rilucenti alla luna. (Deserto, p. 68, my italics) 

 

It is apparent that the fairies, whose translucent veils shimmer in the 

moonlight, very closely resemble those in the picture from Midsummer, in 

which, among other things, the fairy at the bottom of the picture is holding a 

slender creature looking like a child. 

 In Rackham’s image, the ambiguity that surrounds the good or evil 

nature of the fairies remains unsolved. If, on the one hand, they express 

positivity thanks to the daintiness of their figures and the grace of their 

movements; on the other hand, a malicious smirk can be seen on their faces 

and such nastiness is emphasized by the sharpness of their facial 

characteristics. Conversely, in Buzzati’s episode, the deadly function of the 
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nocturnal creatures is immediately revealed. Drogo, who at first envies what 

he thinks are Angustina’s special playmates, has to change his mind:    

 

I fantasmi, già amabili, non erano dunque venuti a giocare 
coi raggi di luna, non erano usciti, innocenti creature, da 
giardini profumati, ma provenivano dall’abisso.  

Gli altri bambini avrebbero pianto, avrebbero chiamato la 
mamma, invece Angustina non aveva paura e confabulava 
pacatamente con gli spiriti, come per stabilire certe modalità 
ch’era necessario chiarire. Stretti intorno alla finestra, simili 
a un panneggiamento di spuma, quelli si accavallavano l’uno 
sull’altro, premendo verso il bambino e lui faceva con la 
testa di sì come per dire: va bene va bene, tutto perfettamente 
d’accordo. Alla fine lo spirito che si era aggrappato per 
primo al davanzale, forse il capo, fece un piccolo gesto 
imperioso. Angustina, sempre con la sua aria annoiata, 
scavalcò il davanzale (pareva già divenuto lieve come i 
fantasmi) e si sedette nella portantina, da signore, 
accavallando le gambe. Il grappolo di fantasmi si disciolse in 
un ondeggiamento di veli, la fatata carrozza mosse 
dolcemente per partire. 

Si compose un corteo, le parvenze fecero una evoluzione 
semicircolare nella rientranza delle case, per sollevarsi 
quindi nel cielo, in direzione della luna. Nel descrivere il 
semicerchio anche la portantina passò a pochi metri dalla 
finestra di Drogo che agitando le braccia tentò di gridare 
‘Angustina! Angustina!’, supremo saluto. (Deserto, p. 70) 

 

The sense of anxiety that is typical of Buzzati’s fiction dominates this scene. 

The ‘amabilità’ and the magical atmosphere pervading the first part of the 

episode eventually assume a negative valence, when it becomes clear that 

the fairy creatures bring about death and that the dream is actually a 

nightmare.     

 Passing from the enchanted atmosphere of Midsummer to the harsh laws 

of the animal world, Buzzati’s short story ‘I reziarii’ offers another example 

of intermedia contamination between a literary text and Rackham’s 

illustration for Aesop’s fable ‘The Gnat and the Lion’. ‘I reziarii’ can be 

interpreted as an allegorical tale dramatizing the sense of guilt and the 

burden weighing on the soul of those who have done evil. The protagonist is 

a bishop who, during a walk in the countryside, carries out a cruel 

experiment: he puts a little spider onto the web of a bigger spider and 
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sadistically watches what happens.36 The bishop is chided by his conscience 

in the form of a menacing sign: he feels a presence behind him but when he 

turns nobody is there apart form the desolate landscape. This scene is 

repeated three times, one of which coincides with the ending of the story. At 

all events, while the repetition produces a climactic effect, its parossistic 

tension is not solved within the boundaries of the text. On the contrary, 

ambiguity and a sense of deepening mystery are the main paradigms of ‘I 

reziarii’:                    

 

Allora, alle spalle di monsignore, una piccola cosa nera si 
mosse, forse un uccello, una foglia cadente, una biscia. Lui si 
voltò di soprassalto; ma la campagna era perfettamente 
deserta.37 
 

Col dubbio che uno lo stesse fissando alle spalle, monsignore 
si voltò di nuovo. Ma dietro a lui non c’era nulla: tranne la 
campagna, il tramonto e una nuvola gialla la quale 
protendeva una specie di braccio lunghissimo, simile a un 
avvertimento. Verso di lui forse? (Baliverna, p. 169) 
 

E adesso chi si muoveva alle sue spalle? Chi sussurrava 
piano piano il suo nome? No, pareva proprio che non ci fosse 
nessuno. (Ibid., p. 171)  

                                                
36 In Autoritratto, Buzzati acknowledges the intertextual link between the core 

image of ‘I reziarii’ and that of Katherine Mansfield’s short story ‘The Fly’, in 
which a man tortures and kills a fly that has fallen into an inkpot. Apparently, 
Buzzati’s realistic and detailed account of the fight between the two spiders was 
inspired by this literary memory: ‘Sì. Sì. In maniera realistica, con le implicazioni 
poi che non possono non determinare nell’animo. In questo però può darsi, ma io 
non me ne sono reso conto, che ci fosse anche il ricordo di quel meraviglioso 
racconto di Katherine Mansfield, intitolato “La mosca”. Secondo me questo 
racconto è uno dei più belli della letteratura moderna. È una delle cose più 
terrificanti e perfette che siano mai state scritte, perché nella vicenda tragica di un 
insetto l’uomo vede lo specchio del proprio destino. Ne “I reziarii” non è proprio 
così, però vi si rimane al limite del turbamento, perché in questo caso è il prete che 
ha determinato la faccenda divertendosi, apparentemente con innocenza, a creare 
tali atrocità. Poi ad un certo momento sente dietro di sé avanzare nebbie che in 
pratica dovrebbero rappresentare la vita che poi si accumula e lo minaccia. Perché 
queste erano le mie intenzioni facendo intervenire la nebbia’ (Autoritratto, p. 156). 
In addition, Calvino thus comments on the relationship between ‘The Fly’ and ‘I 
reziarii’: ‘[“La mosca” è] un racconto che sperimenta il senso della morte 
attraverso un’immagine simbolica: una mosca annegata nell’inchiostro, seguita con 
minuziosa crudeltà. Questo è il fantastico per Buzzati: la morte come vertigine 
dell’ignoto assoluto che si esplora attraverso simboli’; Italo Calvino, ‘Dino 
Buzzati’ (1980), in Saggi 1945-1985, ed. by Mario Barenghi, 2 vols (Milan: 
Mondadori, 1995), I, 1012-15 (p. 1014).     

37 Dino Buzzati, ‘I reziarii’, in Il crollo della Baliverna (Milan: Mondadori, 
2006), pp. 167-71 (pp. 168-69). All references will be to this edition cited as 
Baliverna followed by the page number.   
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As often happens in Buzzati’s short fiction, the reader is given the 

hermeneutical task to find out the possible meanings inscribed in the texts – 

if there are any. In the specific case of ‘I reziarii’, the presence haunting the 

protagonist can be attributed at least three symbolic meanings: the revenge 

of nature and the animal world against a man who dared misuse and kill a 

little creature, the presence of death who has just taken away the smaller 

spider, and the bishop’s sense of guilt materialized into an obscure but 

invisible presence prowling around.38 The opposition between the apparent 

peace of the countryside and the murderous act committed by the bishop 

makes the third hypothesis the most plausible. The tranquillity of the 

landscape contrasts with the sense of restlessness within the protagonist’s 

conscience. In this respect, the objectification of the moral turmoil 

corresponds to the protagonist’s fear of other people’s judgement: he is 

afraid that somebody might have witnessed the killing. However, according 

to one of the story’s interpretations, the only – and most intimidating – 

witness was the bishop’s own conscience.  

The religious code inscribed in the story has further implications. 

Because he is a prelate, the protagonist feels judged on various levels: by 

nature, by his own conscience, by his fellows (although nobody is there) and 

by God. And it is because of autosuggestion that the bishop sees an 

admonitory arm – that of God, presumably – in the shape of a cloud. 

Moreover, this image is strengthened by another biblical echo: the huge 

voracious spider is called Moloc – like the idol of the Old Testament to 

which babies were sacrificed by being thrown into an inextinguishable fire; 

it is described in these words: ‘Assomigliava a Moloc, oppure anche al 

dragone, il serpente antico, che porta il nome di Satana’ (Baliverna, p. 167). 

This suggests the comparison between Buzzati’s story and Rackham’s 

illustration for Aesop’s fable ‘The Gnat and the Lion’ [Fig. 20]. The text 

reads:   

 

A Gnat once went up to a Lion and said, ‘I am not in the 
least afraid of you: I don’t even allow that you are a match 
for me in strength. What does your strength amount to after 
all? That you can scratch with your claws and bite with your 

                                                
38 Lazzarin interprets the whisper at the bishop’s back as the presence of the 

devil and supports his reading by discussing a number of literary antecedents for 
this topos (cf. Lazzarin, Il Buzzati ‘secondo’, pp. 36-44).        
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teeth—just like a woman in a temper—and nothing more. 
But I’m stronger than you: if you don’t believe it, let us fight 
and see.’ So saying, the Gnat sounded his horn, and darted in 
and bit the Lion on the nose. When the Lion felt the sting, in 
his haste to crush him he scratched his nose badly, and made 
it bleed, but failed altogether to hurt the Gnat, which buzzed 
off in triumph, elated by its victory. Presently, however, it 
got entangled in a spider’s web, and was caught and eaten 
by the spider, thus falling a prey to an insignificant insect 
after having triumphed over the King of the Beasts.39 

 

Apart from a trifling difference – Aesop’s characters are a gnat and a 

spider, while Buzzati’s are two spiders40 –, there are some interesting 

similarities between Buzzati’s story and Rackham’s illustration. One of 

these elements is the external and close-up perspective on the fight between 

the small creatures. In the narrative text, this viewpoint is that of the bishop 

who observes the duel between the two arachnids at close range. Similarly, 

in the illustration, the eye of the implicit observer views the scene in close-

up and is directed from the bottom to the top of the picture. The whole space 

is occupied by the web, through which we can see the sky covered with 

thick clouds broken only by a few hints of blue; the landscape around is 

simply sketched with some scattered treetops in the background and a bare 

bough at the bottom left corner. In both cases, nature is an indifferent yet 

curious onlooker. In fact, Buzzati’s story is explicit on this point: ‘Si 

accorse pure che il sole era disceso: alberi e siepi si facevano misteriosi fra 

lanugini di nebbia, aspettando’ (Baliverna, p. 171). 

This close-up, that magnifies the image of the insects and projects the 

web onto the entire portion of the sky, enables Rackham to reproduce the 

didactic valence of Aesop’s fable. The tale is about a cosmic struggle 

between tiny creatures, which are given human appearance since the moral 

is addressed to men. The narrative device of personification conveyed 

through the use of capital letters in the names of the animal-characters is 

graphically expressed by Rackham by giving the Gnat and the Spider 

anthropomorphic faces. Buzzati also seems to borrow from the illustration 
                                                

39 Aesop, ‘The Gnat and the Lion’, in Aesop’s Fables, pp. 198-99, my italics. 
40 According to Carnero’s inventory of the animals inhabiting Buzzati’s fiction, 

the spider appears in two short stories, ‘I reziarii’ and ‘La macchina’. Like the 
former, also the latter ‘si conclude […] con il presentimento che la cosa non sia del 
tutto finita’; Roberto Carnero, ‘Il bestiario di Dino Buzzati: animali reali e 
fantastici nei racconti e negli articoli. Prima parte’, Studi buzzatiani, 3 (1998), 64-
94 (p. 88). 
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the detail of the spider’s eyes staring at the bishop: ‘Così egli stava 

pensando, quando notò che il ragno lo guardava: dai suoi occhietti 

inespressivi qualcosa di duro e cocente saliva fino a lui’ (Baliverna, p. 171).   

A further comment has to be made on the crucial moment of the fight, 

which in both cases is fixed in the image of the stronger animal holding the 

other by its leg. In the illustration, the spider is stretched towards the insect 

and holds it with one leg while the other legs are outstretched following the 

pattern of the web. On one corner of the web, the gnat is in a twisted 

position while trying to slip out of the opponent’s grip and thus tearing the 

thin threads. The climax of the picture resides in the straight and broken 

lines of the gnat’s legs. In ‘I reziarii’ the climax of the fight is reached when 

the small spider gets free from the hold and instinctively attacks its 

antagonist. Even though in this sequence a momentary inversion of role 

takes place, the tension is the same as in the illustration:  

 

Moloc fu preso dall’orgasmo, abbandonò la vittima, cercò di 
ritirarsi. Ma l’altro teneva con furore. La zampa era tesa allo 
spasimo, ancora un po’ e si sarebbe spezzata. Finché al 
prigioniero vennero meno le forze e le sue tenaglie 
mollarono’. (Baliverna, p. 169)  

 

This description also explains the title of Buzzati’s story which refers to the 

retiarii – literally ‘net-men’ or ‘net-fighters’ –, the gladiators who in ancient 

Rome fought with equipment styled on that of a fisherman, i.e. a net to 

entangle the opponent and a trident to skewer him. 

To conclude, there are two overlapping levels of intertextual 

interpretation: one is thematic and brings together Aesop’s fable and 

Buzzati’s short story going through Rackham’s illustration; the other 

concerns Buzzati’s re-working of the Rackhamian source. Rackham chose 

to illustrate the crucial scene of the tale by combining both its ending and its 

moral: the pride of those who dare challenge the accepted order of the 

classification of creatures is punished through a sort of Darwinian natural 

selection. The Gnat, proud to have defeated such a superior creature as the 

Lion, ends up wretchedly inveigled in the spider’s web and devoured by it. 

Likewise, Buzzati’s prelate has abused his position and substituted for God 

by arrogating to himself the right to play with the life of another, albeit 

inferior, creature, in such a callous and sadistic way; he is therefore 
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punished by his own conscience. In short, ‘I reziarii’ can be read as a new 

version of Aesop’s fable. Buzzati lays stress on the fact that men are only 

minor actors in the huge stage of creation and thus they easily fall prey to 

the ethical constructs and psychological tricks played by conscience.            

Our reading of the relationship between Buzzati e Rackham shows that a 

good artist is capable of absorbing the inputs from his/her models and 

grafting them onto his/her own art to create something new. For Buzzati, the 

discovery of Rackham’s art has become imaginative power, while for 

anybody else it would have merely resulted in a burst of adolescent 

enthusiasm. Buzzati measures himself against the great artistic tradition by 

echoing and re-working the model of Rackham’s visual fantastic and, 

consequently, of the literary classics he illustrated. The grafting of 

Rackhamian visual and textual sources onto Buzzati’s fiction is unconscious 

(being mainly due to graphic memory) yet never totally passive. The images 

and visions that nourished Buzzati’s imagination in his youth have been 

later re-worked and re-contextualized in his fiction to convey the writer’s 

deeply refrained set of themes. Bàrnabo delle montagne and Il segreto del 

Bosco Vecchio are closer to the Rackhamian universe than the rest of 

Buzzati’s production; at the same time they can be seen as the laboratory 

where the Buzzatian fantastic was formed. In both novels the recreation of 

the Rackhamian enchantment is tainted by the nostalgia and disillusionment 

that are peculiar to Buzzati’s poetics. The intercultural and intermedial re-

use of Rackham’s illustrations is aimed at showing that the passage to 

adulthood is a painful transformation, since the individual loses the only 

means that could rescue him/her from that dreary desert of life: imagination. 

In Buzzati’s mature work, the recovery of Rackham’s art is equally 

interesting, although it can be regarded as an intermedial exercise, rather 

than the re-working of visual sources contributing to define and develop the 

Buzzatian fantastic.  
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Figure 1. Arthur Rackham, ‘He preferred making friends among the rising generation, 
with whom he soon grew into great favour’ (from Rip Van Winkle, 1905) 
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Figure 2. Arthur Rackham, ‘The sleep of Rip Van Winkle’  
(from Rip Van Winkle, 1905) 
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Figure 3. Arthur Rackham, ‘The Kaatskill mountains had always been haunted by 
strange beings’ (from Rip Van Winkle, 1905) 
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Figure 4. Arthur Rackham, ‘These mountains are regarded by all good wives,  
far and near, as perfect barometers’ (from Rip Van Winkle, 1905) 
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Figure 5. Arthur Rackham, ‘Even to this day they never hear a thunder-storm about 

the Kaatskill but they say Hendrick Hudson and his crew are at their game of 
ninepins’ (from Rip Van Winkle, 1905) 
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Figure 6. Arthur Rackham, ‘He was only answered by a flock of idle crows’  
(from Rip Van Winkle, 1905) 
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Figure 7.  Arthur Rackham, ‘… russet-pated choughs, many in sort, / Rising and 
cawing at the gun’s report’ (from A Midsummer-Night’s Dream, 1908) 
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Figure 8. Arthur Rackham, ‘The North Wind and the Sun’ 
(from Aesop’s Fables, 1912) 
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Figure 9. Arthur Rackham, ‘So there they lay, all three’ 
(from The King of the Golden River, 1932) 
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Figure 10. Arthur Rackham, ‘Put his strange case before old Solomon Caw’ 
(from Peter Pan, 1906) 
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Figure 11. Arthur Rackham, ‘The Oak and the Reeds’ (from Aesop’s Fables, 1912) 
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Figure 12. Arthur Rackham, ‘The Kensington Gardens are in London, where the 
King lives’ (from Peter Pan, 1906) 
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Figure 13. Arthur Rackham, ‘The Trees and the Axe’ (from Aesop’s Fables, 1912) 
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Figure 14. Arthur Rackham, ‘The Kaatsberg or Catskill mountains have always 
been a region full of fable’ (from Rip Van Winkle, 1905) 
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Figure 15. Arthur Rackham, ‘The Indians considered them the abode of spirits’ 
(from Rip Van Winkle, 1905) 
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Figure 16. Arthur Rackham, ‘Come, now a roundel’ 
(from A Midsummer-Night’s Dream, 1908) 
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Figure 17. Arthur Rackham, ‘The Owl and the Birds’ (from Aesop’s Fables, 1912) 
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Figure 18. Arthur Rackham, ‘To make my small elves coats’ 
(from A Midsummer-Night’s Dream, 1908) 
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Figure 19. Arthur Rackham, ‘… the moon, like to a silver bow / New-bent in 
heaven’ (from A Midsummer-Night’s Dream, 1908) 
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Figure 20. Arthur Rackham, ‘The Gnat and the Lion’ (from Aesop’s Fables, 1912) 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

FAILING THE INITIATION INTO MANHOOD:  

BUZZATI, CONRAD AND THE (IM)POSSIBILITY OF SELF-REDEMPTION 

 

2.1 Buzzati as Reader of Conrad’s Works 

 Along with Rackham, Joseph Conrad is part of Buzzati’s intellectual 

encounter with Anglophone culture. Their works fascinated Buzzati so 

much as a teenager, that they left a deep imprint in his fiction – especially in 

his early production, in which the echo of the models is stronger and more 

evident than in the later narrative. Whereas Rackham’s art is fundamental to 

the evolution of Buzzati’s fantastic imagery, the influence of Conrad’s 

novels is mainly recognizable on a thematic level. A young man fails the 

test that would have made a man of him and spends the rest of his life 

seeking redemption: this is the basic plot that Buzzati has in common with 

Conrad. The failure of one’s initiation into adulthood and the subsequent 

ordeal the protagonist goes through to make up for his error are pivotal 

paradigms in Conrad. There is no doubt Buzzati took inspiration from them. 

However, he develops the Conradian themes in an original way by 

interweaving new motifs, such as the passage of time that makes every 

effort futile and leaves the quest for moral redemption unfulfilled. 

 The first reference to Conrad can be found in the letter to Brambilla 

dated 25 July 1925. After inviting his friend to spend some days in the 

family villa in San Pellegrino, Buzzati writes about his summer reading and 

concludes with a telegraphic request: ‘Portami Lord Jim’.1 Buzzati was then 

eighteen and in the first year of his university degree in Law; although 

Brambilla had enrolled in the faculty of Humanities, their friendship was 

more alive than ever. The letters from this period show how the two friends 

still enjoyed sharing their cultural interests and supporting each other in 

their difficult life choices. It is therefore significant that the young Buzzati 

first read Conrad – and became so keen on his fiction – at an age when 

personal identification with the characters of Conrad’s coming-of-age 

novels was most likely to happen. The importance of adolescence as a 

                                                
1 Lettere a Brambilla, p. 173. 
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formative time, when the individual tends to symbolize fragments of 

experience, is illustrated in Buzzati’s introduction to Brambilla’s Diario:       

 

Nella vita di ogni uomo, io penso, l’adolescenza offre dei 
momenti magici in cui all’improvviso si rivelano, con 
intensità senza paragone e con luce di incantesimo, gli aspetti 
poetici del mondo. Essi lasciano una impronta incancellabile 
e ad essi ci si richiamerà sempre con rimpianto. Può essere 
l’angolo di una città, una nevicata, una musica lontana, la 
pagina di un libro, un quadro, una stanza illuminata in un 
certo modo, una ragazza intravista per la via, una valletta 
solitaria, un viaggio notturno in treno, una malattia anche, un 
dialogo tra i genitori, una partenza all’alba. Lì per lì non ci si 
fa caso, ma dopo mesi, dopo anni ci si accorge che quegli 
attimi contenevano una bellezza assoluta, carica di confusi 
presentimenti e promesse. Una volta poi cresciuti, ci si può 
trovare in luoghi e situazioni analoghe o addirittura uguali, 
eppure la prima sensazione non si ripeterà mai più. E questo 
è appunto il misterioso incanto della giovinezza.2 

   

Buzzati looks back to his youth as a collection of epiphanies that have 

imprinted on his personality and that are therefore surrounded by a magical 

aura. Biographical speculations apart, Conrad’s fiction was much more than 

a literary interest for Buzzati. Indeed, it represented a model Buzzati had in 

mind when writing his first novel Bàrnabo delle montagne, and to which he 

turned in some short stories and Il deserto dei Tartari. 

From Lettere a Brambilla and Autoritratto it is possible to determine 

which Conrad books Buzzati read, which editions, and when approximately 

he read them. A review of the autobiographical material indicates three 

novels: Lord Jim (first serialized in Blackwood’s Magazine in 1899-1900 

and published as a book in 1900), Heart of Darkness (first serialized in 

Blackwood’s Magazine in 1898-99 and published in book form in 1902), 

and Victory (1915), all read by Buzzati in Italian translation. In this regard, 

Giannetto has traced back the editions Buzzati most probably read.3 As to 

Lord Jim, she suggests that Buzzati must have read the first unabridged 

Italian translation by Bice Pareto Magliano, which was published by 

Corticelli in 1927. However, as stated above, Buzzati mentioned this novel 

in 1925. It is therefore more likely that the edition to which he is referring is 
                                                

2 Buzzati, ‘Testimonianza di due amici’, in Brambilla, Diario p. 18.  
3 See Giannetto, ‘Dino Buzzati e la letteratura inglese’, p. 57 note 40, and p. 58 

notes 42 and 43. No books by Conrad were found in the partial inventory of 
Buzzati’s Milanese library (cf. Baggio, p. 167). 
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either a previous abridged version – even a school adaptation – or possibly 

the French translation by Philippe Neel, which appeared in 1924 and had 

been regularly circulating in Italy since then.4 For Heart of Darkness, 

Giannetto points towards the first Italian translation titled Cuore di tenebra 

by A. C. Rossi (Milan: Bottega di Poesia, 1924; then reprinted by Sonzogno 

in 1927 and 1928). For Victory, Giannetto is unsure whether Buzzati read 

the abridged version by G. Rossi (Milan: Sonzogno, 1932) or the first 

unabridged translation by G. Cornali (Milan: Speroni), which was published 

only in 1946.5 This data is essential in validating Buzzati’s assertion that 

Conrad was one of the writers he liked most in his youth6 and to deduce the 

precise period of time in which Buzzati first discovered Conrad’s fiction. 

Having thus established that such a time span ranges between 1924 and 

1932, our argument that Conrad has influenced Buzzati’s works, 

particularly his early novels, is grounded in a set of historical records that 

strongly supports textual analysis. 

The existence of an intertextual relationship between Buzzati and Conrad 

has been noticed by scholars such as Arslan and Carlino since the 1970s, 

even though in many cases they did not go beyond a cursory 

acknowledgement of similarities in the works of the two authors. Those who 

have delved more deeply into the texts have brought to light only some 

similarities in settings and characters that, while confirming the Conradian 

influence, actually reduced Buzzati to a mere epigone. The aim of this 

chapter, therefore, is threefold. It seeks to single out the Conradian sources 

Buzzati re-uses, to examine how (intertextual techniques, degree of 

intentionality, originality of the outcome) he incorporates them into his own 

fiction, and to ascertain the reasons why Conrad constitutes such a shaping 

force for Buzzati. Starting with the examination of some allusions to Conrad 

that are scattered throughout Buzzati’s fictional and journalistic texts, we 

                                                
4 Bibliographical reference as it appears in the SBN catalogue (Servizio 

Bibliotecario Nazionale, www.sbn.it) is the following: Joseph Conrad, Jord Jim, 
traduit de l’anglais par Philippe Neel (Paris: Editions de la Nouvelle Revue 
Française, 1924). 

5 The complete bibliographical details of this edition are given in the SBN 
catalogue as follows: Joseph Conrad, Vittoria, traduzione condotta direttamente e 
integralmente sull’originale Inglese da Gino Cornali (Milan: Speroni, 1946). 
Giannetto does not mention an earlier version, that is, Joseph Conrad, Vittoria, 
traduzione italiana di Lorenzo Gigli (Milan: Alpes, 1930). 

6 Cf. Autoritratto, p. 28. 
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will see how he gradually distances himself from the model’s influence. In 

order to do this, Buzzati re-interprets Conradian themes in his own way and 

creates a type of (anti-)hero whose temperament resembles that of Conrad’s 

protagonists but whose destiny is instead one of failure.        

 

2.2 Mysterious Apparitions in the Land of Darkness 

Tracing the possible intertextual archetypes for Buzzatian landscapes, 

Caspar talks of ‘influence culturelle’ and lists Conrad among those authors 

– such as Hans Christian Andersen, the Grimm brothers, E. T. A. Hoffmann, 

R. L. Stevenson, E. A. Poe –, who inspired Buzzati with ‘une prédilection 

très nette pour les paysages “nordiques” lui rappelant ses chères 

Dolomites’.7 This link between Conrad – whose stories are mainly set at sea 

and in exotic colonial outposts in the Pacific – and Buzzati’s literary 

preference for northern mountainous scenery may sound far-fetched, but it 

hints nonetheless at Buzzati’s protean idea of landscape. In some passages 

of Autoritratto, Buzzati compares the mountains of northern Italy (that he 

had known since childhood) with the African desert (where he spent some 

time as a war correspondent),8 not just for their morphologic likeness but, 

more precisely, because they aroused similar emotions in him: 

 

Effettivamente, quando sono stato in Africa mi sono reso 
conto che c’era molta somiglianza tra gli uadi del deserto, 
sempre secchi – pioverà una volta in cinquant’anni – e i greti 
dei nostri fiumi, che sono una delle poche cose che diano il 
senso della solitudine nella natura, almeno quale ce la 
vediamo intorno adesso…9 
 

L’Abissinia allora, era come un western favoloso. L’Africa 
dei deserti mi ha fatto un’immensa impressione, che però si 
ricollega per infinite analogie alle esperienze di montagna.10 

 

In the introduction to the collection of Buzzati’s African writings, Caspar 

places him in the line of those authors who – since the late nineteenth 

century – have described Africa as a primeval, mythical and impenetrable 

                                                
7 Caspar, Fantastique et mythe personnel dans l’oeuvre de Dino Buzzati, p. 146. 
8 For a biographical account of Buzzati in Africa see Viganò, ‘Drogo va alla 

guerra’, in Album Buzzati, pp. 151-84.  
9 Autoritratto, p. 48. 
10 Quoted in Marie-Hélène Caspar, ed., L’Africa di Buzzati. Libia: 1933; 

Etiopia: 1939-1940 (Nanterre: Université Paris X, 1997), p. 33. 
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continent. Conrad with his Heart of Darkness is obviously named among 

them.11 It is also relevant to note that Buzzati enjoyed re-reading this novel 

when he was onboard the battle cruiser Trieste in 1941: ‘D’altro, niente di 

speciale. Ho riletto con molto piacere Cuore di tenebra di Conrad; leggo 

qualche libro yogi e niente altro’.12 The reasons why he picked from the 

shelf a book he had presumably read as a teenager around fifteen years 

before may be various, but we can quite rightly assume that it was not just 

for pleasure. In all probability, Buzzati somehow associated Kurtz’s story 

with his own African experience. He was trying to find a measure with 

which to compare the Italian colonial enterprise, or even an access key to 

the unfathomable mysteries of Africa, by juxtaposing his own response with 

the viewpoint expressed by Conrad in Heart of Darkness – which is based 

on its author’s autobiographical experience.  

Still, such implications can hardly be detected in the articles Buzzati 

wrote from Africa for the Corriere della Sera, since they are mainly 

documentary pieces and did not escape the Fascist censor. There are 

nonetheless some rare passages in which Buzzati’s fictional vein takes over 

the journalistic restraints imposed by Fascist rhetoric and the image of an 

alluring Africa breaks through. In this respect, the ending of a long article 

about centurione Bertoglio and his plan to rebuild the deserted city of 

Gildessa is a notable example: 

 

Ce n’andammo verso il tramonto, lasciando il regio residente 
ai piedi della bandierina tricolore che tra poco sarebbe stata 
ammainata. Allontanandoci si ebbe l’impressione che dietro 
a noi si chiudesse una porta invisibile. E che dietro questa 
porta fosse rimasto esiliato il centurione Bertoglio, più 
solitario e tranquillo che mai, mentre sipari neri si alzavano 
dai funesti valloni e i fuochi fatui uscivano fuori delle tombe 
per terrorizzare le iene.13 

 

In this passage, the appeal of the exotic landscape is combined with the 

uncanny feeling that the Italian settlers will never penetrate the depths of 

Africa, although they have marked this land with familiar signs, such as the 

tricolore. This cultural divide is symbolized by the image of a door closing 

                                                
11 Cf. ibid., p. 60. 
12 Letter dated R. Nave Trieste, 2 August 1941, in Lettere a Brambilla, p. 262. 
13 Dino Buzzati, ‘Un uomo bianco solo nella città morta’ (1° gennaio 1940), in 

L’Africa di Buzzati, ed. by Caspar, pp. 169-75 (p. 175). 
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behind the group of visitors; since they cannot comprehend Africa, the 

natural scenery lying on the other side of the invisible barrier assumes a 

phantasmagorical connotation. Like Conrad’s Kurtz, Bertoglio is among 

those very few Europeans who have found a key to the mysteries of the 

Continent and have embarked therefore on a one-way journey into the ‘heart 

of darkness’. The chosen ones have undergone a transformation that has led 

them to abandon their former selves; for this reason, they are legendary 

figures – half mystic half mad – in the eyes of their fellows. For short, 

Bertoglio, marooned in such a lonely spot, is one of those inscrutable 

creatures produced by Italian colonialism, just as Kurtz can be regarded as a 

historical outcome of the contradictions of British imperialism.  

If in Buzzati’s reportages the Conradian shadow remains hidden between 

the lines, in his fiction it is more evident. The short story ‘Uomo in Africa’, 

that Buzzati was commissioned to write by the journal Primato in 1940, 

deals with the idea of inevitably being dragged into the heart of Africa. The 

protagonist is an Italian whose name remains deliberately vague being 

alternatively spelt as Bondini, Bondrini and Brondini. Because of his 

unspecified identity, this man represents every European colonizer who 

went to Africa searching for personal fulfilment. The narrator first comes 

across the B-character in a hotel hall in Addis Abeba: this mysterious man 

in a grey suit is sitting in an armchair patiently awaiting his chance. 

Afterwards, he reappears in various places involved in different 

occupations: in Dassiè building new roads, in an unknown district of the 

interior working as a charcoal burner, and in the Ethiopian desert serving as 

an army officer. Moreover, the B-character eventually takes off his worn-

out suit and puts on a Sahara tunic: this act is an index of his complete 

detachment from the homeland. For both Kurtz and the B-character, Africa 

triggers a process of self-discovery ending in a confrontation with their 

souls: 

 

Mano mano che l’Africa si andava impadronendosi di lui e 
della sua vita, i desideri di Bondini parevano ridurre 
progressivamente il loro respiro. Una volta era il ritorno in 
Italia ad apparirgli l’unica speranza. Poi fu l’Asmara che 
risplendeva alla mente sua – giù nelle solitudini dancale – 
come un conturbante miraggio, per nulla dissimile dalle 
grandi città dei romanzi, popolate di occasioni e di amori. 
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Oggi niente più di Diredaua bastava ad appagare i suoi sogni 
mondani. 

Ch’egli si fosse veramente dimenticato l’esistenza 
dell’Europa, dell’umanità diversa ed immensa, accalcata tra 
meravigliosi palazzi (anche se tetri) lungo strade 
fiammeggianti tutta notte di candide luci? Erano le 
aspirazioni sue divenute in un certo senso provinciali e 
meschine? Oppure si era compiuta una sempre maggiore 
rinuncia, un fondo mutamento d’animo, lui stesso 
inconsapevole?14 

 

Bondini/Bondrini/Brondini’s one-way journey to Africa, like that of Kurtz, 

symbolizes a metaphorical journey into the darkness of the human soul. 

What he finds there is ‘soltanto una specie di vuoto immobile e caldo’,15 but 

– similar to Kurtz crying out ‘the horror’ with his last breath – the discovery 

of this void will change him completely, since it represents the ultimate 

shocking truth about human existence. 

Along with the mountains and the desert, the sea is another Buzzatian 

setting. However, as Lazzarin explains in relation to ‘La corazzata Tod’, 

Buzzati’s personal experience of the sea was so limited that he had to resort 

to his literary memory. Conrad was obviously one of the writers he recalled: 

 

D’altro canto, la descrizione dell’affondamento di una nave e 
della grande tranquillità dell’oceano subito dopo la catastrofe 
sembra essere in qualche misura canonica nella narrativa 
ottocentesca: si pensi ancora a L’uomo che ride di Hugo e a 
Lord Jim di Conrad. Può dunque risultare difficile, in tanto 
numero di riferimenti, e tanto ‘nobili’, ricostruire l’iter delle 
influenze testuali; tuttavia, al di là del dubbio sullo statuto 
della fonte, tra recupero diretto e materiale di genere, resta la 
conformità della descrizione buzzatiana a un canone. 

Nella narrativa buzzatiana il mare è contesto ambientale 
di scarsa rilevanza. Talora però criteri di coerenza ed 
economicità ne impongono l’utilizzazione: la memoria 
letteraria esercita in questi casi una funzione di supplenza, 
sostituendosi a un’esperienza biografica inesistente o poco 
marcata. Un certo coefficiente di convenzionalità della 
descrizione, che esibisce il suo carattere letterario, sembra 
inevitabile.16  

  

Lazzarin’s argument is backed by biographical evidence. Even though ‘La 

corazzata Tod’ first appeared in Sessanta racconti in 1958 and therefore it 
                                                

14 Dino Buzzati, ‘Uomo in Africa (2 marzo 1940)’, ibid., pp. 320-26 (p. 323). 
15 Ibid., p. 324. 
16 Lazzarin, ‘Immagini del mondo…’, in Dino Buzzati. Immagini del mondo, ed. 

by Caspar, p. 153.  
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was supposedly written after the war, Buzzati’s direct involvement in ocean 

battles had been rather insignificant, as he himself admits: 

 

[…] Io non conosco il grande oceano, o meglio, essendo 
stato in marina con delle grandi navi, non è che io abbia 
combattuto con l’oceano… D’altra parte non ho mai assistito 
a grandi tempeste, salvo una volta di notte, nel Mediterraneo, 
in cui delle navi erano andate a fondo… Ma per questo non 
posso dire di avere proprio assorbito la bellezza 
dell’oceano… Per il deserto invece è stato diverso. Ci sono 
rimasto abbastanza. Sia nel deserto piatto, quello del Sahara, 
sia nel deserto tipo brousse o savana. Lì è una cosa 
stupenda…17 

 

A similar case can be added to the one identified by Lazzarin. This is 

also linked to Conrad and the seascape but establishes a different type of 

intertextual connection, perhaps more explicit yet equally interesting. The 

protagonist of ‘Lo scoglio’ inquires into the legend of a father, whose 

sorrow of having lost his son at sea was so unbearable that he was 

transformed into a rock off the coasts of Lipari. The narrator is taken to the 

place by a strange boatman, who turns out to be the ghost of another father 

whose son died twenty-five years before in the battle of Cape Matapan. The 

motif of the mournful parent undergoing sea change is doubly intensified by 

using the narrative frame of a story within the story. But the mise-en-abyme 

structure is in turn interrupted by the historical-autobiographical reference,18 

thus resulting in a typical Buzzatian blending of genres: while the first story 

is a mythological tale, the second can be defined as semi-realistic. The sea, 

that constitutes the background for them both, is represented as the 

mysterious abode of awful creatures whose unheard-of stories at once 

frighten and intrigue. The two fathers are telling examples: one has become 

an unnaturally twisted rock covered with seaweed, the other looks like a 

dead jellyfish and: 

 

Era alto, scheletrico, intensamente pallido e gli si sarebbero 
dati per lo meno novanta anni se il volto, affilatissimo, 
avesse avuto una sola ruga. Anche per il singolare cappello 
di paglia a tesa orizzontale larghissima ricordava certe 
meridiane apparizioni dei tropici cariche di fatalità, 

                                                
17 Autoritratto, p. 48. 
18 Buzzati took part in the battle of Cape Matapan on board Italian battle 

cruisers on 28-29 March 1941 (see Viganò, Album Buzzati, p. 176).  
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balenanti dalle pagine di Conrad. Ma ciò che più colpiva era 
la sua totale ‘assenza’ quale è dei fantasmi, i quali ignorano 
tutto quello che avviene intorno. 

Notai che le scarne braccia terminavano in mani 
morbosamente nocchiute che si muovevano con fatica, a 
rivelare lunghi travagli di artrosi. Anche il passo era stento e 
alquanto tremulo. Se il mare non fosse stato così 
rassicurante, mai avrei accettato un accompagnatore tanto 
problematico.19 

 

Instead of providing the readers with an imitative description, Buzzati 

appeals to their literary memory, taking for granted their acquaintance with 

Conrad’s fiction, and especially with his characterization of certain 

seafaring figures. The passage quoted above offers a physical description of 

the boatman, which corresponds to the norms of the Buzzatian fantastic: a 

creature poised between reality and dream. If, on the one hand, his wasted 

appearance makes him a man of flesh and blood, on the other, his total 

unconcern for the world characterizes him as a ghost. As often happens in 

Buzzati, ambiguity is left unsolved and lingers on beyond the material 

boundaries of the text. What is quite unusual is a direct allusion to Conrad 

in the narration. It is as if – to quote Harold Bloom – Buzzati feels the 

weight of his own belatedness and prefers to acknowledge Conrad’s 

superiority as master of sea narrative, instead of daring to confront his 

model on the fictional ground. What Buzzati seems unable to reproduce is 

the typical Conradian aura that surrounds the characters inhabiting the 

seascape.  

More than other intertextual practices, allusion demands from the reader 

an adequate literary background as well as an active role in decoding clues 

and making connections with other texts. The figure picked out by Buzzati 

is a recurrent one in Conrad’s fiction. In particular, the detail of the wide-

rimmed pith hat is highly evocative of the paradigm of tropical heat, which 

causes hallucination – even madness – and which is related to the sense of 

fatality experienced in extreme weather conditions. The following excerpt 

from Heart of Darkness will make clear what Buzzati is hinting at: 

 

Through my glasses I saw the slope of a hill interspersed 
with rare trees and perfectly free from undergrowth. A long 
decaying building on the summit was half buried in the high 

                                                
19 Dino Buzzati, ‘Lo scoglio’, in Le notti difficili, pp. 26-31 (p. 29), my italics. 
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grass; the large holes in the peaked roof gaped black from 
afar; the jungle and the woods made a background. There 
was no enclosure or fence of any kind; but there had been 
one apparently, for near the house half-a-dozen slim posts 
remained in a row, roughly trimmed, and with their upper 
ends ornamented with round carved balls. The rails, or 
whatever there had been between, had disappeared. Of 
course the forest surrounded all that. The river-bank was 
clear, and on the water-side I saw a white man under a hat 
like a cart-wheel beckoning persistently with his whole arm. 
Examining the edge of the forest above and below, I was 
almost certain I could see movements – human forms gliding 
here and there. I steamed past prudently, then stopped the 
engines and let her drift down. The man on the shore began 
to shout, urging us to land. ‘We have been attacked,’ 
screamed the manager. ‘I know – I know. It’s all right,’ 
yelled back the other, as cheerful as you please. ‘Come 
along. It’s all right. I am glad.’ 
 His aspect reminded me of something I had seen – 
something funny I had seen somewhere. As I manoeuvred to 
get alongside, I was asking myself, ‘What does this fellow 
look like?’ Suddenly I got it. He looked like a harlequin. His 
clothes had been made of some stuff that was brown holland 
probably, but it was covered with patches all over, with 
bright patches, blue, red, and yellow – patches on the back, 
patches on front, patches on elbows, on knees; coloured 
binding round his jacket, scarlet edging at the bottom of his 
trousers; and the sunshine made him look extremely gay and 
wonderfully neat withal, because you could see how 
beautifully all this patching had been done. A beardless, 
boyish face, very fair, no features to speak of, nose peeling, 
little blue eyes, smiles and frowns chasing each other over 
that open countenance like sunshine and shadow on a 
windswept plain. ‘Look out, captain!’ he cried; ‘there’s a 
snag lodged in here last night.’ What! Another snag? I 
confess I swore shamefully. I had nearly holed my cripple, to 
finish off that charming trip. The harlequin on the bank 
turned his little pug nose up to me. ‘You English?’ he asked, 
all smiles. ‘Are you?’ I shouted from the wheel. The smiles 
vanished, and he shook his head as if sorry for my 
disappointment. Then he brightened up. ‘Never mind!’ he 
cried encouragingly. ‘Are we in time?’ I asked. ‘He is up 
there,’ he replied, with a toss of the head up the hill, and 
becoming gloomy all of a sudden. His face was like the 
autumn sky, overcast one moment and bright the next.20 

 

This long passage is worth quoting in its entirety. Indeed, it is most useful to 

realize how the sudden apparition of this bizarre man is not so incongruous 

as it might seem with the luxuriant and imposing landscape behind him. His 
                                                

20 Joseph Conrad, ‘Heart of Darkness’, in ‘Heart of Darkness’ and Other Tales, 
ed. by Cedric Watts (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), pp. 101-87 (pp. 157-
58), my italics.   
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large hat, harlequin-like appearance and changing countenance are, in fact, 

as cryptic as the tangled vegetation, which has obliterated the decaying 

signs of human presence.  

 Taking into account the detail of the hat, what Buzzati alludes to in the 

excerpt from ‘Lo scoglio’ quoted above is perhaps a strong sense of 

unpredictability and the awareness of the inevitable appointment with fate, 

that always lurk in Conradian landscapes – irrespective of whether it is the 

forest of Congo, the open sea, or a tropical island. Indeed, rather than being 

inscribed in Buzzati’s landscapes, such uncanny feelings are embodied in 

the characters’ indecipherable behaviour and unearthly appearance. 

Bertoglio, the B-character and the ghost of the boatman can be grouped with 

other ‘meridiane apparizioni’ à la Conrad inhabiting Buzzati’s fiction, such 

as the characters presented in ‘Ombra del sud’ and ‘Gli strani rumori di 

Peterborough’. 

 Both stories are set in Africa, where the two protagonists have 

mysterious encounters. The narrator of ‘Ombra del sud’ is on a tour around 

the Italian colonial settlements. During his journey from Port Said (Egypt) 

down to Massaua (Eritrea) and Harar (Ethiopia) he repeatedly notices the 

same white-clad figure21: 

 

[…] un uomo, un arabo forse, vestito di una larga palandrana 
bianca, in testa una specie di cappuccio – o così mi parve – 
ugualmente bianco. Camminava lentamente in mezzo alla 
strada, come dondolando, quasi stesse cercando qualcosa, o 
titubasse, o fosse anche un poco storno.22 

 

The lines in italics are repeated with slight variations in the narration, to 

mark with a peculiar rhythm each time ‘l’arabo indecifrabile’ appears. 

Notwithstanding a growing sense of anxiety, the narrator becomes 

acquainted with his visitor, as if the latter were a friendly yet enigmatic 

                                                
21 The protagonist of ‘Scorta personale’ has a similar experience. On the 

outskirts of the various cities where he travels, he spots the same man staring and 
waving at him with a stick. These encounters go on throughout his life. This story 
can be considered a variation on the theme, since it has an urban setting and the 
mysterious figure represents death patiently waiting for every man to come to the 
end of life; see Dino Buzzati, ‘Scorta personale’, in Paura alla Scala, ed. by Fausto 
Gianfranceschi (Milan: Mondadori, 2006), pp. 83-87. 

22 Dino Buzzati, ‘Ombra del sud’, in Sessanta racconti, pp. 47-53 (p. 47), my 
italics. 
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presence accompanying him through an unknown land. The narrator 

eventually gives his own explanation to the phenomenon:  

 

Considerato a distanza, quell’essere mi risultava adesso 
come una personificazione, racchiudente il segreto stesso 
dell’Africa. Tra me e questa terra c’era dunque, prima che lo 
sospettassi, un legame. Era venuto a me un messaggero, dai 
regni favolosi del sud, a indicarmi la via? (Sessanta racconti, 
p. 51) 
 

La faccenda non è molto chiara ma mi pare di avere capito 
che tu vorresti condurmi più in là, ogni volta più in là, 
sempre più nel centro, fino alle frontiere del tuo incognito 
regno. (Ibid., p. 52)  

 

Apart from identifying the mysterious man with Africa, the conclusions 

drawn by the narrator are incomplete: the content of the secrets carried by 

the Arab are not revealed and his origins remain unknown. When the story 

ends, the narrator is still undecided whether to follow the visitor or not.   

At the core of ‘Gli strani rumori di Peterborough’ is an encounter of Mr 

Austin Munsel-Dorr, an English doctor specialized in tropical diseases. 

During a scientific expedition in the Egyptian desert he bumps into a 

caravan and is asked if he will see a man suffering from malaria. The doctor 

saves the life of a soi-disant Arab prince, Sadi Ben Houssan, and receives 

from him a magic ring that, ten years later, will save him from death. The 

apparition of the prince is so striking that the doctor speculates about the 

identity of this man lying in a little tent in the middle of the desert and 

surrounded by luxurious carpets and objects: 

 

Chi era veramente? Un principe arabo? Ma cosa era andato a 
fare laggiù tra le sabbie eterne? O era un europeo 
inabissatosi nelle tenebre dell’Africa per qualche dolente 
segreto? Un mercante di schiavi? Un avventuriero? Avrà 
avuto una sessantina d’anni, piccolo e segaligno. Il volto 
sfuggiva a ogni decifrazione: arso dal sole e immobile, dolce 
e insieme inespressivo. Soltanto gli occhi parlavano di 
Oriente. Lenti e pigri sguardi ne uscivano, privi di 
intelligenza. Eppure dopo, ripensandoci, ci si domandava se 
dietro non ci fosse nascosta una energia indomabile.23      

 

                                                
23 Dino Buzzati, ‘Gli strani rumori di Peterborough’, in Fantasmi, pp. 261-70 

(p. 264), my italics.   
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In general, Buzzati’s mysterious apparitions carry incomprehensible secrets, 

obscure or saving messages, but they all reach beyond rational control. The 

allusion to Kurtz shows once again the pivotal role Conrad played in the 

construction of Buzzati’s exotic and sea imagery.  

 

2.3 Broken Dreams 

Indebted to Conrad in relation to the creation of exotic figures and 

seascapes as he may be, Buzzati proves himself more original in adapting 

the Conradian source from a thematic point of view. Critics concur in 

acknowledging the analogies between Bàrnabo’s story and that of Lord Jim 

in Conrad’s homonymous novel. Rawson, for instance, regards the two 

protagonists as anti-heroes: 

 

The chief character Bàrnabo is more anti-hero than hero. He 
is a Lord Jim figure who fails his fellow forest wardens when 
they are under attack from bandits. He retreats to the tame 
peasant life of the plains, but returns finally to make good in 
his own unspectacular way as the solitary warden of an 
outpost in the high mountains near the frontier.24 

 

Giannetto is of the same opinion. She points out that the two different 

settings of Bàrnabo and Lord Jim – the mountains and the sea, respectively 

– perform an analogous function for the two characters: they are the 

backdrop against which they face the hardships of life. The characteristic 

that both Bàrnabo and Jim share is that: 

 

[…] entrambi sono in realtà degli antieroi, cui toccano in 
sorte soprattutto sconfitte e che riescono alla fine a 
riscattarsi parzialmente solo accettando con dignità e una 
nuova intelligenza delle cose un epilogo del tutto diverso da 
quello al quale hanno mirato per tutta la vita.25 

 

Other features they have in common would be the fear that seizes them at 

crucial moments in their lives, the failure of their initiation trials, the 

subsequent long periods of atonement, and the sense of waiting. 

 Both interpretations stress the interconnected themes of failure and 

(partial) redemption. But a closer comparative reading of the two works 
                                                

24 Rawson, ‘Dino Buzzati’, in Writers and Society in Contemporary Italy, ed. by 
Caesar and Hainsworth, p. 191, my italics. 

25 Giannetto, ‘Dino Buzzati e la letteratura inglese’, p. 52, my italics. 
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shows that, alongside parallels, many aspects of Bàrnabo actually differ 

from Lord Jim. These differences represent the narrative loci where Buzzati 

adds some Conradian motifs to his fiction. In other words, Buzzati weaves 

Conrad into the texture of his own poetics, thus creating a unique Buzzatian 

essence. Far from being a passively received influence, the intertextual 

dialogue between Buzzati and Conrad is fruitful and original. By taking into 

account both the differences and similarities within the two novels, we can 

carry out a more intriguing reassessment of this specific case of Buzzatian 

intertextuality, which will lead to a new interpretation of how Bàrnabo’s 

fate is different from that of Jim. While Jim eventually redeems himself by 

courageously offering his life in the name of his moral principles, Bàrnabo 

realizes that for him no such redemption is possible, since time does not 

afford him a second chance. 

 It is clear that the two narratives follow a similar pattern: youth and 

dreams of heroism, act of cowardice and failure of initiation, exile, return to 

the community, chance for redemption. What is more difficult to establish is 

how and at what stage in the plots the passage from boyhood to manhood 

takes place. In both novels, the protagonists fail the initiation trial because 

of their lack of fortitude, thus resulting in the deferment of existential 

transition. Jim finally reaches maturity through his ultimate self-sacrifice. 

Conversely, there is no triumphant ending in Bàrnabo, since the character 

fails in the second confrontation with the bandits. He does not shoot them, 

because he realizes that this would no longer make any sense. When does 

Bàrnabo become a man then?  

Generally speaking, Buzzati’s treatment of the theme of growing-up is 

quite interesting. His protagonists are unaware of getting older, since 

existential passages occur suddenly and unexpectedly. Even an entire 

lifetime can elapse before they realize. As we have seen in Chapter One, in 

Segreto the wind Matteo explains to young Benvenuto that he will soon be 

unable to understand the language of nature, since he is no longer a child. 

Similarly, in Deserto Drogo is quietly asleep on the crucial night when the 

gate of youth closes behind him removing any possibility of his going back, 

although he will be aware of this change only after many years. Thus the 

narrator illustrates such a circumstance in everyone’s life: 
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Fino allora egli [Drogo] era avanzato per la spensierata età 
della prima giovinezza, una strada che da bambini sembra 
infinita, dove gli anni scorrono lenti e con passo lieve, così 
che nessuno nota la loro partenza. Si cammina placidamente, 
guardandosi con curiosità attorno, non c’è proprio bisogno di 
affrettarsi, nessuno preme di dietro e nessuno ci aspetta, 
anche i compagni procedono senza pensieri, fermandosi 
spesso a scherzare. Dalle case, sulle porte, la gente grande 
saluta benigna, e fa cenno indicando l’orizzonte con sorrisi 
d’intesa; così il cuore comincia a battere per eroici e teneri 
desideri, si assapora la vigilia delle cose meravigliose che si 
attendono più avanti; ancora non si vedono, no, ma è certo, 
assolutamente certo che un giorno ci arriveremo. 

[…] 
Così si continua il cammino in una attesa fiduciosa e le 

giornate sono lunghe e tranquille, il sole risplende alto nel 
cielo e sembra non abbia mai voglia di calare al tramonto. 

Ma a un certo punto, quasi istintivamente, ci si volta 
indietro e si vede che un cancello è stato sprangato alle spalle 
nostre, chiudendo la via del ritorno. Allora si sente che 
qualche cosa è cambiato, il sole non sembra più immobile 
ma si sposta rapidamente, ahimè, non si fa tempo a fissarlo 
che già precipita verso il confine dell’orizzonte, ci si accorge 
che le nubi non ristagnano più nei golfi azzurri del cielo ma 
fuggono accavallandosi l’una sull’altra, tanto è il loro 
affanno; si capisce che il tempo passa e che la strada un 
giorno dovrà pur finire. 

Chiudono a un certo punto alle nostre spalle un pesante 
cancello, lo rinserrano con velocità fulminea e non si fa 
tempo a tornare. Ma Giovanni Drogo in quel momento 
dormiva ignaro e sorrideva nel sonno come fanno i bambini. 
(Deserto, pp. 40-41)   

   

In his short stories, Buzzati uses interesting metaphors to represent the 

unexpected transition to a new phase of life. The first-person narrator of ‘Le 

finestre accese’ is an unnamed young man who goes back to his old house 

and sees from the street that the light in his room is on. He wonders who 

might be waiting for him in the dead of the night, but when he finds nobody 

there, he realizes that it was he who had left the light switched on. Looking 

at his untidy room he remembers how one day, before dawn, he had run 

away in haste, without even knowing the reason why: 

 

Entrai nell’appartamento, trovai il silenzio, udii risuonare 
sordamente i miei passi, con l’inospitale eco delle case 
disabitate. Nella mia stanza non c’era anima viva, nessuno 
seduto sotto la lampada, proprio nessuno c’era ad aspettarmi, 
compresi che ero stato io a dimenticare accesa la luce; ero 
fuggito, mi ricordai, prima dell’alba, senza neppure 
abbassare le persiane, sulla spalliera di una sedia pendeva 
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ancora un asciugamani che avevo gettato là all’ultimo 
momento, le scarpe smesse la sera prima buttate vicino al 
letto, portavano ancora il fango e la polvere delle ultime ore 
di giovinezza. Era scesa la polvere a dare un tono di 
solitudine, ma il resto era rimasto uguale.26 

 

Assuming that the image of the room symbolizes the self, this story can be 

interpreted as a metaphor for the transition to manhood, which is 

represented as a sudden and unforeseen flight from oneself. The light 

symbolizes the realization that, unbeknown to the protagonist, youth has 

come to an end. More surprisingly, this awareness is not immediate: as we 

are informed in the ending of the story, four years have passed since the 

‘precipitosa partenza’.  

A similar case is that of ‘Clac’, where the onomatopoeic word in the title 

refers to the sound made by the front door of the protagonist’s house. This 

click is appalling because it tells him that he is no longer young: 

 

Il rumore fatto dalla porta gli disse infatti qualcosa di serio, 
come se, per esempio, la sua strada fosse terminata in quel 
preciso punto e da questo punto in avanti tutto sarebbe stato 
inutile. Ah ah, ora sì che si sentiva tranquillo nella sua 
comoda casa e tutti i fastidi lasciati fuori della porta e tra non 
molto sarebbe andato a tavola e così via, quante simpatiche 
fantasie del genere, mediocri se si vuole, ma sincere avrebbe 
potuto fare nell’intimità delle sue stanze.  

Ma la porta aveva fatto ‘clac’. E per alcuni la porta di 
casa non si chiude mai in questo modo, per altri invece sì ma 
tardi, a sessanta sessantacinque anni; a lui invece era 
successo molto presto, evidentemente, dopo neanche 
quarant’anni di vita, dopo troppe speranze e pochi amori, 
quando il buono, avrebbe detto un osservatore imparziale, 
era appena incominciato. Sia pure meccanicamente, egli 
continuava a guardarsi nello specchio; per piacere a chi, 
oramai?27     

 

One further example appears in the short piece ‘In quel preciso momento’, 

in which the end of youth is thus epitomized: 

 

Siamo uomini, ahimè, e ogni tanto dobbiamo fermarci. 
Fermarci, e ci addormentiamo. Ma così, mentre noi stiamo 
fermi sul bordo della via sognando strane cose, le ore, i 
giorni, mesi ed anni ci raggiungono uno per uno, con la loro 

                                                
26 Dino Buzzati, ‘Le finestre accese’, in In quel preciso momento, pp. 4-6 (p. 5), 

my italics. 
27 Dino Buzzati, ‘Clac’, ibid., pp. 117-18 (pp. 117-18). 
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abominevole lentezza ci sopravanzano, si perdono in fondo 
alla strada. Poi al mattino ci accorgiamo di essere rimasti 
indietro, ci mettiamo all’inseguimento. 

In questo preciso momento, vogliamo dire volgarmente, 
finisce la giovinezza.28 

 

Failure to understand the language of nature, a closed gate, a light left 

switched on, a door clicking in a peculiar way, the feeling of being left 

behind by time, all these are metaphors for existential passages. Whereas in 

these cases the narrators inform the reader of the metamorphoses the 

protagonists are undergoing, Bàrnabo evinces no clear signposts. Like 

Bàrnabo himself, only in the end do readers realize that he has changed, 

though it is almost impossible to ascertain when exactly. A rather hidden 

clue about Bàrnabo’s new consciousness is contained in a passage in which 

he fantasizes about his bravery and possible reinstatement in the community 

of the forest wardens: 

 

In quel punto, presso la Polveriera, lo si vede bene dall’alto, 
Bàrnabo un giorno aveva conosciuto la paura; poi, per anni, 
ne ha avuto vergogna. Ma fra poco, egli lo sa bene, il 
silenzio si creperà in un rombo, la sua prima schioppettata. 

Ed ecco che le grandi crode fan meditare a quel che dovrà 
accadere. La morte, no, non se l’aspetta, se ne sente 
assolutamente sicuro. Sarà invece la sua vittoria: i nemici 
precipitati nel fondo, il suo ritorno al paese, il racconto 
meraviglioso. Il racconto, proprio il racconto. Egli ci tiene a 
poterlo narrare ai compagni; ed è tutto qui, c’è poco da dire. 

Per dire: io da solo li ho uccisi; tornare tra i guardiaboschi 
che gli avrebbero fatto festa, lo avrebbero applaudito. Poi 
ancora, con l’andar degli anni, sempre quella caserma; che 
noia, in fondo alla valle, con le strade polverose. (Bàrnabo, 
p. 106, my italics) 

 

In the moments before the final scene Bàrnabo recalls his past life, a 

mental process that usually precedes impending death. Buzzati deconstructs 

this cliché, since Bàrnabo feels sure he is not going to die, envisaging 

instead his late initiation (‘la sua prima schioppettata’) and possible 

triumph. If compared to Jim’s self-denial, Bàrnabo’s negation of death 

could be read as an act of positive arrogance, as a way to react against the 

passivity and inaction that have characterized his life. Yet, the very last 

sentence of the above excerpt is a signal that Bàrnabo is no longer young, 

                                                
28 Dino Buzzati, ‘In quel preciso momento’, ibid., pp. 50-51 (p. 51).    
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though he seems to have been fixed to the time of his failure, waiting and 

waiting over the years for a second chance to make amends for his mistake. 

His changed perception of the caserma reveals that Bàrnabo himself has 

changed. Before, the caserma was a place crammed with myth; it 

represented the sanctuary where his adolescent ideals of sacrifice and 

heroism were enshrined. After his coming of age, it is seen as an unexciting 

secluded work post, made even more tedious by years of wearisome routine. 

A pervading desire to become a hero dominates both novels. Discussing 

the works of Stendhal and Pushkin, Moretti argues that the presence of 

ideals is the main feature distinguishing youth from adulthood:  

 

A paradoxical situation: to have to believe in certain values 
while, at the same time, accepting the impossibility of their 
realization. To help us live with this paradox, Stendhal and 
Pushkin reshape the theme of the end of youth according to 
the symbolic needs of their times. If a sense of interior 
obligation has been created, which must be silenced in order 
to ‘live’, the best solution is then to link it to a brief period of 
life, giving it almost ‘biological’ limits. Youth becomes with 
these writers the age of ideals; but youth, sooner or later, 
must end. Better yet: it can be the age of ideals precisely 
because it will not last long. 

These novels establish thus an essential paradigm for 
modern existence: ‘maturity’ is no longer perceived as an 
acquisition, but as a loss. We do not become adults by 
becoming adults, but by ceasing to be young: the process 
involves primarily a renunciation.29   

  

Yet, Jim and Bàrnabo experience the age of ideals in different ways. 

While Jim is wholeheartedly committed to such an ardent desire, Bàrnabo’s 

dreams are tainted by a moral weakness that will soon result in his treachery 

to the military code of conduct. Jim’s heroism is described as an 

overwhelming power that makes him see the world anew: 

 

[…] His station was in the fore-top, and often from there he 
looked down, with the contempt of a man destined to shine in 
the midst of dangers, at the peaceful multitude of roofs cut in 
two by the brown tide of the stream, while scattered on the 
outskirts of the surrounding plain the factory chimneys rose 
perpendicular against the grimy sky, each slender like a 
pencil, and belching out smoke like a volcano. He could see 

                                                
29 Franco Moretti, The Way of the World: The ‘Bildungsroman’ in European 

Culture (London: Verso, 2000), p. 90. 
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the big ships departing, the broad-beamed ferries constantly 
on the move, the little boats floating far below his feet, with 
the lazy splendour of the sea in the distance, and the hope of 
a stirring life in the world of adventure.  

On the lower deck in the babel of two hundred voices he 
would forget himself, and beforehand live in his mind the 
sea-life of light literature. He saw himself saving people 
from sinking ships, cutting away masts in a hurricane, 
swimming through a surf with a line; or as a lonely castaway, 
barefooted and half naked, walking on uncovered reefs in 
search of shellfish to stave off starvation. He confronted 
savages on tropical shores, quelled mutinies on the high seas, 
and in a small boat upon the ocean kept up the hearts of 
despairing men – always an example of devotion to duty, and 
as unflinching as a hero in a book.30 

 

From the mast of the training-ship Jim looks down at the city, whose 

stillness is interrupted by the vibrant activity of the harbour. The ships 

symbolize his thirst for adventure, which at present cannot be expressed in 

action but only in thought. To his eyes, the ordinary maritime bustle is 

transfigured into a perilous and thrilling voyage to faraway locations. Jim’s 

projection towards his future life at sea is inspired by the cheap novels he 

has read and by the stereotype of the brave devoted sailor they depict. In a 

very similar manner, Bàrnabo’s soul is lifted by the fabulous stories of the 

mountains told by Del Colle. Written fiction and oral tradition have the 

same function in the two novels: they contribute to form a rather naive idea 

of the hero as someone who never fails or doubts himself, because self-

possession is his crowning gift. This is the model with which both Jim and 

Bàrnabo identify.  

However, unlike Jim, Bàrnabo’s heroic self-awareness is easily 

benumbed by fear. It is not a deeply felt urge; it constitutes instead the small 

talk of everyday life, nothing more than the ordinary skirmishing among 

comrades. In a sense, heroism is for Bàrnabo a late discovery, a feeling that 

rises in him only after his failure and that is triggered by his effort to redeem 

himself. All this is evident in the episode in which Bàrnabo and his friend 

Bertòn leave the barracks to chase Del Colle’s murderers: 

 

                                                
30 Joseph Conrad, Lord Jim: A Tale, ed. by John Batchelor (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2000), p. 5, my italics. All references will be to this edition cited 
as Lord Jim followed by the page number. 
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Forse è giunto il giorno che Bàrnabo aveva sperato, nel buio, 
vicino alla Polveriera, quando stava sotto la pioggia. Ma 
adesso Bàrnabo ha paura. Si è alzato per primo tanto per far 
vedere che parte con entusiasmo; ma si è subito precipitato 
fuori desiderando il mal tempo. Nebbia greve ancora 
notturna su tutto il bosco e la spianata. (Bàrnabo, p. 51) 

 

During the ascent, Bàrnabo looks up towards the mountain tops. What he 

sees is a self-referential landscape that does not mirror his dreams of 

adventure as it did before; the mountains do not look like towers, castles or 

ruined churches for Bàrnabo is now afraid: 

 

Eccoli su uno spiazzo di ghiaia sotto alla vera parete. La 
cima è scomparsa; appaiono solo i primi salti a picco e sopra 
il cielo. Soffia un vento gelido che toglie tutto il coraggio. 
Intanto sulle alte crode giungono i primi raggi di sole. 
Adesso Bàrnabo vede le montagne. Non assomigliano 
veramente a torri, non a castelli né a chiese in rovina, ma 
solo a se stesse, così come sono, con le frane bianche, le 
fessure, le cenge ghiaiose, gli spigoli senza fine a strapiombo 
piegati fuori nel vuoto. (Bàrnabo, p. 52) 

 

The opposite perspectives from which they observe the world say 

something about the different development of the two protagonists. 

Bàrnabo’s low position – with his gaze raised towards the ominous 

mountains, he feels incapable of climbing – anticipates his further descent to 

the plains and his removal from the rank of forest warden. Even if he 

eventually goes back to the mountains, his reputation will never be restored. 

Conversely, Jim’s aerial view upon the world corresponds to that romantic 

Streben that will push him towards the ultimate sacrifice. Marlow, the 

narrator, thus comments on Jim’s story: ‘[…] it is romantic beyond the 

wildest dreams of his boyhood, and yet there is to my mind a sort of 

profound and terrifying logic in it, as if it were our imagination alone that 

could set loose upon us the might of an overwhelming destiny’ (Lord Jim, p. 

250). While Bàrnabo does not resemble Jim, Giovanni Drogo is similar to 

Conrad’s character in the way he indulges in heroic daydreaming. At sunset, 

from the watchtower Drogo contemplates the desert and pictures himself as 

an invincible and acclaimed army leader in this vast battleground. The 

wasteland thus becomes the beckoning space of Drogo’s self-deception, and 

imagination is an effective weapon against boredom and endless waiting: 
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‘Era l’ora delle speranze e lui meditava le eroiche storie che probabilmente 

non si sarebbero verificate mai, ma che pure servivano a incoraggiare la 

vita’ (Deserto, p. 74). 

 There are two features both Conrad and Buzzati adopt in their 

constructions of heroic identity: the name and the uniform. Throughout the 

narration Conrad’s protagonist is known only as Jim, which is the fictitious 

name he has adopted to hide his real identity and the past shame that follows 

him from port to port. An entire paragraph at the beginning of the novel is 

devoted to this issue: 

 

To the white men in the waterside business and to the 
captains of ships he was just Jim – nothing more. He had of 
course another name, but he was anxious that it should not be 
pronounced. His incognito, which had as many holes as a 
sieve, was not meant to hide a personality but a fact. When 
the fact broke through the incognito he would leave suddenly 
the seaport where he happened to be at the time and go to 
another – generally farther east. He kept to seaports because 
he was a seaman in exile from the sea [...] and in each of 
these halting-places was Jim the water-clerk. Afterwards, 
when his keen perception of the Intolerable drove him away 
for good from seaports and white men, even into the virgin 
forest, the Malays of the jungle village, where he had elected 
to conceal his deplorable faculty, added a word to the 
monosyllable of his incognito. They called him Tuan Jim: as 
one might say – Lord Jim. (Lord Jim, p. 4) 

 

Lord Jim, the title he is given in the end, embodies the new self that is born 

on the island of Patusan. It is the linguistic sign indicating that he has freed 

himself from the burden of his shameful past.  

Similarly, the list in the following passage emphasizes how Bàrnabo 

stands apart being known only by his first name, while his colleagues are all 

presented by forename and surname: 

 

[…] E [Del Colle] li conosce bene i suoi compagni: il 
sottocapo Giovanni Marden e poi Giovanni Bertòn, Paolo 
Marden, cugino del primo, Pietro Molo, Francesco Franze, 
Berto Durante, Angelo Montani, Primo e Battista Fornioi, 
Giuseppe Collinet, Enrico Pieri e Bàrnabo che lo chiamano 
solo per nome e sarà poi Bàrnabo delle montagne. (Bàrnabo, 
p. 24) 
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Spera interprets the onomastic element as an index of Bàrnabo’s legendary 

status: ‘[Bàrnabo] si distingue dai compagni perché, come gli eroi delle 

antiche leggende, non ha il cognome ma solo il nome’.31 But, if read in the 

light of the whole story, it is only too obvious that Bàrnabo’s position at the 

bottom of the list designates his lower grade in the foresters’ hierarchy. 

Moreover, the epithet ‘delle montagne’ will acquire a special significance in 

relation to his failure. It is a reminder that he will spend the rest of his life in 

the mountains as a common keeper instead of an officer, because of his 

juvenile lack of courage. 

 Clothes are a chromatic index in their struggle for redemption. Jim is 

always clad in white, a colour that suggests his relentless search for moral 

purity and also substitutes for his former sailor’s uniform. This detail is 

stressed many times by Marlow and it is Jim’s distinctive sign both among 

Europeans and natives: 

 

He was spotlessly neat, apparelled in immaculate white from 
shoes to hat, and in the various Eastern ports where he got 
his living as ship-chandler’s water-clerk he was very 
popular. (Lord Jim, p. 3) 

 

Their dark-skinned bodies vanished on the dark background 
long before I had lost sight of their protector. He was white 
from head to foot, and remained persistently visible with the 
stronghold of the night at his back, the sea at his feet, the 
opportunity at his side – still veiled. (Ibid., p. 245)  

 

Jim’s personal uniform and his obstinacy in wearing it convey not so much 

his regret for being expelled from the navy, but rather his effort to 

distinguish himself as a hero. While in Patusan, the white of his garments – 

and skin – becomes an indicator of both racial and moral distinction. 

Although he is a European, the islanders consider Jim as their guardian and 

offer him that chance of redemption he has not been afforded by his own 

people.  

Far from being a positive trigger, Bàrnabo’s green uniform is a constant 

reference to his cowardice. It can be argued that green takes on two different 

meanings in the narration: whereas at the beginning it has a positive 

                                                
31 Francesco Spera, ‘Modelli narrativi del primo Buzzati’, in Dino Buzzati, ed. 

by Fontanella, pp. 87-98 (p. 88). 
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connotation as the colour of a camouflage uniform representing the courage 

of the forest wardens, afterwards it signals that Bàrnabo’s life has gone 

stale. On leaving San Nicola he is in fact allowed to take it with him, 

provided that its tabs are removed. Behind Bàrnabo’s attachment to his 

uniform, there is all his disappointment of being denied a place in the 

community. During his exile in the plains he keeps it carefully folded in the 

barn, but time has left its mark making clear that the past is unrecoverable: 

 

Lassù, in un angolo del fienile, Bàrnabo fruga in una cassa 
per trovare il vestito verde da guardiaboschi, le scarpe 
ferrate, il sacco e tutte le altre cose con cui era sceso dalle 
montagne cinque anni prima. Il sacco, da quel giorno, non è 
stato più aperto. Bàrnabo l’aveva voluto lasciar così per aver 
l’illusione, ritrovandolo, che il tempo non fosse passato. Ma 
adesso, riprendendolo in mano, vedendo tutta la polvere, 
sentendo la tela seccata, Bàrnabo comprende bene il vuoto 
che hanno scavato gli anni. 

Le tarme hanno fatto dei buchi nei calzoni della vecchia 
divisa. Bàrnabo non ha il coraggio di farli rammendare dalle 
donne di casa e cerca di aggiustarli da sé, restando alzato 
fino a tarda notte con l’ago e il filo, al lume di una candela. 
Prima di coricarsi prepara tutto in ordine come alla vigilia di 
una partenza. (Bàrnabo, p. 89)   

 

In the hope of being welcomed back to the barracks, Bàrnabo puts on his 

uniform again, but the laughter of his former comrades at this sight repeats 

the humiliation of five years before. Also in Deserto there is an episode we 

have already mentioned and in which Drogo feels ashamed of his uniform. 

After his arrival at Fortezza Bastiani, he receives a trunk containing his 

clothes, among which is a beautiful cape. He is pleased since ‘[g]li parve 

quello un vivo collegamento con il suo mondo’; but, as soon as he puts it 

on, he feels uncomfortable and awkward. Drogo finally abandons the cape 

when the tailor Prosdocimo tells him that, no matter how fashionable it is, 

that cape does not conform to the regulations. The act of leaving behind his 

former clothes is the first step toward Drogo’s total commitment to his new 

life. In Buzzati’s imagination, therefore, the uniform does not necessarily 

represent a sign of courage and self-sacrifice. On the contrary, only when 

men take off their film of complacency are they capable of noble deeds. 

This is also the moral of ‘Eleganza militare’, which describes a platoon 

marching towards the ultimate battlefield. The more ragged their 
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magnificent uniforms turn under the toil of the long march, the braver the 

soldiers become and the readier to face the enemy with dignified spirits.32 

 Interestingly enough, the failure of initiation triggers the same physical 

reactions in Jim and Bàrnabo, but their emotional responses are very 

different. The crucial moments when they are supposed to act heroically are 

respectively the sinking of the Patna with her cargo of Muslim pilgrims and 

the bandits’ ambush by the gunpowder depot. Jim and Bàrnabo find 

themselves unexpectedly paralyzed with fear and experience common 

symptoms, such as legs wobbling and aphonia. Jim jumps into the lifeboat 

instead of helping the pilgrims to abandon the ship; Bàrnabo hides behind a 

rock instead of defending his comrades involved in the shooting. For them 

both, these events start a process of coming to terms with their own 

consciences. But, while Jim desperately admits his responsibility for the 

death of the passengers, Bàrnabo lies and keeps the secret to himself. Their 

attitudes become apparent during the trials held to establish the truth. Jim’s 

confession is given twice: first, during the trial when he simply answers the 

judges ‘Yes, I did’ (Lord Jim, p. 23), and then, in his more detailed account 

to Marlow, in which he admits: ‘I had jumped’ (ibid., p. 82). As to Bàrnabo, 

back in the caserma, he is questioned by an inspector. Although everybody 

suspects his cowardice, nobody actually saw him around, so Bàrnabo says 

he was not there when the foresters were attacked. In any case, he is 

expelled for going AWOL, but, due to the circumstances, he does not have 

to admit his lack of courage before his comrades. If Bàrnabo feels relieved 

because he has eschewed public shame – ‘Il peggio è dunque evitato. 

Nessuno ha saputo la verità: che Bàrnabo per paura è fuggito dinanzi al 

nemico. […] Non sarà dunque svergognato’ (Bàrnabo, p. 61) –, he cannot 

avoid internal anguish. 

 The effects of the two guilty verdicts are Jim’s interdiction from 

navigation and Bàrnabo’s removal from service. They become exiles and 

regret having missed their opportunities to grow up: 

 

[…] Suddenly he lifted his head; he sat up; he slapped his 
thigh. ‘Ah! what a chance missed! My God! what a chance 

                                                
32 Cf. Dino Buzzati, ‘Eleganza militare’, in I sette messaggeri (Milan: 

Mondadori, 2006), pp. 94-100. 
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missed!’ he blazed out, but the ring of the last ‘missed’ 
resembled a cry wrung out by pain. (Lord Jim, p. 61) 

 

[…] Bàrnabo sta invece a rimuginare perché aveva avuto 
paura. Oh, se invece in quel momento avesse osato, se avesse 
fatto fuoco e ucciso uno dei nemici. Ma è inutile fantasticare. 
Bàrnabo dovrà chiudersi dentro l’umiliante segreto e 
seguitare a rodersi il cuore. (Bàrnabo, p. 62) 

 

Whereas Jim is given a second chance to finally prove his manhood, 

Bàrnabo is not. Significantly, the theme of the missed opportunity in 

Buzzati is always accompanied by that of time. Many of his characters end 

their lives confronting with a destabilizing awareness: it is too late to 

accomplish a task over which they have been procrastinating for too long, 

such as achieving where they had previously failed or correcting their faults. 

 A sense of guilt is linked with regret, and again Jim and Bàrnabo face the 

situation differently. Jim tries to get rid of the guilt by publicly admitting his 

cowardice, although there is apparently no need to do so. An interesting 

comment on this is made to Marlow by Captain Brierly, one of the judges at 

the trial: ‘There is a kind of courage in facing it out as he does, knowing 

very well that if he went away nobody would trouble to run after him’ (Lord 

Jim, p. 49). The other three sailors involved in the disaster have found their 

way of escaping: the German skipper has run away, the chief engineer and 

the third man are in hospital. Only Jim attends the trial. Bàrnabo, on his 

part, proves much viler than Jim, since he takes advantage of the favourable 

situation and prefers not to tell the truth. He is one of the many Buzzatian 

heroes whose moral honesty is put to the test and who choose not to expose 

themselves to public humiliation. The protagonist of ‘Il crollo della 

Baliverna’, for example, is responsible for the tragic collapse of a 

dilapidated building and the killing of its occupants. But, since there are no 

witnesses, he prefers to keep silent instead of admitting his responsibility, 

although he is tormented by a guilty conscience.33 If Conrad writes for Lord 

                                                
33 The beginning of this short story shows the internal agony of the character, 

but also the excuses he finds for himself: ‘Fra un settimana comincia il processo 
per il crollo della Baliverna. Che sarà di me? Verranno a prendermi? Ho paura. 
Inutile ripetermi che nessuno si presenterà a testimoniare in odio a me; che della 
mia responsabilità il giudice istruttore non ha avuto neanche il minimo sospetto; 
che, anche se venissi incriminato, sarei assolto certamente; che il mio silenzio non 
può fare male ad alcuno; che, pur presentandomi io spontaneamente a confessare, 
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Jim a tragic but self-fulfilling end, Buzzati’s main concern is to investigate 

how mean and selfish a man can be. This stress on moral weakness may 

also be the reason why Buzzati does not often envisage redemption for his 

characters.34 

 

2.4 Heroes and Anti-heroes 

 Another converging feature in the fiction of Buzzati and Conrad is the 

presence of characters that can be regarded as the protagonists’ doubles. The 

motif of the Doppelgänger is central in nineteenth-century literature and its 

fantastic implications are explored especially by authors such as Fëdor 

Dostoevskij, E. T. A. Hoffmann, Guy de Maupassant, E. A. Poe, R. L. 

Stevenson and Oscar Wilde, to name but a few. In the twentieth century, a 

new emphasis is given to this paradigm and its focus shifts from the private 

to the public sphere. Rather than being a means to look at the relationship of 

the individual with his/her own self, the double configures a way to 

understand how the individual sees him/herself and is seen by the others 

within a composite social framework. Well-known examples can be found 

in the works of Italian writers such as Luigi Pirandello, Italo Svevo and Italo 

Calvino. Buzzati’s treatment of the classic topos of the double is varied. It 

ranges from the fantastic approach of the stories ‘Incontro notturno’ and ‘Il 

corridoio del grande albergo’,35 in which the protagonists bump into their 

doubles in surreal circumstances, to the metaliterary use of the topos in 

‘Riservatissima al signor direttore’,36 whose main character is a writer called 

Dino Buzzati who meets his alter ego. In addition, Buzzati re-uses the motif 

of the double in connection with the themes of transition to adulthood and 

heroism. This thematic combination can be ascribed to the influence of 

Conrad, but Buzzati distances himself from his model by presenting his 

                                                
l’imputato non ne sarebbe alleggerito. Niente di questo serve a consolarmi’; Dino 
Buzzati, ‘Il crollo della Baliverna’, in Baliverna, pp. 25-32 (p. 25). 

34 The pessimistic description of humankind that Buzzati gives in his fiction 
corresponds to the viewpoints expressed in Autoritratto, where he describes 
himself as uncapable of forgiving ‘le vigliaccherie morali’ and believing that 
cowardice is the rule for human beings (cf. Autoritratto, p. 111).      

35 Both ‘Incontro notturno’ and ‘Il corridoio del grande albergo’ are collected in 
In quel preciso momento, p. 116 and pp. 144-47, respectively.   

36 Dino Buzzati, ‘Riservatissima al signor direttore’, in La boutique del mistero, 
pp. 190-97.  
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doubles in a less positive light. In other words, Buzzati appropriates 

Conrad’s thematic context but inverts the role of the double.  

 The double in the role of rescuer is epitomized in Conrad’s novella ‘The 

Secret Sharer’ (first serialized in Harper’s Magazine in 1910 and collected 

in ’Twixt Land and Sea: Tales in 1912). It is the story of a young captain 

who is helped to face the initiation test of his first command by Leggatt, a 

mysterious man he stows away on his ship. Unlike his murderous 

nineteenth-century counterparts, such as Poe’s William Wilson, Wilde’s 

Dorian Gray and Stevenson’s Mr. Hyde, Leggatt embodies a positive 

motivating force for the story’s protagonist. Through a complex 

psychological process of identification, acceptance and separation from his 

double, the captain overcomes his fears and achieves manhood; moreover, 

he accomplishes his mission with great courage and so becomes a hero in 

the eyes of the crew. Furthermore, in Lord Jim, Jim represents an 

unbearable Doppelgänger for Captain Brierly. Brierly’s story is only 

partially disclosed but, from Marlow’s remarks, we infer that he and Jim 

shared similar experiences. For this reason, during the inquiry into the 

shipwreck of the Patna ‘[Brierly] was probably holding silent inquiry into 

his own case’ (Lord Jim, p. 44). Brierly’s secret identification with Jim 

triggered his suicide soon after the trial. This apparently extreme and 

senseless act arose from his being a member of the jury that found Jim 

guilty of negligence. Brierly felt himself indirectly judged and his sense of 

guilt pushed him over the edge to take his own life. Brierly’s hatred of Jim’s 

powerful self-denial was intolerable to a man who compromised with his 

own conscience and concealed his sins behind a mask of integrity and 

absolute self-belief. 

 Leggatt, who was involved in a murder case and ran away from his ship, 

is less heroic than the captain; nevertheless the captain becomes a hero 

because of his confrontation with Leggatt. Similarly, Brierly is less heroic 

than Jim, but by comparing their stories it becomes clear that redemption is 

possible, and this also emphasizes Jim’s eventual act of heroism. Buzzati’s 

reversal of roles involves the creation of doubles who are more heroic than 

the protagonists of his stories. Compared to their doubles, Buzzati’s 

protagonists are in fact weak and cowardly. In Bàrnabo, the young forest 

warden Darrìo can be regarded as Bàrnabo’s double. His story is told at the 
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beginning of the novel: he died falling down a crag during one of his ascents 

to protect the mountains against the brigands. He becomes a legendary 

figure and a model for the other foresters, who aspire to be even braver than 

him. For Bàrnabo, Darrìo is an invisible presence that constantly reminds 

him of what he is not and will never be, a hero. Likewise, in Deserto, 

Angustina acts as Drogo’s alter ego. The scene of Angustina’s death is 

emblematic: he allows himself to die of exposure during a night expedition 

to the mountains, mysteriously refusing to take refuge with the other 

soldiers. A mature acceptance of death lies behind his apparent languor and 

passivity. His frozen figure, wrapped up in the uniform and military cape 

and covered with snow, is described as elegant and proud. Angustina 

confronts his end like a hero, whereas Drogo dies alone in a dreary inn after 

being discharged from his duty at the fortress.  

 However, the deathbed scene in Deserto – which occurs at the end of the 

novel – allows Drogo to be rehabilitated, if not in the rank of heroes, at least 

as a man who courageously faces his last hour. Drogo takes his leave of the 

world with an enigmatic smile on his face. In a sense, he resembles Lord 

Jim more closely than Bàrnabo. Whereas both Drogo and Jim find their 

redemption through different but equally dignified deaths, Bàrnabo lives on 

only to come to terms with his failure.37 The ending of Deserto can be read 

as Drogo’s triumphant battle against his personal demons and moral 

idleness. The monotonous routine of the fortress had assumed a peculiar 

meaning for him: a refuge from the responsibilities of adult life – a job, 

emotional commitment, settling down –, that his fellows living in the city 

were compelled to assume. The long awaited Tartars come too late, or, we 

should rather say, they come when Drogo’s superiors deem him too old and 

weak to enter into the battle. The strong sense of futile waiting that pervades 

the narrative allows the reader to wonder who the Tartars are and whether 

there is any point in watching out for their attack. This leads to the 

conclusion that most probably Drogo has misjudged life and has waited for 

                                                
37 Imberty establishes a general parallelism between Drogo and Conrad’s 

protagonists: ‘In una intervista a Panafieu, Buzzati ebbe modo di manifestare la sua 
ammirazione per Conrad; anche senza questa preziosa testimonianza l’affinità fra 
le opere dei due scrittori è fin troppo evidente: nei due casi il protagonista tenta di 
dimostrare il proprio coraggio sottomettendosi a una serie ininterrotta di prove’; 
Claude Imberty, ‘Il rivale assente’, in Il pianeta Buzzati, ed. by Giannetto, pp. 189-
98 (p. 190). 
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the wrong enemy. Nevertheless, he realizes this error just in time and, 

unlike ever before, he finds the necessary courage to confront the ultimate 

enemy, death. Drogo dies alone but not before winning his private battle 

with his own fear and weakness. His smile hints at this personal triumph.38  

 As Marlow underlines in his retrospective account, even though Jim wins 

respect in Patusan and is made chief of a fishing village, he feels that his 

destiny is not yet accomplished – ‘He had told me he was satisfied… 

nearly’ (Lord Jim, p. 237). The awaited second chance comes when Brown 

and his men attack Patusan and Dain Warin – Jim’s best friend and son of 

the tribal chief – is killed while defending the camp set up by Jim himself. 

Feeling responsible for his death, Jim presents himself before the boy’s 

father and offers up his own life to pay the debt. Jim eventually seizes the 

moment as he should have done previously during the sinking of the Patna: 

 

And that’s the end. He passes away under a cloud, 
inscrutable at heart, forgotten, unforgiven, and excessively 

                                                
38 My positive interpretation is backed by two texts which very closely resemble 

the scene of Drogo’s last hour. The first is titled ‘La nostra ora’ and appeared in Il 
convegno in 1936, four years before the publication of Deserto. Interestingly 
enough, like in Deserto, the protagonist of this story is called Giovanni Drogo. He 
is a young clerk to the ministry and aspires to quit his wearisome occupation and 
be promoted to a higher position, thanks to his revolutionary project. When he 
unexpectedly falls ill and Death comes, Drogo manages to send her away claiming 
that life has not granted him his opportunity (‘la mia ora buona’) yet. Even though 
his life becomes boring again after his promotion to management, the focus lies on 
the fact that Drogo has resisted death for once ‘con un vago sorriso di sprezzo’; 
Dino Buzzati, ‘La nostra ora’, in Fantasmi, pp. 146-54 (pp. 149-50). The second 
story, ‘L’ultima battaglia’, was published after Deserto, in 1951 in Il Nuovo 
Corriere della Sera. Its protagonist is an old general imprisoned for life in a 
fortress; he is ill and Death comes to take him away. Wondering what guilty act 
has condemned him to life imprisonment, he decides to resist the ultimate enemy 
as if this were the battle he has always wanted to fight but never has because of his 
incarceration. That is why, unlike the others, he does not see Death as a large black 
snail-like shadow, but instead as ‘mille dragoni neri che si precipitavano al galoppo 
su di lui’, and he responds with all his strength: ‘Ma il vecchio tenne duro. 
Qualcosa di vagamente simile a un sorriso comparve sulle labbra, il pugno si 
chiuse ancor di più. I fanti avevano mollato sulle mura? Lui no, finché Dio gli 
stava al fianco. Ed era ridicolo, assurdo, madornale, un fatto senza precedenti nella 
storia; ma contro quel rudere sfiatato la morte non riusciva a farcela’; Dino 
Buzzati, ‘L’ultima battaglia’, in Fantasmi, pp. 223-27 (p. 227). The protagonists of 
the two stories are heroes in their own ways. The similarities between them and 
Drogo in Deserto are, in the first story, their name and, in the second, their military 
status. Most importantly, on their deathbeds they all show Death an enigmatic 
smile. This gesture represents their private triumph, although it comes at the very 
last hour of their lives. Drogo in Deserto takes responsibility for his own actions 
and shows bravery, Drogo in ‘La nostra ora’ seizes the opportunity of a lifetime, 
and the general in ‘L’ultima battaglia’ takes his revenge on life.   
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romantic. Not in the wildest days of his boyish visions could 
he have seen the alluring shape of such an extraordinary 
success! For it may very well be that in the short moment of 
his last proud and unflinching glance, he had beheld the face 
of that opportunity which, like an Eastern bride, had come 
veiled to his side. (Lord Jim, p. 304) 

 

Jim’s heroic dreams eventually come true. Like a romantic hero, he redeems 

himself and achieves manhood through death. This is an extreme example 

of a man’s self-sacrifice in order to live up to his moral principles. 

Nevertheless, many Conradian protagonists reach a climactic point when 

they confront death: in order to become men, they have to risk their own 

lives and venture as far as ‘the very gateway of Erebus’.39 In this respect, it 

is interesting to note that, in anthropologic terms, symbolic death constitutes 

a fundamental stage of the initiation rite: ‘The majority of initiatory ordeals 

more or less clearly imply a ritual death followed by resurrection or a new 

birth. The central moment of every initiation is represented by the ceremony 

symbolizing the death of the novice and his return to the fellowship of the 

living. But he returns to life a new man, assuming another mode of being. 

Initiatory death signifies the end at once of childhood, ignorance, and the 

profane conditon’.40 

Bàrnabo runs away before death and his initiation, like that of Jim, is 

postponed. However, when returning to San Nicola after five years he 

realizes that there is no second chance for him. He is neither restored as a 

forester (all he is offered is a job as keeper of the now disused barracks) nor 

given another opportunity to show his courage. Thus Bàrnabo understands 

that the time of heroic aspirations came to an end long before: 

 

Stavolta non è per paura, ma qualcosa si è davvero fermato, 
qualcosa è rimasto indietro insieme con la fuga del tempo. 
Bàrnabo, in silenzio ha sorriso, il suo fucile si abbassa, le sue 
mani si sono allentate. Si sente un’aria felice, tra le crode 
inondate di sole. Lontani profumi della foresta. I quattro 
nemici ora sono immobili, sembrano aspettare qualcosa; 
chissà se erano stati poi loro a uccidere Del Colle o come lo 
avevano ucciso. È il loro ultimo ritorno. Stasera 

                                                
39 Joseph Conrad, ‘The Secret Sharer’, in ‘Typhoon’ and Other Tales, ed. by 

Cedric Watts (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), pp. 241-95 (p. 295).     
40 Mircea Eliade, Rites and Symbols of Initiation: The Mysteries of Birth and 

Rebirth, ed. by Michael Meade, trans. by Willard R. Task (Putnam, CT: Spring 
Publications, 2009), pp. 20-21.   
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scompariranno per sempre, scendendo nella Valfredda. E le 
crode rimarranno più sole. Bàrnabo custodirà la Casa, tra le 
nere foreste, penserà alla grande vittoria che poteva toccar 
con le mani e invece ha lasciato andare. 

Tutto sarà scomparso nel tempo, la sua stupida vergogna, 
la cornacchia, il Bersaglio, la partenza di Bertòn, e ogni 
mattina il sole tornerà a illuminare le crode. Verrà l’autunno, 
la neve, poi le canzoni di primavera. (Bàrnabo, pp. 107-08, 
my italics) 

 

The awareness that the time of illusions is over comes late for Bàrnabo, 

many years after the failure of his initiation trial and, significantly, it 

coincides with the end of the novel. The only thing he can do is to drift 

along with time and enter a monotonous routine. Bàrnabo too smiles; but, 

unlike Drogo, his gesture expresses bitter resignation rather than pride. 

 The ambiguity of Bàrnabo’s closure has elicited various interpretations. 

The general trend has been that of reading the final scene negatively, 

although there are critics who consider Bàrnabo a winner. For example, 

Spera writes: 

 

Ma la rinuncia del protagonista non è una sconfitta: se, pur 
constatando l’inesorabile fuga del tempo […], Bàrnabo 
sorride in silenzio, è perché indubbiamente ha vinto. Certo, 
l’azione non è più praticabile, i nobili ideali si sono persi e 
quindi l’eroe guerriero non esiste più, ma sopravvive ancora 
un valore: l’interiorità; la conquista di Bàrnabo è la vittoria 
dell’io, individuale, solitario, che riconosce e accetta il 
proprio destino, che perviene alla propria meta in silenzio e 
all’oscuro del mondo.41 

 

Spera’s contention seems to falter as soon as the paradigm of initiation into 

manhood is taken into account. It is apparent that initiation rites grant 

admission to age groups and secret societies. They follow a pattern in which 

the novice is separated from his/her previous environment and, after a 

period of transition, he/she is incorporated into a new group.42 Since 

Bàrnabo fails his initiation test, his incorporation into the community of 

forest wardens cannot take place and he is therefore banished from it.  

                                                
41 Spera, ‘Modelli narrativi del primo Buzzati’, in Dino Buzzati, ed. by 

Fontanella, p. 92. 
42 Cf. Arnold van Gennep, Chapter 6 (‘Initiation Rites’), in The Rites of 

Passage, trans. by Monika B. Vizedom and Gabrielle L. Caffee, introd. by Solon 
T. Kimball (London and Henley: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1977), pp. 65-115.     
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Much emphasis in the novel is placed on the fact that it is too late for 

Bàrnabo to put things right. The motif of time – which is pivotal in 

Buzzati’s fiction – plays a crucial role in Bàrnabo, where it is treated 

together with the theme of initiation. Livi argues that the newly found 

harmony Bàrnabo eventually establishes with nature is only superficial; the 

notion of cyclic time is a mere illusion, because there is no second initiation 

test for Bàrnabo. Bàrnabo is defeated by what Livi calls ‘la découverte 

bouleversante de la loi du temps’:  

 

[…] Bàrnabo est désormais un homme mort. Se découvrant 
victime du temps, et non pas maître de sa destinée, Bàrnabo 
est mort à ses illusions. La vie lui a simplement accordé un 
sursis, une précaire initiation à l’ataraxie. Ecrasé par cette 
révélation, Bàrnabo s’avance comme ivre. Giovanni Drogo 
témoignera d’une plus grande maturité, jetant dans son 
combat contre la mort, car l’ennemi sera enfin nommé dans 
le DdT, toute sa dignité, tout son courage.43 

    

Imberty is more specific about the issue of time and maintains that in both 

Bàrnabo and Deserto it is old age that intervenes to deny a confrontation 

between the protagonist and his rivals. If this is true about Bàrnabo for the 

reasons we have illustrated above, we cannot concur with Imberty that 

‘[v]enuto a mancare il nemico, viene pure a mancare la prova, sicché il 

destino di Drogo non si compie’.44 As we have seen, Drogo successfully 

passes his ultimate test. Moreover, Fracassa, who tries to determine the 

consequences of this delayed or denied confrontation, develops Imberty’s 

theory of the absent rival. Starting from a psychoanalytical suggestion 

according to which the absence of a rival in Buzzati’s fiction reflects an 

autobiographical emptiness caused by the premature loss of his father, 

Fracassa argues that, without a rival, initiation does not happen for 

characters such as Bàrnabo: 

 

[…] è in vetta che i protagonisti dei primi racconti 
rivendicano l’avvenuta maturazione ovvero vivono lo scacco 
di una iniziazione impossibile. […] Più spesso la prova che 

                                                
43 François Livi, ‘Bàrnabo des montagnes: genèse d’une mythologie’, Cahiers 

Dino Buzzati, 5 (1982), 61-73 (p. 73). 
44 Imberty, ‘Il rivale assente’, in Il pianeta Buzzati, ed. by Giannetto, p. 190. 
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decide il valore personale tarda a presentarsi, o se arriva, non 
viene colta, come è per Bàrnabo.45   

 

Our intertextual reading of Bàrnabo and Lord Jim brings to the fore 

issues that Buzzati’s critics have not dealt with so far: the motif of 

(im)possible redemption and, consequently, Buzzati’s dialogue with the 

tradition of the coming-of-age novel. The motif of (im)possible redemption 

is complementary to the paradigm of failed initiation and allows us to 

answer the question we have posed at the beginning of this chapter: when 

does Bàrnabo become a man? Most probably he enters the stage of maturity 

in the very moment he is conscious that there is no second opportunity. In 

other words, the final scene corresponds to Bàrnabo’s awakening, since he 

becomes aware that no redemption is possible for him.  

Indeed, Bàrnabo’s ending can be regarded as an original variation of the 

traditional denouement of coming-of-age novels. In this regard, the 

comparison with a classic in this genre, The Red Badge of Courage (1895) 

by the American writer Stephen Crane – whose work has been associated 

with that of Conrad –, can be revealing. The story is set during the 

American Civil War and is about the first battle of a young Union soldier, 

Henry Fleming, who is significantly referred to as ‘the youth’ throughout 

the narration. On the first encounter with the Confederate troops, he flees 

for fear of being mortally wounded. Later, when he learns that his battalion 

has been victorious, he feels very guilty and decides to join his comrades 

again. On the way back to his battalion, Henry sees a fleeing regiment, so he 

grabs an artilleryman and demands to know what is happening. The man 

hits Henry in the head when the boy refuses to let the gunner’s arm go: this 

is how he accidentally wins his ‘red badge’, the wound that signifies 

possession of courage and initiation into manhood. When Henry returns to 

his camp, the other soldiers believe his head injury is the result of a bullet 

which grazed him during the battle. In the following battles, Henry 

distinguishes himself as one of the best fighters in his battalion, proving his 

courage as a man and fulfilling his heroic dreams. At the end of the novel, 

when the fighting is over, Henry goes over his experience in his mind and 

                                                
45 Fracassa, ‘Dino Buzzati: l’iniziazione negata’, in Sconfinamenti d’autore, p. 

39. 
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finally pushes away ‘the ghost of his flight from the first engagement’.46 He 

realizes he is a changed person:  

 

He felt a quiet manhood, nonassertive but a sturdy and strong 
blood. He knew that he would no more quail before his 
guides wherever they should point. He had been to touch the 
great death, and found that, after all, it was but the great 
death. He was a man.47     

 

Crane’s protagonist, like Conrad’s, becomes a man after confronting death. 

Moreover, since his newly found bravery is seen by others, he is also 

acclaimed as a hero.     

 More significantly, in Crane’s novel as well as in Conrad’s Lord Jim, the 

protagonists fail their initiation tests out of fear, but they are eventually 

given another chance to make up for their initial lack of courage. We could 

summarize the stages of classic coming-of-age narratives as follows: time of 

heroic dreams, failure of the initiation test, separation from the 

community/group, second opportunity and final redemption. Buzzati’s 

variation of the standard sequence involves jettisoning the last step. Time 

denies Bàrnabo a second chance, so he is trapped between his unfulfilled 

dreams and the impossibility to redeem himself. Bàrnabo’s coming of age 

lies in the acceptance of his failure, rather than in triumphant self-

affirmation and self-possession.  

This leads to another question that is worth answering in order to reach a 

better understanding of the inter-relationship between Buzzati and Conrad. 

Why did Buzzati choose Lord Jim as the model for his Bàrnabo?48 There is 

almost no trace in Buzzati’s fiction of the other two novels by Conrad, 

which he said he admired. References to Heart of Darkness, that Buzzati 

defines ‘il massimo della bellezza’49 in Conrad, are present – as we have 

                                                
46 Stephen Crane, The Red Badge of Courage (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1994), 

p. 156.   
47 Ibid., pp. 157-58.  
48 The symbolical connection between the two characters is acknowledged by 

Buzzati himself in an interview with Giuseppe Trevisani, which appeared as 
introduction to the school edition of Bàrnabo. In particular, the author says that 
Bàrnabo represents ‘l’idea del semi-montanaro buono e bravo che vive il dramma 
della viltà e alla fine si riscatta. Come vedi, Lord Jim c’entra’; Giuseppe Trevisani, 
‘Introduzione’, in Dino Buzzati, Bàrnabo delle montagne. Letture per la scuola 
media (Milan: Garzanti, 1968), pp. 10-11. 

49 Autoritratto, p. 28. 
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seen – in some passages of his African writings and in a quite cryptic 

allusion contained in ‘Lo scoglio’. To this we can add the description of the 

human soul as gloomy and horrific, which constitutes the main metaphor for 

Kurtz’s voyage into the heart of the Congo and which Buzzati re-uses in 

some stories, such as ‘Eleganza militare’ (‘[…] quasi che una voce fosse 

entrata nel buio delle loro anime’; I sette messaggeri, p. 99) and 

‘Diciottesima buca’ (‘Sta calando la sera e le cose a poco a poco 

assomigliano sempre più a ombre, ad assorti fantasmi, al cuore dell’uomo 

[…])’.50 As for Victory,51 Giannetto draws a parallel between its protagonist 

Heyst and Gaspari of ‘Il borghese stregato’, for they are both spellbound by 

their dreams.52 Perhaps, Drogo also shares something with Heyst. Heyst’s 

total disregard for the world, in fact, drives him to withdraw to an 

uninhabited island, where he eventually sacrifices his life. 

A telling clue pointing towards Buzzati’s preference for Lord Jim can be 

found in his definition of a hero as ‘un uomo che combatte fino in fondo, 

per una questione di giustizia. Che combatte pur sapendo che è una battaglia 

perduta’.53 Moreover, referring to Conrad’s heroes, Buzzati says he finds 

them fascinating, because they are not ‘l’eroe vittorioso come Siegfried, ma 

l’eroe sconfitto in partenza’.54 Still, this only partly explains why the 

majority of Buzzati’s characters are depicted as losers. It is indeed the 

comparison with the Conradian model that casts more light on some 

controversial aspects of Buzzati’s fiction, such as the gap between his credo 

in the power of fantasy and the apparent pessimism of his world view. 

Buzzati and Conrad share an anti-heroic vision of humankind, nonetheless 

in their works the two writers present different types of man. At the 

beginning of Autoritratto Buzzati says: ‘[l’uomo] per me è una straordinaria 

e quasi incredibile malformazione della natura’.55 In the short story ‘La 

creazione’, we read: ‘L’uomo! Che idea pazza, che pericoloso capriccio. Ma 

in fondo, che gioco affascinante, che terribile tentazione’.56 These remarks 

                                                
50 Dino Buzzati, ‘Diciottesima buca’, in Colombre, pp. 185-91 (pp. 189-90). 
51 Buzzati tells Panafieu that Lord Jim and Heyst, whose stories are similar, are 

two literary characters that have fascinated him most (cf. Autoritratto, p. 112). 
52 Cf. Giannetto, ‘Dino Buzzati e la letteratura inglese’, pp. 52-53. 
53 Autoritratto, p. 112. 
54 Ibid., p. 114. 
55 Ibid., p. 5. 
56 Dino Buzzati, ‘La creazione’, in Colombre, pp. 37-45 (p. 45).  
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seem to echo an authorial comment Conrad makes through his character 

Stein: ‘Man is amazing, but he is not a masterpiece [...] Perhaps the artist 

was a little mad’ (Lord Jim, p. 151). Both Buzzati and Conrad acknowledge 

that human nature has two sides. Human beings are extraordinary but 

imperfect creatures; if they are capable of great and admirable deeds, they 

can also be very mean under certain circumstances.  

At all events, as we have seen, Buzzati’s protagonists are very different 

from those of Conrad. The adhesion of Conrad’s heroes to their moral 

principles goes far beyond fallibility; they live (and die) for their ideals. 

Despite initial errors and weaknesses, they eventually prove brave enough 

to confront death in order to fulfil their principles. The anguish and strength 

of the Conradian hero spring from his need to bridge the gap between his 

ideal and actual self. The protagonist of ‘The Secret Sharer’ expresses this 

feeling in these words: 

 

But what I felt most was my being a stranger to the ship; and 
if all the truth must be told, I was somewhat of a stranger to 
myself. The youngest man on board (barring the second 
mate), and untried as yet by a position of the fullest 
responsibility, I was willing to take the adequacy of the 
others for granted. They had simply to be equal to their tasks; 
but I wondered how far I should turn out faithful to that ideal 
conception of one’s own personality every man sets up for 
himself secretly.57  

 

Rather than proving themselves fit for their tasks, Conrad’s heroes have to 

measure up with themselves and their ideals. They live less immersed in 

reality than in their transcendent territories. Although Buzzati is a fantastic 

writer, there is a strong sense of immanence in his works. Characters such 

as Bàrnabo, Drogo and others, are defeated from the very start. They can be 

regarded as anti-heroes, because they live in a world where fulfilling one’s 

own aspirations is impossible. The dynamic of identification and 

detachment from the Conradian model enables Buzzati to mature as a writer 

and results in the creation of his own type of anti-hero. This is a man 

doomed to failure because he is a victim of the mechanics of the psyche 

(sense of guilt, fear, misunderstanding) and of human existence (fleeting 

                                                
57 Conrad, ‘The Secret Sharer’, in ‘Typhoon’ and Other Tales, pp. 245-46. 
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time, existential passages, death). Buzzati’s anti-heroes are tricked by life 

and their only recourse is to accept their lot, as Bàrnabo does. 

In a sense, Bàrnabo belongs to an intermediate stage in the development 

of Buzzati’s poetics. In Chapter One we have seen how the representation of 

nature and the protagonist’s characterization in Bàrnabo are poised between 

two poles: the awareness that Rackham-like fantasy is lost in adult life and 

the effort to recreate it through fiction. Similarly, the comparison between 

Bàrnabo and Lord Jim has shown that Buzzati’s pessimistic views are 

dominant in his early novels. The following chapters are focused on 

Buzzati’s dialogue with literary traditions. They will illustrate how the clash 

between pessimism and faith in the redeeming power of imagination is 

solved in favour of the latter. Indeed, Buzzati’s deployment of such devices 

as ironic re-working and reversal of generic stereotypes brings to the fore 

his creative jouissance. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

GOOD MONSTERS AND KINDLY GHOSTS: 

BUZZATI AND THE TRADITIONS OF SEA AND GHOST FICTION 

 

Chapters One and Two have shown how Buzzati’s use of visual and 

literary sources backed his debut as a novelist but was also paramount in his 

later fiction. The intercultural legacy of two of the artists Buzzati mostly 

admired in his boyhood, Rackham and Conrad, has left a strong imprint in 

his work. Especially at an early stage of Buzzati’s career, the constant 

dialogue with some of his models contributed to the definition of his style as 

well as to the legitimization of his authorial status, through a double 

movement of imitation and detachment from the sources. A degree of 

authorial consciousness can be detected in Buzzati’s intermedial translation 

of Rackham’s illustrations into fictional word as well as in his intertextual 

re-working of Conradian tropes and themes. In particular, our comparative 

reading of Bàrnabo delle montagne and Lord Jim has underlined that, while 

re-using a direct source, Buzzati engages in a dialogue with one of the 

literary traditions to which Conrad’s work belongs, the coming-of-age 

novel. 

Buzzati’s re-use of generic topoi constitutes a sustained intertextual 

practice. Its study allows us to reassess his work within the tradition of the 

fantastic genre as well as to bring forward the playful side of the Buzzatian 

fantastic. The short stories taken into consideration in this chapter are linked 

together by the thread of the loss of imagination. Nevertheless, Buzzati’s 

nostalgic tone is counterbalanced by the use of inversion and irony, which 

put an emphasis on his positive belief in the redeeming power of fantasy. 

Buzzati seems to suggest that the loss of imagination is due to two major 

causes: the first is growing-up, seen as a transition to a pragmatic phase of 

life, in which adults are no longer capable of appreciating the magical side 

of reality; the second cause resides in the idea that twentieth-century people 

are impervious to fantasy, because their lives are dominated by faith in 

technology and rational thinking.  

Buzzati counteracts such a lack of the imaginative component through 

the creation of unconventional monsters and ghosts, which differ from those 
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belonging to the literary tradition in their being harmless and unalarming. 

To be more precise, the inversion of the classical motifs of the evil monster 

and the frightening ghost has a twofold valence in Buzzati. On the one hand, 

it serves as a means to decry that contemporary people are not able to see 

what is beyond factual reality; they are unwilling to experience strong 

emotions, to be enchanted or thrilled, and therefore they reject the products 

of imagination as dangerous. Fantasy and all fantastic manifestations are 

banned, because they are regarded as enemies of reason and common sense 

and are judged unproductive by the standards of a technologized society. As 

a result, human beings live in a condition of constant misunderstanding: 

they do not recognize the good nature of the messages coming from the 

fantasy world. On the other hand, Buzzati gives life to fantastic creatures, 

which could be read as active responses to the denial of imagination he 

laments. In this respect, the metafictional aspect of some of his short stories 

highlights that the creatures generated by imagination cannot be but good 

ones, since they spring from a source, fantasy, which is a positive creative 

power as well as a means of salvation from humdrum routine. Buzzati’s 

monsters are depicted in the act of being shunned, chased or killed; 

similarly, his ghosts, far from being scary, are ridiculed and nonchalantly 

dismissed by the living. Still, such good monsters and kindly ghosts vividly 

inhabit Buzzati’s pages; it is in and through fiction that he makes them live 

after all.  

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first is focused on the good 

monsters Buzzati creates by reversing traditional topoi. In particular, the 

figure of the colombre will be considered in its relation with Melville’s 

Moby Dick and the Anglophone tradition of literary sea monsters. It will be 

also investigated how Buzzati re-presents some fantastic creatures of the 

Italian and European culture – such as the babau and the dragon – as 

allegories of imagination. In the second part of the chapter, Buzzati’s kindly 

ghosts will be compared to other non-spooky representatives, in order to see 

how Buzzati – in line with some Anglophone writers – uses irony as a 

means to reflect on the ghost story genre itself. Buzzati models his spooks 

on examples drawn from humorous ghost stories, which became very 

popular towards the end of the nineteenth century. Interestingly, both the 

reversal of stereotypical features of the sea monster story and the re-
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presentation of comic ghosts confirm Buzzati’s self-consciousness in 

approaching his sources and the traditions to which they belong.   

 

3.1 Good Monsters 

One of Buzzati’s most fascinating creatures is the sea monster colombre, 

protagonist of the eponymous short story appeared in 1966. A few years 

later, in 1971, Buzzati published I miracoli di Val Morel, a collection of 

fictitious ex-votos describing in images and words thirty-nine miracles 

attributed to Santa Rita da Cascia. This work is very interesting on an 

intratextual and intermedia level, because in some of the plates Buzzati 

gives visual shape to the fantastic creatures featuring in his short stories. 

One of them is the colomber,1 which is taken from its original plot and re-

contextualized into a new narrative framework. The plot of the ex-voto is 

different from that of the short story. As summarized in the devotional plate 

drawn in the right corner of the picture, the ex-voto tells the story of Captain 

Simone Lak, whose ship Maria Immacolata was attacked and sunk by the 

colomber; the captain was rescued by Santa Rita: 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Dino Buzzati, ‘Il Colombre’ (from I miracoli di Val Morel, 1971) 

                                                
1 For convenience’s sake we will anglicize this fictitious name into ‘colomber’, 

as it appears in the English translation of the story; see Dino Buzzati, ‘The 
Colomber’, in Restless nights: Selected Stories of Dino Buzzati, chosen and trans. 
by Lawrence Venuti (Manchester: Carcanet, 1984), pp. 34-39.  
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So bene che in certe ristrette cerchie di studiosi regna la 
convinzione che il Colombre non sia altro che una arbitraria 
contraffazione della grande Balena Bianca, immortalata da 
Melville. Ma so altrettanto bene che costoro si sbagliano. 
Troppe volte, e da testimoni troppo seri, è stato avvistato il 
Colombre perché si possa dubitare della sua esistenza 
autonoma. Ogni volta il mostro, che dobbiamo chiamare così 
perché meraviglioso non già perché apportatore di sventure, 
fu visto di colore verdastro, o verde, o azzurro verdastro. Mai 
bianco, come Moby Dick. Inoltre si è sempre distinto da 
questa orribile incarnazione dell’inferno in quanto non ha 
mai fatto male ad alcuno. Lo spavento dei marinai alla sua 
vista, grandissimo, non autorizza ad attribuirgli azioni 
disonorevoli.2     

 

The definition of a monster given in the explanation to the picture lays 

stress on its being marvellous and extraordinary, rather than threatening and 

harmful as the common meaning of the word would suggest. Apparently, 

Buzzati based his description on the root of the term ‘mostro’, the Latin 

monstrum. It comes from the verb monère, to warn, and has to be 

understood as the occurrence of something unusual, possibly of divine 

origin, that causes amazement as well as fear and that could be either of 

good or bad omen. The etymological ambiguity contained in this word 

seems to be reflected both in the ex-voto and the short story. It is by 

focusing on the points of ambiguity in the characterization of Buzzati’s 

monsters that we can better understand how he works on and re-

contextualizes literary tradition.  

Among the monsters invented by Buzzati, the colomber can boast literary 

descent. Some scholars have underscored the colomber’s Melvillian 

pedigree, although it is humorously denied in the comment to the ex-voto. 

In this respect, it is interesting to note that the written explanation 

accompanying the picture does not add anything new to the plot. Rather, it 

is a clarification aimed at rehabilitating the colomber, which has been 

disparaged by its detractors as a mere imitation of Moby Dick. More 

precisely, the overlap between the paratextual level (the reference to the 

critics’ assessment of the story) and fiction (the legendary sightings of the 

colomber made by the sailors) gives this caption an ironic quality, thereby 

enabling Buzzati to blunt plagiarism-oriented criticism (‘una arbitraria 

                                                
2 Dino Buzzati, I miracoli di Val Morel, ed. by Indro Montanelli (Milan: 

Garzanti, 1971), p. 16, my italics. 
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contraffazione della grande Balena Bianca’) as well as to claim his own 

originality.3 All the more sarcastic is the deliberately unconvincing 

insistence on colour as distinguishing feature between the colomber and 

Moby Dick. In addition, Moby Dick is described by using a direct allusion 

to Melville’s novel: ‘questa orribile incarnazione dell’inferno’ recalls, in 

fact, Ahab’s description of the white whale as embodiment of evil. 

Therefore, the colomber’s harmlessness sticks out, by contrast, especially if 

compared to Melville’s representation of Moby Dick as a fierce creature. 

In the comment appended to the ex-voto, the Melvillian connection is 

mentioned in a way that it seems to be at once acknowledged and rejected. 

The picture shows the monster coming out of the water, the high waves 

resembling grasping hands, and the ship sinking into the abyss. In a sense, 

Buzzati’s picture is highly evocative of Moby-Dick’s ending, in which the 

Pequod and her crew succumb to the whale’s malignant force.4 At any rate, 

this correspondence between the image and its subtext is undermined by the 

fact that, unlike Ahab, Captain Stefano Lak is rescued by Santa Rita and – 

more significantly – by Buzzati’s naive pictorial style, which makes the 

monster and the sea appear not so threatening as Moby Dick. It is true that 

the waves and their white foam are shaped like paws, but their rounded tips 

do not give the impression of being menacing; moreover, the colomber’s 

blunt teeth do not convey danger and its supposedly terrifying grimace can 

also be interpreted as a friendly grin.  

However, ambiguity dominates the painting in every detail: also the stern 

of the ship, which has been swallowed down between the green monster and 

the waves, creates a contrast with her sails still proudly bulged in the 

opposite direction. Likewise, the content of the devotional plate clashes with 

                                                
3 Moby-Dick was one of the novels Buzzati most admired for its narrative 

grandeur and humour: ‘Sono poi adesso dietro a leggere un romanzo interminabile, 
prolisso, barocco e tante altre cose ma indiscutibilmente di una genialità 
straordinaria: Moby Dick, o la balena bianca di Melville, in quella bella edizione di 
Frassinelli, in due volumi; parola d’onore, c’è dentro moltissimo Poe e un 
umorismo di altissimo stile’ (from the letter dated Milan, 29 March 1935, in 
Lettere a Brambilla, p. 228). On another occasion Buzzati stresses the association 
between Melville and Poe by putting them together in the list of his favourite 
fantastic writers; he says Melville ‘è decisamente fantastico’ (cf. Autoritratto, p. 
175).  

4 Regarding the Melvillian intertextuality in Buzzati, Lazzarin notes that Moby-
Dick suggested Buzzati the subject for ‘Il colombre’. Moreover, he points out 
analogies between the ending of Melville’s novel and that of Buzzati’s ‘La 
corazzata Tod’ (cf. Lazzarin, Il Buzzati ‘secondo’, pp. 72-74). 
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the accompanying explanation, so that we wonder why Captain Lak was 

attacked by the colomber and why the intervention of the saint was needed, 

if in the explanation the colomber is said to be a good creature. Caspar deals 

with this aspect:  

 

Si le K [the colomber] est un monstre aquatique pour les 
deux narrateurs, il y a divergence entre le commentaire de 
l’ex-voto et celui de Buzzati narrateur. Pour le premier, le K 
est monstrueux (i.e. agresseur-dévoreur). Chez l’autre, cette 
valence disparaît au profit d’une valence plus neutre (non 
négative). La thèse du narrateur Buzzati s’appuie sur les faits 
(la peur n’a jamais tué personne) et sur une donnée physique: 
ce monstre n’a jamais été blanc comme Moby Dick. Si bien 
que le narrateur joue sur une double opposition culturelle 
pour occulter la fonction maléfique du monstre: K vs Moby 
Dick / bleu-verdâtre vs blanc / inoffensif vs maléfique. Par 
contre, l’image amplifie cette fonction destructrice grâce à la 
représentation d’une gueule dévorante aux dents acérées.5 

 

It is difficult to concur with Caspar’s interpretation according to which, 

whereas the oppositional comparison between the colomber and Moby Dick 

stresses the colomber’s good nature, its painted image – with a devouring 

throat and sharp teeth – would instead evince its wickedness. The painting 

brings forward a series of ambivalences and counterpoints that cannot be 

solved; Buzzati’s chromatic reference has therefore to be seen as a 

deliberately feeble argument that should not be taken so seriously. But what 

is worth noticing in Caspar’s reading, among other things, is the emphasis 

she places on the fear factor (‘la peur n’a jamais tué personne’), which could 

provide an answer to our question. Most probably, the intercession of Santa 

Rita is necessary to rescue Captain Lak from his fear of the colomber, rather 

than from the menace it may (or may not) represent. This comes as no 

surprise if we think that Buzzati’s attitude in this collection of mock ex-

votos is highly ironic and, in some cases, almost blasphemous.6 

                                                
5 Marie-Hélène Caspar, ‘Les miracles de Val Morel: un bestiaire fantastique?’, 

Cahiers Dino Buzzati, 3 (1979), 139-72 (pp. 148-49).     
6 In the foreword (‘Spiegazione’) to this work, the narrator imagines to have 

found in his family library a worn-out booklet of ex-votos that has inspired him to 
create this collection. The peculiar quality of these devotional images is described 
in following words: ‘Si usciva qui, era evidente, dall’ambito della tradizionale 
fantasia popolare. C’era, con l’estrema inverosimiglianza della vicenda, una 
spiccata carica di ironia e di grottesco che, lo confesso, mi incuriosì grandemente’ 
(Buzzati, I miracoli di Val Morel, p. 8). 
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Given the ambiguities contained in the ex-voto, it is in the unexpected 

conclusion of the short story that Buzzati’s re-working of the Melvillian 

hypotext has to be found. While a negative depiction of the colomber 

infuses the short story as a whole, in its ending Buzzati reverses such a 

representation by putting forward a positive meaning and introducing a new 

image of the colomber as marvellously huge in its figure and reassuringly 

good-natured.7 In opposition to common sense, Buzzati discards the latent 

association between the colomber and Melville’s whale, so that the reader’s 

expectation of a replica of the Melvillian sea monster as embodiment of evil 

is not confirmed.  

‘Il colombre’ tells the story of Stefano Roi, who sees the colomber for 

the first time at the age of twelve from onboard his father’s sailing boat. 

Since then he is followed by this legendary monster, which he keeps on 

avoiding because it is said to be ominous and wicked. Only at the end of his 

life does Stefano decide to go to sea and meet the colomber. At his own 

surprise and disappointment, he finds out that the colomber is a good 

creature, which wanted to offer him the precious Pearl of the Seas 

bestowing wealth and luck on its owner. But it is too late and, as soon as 

Stefano dies in his boat, the pearl turns into a stone. Indeed, in the narration 

the colomber is never explicitly associated with a whale, let alone with 

Melville’s white whale; it is rather called ‘uno squalo’. Nevertheless, the 

intertextual connection with Moby Dick immediately sets up in the reader’s 

mind by way of cultural association. The intertextual recollection of 

Melville’s Moby-Dick is set off by Buzzati’s re-use of some ingredients that 

have made this novel so popular and that are therefore known also to those 

who have not read it. ‘Il colombre’ is divided into three sections, each 

corresponding to a phase in Stefano’s life: the first sighting of the colomber 

as a child; his education, settling down in the city and sudden return to sea 

after his father’s death; his meeting with the colomber and death. A seaman, 

                                                
7 Caspar argues that there is an unsolved ambivalence regarding the monster. It 

revolves around two coexisting viewpoints, what they think the colombre is and 
what it actually is: ‘La struttura particolare del Colombre (due racconti 
“concorrenti”) mette in rilievo l’ambiguità del mostro. Nel racconto del parere, la 
bestia è l’avversario dell’uomo, un pesce divoratore ch’egli deve sopprimere (si 
pensa a Moby Dick di Melville), mentre nel racconto dell’essere, il colombre è un 
benefattore che procura la potenza magica. Una tale ambivalenza appare spesso nei 
racconti buzzatiani […]’; Marie-Hélène Caspar, ‘Letture della novella “Il 
Colombre” di Dino Buzzati’, Agorà, 26-27 (April 1982), 29-45 (p. 39).  
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a gigantic fish, a restless chase across the oceans, a fatal confrontation: by 

staging these elements Buzzati establishes a link with Melville’s 

masterpiece. 

 Unquestionably, Moby-Dick is Buzzati’s main shaping source in ‘Il 

colombre’. Still, in more general terms, it can be argued that his re-use 

concerns the stereotypes of a whole subgenre, which is part of sea literature: 

the sea monster story. Elements such as the characterization of sea monsters 

as creatures hostile to men and the type of the heroic seaman do not belong 

only to Melville’s novel, but they are part of the seafaring imagery. In 

particular, three textual parallelisms between Buzzati’s story and 

representative texts from the tradition (Moby-Dick and sea monster stories 

by other authors) will be taken into consideration. This will show how in ‘Il 

colombre’ the presence of motifs borrowed from Melville’s novel and other 

sea monster stories produces an intertextual climax, which is eventually 

reversed in the ending of the story.  

The first parallelism is the call of the sea. If in seafaring fiction in general 

it is characterized as an attraction towards the water that keeps sailors away 

from land, in sea monster stories monsters represent the object of the 

protagonists’ quest. Ishmael, the narrator of Moby-Dick, explains the appeal 

of the sea through the following metaphor: ‘[Water] is the image of the 

ungraspable phantom of life; and this is the key to it all’.8 He also lists the 

reasons why he cannot resist going to sea and puts the allure of the whale on 

top of his list:  

 

Chief among these motives was the overwhelming idea of 
the great whale himself. Such a portentous and mysterious 
monster roused all my curiosity. Then the wild and distant 
seas where he rolled his island bulk; the undeliverable, 
nameless perils of the whale; these, with all the attending 
marvels of a thousand Patagonian sights and sounds, helped 
to sway me to my wish. (Moby-Dick, pp. 7-8, my italics) 

 

Similarly, Stefano is haunted by the colomber and is irresistibly attracted by 

the sea: ‘l’attrazione dell’abisso’, ‘la tentazione dell’abisso’.9 Especially 

                                                
8 Herman Melville, Moby-Dick; or, The Whale, ed. by Andrew Delbanco and 

Tom Quirk (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1992), p. 5. All references will be to this 
edition cited as Moby-Dick followed by the page number.  

9 Dino Buzzati, ‘Il colombre’, in Colombre, pp. 27-35 (pp. 31 and 33). 
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after his father’s prohibition to sail, Stefano becomes obsessed with the idea 

that, however far away he flees from it, the monster will always be waiting 

for him: 

 

Navigare, navigare, era il suo unico pensiero. Non appena, 
dopo lunghi tragitti, metteva piede a terra in qualche porto, 
subito lo pungeva l’impazienza di ripartire. Sapeva che fuori 
c’era il colombre ad aspettarlo, e che il colombre era 
sinonimo di rovina. Niente. Un indomabile impulso lo traeva 
senza requie, da un oceano all’altro. (Colombre, p. 32) 

 

Stefano’s restlessness keeps him away from land, just as Ishmael is 

compelled to go to sea again and again after the brief intervals he spends 

ashore. 

 The second parallelism concerns the physical portrayal and symbolic 

characterization of the monster-fish.10 The physical description of the 

colomber is based on a clichéd image, according to which the threatening 

features of sea monsters are their huge sizes and devouring mouths. 

Stefano’s father describes the colomber in these words:   

 

‘No. Io non l’avevo mai visto. Ma dalle descrizioni che ho 
sentito fare tante volte, l’ho subito riconosciuto. Quel muso 
da bisonte, quella bocca che continuamente si apre e chiude, 
quei denti terribili […]’. (Colombre, pp. 28-29) 

 

The comparison with a bison, which gives an idea of the colomber’s size, 

and the close-up on its terrible jaws are part of the seafaring imagery. For 

                                                
10 It goes without saying that the physical and symbolical characterization of sea 

monsters we discuss in this section has its root in archetypal models drawn from 
the Bible and classic mythology. In particular, the leviathan, the biblical sea 
creature variously identified with a whale, a crocodile or a dragon, and generally 
symbolizing the Evil One, counts among its features a big mouth with menacing 
teeth: ‘Who can open the doors of his face? his teeth are terrible round about’; The 
Bible: Authorized King James Version, ed. by Robert Carroll and Stephen Prickett 
(Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), Job 41. 14, p. 639. 
Similarly, in Homer’s Odyssey, Scylla, the monster who devours sailors navigating 
the channel between her cave and the whirlpool of Charybdis, is described as 
follows: ‘She has twelve misshapen feet, and six necks of the most prodigious 
length; and at the end of each neck she has a frightful head with three rows of teeth 
in each, all set very close together, so that they would crunch anyone to death in a 
moment’; Samuel Butler, ‘Book 12 of Homer’s Odyssey’, in The Gigantic Book of 
Sailing Stories, ed. by Stephen Brennan (New York: Skyhorse, 2008), pp. 453-60 
(pp. 454-55).   
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example, the Canadian-American adventurer and writer Joshua Slocum 

(1844-1909) thus describes the encounter with a whale: 

 

The wind and tide being adverse, compelled us to wait 
outside [Cape Frio harbor] for a favorable change. While 
comfortably anchored at this place, a huge whale, nosing 
about, came up under the canoe, giving us a toss and a great 
scare. We were at dinner when it happened. The meal, it is 
needless to say, was finished without dessert. The great sea 
animal – fifty or sixty feet long – circling around our small 
craft, looked terribly big. He was so close to me twice, as he 
swam round and round the canoe, that I could have touched 
him either time with a paddle. His flukes stirring the water 
like a steamer propeller appeared alarmingly close and 
powerful! – and what an ugly mouth the monster had!11 

 

Very similar features distinguish the monsters described by William 

Hope Hodgson (1877-1918), one of the most popular English authors of sea 

stories, whose adventures are characterized by a markedly fantastic relish. 

His fiction is inhabited by monstrous creatures, such as an octopus with its 

‘half a dozen immense tentacles whirl[ing] up into the air’,12 a ‘gigantic 

crab, so vast in size […]’,13 ‘an enormous squid of some kind’,14 and an 

unidentified creature whose open lips display ‘four huge fangs’.15 

Furthermore, in Moby-Dick, when the whale appears towards the end of the 

book and the chase begins, the narrator’s eye lingers on its ‘dazzling hump’, 

head and mouth. Its wide-open mouth is particularly horrific: 

 

But suddenly as he [Ahab] peered down and down into its 
[of the sea] depths, he profoundly saw a white living spot no 
bigger than a white weasel, with wonderful celerity uprising, 
and magnifying as it rose, till it turned, and then there were 
plainly revealed two long crooked rows of white, glistening 
teeth, floating up from the undiscoverable bottom. It was 
Moby Dick’s open mouth and scrolled jaw; his vast, 
shadowed bulk still half blending with the blue of the sea. 

                                                
11 Joshua Slocum, ‘The Voyage of the Aquidneck’, ibid., pp. 11-71 (p. 46), my 

italics.  
12 William Hope Hodgson, ‘From the Tideless Sea (First Part)’, in Adrift on the 

Haunted Seas: The Best Short Stories of William Hope Hodgson, ed. by Douglas 
A. Anderson (Cold Spring Harbour, NY: Cold Spring Press, 2005), pp. 54-68 (p. 
65).     

13 William Hope Hodgson, ‘From the Tideless Sea (Second Part)’, ibid., pp. 69-
85 (p. 83).    

14 William Hope Hodgson, ‘An Adventure of the Deep Waters’, ibid., pp. 137-
47 (p. 145).    

15 William Hope Hodgson, ‘A Tropical Horror’, ibid., pp. 191-97 (p. 191).  
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The glittering mouth yawned beneath the boat like an open-
doored marble tomb; and giving one sidelong sweep with his 
steering oar, Ahab whirled the craft aside from this 
tremendous apparition. (Moby-Dick, p. 597)  

 

 The simile associating Moby Dick’s open mouth and gnawing teeth with 

a marble tomb introduces us to the symbolism of sea monsters. According 

to seamen, the colomber appears only to its chosen victims and torments 

them until it has obtained their lives. It is said to be – like Moby Dick – a 

living embodiment of evil. Stefano’s father thus comments his son’s first 

sighting of the colomber: 

 

‘Oh, non ti avessi ascoltato’ esclamò il capitano. ‘Io adesso 
temo per te. Quella cosa che tu vedi spuntare dalle acque e 
che ci segue, non è una cosa. Quello è un colombre. È il 
pesce che i marinai sopra tutti temono, in ogni mare del 
mondo. È uno squalo tremendo e misterioso, più astuto 
dell’uomo. Per motivi che forse nessuno saprà mai, sceglie la 
sua vittima, e quando l’ha scelta la insegue per anni e anni, 
per una intera vita, finché è riuscito a divorarla. E lo strano è 
questo: che nessuno riesce a scorgerlo se non la vittima 
stessa e le persone del suo stesso sangue’. (Colombre, p. 28) 

 

The colomber is portrayed as an extremely fierce fish, as a creature 

endowed with mental faculties and therefore capable of expressing its hatred 

against certain individuals. Similarly, murderous intentions are attributed to 

the hideous creature in Hodgson’s ‘A Tropical Horror’: ‘There, right about 

the mouth, is a pair of little pig-eyes, that seem to twinkle with a diabolical 

intelligence’.16 As to Melville’s novel, Moby Dick is described as having its 

own (ill) will and being the sum of all the world’s evil: 

 

[…] such seemed the White Whale’s infernal aforethought of 
ferocity, that every dismembering or death that he caused, 
was not wholly regarded as having been inflicted by an 
unintelligent agent. (Moby-Dick, p. 199) 
 

[…] all evil, to crazy Ahab, were visibly personified, and 
made practically assailable in Moby Dick. He piled upon the 
whale’s white hump the sum of all the general rage and hate 
felt by his whole race from Adam down; and then, as if his 
chest had been a mortar, he burst his hot heart’s shell upon it. 
(Ibid., p. 200) 

                                                
16 Ibid., p. 193. 
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Although Buzzati’s story evinces no trace of the apocalyptic imagery 

present in Melville, for both Stefano and Ahab the fish symbolizes evil.  

 The third parallelism concerns a narrative mode that is commonly found 

in sea stories: the use of the impersonal reported speech, especially when 

recounting legends or mysterious events of which the narrating voice has no 

direct experience. This results in a peculiar mixture of plausibility and 

concoction in the representation of sea monsters. Indeed, the description of 

the colomber is tinged with myth. Likewise, in Moby-Dick, there are several 

digressions on the white whale that are half scientific half legendary, as 

shown by chapter titles such as ‘Cetology’, ‘The Whiteness of the Whale’, 

‘Monstrous Pictures of Whales’, ‘Less Erroneous Pictures of Whales’. 

Especially in the world of seafaring, oral accounts of the sailors’ 

adventurous voyages spread out so quickly from mouth to mouth and are 

repeated so many times, that in the very act of being told they are 

transformed into legendary tales: 

 

Nor did wild rumours of all sorts fail to exaggerate, and still 
the more horrify the true histories of these deadly encounters. 
For not only do fabulous rumours naturally grow out of the 
very body of all surprising terrible events, – as the smitten 
tree gives birth to his fungi; but, in maritime life, far more 
than in that of terra firma, wild rumours abound, wherever 
there is any adequate reality for them to cling to. And as the 
sea surpasses the land in this matter, so the whale fishery 
surpasses every other sort of maritime life, in the 
wonderfulness and fearfulness of the rumours which 
sometimes circulate there. (Moby-Dick, p. 195)    

 

Other cases of such an intermingling relationship between reality and legend 

can be found in Joshua Slocum’s and Michael Scott’s narratives. In 

Slocum’s account of the crew’s fear of shark attacks, the detail of a 

devouring mouth recurs, together with an example of impersonal reported 

speech: 

 
While the possibility of many and strange occurrences was 
felt by all of us, the danger which loomed most in little 
Garfield’s mind was that of the sharks.  

A fine specimen was captured on the voyage, showing 
five rows of pearly teeth, as sharp as lances. 
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Some of these monsters, it is said, have nine rows of teeth; 
that they are always hungry is admitted by sailors of great 
experience.17  

 

In Scott’s story ‘At Moro Castle’, the depiction of a shark is poised 

between science and folklore: 

 

[The shark] was distinctly visible, from the strong and vivid 
phosphorescence excited in his rapid motion through the 
sleeping waters of the dark creek, which lit up his jaws, head, 
and whole body; his eyes were especially luminous, while a 
long wake of sparkles streamed astern of him from the 
lashing of his tail. As the boats lost speed, the luminousness 
of his appearance faded gradually as he shortened sail also, 
until he disappeared altogether. He was then at rest, and 
suspended motionless in the water; and the only thing that 
indicated his proximity was an occasional sparkle from the 
motion of a fin.  

We brought the boats nearer together, after pulling a 
stroke or two, but he seemed to sink as we closed, until at 
last we could merely perceive an indistinct halo far down in 
the clear black profound. But as we separated, and resumed 
our original position, he again rose near the surface; and 
although the ripple and dip of the oars rendered him invisible 
while we were pulling, yet the moment we again rested on 
them, there was the monster, like a persecuting fiend, once 
more right between us, glaring on us, and apparently 
watching every motion. It was a terrible spectacle. 

‘A water-kelpie,’ murmured one of the captain’s gigs, a 
Scotsman, ‘an evil sprite’.18     

 

The focus on the shark’s phosphorescence and the detailed description of its 

behaviour is marked by scientific accuracy, whereas the comment made by 

the Scottish gig considering the shark as an evil water sprite introduces an 

element of superstition.      

All this is echoed by Buzzati’s apparently naive style, especially in the 

final paragraph of the story, in which popular thinking and scientific 

reference merge together, so that it is impossible to decide whether the 

colomber exists or not:  

 

Il colombre è un pesce di grandi dimensioni, spaventoso a 
vedersi, estremamente raro. A seconda dei mari, e delle genti 
che ne abitano le rive, viene anche chiamato kolomber, 

                                                
17 Slocum, ‘The Voyage of the Aquidneck’, in The Gigantic Book of Sailing 

Stories, p. 42, my italics.   
18 Michael Scott, ‘At Moro Castle’, ibid., pp. 409-17 (p. 417). 
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kahloubrha, kalonga, kalu-balu, chalung-gra. I naturalisti 
stranamente lo ignorano. Qualcuno perfino sostiene che non 
esiste. (Colombre, p. 35) 

 

As is confirmed by textual comparison, for its two thirds ‘Il colombre’ 

matches the standards of a conventional sea monster story. The presence of 

the correspondences we have hitherto illustrated brings out the inversion of 

the Melvillian hypotext and other generic stereotypes, which occurs in the 

last section of the story.19 In the final scene, Stefano and the colomber stand 

face to face; they are both old and exhausted after the life-long chase. The 

man in the small boat is ready for his ultimate fight and, with the remaining 

energies, lifts his harpoon to hit the fish. But, in a way that breaks up the 

high-pitched tension, the giant fish produces a little whimper – ‘Uh’ –, a 

sound that one would rather expect from a tiny creature. By omitting the 

expected scene of the fight Buzzati deconstructs the type of the heroic 

seaman and actualizes a parodic inversion of Melville’s final Armageddon, 

which stages instead a three-day ruthless fight between Ahab and Moby 

Dick, ending with the triumph of the forces of nature over man’s will as 

well as with the spectacular sinking of the Pequod into the abyss. 

 For its marine setting ‘Il colombre’ can be regarded as a unicum in 

Buzzati’s macrotext; nevertheless, it represents a paradigmatic example of 

the combination of nostalgia and optimism that is typical of his fiction. In 

particular, the optimistic component – which critics have often overlooked – 

is brought to the fore thanks to Buzzati’s use of intertextual practices. On 

the one hand, ‘Il Colombre’ deals with a theme that is dear to Buzzati: 

man’s incompatibility with life. He suggests that people live in a condition 

of chronic misunderstanding of themselves and the world. For this reason 

they miserably waste away their own existences, either feeling haunted by 

the wrong spectres, or looking for happiness in the wrong direction, or just 

                                                
19 The final inversion of the hypotext in the short story, consisting in Stefano’s 

late discovery that the colomber is a good monster, has been highlighted on more 
than one occasion. For example, Antonella Laganà Gion maintains that the analogy 
between ‘Il colombre’ and Moby-Dick is only formal: ‘Se Moby Dick 
rappresenterà fino alla fine del romanzo il contrasto quasi religioso tra Bene e Male 
in una lotta estenuante la cui vittoria è conseguita sempre dal Male, Il colombre, 
secondo una tecnica tipicamente buzzatiana, rivela alla fine in modo del tutto 
inaspettato la vera natura dell’avviso di cui è il portatore e che si mostra in piena 
contrapposizione con il significato consueto del simbolo incarnato […]’ (Laganà 
Gion, Dino Buzzati. Un autore da rileggere, p. 83).  
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languishing in their immobility while being unable to commit themselves. 

This is also the major inversion characterizing Buzzati’s deconstruction of 

the sea hero type: compared to the heroic seamen of the literary tradition, 

Stefano comes across as a coward and a loser.  

 On the other hand, Buzzati links his inversion of the cliché of evil sea 

monsters with another motif typical of his poetics, that of good monsters as 

allegories of imagination.20 If read from an optimistic angle, Buzzati’s short 

story shows that there exists someone who can see such fantastic monsters 

as the colomber, although he/she is incapable of understanding their 

messages. In this respect, we cannot but concur with Ioli’s interpretation of 

the relationship colomber-Moby Dick and extend it to our discourse on 

Buzzati’s re-working of generic stereotypes in an intertextual framework. 

Ioli argues that, even though both the colomber and Moby Dick are ‘animali 

allegorici’, what distinguishes one another is their opposite nature: 

 

Il Colombre, quindi, non è come la balena di Melville, ma è 
piuttosto uno di quegli strani animali che portano la speranza 
negli uomini. […] Il mostro di Buzzati […] è una immagine 
laica della speranza che ci accompagna lungo la via della 
vita. Quella del Colombre è una sorte toccata a pochi eletti, 
ad alcuni uomini dotati della capacità di vedere oltre le 
apparenze, di scorgere, appunto, un misterioso animale con 
quattro occhi lungo la scia della navigazione umana.21 

 

Although fear and common sense make Stefano deaf to the good message 

the colomber brings, he is not blind for he can see it. This means Stefano is 

one of the few who are able to see what is behind the curtains of factual 

reality. Indeed, the colomber is not just an allegory for hope, it symbolizes 

the hope brought about by imagination. 

At the core of ‘Il colombre’ lies Buzzati’s creation of a monster rejecting 

the role it has traditionally been assigned. That is why the metafictional 

discourse present in this short story should not be bypassed. The Moby 

                                                
20 Giannetto reads Buzzati’s characterization of fear in ‘Il Babau’ and other 

monster stories as a metaphor for imagination: ‘Gli uomini del nostro tempo, che 
s’adoperano per eliminare la paura del Babau, considerandola pedagogicamente 
antiquata, inconciliabile con il progresso, finiscono col distruggere nei loro 
bambini, e nei loro cuori, un importante legame con il mondo della fantasia, 
mettendo in pericolo la sopravvivenza stessa di questo mondo’ (Giannetto, Il 
sudario delle caligini, p. 137). 

21 Ioli, p. 183.  
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Dick-like colomber is turned into a good monster because good – and 

redeeming – is the spring it comes from: imagination. Since this is Buzzati’s 

credo, the colomber is not the only good monster to be found in his work. 

The babau – protagonist of the eponymous story – is another metafictional 

creature. This figure is drawn from Italian popular culture. It is an imaginary 

monster conjured up especially for pedagogic purposes; like ogres and the 

bogeyman, it is evoked in order to frighten children and make them 

obedient. In Buzzati’s story, the babau is killed by adults because they think 

the existence of such an old-fashioned educational method is no longer 

tolerable in a developed society. The description of the babau – like that of 

the colomber – is ambiguous. It is said to be a terrific huge monster but at a 

closer look its appearance is agreeable, even funny: 

 

Il Babau, come è noto, assumeva, a seconda dei paesi e delle 
costumanze locali, forme diverse. In quella città, da 
immemorabile tempo aveva le sembianze di un gigantesco 
animale di colore nerastro, la cui sagoma stava tra 
l’ippopotamo e il tapiro. Orribile a prima vista. Ma a ben 
osservarlo con occhi spassionati, si notava, per la piega 
benigna della bocca e il luccichio quasi affettuoso delle 
pupille, relativamente minuscole, una espressione tutt’altro 
che malvagia.22 

 

This ‘buffo amico-nemico’ is a positive presence, only slightly scary. The 

reader therefore sympathizes with it, particularly when, after being shot, it 

shrinks and dissolves forever. 

The interrelated themes of the negation of fantasy in adulthood and the 

incompatibility between imagination and progress23 are overtly pointed out 

in the ending by means of authorial intrusion: 

 

Era molto più delicato e tenero di quanto si credesse. Era 
fatto di quell’impalpabile sostanza che volgarmente si 
chiama favola o illusione: anche se vero. 

Galoppa, fuggi, galoppa, superstite fantasia. Avido di 
sterminarti, il mondo civile ti incalza alle calcagna, mai più ti 
darà pace. (Le notti difficili, p. 8) 

 
                                                

22 Dino Buzzati, ‘Il Babau’, in Le notti difficili, pp. 3-8 (pp. 3-4). 
23 This issue is treated by using ironic rhetorical questions: ‘[…] si poteva 

consentire, in una metropoli che si vantava di essere all’avanguardia, il perpetuarsi 
di un simile sconcio, degno del medioevo? Non era il caso di provvedere 
finalmente, con mezzi risolutivi?’ (ibid., p. 5). 
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An interpretive key is provided in the first part of the quotation: the babau is 

an allegorical animal embodying fantasy itself. It is flimsy because it is 

made of illusion; but at the same time it is real because illusion has the 

power to affect reality, if one believes so. The exhortation in the second part 

of the excerpt puts forward the incompatibility between imagination and 

modernity. The story can also be read as a warning not to make the mistake 

the protagonists do by killing the babau, or, to put it differently, by 

banishing fantasy from society. In a sense, Buzzati’s intent seems to be that 

of showing how foolish the attempt to exclude fantasy from our lives is. 

Buzzati’s good monsters are allegories of imagination and represent his 

disapproval of contemporary people’s intolerance of fantasy. This is the 

reason why in these short stories human beings play the part of losers and 

villains, like Stefano Roi in ‘Il colombre’ and Roberto Paudi in ‘Il Babau’. 

They both repent, but only when it is too late to put things right. This 

situation is not different from the one staged in ‘L’uccisione del drago’, in 

which the protagonists make an expedition to the mountains to kill a 

legendary dragon. The motif of human beings’ insensitiveness toward 

everything that is beyond empirical reality recurs in this story: 

 

Era stato l’uomo a cancellare quella residua macchia del 
mondo, l’uomo astuto e potente che dovunque stabilisce 
sapienti leggi per l’ordine, l’uomo incensurabile che si 
affatica per il progresso e non può ammettere in alcun modo 
la sopravvivenza dei draghi, sia pure nelle sperdute 
montagne. Era stato l’uomo ad uccidere e sarebbe stato stolto 
recriminare. (I sette messaggeri, p. 162)24 

 

In his re-writing of the sea monster story tradition in ‘Il colombre’, 

Buzzati establishes a series of connections with his sources and dismisses 

them in the ending; this puts forward an antithetical image to the cliché of 

the horrific sea monster. Likewise, in the case of the babau and the dragon, 
                                                

24 The idea of Buzzati’s dragon as an allegory of fantasy is supported by the fact 
that dragons are fantastic creatures par excellence and that Buzzati admired the 
marvellous dragons drawn by Rackham. He thus comments on one of the 
illustrations for A Midsummer-Night’s Dream: ‘[…] Peccato che è in nero però è 
meraviglioso lo stesso – un dragone – fantastico lunghissimo – fa schiumare il 
mare e schizzare lontana l’acqua – 2 la bocca ha denti mostruosi – 3 la testa ha 
occhi mostruosi – 1 il Leviathan ha bocca mostruosa’ (Lettere a Brambilla, p. 54). 
About an illustration to Wagner’s Siegfried he writes: ‘E se te vedessi i due corvi di 
Votan!! E le tre Norne di notte e l’officina di Mimo e il drago che fuma perché il 
suo sangue brucia come il fuoco’ (ibid., p. 76).  
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Buzzati reverses some stereotypes of popular culture. Such a complex re-

use of generic conventions marks Buzzati’s creative jouissance, which 

consists in expressing the idea of imagination as redeeming power through 

the creation of monsters that are allegories of imagination itself. Buzzati 

conveys this concept mainly by playing with his sources, that is, by 

inverting certain topoi of the literary tradition, so as to create a variety of 

effects ranging from the comic to the surreal. While deploring the 

banishment of fantasy from contemporary society, Buzzati offers 

alternatives reinstating the role of imagination as a positive power. 

 

3.2 Kindly Ghosts 

 The incompatibility between imaginative power and progress Buzzati 

deprecates in his monster stories is also present in many of his ghost stories, 

in which he seems to regret the old times when men were still keen to 

believe in extraordinary phenomena. This is evident in ‘Lo spirito in 

granaio’, whose two protagonists venture on a nightly excursion to the old 

barn of their family villa – as said in the Introduction, the setting is inspired 

by the real Villa Buzzati –, to catch a glimpse of the haunting ghost of a 

steward. Two conflicting attitudes towards the ghost are illustrated in the 

story: the genuine belief of peasants and the disregard of urbanites. The 

peasants accept the haunting presence to which they have grown 

accustomed over the years, although they think it is better to keep away 

from it: 

 

Ancora pochi anni fa i contadini spesso lo udivano, anche di 
pieno giorno, rimestare stranamente fra i mucchi di mais e di 
grano e far rotolare sul pavimento il cilindro con cui si livella 
la staia. Negli ultimi tempi la sua vitalità è diminuita, segno 
forse ch’egli si appresta a lasciarci. 

I contadini non ne hanno paura, in fondo egli è uno di 
loro; e lo conoscono da tanti anni che non c’è più motivo di 
far meraviglia o scalpore. Lo considerano quasi un fatto nella 
Natura, né buono né cattivo, ma che è preferibile evitare: 
come le talpe, le saette, i cani randagi.25 

 

                                                
25 ‘Lo spirito in granaio’ was first published in I misteri d’Italia in 1978 and 

then collected in Buzzati, Fantasmi, pp. 5-9 (p. 5). 
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The conclusion of the story is rather sarcastic and shows an opposite attitude 

to the peasants’ fearful respect for ghosts. The narrating voice laments in 

fact that modern man is too busy to waste time with irrational events:  

 

Negli ultimi anni [il fantasma] non si è quasi più fatto vivo. 
La gente ormai non lo prende più sul serio, o meglio non ci 
pensa neppure. Lo spirito del granaio non è mai esistito, si 
capisce, sono tutte stupide superstizioni. E oggi gli uomini 
hanno altro da pensare. Ma torneranno a crederci, presto o 
tardi, se Dio vuole, statene certi, anche se lui nel frattempo si 
sarà dissolto nel nulla. (Fantasmi, p. 9) 

 

Although the protagonists’ attempt to glimpse the ghost is unsuccessful, 

they experience authentic fear (‘una paura solenne ed antica’) mixed with 

the nostalgic awareness that such presences are fading away and that such 

places as the barn are losing their magical aura forever. The sounds of 

modernity – the distant cars and the buzz of the radio – breaking into the 

barn from outside are connoted as intruding noises that spoil the sacredness 

of the place. Another significant sound is registered: the midnight toll from 

the chapel close by. This is a cliché of ghost stories, but Buzzati includes it 

in the narrative in an unusual way, that is, by stressing the different meaning 

it has in the city and in isolated areas: ‘Suonò, da una chiesetta vicina, 

mezzanotte, un’ora così banale in città ma ancora rispettabile nei luoghi 

poco abitati’ (Fantasmi, p. 8). Whereas in secluded spots the midnight 

chime represents the epitome of mystery and usually heralds the apparition 

of a ghost, in the city no special significance is attached to it.   

The opposition between fantasy and the city is also explained in a brief 

writing titled ‘Spiriti’, in which the narrating voice tells about his uncle, 

who vainly hopes to regain possession of his family villa on the claim that it 

is haunted:  

 

È noto che spiriti e fantasmi non sono interventi dell’aldilà 
bensì residui vitali, come orme sulla sabbia, lasciati da 
determinate persone defunte; che a poco a poco il tempo 
cancella. Ma non soltanto gli anni consumano 
progressivamente tali tracce. Ancora più distruttivo è 
l’affanno delle grandi città: il movimento, i rumori, la 
televisione, il caos. […] Ho un bello spiegare a mio zio che 
nel cuore della città non c’è spirito, per forte e baldanzoso 
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che sia, il quale possa resistere a lungo. Lui non sa darsene 
pace.26 

 

The city is no suitable place for ghostly apparitions, since the violent 

rhythm of modernity distracts people from supernatural events and their 

minds have become so benumbed, that they are not able to see beyond 

matter-of-factness. In this respect, another writing titled ‘E il fantasma’, 

originally published in Rivista Pirelli in 1971, is telling. Here, the theory 

according to which ‘[p]ur nelle città più moderne, i massimi edifici, benché 

recenti, hanno tutti il loro bravo fantasma’27 is ironically dismissed. The 

narrating voice affirms that, although in the Pirelli skyscraper no one has 

seen a ghost yet, this is going to happen soon:  

 

Più che il grande nonno Giovanni Battista Pirelli, fondatore 
dell’azienda (suoi ritratti sono appesi in tutti gli uffici più 
autorevoli), io spero di veder comparire contro il cielo, 
magari librata in bilico su un eccellente cinturato di 
ectoplasma, come la dea fortuna, una bianca sorridente non 
bendata fanciulla. (Fantasmi, 417) 

 

Buzzati’s irony is directed towards the Pirelli skyscraper (built in the late 

1950s) as one of the symbols of the Milanese industrial boom and the 

advent of consumer society. Indeed, the only ghost the narrator sees – and 

he is looking forward to its apparition – is nothing more than another by-

product of modernity. The huge ectoplasmic figure of a girl, in fact, is not a 

ghost in its traditional sense. Supposedly, it can be interpreted as an allusion 

to one of the pin-ups made popular by the Pirelli calendar as well as to the 

big digital advertisement screens on the façade of skyscrapers, which are 

landmarks of the futuristic metropolis.  

In the metropolitan crowd, unearthly presences slip by unnoticed, as 

happens to the ghosts of stage director Alex Roi and his faithful props 

Camberlon in the story ‘Alex Roi, regista’: 

 

Camberlon lo insegue, affannato. ‘Aspetti, maestro, la 
supplico!’ Come fantasmi impazziti nella sera che scende 
sulla città felice, tra i negozi ricchi e felici, tra la gente 
giovane, bella e felice, e nessuno si accorge di niente, solo 

                                                
26 Dino Buzzati, ‘Spiriti’, ibid., p. 405 (p. 405). 
27 Dino Buzzati, ‘E il fantasma’, ibid., p. 417 (p. 417). 
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ogni tanto qualcuno o qualcuna sul marciapiedi ha un lieve 
soprassalto come se fosse urtato.28 

  

The contrast between the gaily swarming crowd and the dead man’s misery 

stirs the reader’s sympathy for the ghost of Alex Roi. Before Roi’s ultimate 

departure from the world, the spirit of Camberlon takes the famous artist 

around the city, for the last salute to familiar places. To his utter 

disappointment, he finds out that no one remembers him and that both his 

house and the innovative theatre he had designed no longer exist. 

Surprisingly, in the ending it is said that the whole story is only ‘una 

fantasia malvagia’ imagined by the narrator; actually, Roi’s last visit to the 

city never happened, because he was spared such a pain before dying. 

Nevertheless, in this as well as in other texts, Buzzati laments that the living 

become entirely indifferent to their fellow creatures as soon as these are no 

longer healthy, wealthy and productive, let alone when they are dead.  

The ghost stories so far examined illustrate the incompatibility between 

fantasy and progress by reflecting on the inadequacy of some stereotypes of 

the fantastic, such as the haunted house and the midnight chime, in 

contemporary culture. Thus, Buzzati’s uneasiness towards man’s disregard 

of the fantastic dimension is connected with a metaliterary discourse about 

the ghost story genre as such. Buzzati’s ghost stories present a variegated 

array of disquieting, haunting, scary and revengeful spirits. However, along 

with ‘traditional’ spirits, Buzzati’s work stages also non-frightening ghosts 

– on which our analysis is focused. We concur with Lazzarin that both the 

nostalgic and the parodic treatment of the genre represent ‘atteggiamenti 

ideologicamente “tardivi”, propri di un’epoca in cui non è più possibile 

credere al fantastico: perciò lo si irride e/o lo si rimpiange’.29 Buzzati’s 

attitude towards the fantastic makes of him a late representative of the 

genre; at the same time, the use of irony makes his ghost stories closer to 

those of British and American writers. Interestingly, Calvino notes that 

British authors of ghost stories ‘magari ostentano un ammicco ironico, ma 

intanto mettono in gioco qualcosa di se stessi, una verità interiore che non 

                                                
28 Dino Buzzati, ‘Alex Roi, regista’, ibid., pp. 210-15 (p. 213). 
29 Lazzarin, Il Buzzati ‘secondo’, p. 104. 
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rientra nei manierismi del genere’.30 Indeed, the history of ghost fiction in 

English is interspersed with comic stories, whose number has increased so 

much in the twentieth century, that nowadays ghost-story spoofs form a 

genre in its own right. 

An early example of humorous ghost story was penned by one of the 

acknowledged masters of ghost fiction, Charles Dickens. It is the interjected 

story known as ‘The Lawyer and the Ghost’, which is narrated in The 

Pickwick Papers (1836). A ghost haunting a wardrobe of a drab room in the 

legal quarter of London is ridiculed by a new tenant. Regardless of the 

ghost’s drama – he haunts the place where he and his family conducted a 

miserable existence and eventually died from hardship –, the tenant asks 

him what the point is of haunting miserable abodes, when ghosts could visit 

the most beautiful places in the world. The ghost is taken aback by such a 

question and their dialogue goes on as follows, until the ghost vanishes 

never to come back:     

 
‘Egad, that’s very true; I never thought of that before,’ said 
the ghost. ‘You see, Sir,’ pursued the tenant, ‘this is a very 
uncomfortable room. From the appearance of that press, I 
should be disposed to say that it is not wholly free from 
bugs; and I really think you might find much more 
comfortable quarters: to say nothing of the climate of 
London, which is extremely disagreeable.’ ‘You are very 
right, Sir,’ said the ghost politely, ‘it never struck me till 
now; I’ll try change of air directly’ – and, in fact, he began to 
vanish as he spoke; his legs, indeed, had quite disappeared. 
‘And if, Sir,’ said the tenant, calling after him, ‘if you 
WOULD have the goodness to suggest to the other ladies 
and gentlemen who are now engaged in haunting old empty 
houses, that they might be much more comfortable 
elsewhere, you will confer a very great benefit on society.’ ‘I 
will,’ replied the ghost; ‘we must be dull fellows – very dull 
fellows, indeed; I can’t imagine how we can have been so 
stupid.’31 

 

In keeping with Dickens’s orthodox ghost stories, the purpose of this comic 

sketch is essentially entertaining. It is towards the end of the nineteenth 

century, especially with Oscar Wilde’s ‘The Canterville Ghost’, that the 

type of the ridiculed spook begins to be used as a means to reflect on the 
                                                

30 Italo Calvino, ‘Introduction’, in Racconti fantastici dell’Ottocento, ed. by 
Calvino, 2 vols (Milan: Mondadori, 2004), I (‘Il fantastico visionario’), 5-14 (p. 8).     

31 Charles Dickens, The Pickwick Papers, ed. by James Kinsley (Oxford and 
New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), pp. 254-55. 
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ghost story genre itself – and for this reason Buzzati’s kindly ghosts can be 

regarded as Lord Canterville’s direct descendants. 

Irony being a typical feature of British and American ghost fiction 

strengthens the link between Buzzati and Anglophone culture. Buzzati’s 

non-spooky ghosts can be grouped into two categories: friendly and 

unhappy ones. The first group is that of entertaining spoofs, whose 

protagonists are prankster-ghosts making fun of the living. Whereas to the 

second group belong those spectres that seek recognition and help from 

their former fellows on earth but are laughed at or treated badly. What 

distinguishes Buzzati’s friendly and unhappy spooks is that they voice their 

creator’s – and their own – concern about the extinction of ghosts in a 

technologized society, but at the same time they continue to haunt the 

literary page, although in different modes from their nineteenth-century 

ancestors. 

A popular funny ghost story is ‘Sir Tristram Goes West’ by the American 

writer Eric Keown, which first appeared in Punch in 1932 and was then 

adapted into the classic film comedy The Ghost Goes West (1936). The 

story is about the ghost of Sir Tristram Mullion, killed in the Battle of 

Naseby during the English Civil War in 1645 and haunting the library of his 

castle since then, following a curse his own father had laid on him. When 

the castle is sold and shipped in pieces to America to be reassembled in the 

garden of its new owner, the ghost goes along. Onboard the liner Sir 

Tristram plays pranks on the other guests and eventually finds a chance to 

break the curse. The motif of the prankster-ghost can also be found in 

Buzzati’s ‘La torre’. In this story, the ghost of a countess Diomira plays a 

trick on the protagonist, a man who decides to spend the night in the 

haunted wing of an old palace owned by his cousin, to prove the superstition 

right. Before the protagonist falls asleep, a ‘sorridente vecchietta vestita di 

bianco come le infermiere’ knocks on his door and gives him a glass of 

water for the night. The protagonist thinks she is a servant sent by his 

cousin, but the next morning his cousin says that no woman corresponding 

to that description lives in the palace. Far from being scary, the ghost of 

Diomira has reassuring appearance and manners and makes fun of the 

protagonist’s curiosity in a comic way.  
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Alongside the re-use of the prankster-ghost type, ‘La torre’ introduces a 

metafictional concern, which is evident in a passage of the dialogue between 

Diomira and the protagonist: 

 

E lei: ‘Come mai l’hanno messa a dormire quaggiù con tante 
stanze più comode che ci sono nel palazzo?’. 

‘Una mia curiosità. Perché in questa Torre dicono che ci 
abiti un fantasma e mi piacerebbe di incontrarlo’. 

La vecchietta scuote la testa: ‘Non ci pensi neppure, 
signore. Una volta forse, chissà, ma oggi non sono più tempi 
da fantasmi. Si immagini poi adesso che qui sotto, 
all’angolo, hanno costruito un garage. No, no, può stare 
tranquillo, signore, lei si farà un sonno solo’.32 

 

The ghost’s bittersweet comment conveys the nostalgic side of the story, 

since Diomira probably foresees her ultimate disappearance before the 

advance of concrete blocks and roaring cars. However, the protagonist’s 

curiosity to meet the ghost is satisfied and, what is more interesting, the 

ghost makes a fool of him. In a sense, ‘La torre’ reaffirms the supremacy of 

fantasy over the real by showing that meeting supernatural creatures is 

possible, if only one wants to. 

As to Buzzati’s unhappy ghosts, they can as well be considered as part of 

a niche within the ghost story tradition, since they have their own famous 

predecessors. We will first illustrate an English example of laughed-at 

spook and then pass to the compared reading of Buzzati’s texts and Wilde’s 

‘The Canterville Ghost’. In H. G. Wells’s ‘The Inexperienced Ghost’ 

(1902), the protagonist, Clayton, tells his friends of the golfing club about 

his nightly encounter with a ghost of a young man at his first haunting. Shy 

and inept he was in his life, so is he as a ghost. He gets trapped in the 

Mermaid Club because he does not remember the sequence of passes to be 

performed in order to disappear. Clayton helps the ghost but dies at the end 

of his account, since the gestures he made along with the spectre and that he 

performs again before his friends are part of an esoteric Masonic rite. 

Whereas the last part of the story has a more serious tone, the first part is 

comic, especially Clayton’s meeting with the ghost:  

 

                                                
32 Dino Buzzati, ‘La torre’, in Fantasmi, pp. 391-92 (p. 392). 
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I suppose I wasn’t on the landing a moment before he found 
out I was there. He turned on me sharply, and I saw the face 
of an immature young man, a weak nose, a scrubby little 
moustache, a feeble chin. So for an instant we stood – he 
looking over his shoulder at me – and regarded one another. 
Then he seemed to remember his high calling. He turned 
round, drew himself up, projected his face, raised his arms, 
spread his hands in approved ghost fashion – came towards 
me. As he did so his little jaw dropped, and he emitted a 
faint, drawn-out ‘Boo.’ No, it wasn’t – not a bit dreadful. I’d 
dined. I’d had a bottle of champagne, and being all alone, 
perhaps two or three – perhaps even four or five – whiskies, 
so I was as solid as rocks and no more frightened than if I’d 
been assailed by a frog. ‘Boo!’ I said. ‘Nonsense. You don’t 
belong to this place. What are you doing here?’33 

     

 Clayton rebukes the ghost for being so inconsiderate to haunt such a 

respectable place as the Mermaid Club, which is attended also by women 

and children. A similar reproach is addressed to the ghost of Toni Appacher, 

the protagonist of Buzzati’s story ‘Gli amici’. Twenty days after his death, 

the famous violinist Toni Appacher is sent back to earth; due to ‘una certa 

confusione’ in the other world, his ghost has to stay with the living for one 

more month. So he knocks on the doors of those who were his friends in 

life, seeking hospitality, but he is dismissed with various excuses. The 

luthier Amedeo Torti is a little scared at the first sight of the ghost, but he 

soon gets very angry and rebukes him for being so inconsiderate to ask his 

family for help: he cannot admit a ghost to his respectable house, because he 

would scare his children. Maestro Mario Tamburlani sends him away with 

an affected smile on his face. The prostitute Gianna tries to hit him with 

scissors. Don Raimondo, who had administered to him the last rites, thinks 

the ghost has been sent to tempt him.  

 These are clichéd situations of the comic ghost story that Buzzati, like 

Wells, revisits according to his own imaginative codes. However, two 

aspects make the characterization of Buzzati’s unhappy ghosts remarkable. 

One is his high degree of consciousness in adopting and rewriting his 

models, which is underscored – among other things – by the presence of an 

overt metafictional discourse. The other is the interweaving of stereotypical 

comic elements with themes that are typical of Buzzati’s own narrative of 

                                                
33 H. G. Wells, ‘The Inexperienced Ghost’, in The Mammoth Book of Modern 

Ghost Stories: Great Supernatural Tales of the Twentieth Century, ed. by Peter 
Haining (London: Robinson, 2007), pp. 341-352 (p. 344). 
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the uneasiness, such as the relentless passing of time, human selfishness, 

and insensitiveness to the fantasy realm. All this results is a singular 

blending of humour and nostalgia, which will appear more strikingly if 

compared with a classic spoof that most probably constitutes Buzzati’s 

direct source, ‘The Canterville Ghost’. Wilde is one of the authors Buzzati 

read extensively when he was young, as is witnessed by the references in his 

letters to Brambilla, especially between 1922 and 1924.34 In addition, in 

Autoritratto Buzzati says that Wilde is one of the writers who have most 

influenced his work.35  

 Buzzati’s stories of unhappy ghost and ‘The Canterville Ghost’ have in 

common three aspects: social satire, humorous sketches and the metaliterary 

discourse. Like in Wilde’s case, there is social critique behind Buzzati’s 

characterization of the sympathetic ghost. Buzzati seems to suggest that 

hypocrisy and selfishness characterize all individuals and taint all 

relationships, even close friendship and family bonds. Wilde is not so 

pessimistic about relationships, given the happy ending of his story with the 

little Otis girl eventually helping the ghost to rest in peace. Nevertheless, 

Wilde’s irony is directed towards two extreme attitudes embodied by the 

two families, the Cantervilles and the Otises. He criticizes the English 

fascination with occultism and the tendency to overread reality seeing the 

supernatural in any everyday event; at the same time, he satirizes the 

American disregard of the supernatural and exaggerated penchant for 

practicality. This is evident in Mr Otis’ reply to Lord Canterville’s warning 

about the presence of a ghost in the house that the American family is going 

to buy: 

 

‘My Lord,’ answered the Minister, ‘I will take the furniture 
and the ghost at a valuation. I come from a modern country, 
where we have everything that money can buy; and with all 
our spry young fellows painting the Old World red, and 
carrying off your best actors and prima-donnas, I reckon that 
if there were such a thing as a ghost in Europe, we’d have it 

                                                
34 The first Italian translation of Wilde’s story is: Oscar Wilde, Il fantasma di 

Canterville e Il delitto di Lord Savile, prima versione italiana di G. Vannicola con 
disegni di G. Mazzoni (Genoa: A. F. Formiggini, 1914). It is significant that this 
book appeared in the series called ‘Classici del Ridere’. 

35 Cf. Autoritratto, p. 175. 
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at home in a very short time in one of our public museums, 
or on the road as a show’.36  

 

According to the avant-garde American mentality, modernity is 

incompatible with the belief in the supernatural and its manifestations are 

dismissed as trivial superstition. This is not different from Buzzati’s concern 

for the contrast between technological society and the fantastic. People tend 

to deploy common sense and all practical means to evict the supernatural 

from life; or, in other words, they rely so much on reason that they have 

become blind to the manifestations of the fantastic world.  

 The Canterville ghost reacts indignantly to the Otises’ lack of respect: 

‘They are evidently people on a low, material plane of existence, and quite 

incapable of appreciating the symbolic value of sensuous phenomena’.37 

And so do Buzzati’s ill-treated ghosts. This is the case with the story ‘La 

villa sull’Appia’, in which the sacred atmosphere of the Roman ruins is 

spoiled by the whims of a young actress, who builds her fashionable villa on 

the ancient via Appia. The ghost of a Roman soldier, from whose viewpoint 

the story is told, thus expresses his disappointment: 

 

Invisibile, io, Mamerco Proculo, cavaliere romano, morto 
sotto i consoli Domizio e Camillo Scriboniano, ascoltavo, 
sdraiato sul bordo della via. E intorno a me, pure sottratti agli 
occhi umani, erano migliaia e migliaia d’altri, nati e periti 
anticamente, alcuno sepolto in questa plaga, ma per lo più 
esuli da Roma, che la follia degli uomini e le loro immonde 
macchine hanno reso ormai inabitabile per gli spiriti onesti. 
Benché i viventi non lo sappiano – tranne pochissimi – è la 
nostra presenza, così densa e viva ad onta dei secoli, che 
tocca i loro animi e li richiama ai ruderi delle civiltà defunte. 
Se non ci fossimo noi, chi verrebbe a visitare l’Appia? Non 
verrebbe nessuno. Né i monumenti, né la solitudine, né la 
natura basterebbero.38 

 

To the ghosts’ disadvantage, the human beings described by Buzzati – like 

the Otises – are anaesthetized by their pursuit of rationality and common 

sense. This is why the Canterville ghost falls in a state of deep despondency, 

feeling morally wounded and physically exhausted: ‘he gave up all hope of 

                                                
36 Oscar Wilde, ‘The Canterville Ghost’, in Complete Shorter Fiction, pp. 59-87 

(p. 56). 
37 Ibid., p. 72. 
38 Dino Buzzati, ‘La villa sull’Appia’, in Fantasmi, pp. 22-28 (pp. 24-25). 
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frightening this rude American family’.39 Similarly, after so many failed 

attempts to win his friends’ sympathy, the ghost of Appacher in ‘Gli amici’ 

manifests his utter resignation in the final scene, when he takes leave from 

don Raimondo’s house saying ‘Grazie, grazie, don Raimondo, lo sapevo…’ 

(Fantasmi, p. 21).  

The second element Buzzati borrows from Wilde is the use of humorous 

sketches. At any rate, while Wilde’s irony is more turned towards humour, 

Buzzati’s treatment is less humorous than cynical. In Wilde’s story, the 

Otises are by no means afraid of the ghost and have practical remedies to 

recommend against such an annoying inconvenience: the Pinkerton’s 

Champion Stain Remover and Paragon Detergent to remove the blood stain 

that the ghost has left on the floor to scare them, the Tammany Rising Sun 

Lubricator to oil the ghost’s rusty squeaking chains, Dr. Dobell’s tincture to 

cure his demonic laughter. Moreover, the Otis twins mock the spook’s 

performances as naive and old-fashioned; they play tricks on him and even 

frighten him, as when they put up a scarecrow that he takes for another 

spectre. In Buzzati, a comic moment is present in ‘Gli amici’, when Gianna 

stabs the ghost with scissors with the result of tickling him and he bursts 

into a hysterical laugh ‘come un pazzo’. However, in Buzzati comedy never 

takes the upper hand over irony, as is evident in a passage from ‘Lo spirito 

in granaio’: 

 

Andammo, in una notte di settembre, un mio parente ed io, a 
trovarlo [lo spirito]. Non lo facevamo certo con intento 
maligno poiché beffarsi di uno spirito è atto stupido e 
ingeneroso. Era un semplice desiderio di constatazione. Ma 
in cuor nostro ci auguravamo che la prova riuscisse, ad onta 
degli inevitabili terrori. 

Importava ch’egli ci fosse per accreditare certe 
romantiche cose che entrambi amavamo, per non dover 
rifiutare, alla nostra età, le superstiti fantasie della 
fanciullezza, perché la casa non rimanesse completamente 
sola d’inverno, quando noi siamo lontani. (Fantasmi, p. 6, 
my italics)      

 

As we have seen, in this story the spirit of the steward does not show up but 

the two protagonists’ experience of fear is nonetheless positive. In a sense, 

the thrilling sensation of being immersed in a supernatural environment 

                                                
39 Wilde, ‘The Canterville Ghost’, in Complete Shorter Fiction, p. 73. 
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counterbalances their bitter awareness of having lost the romantic view of 

the world that they used to have as children.  

Finally, both in Wilde and Buzzati the metafictional discourse is aimed to 

deconstruct some clichés of the genre and this is made mainly by way of 

authorial intrusion. Wilde reflects on the narrative techniques as well as on 

the history of the ghost story: 

 

The conversation in no way turned upon ghosts, so there 
were not even those primary conditions of receptive 
expectation which so often precede the presentation of 
psychical phenomena.40 
 

And after all this [brilliant career], some wretched modern 
Americans were to come and offer him the Rising Sun 
Lubricator, and throw pillows at his head! It was quite 
unbearable. Besides, no ghost in history had ever been 
treated in this manner.41  

 

Buzzati’s metafictional comments are tinged with a nuance of existential 

uneasiness and nostalgia. In the following passage from ‘Lo spirito in 

granaio’, the author plays with the stereotypical features of the genre to 

increase the ambiguity between autobiographical realism and the fantastic:  

 
Avevamo ormai perso ogni speranza e ci eravamo già alzati 
in piedi (in tutti i racconti di spettri è di prammatica dire 
così, lo sappiamo ma non ci è data facoltà di mutare la 
storia) ci eravamo dunque già alzati in piedi e Giuseppe 
aveva raccolto da terra il candeliere, quando nel granaio, di 
là dall’uscio, si udì distintamente un passo. (Fantasmi, p. 8, 
my italics)   

 

The clarification that we are reading a ghost story complying with 

traditional patterns puts, by contrast, greater emphasis on the protagonist’s 

regret. He realizes that the unseen ghost is ‘un altro amico che se ne va per 

sempre, un’altra illusione sterilizzata, un’altra squallida vittoria della 

ragione’ (Fantasmi, p. 8). Similarly, in ‘Gli amici’ the account of the 

ghost’s miserable peregrination seems to be interrupted by the conclusion:        

 

Ed è per questo che gli spiriti – se mai qualche anima infelice 
si trattiene con ostinazione sulla terra – non vogliono vivere 

                                                
40 Ibid., p. 63. 
41 Ibid., p. 65. 
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con noi ma si ritirano nelle case abbandonate, tra i ruderi 
delle torri leggendarie, nelle cappelle sperdute tra le selve, 
sulle scogliere solitarie che il mare batte, batte, e lentamente 
si diroccano. (Fantasmi, p. 21) 

 

As well as having a metafictional significance this comment evokes the 

gothic and romantic imagery, thus creating an aura of nostalgia for the 

bygone times when people let themselves be positively thrilled by ghosts, 

instead of rudely dismissing them.  

Our examination leads to the conclusion that the intent behind Buzzati’s 

creation of good monsters and kindly ghosts is not only to regret the lack of 

imaginative impulse in a technological society, rather to offer fantastic 

alternatives to fill such a gap. Buzzati’s works are characterized by a 

peculiar combination of two opposing attitudes, nostalgia and irony, which 

often coexist within a metafictional framework. Whereas nostalgia can be 

associated with regret for the loss of imagination, irony represents the way 

in which Buzzati’s creative side manifests itself. Nevertheless, both are 

aimed at affirming the capital importance of fantasy. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

RE-INVENTING THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT:  

BUZZATI AND THE CHRISTMAS STORY TRADITION  

 

4.1 Buzzati as Writer of Christmas Fiction  

Christmas fiction has such a long-established tradition in the Western 

world that it can be regarded as a literary genre in its own right. Its origins 

lie in the oral custom of storytelling as part of the festivity, but it was in the 

nineteenth century that writers such as E. T. A. Hoffmann, Charles Dickens 

and Hans Christian Andersen created the narrative paradigms of the genre. 

Their tales, which are imbued with uplifting sentimentality and revolve 

around the theme of universal love, have become classics. The name of 

Dickens, especially, is associated with the genre, since he gave new impulse 

to the seasonal imagery as well as to the Christmas publishing market, by 

sustaining it for many years with his initiatives, such as Christmas issues of 

his magazines, special editions of his Christmas books and public readings 

from his Christmas stories.  

The flourishing of seasonal literature over the last two centuries has seen 

the cross-cultural dissemination of its features. Italy has been remarkably 

receptive to Christmas fiction and, besides imitations of the classics, there 

are authors whose tales can be considered as landmarks in the evolution of 

the genre. This is the case with Dino Buzzati, who stands out as one of the 

most prolific and assiduous Italian representatives of the Christmas genre in 

the twentieth century. His Christmas production forms a considerable corpus 

of about forty pieces, which were published over a span of almost forty 

years (from 1934 to 1971).1 Most of them appeared as elzeviri di Natale 

mainly in the Corriere della Sera, but also in other newspapers and 

                                                
1 Buzzati’s Christmas writings have been collected in the volume Dino Buzzati, 

Il panettone non bastò. Scritti, racconti e fiabe natalizie, ed. by Lorenzo Viganò 
(Milan: Mondadori, 2006). Only a few Christmas articles published by Buzzati in 
newspapers are not included in this collection, because they are pezzi di servizio 
‘dedicati principalmente a segnalazioni di libri, dischi e iniziative varie’; Viganò, 
‘Gli strani Natali di Dino Buzzati’ (Introduction), ibid., pp. vii-xxxix (p. ix, note 3). 
I shall consider the thirty-three items selected by Viganò and all references will be 
to this edition cited as Panettone followed by the page number; in addition, the 
place and year of first publication for each Buzzati’s Christmas story will be given 
in parentheses. 
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magazines such as Amica, Corriere d’Informazione, Corriere Lombardo, 

Domenica del Corriere, Illustrazione Italiana, L’Europeo, Novità.2 The 

variety of their forms, including tales, illustrated stories, autobiographical 

pieces, poems, war and travel reportages, news and society articles, as well 

as Buzzati’s style, poised between journalistic writing and literary fiction, 

makes his Christmas stories particularly suited for such an eclectic format as 

the terza pagina, which brings together ‘letteratura commista a cronaca, a 

diarismo, al personale perdersi dietro il filo della memoria lungo le tappe 

emotive e temporali di un soggettivo raccontare o di un oggettivo 

raccontarsi, così da far sentire di stare come a metà tra giornalismo e 

letteratura, quasi a definire le coordinate della possibile peculiarità della 

scrittura di un artista che per l’occasione si fa autore del quotidiano’.3 

Indeed, Buzzati’s Christmas stories are even more outstanding from a 

literary perspective, since they were specifically conceived by a professional 

journalist and a novelist (as he was) to be published in the periodical press. 

Whereas other well-known writers – Maria Bellonci, Grazia Deledda, Ennio 

Flaiano, Guido Gozzano, Alberto Moravia, Giovanni Papini, Giovanni 

Pascoli, Luigi Pirandello – were only occasionally commissioned to write 

Christmas stories, Buzzati can be regarded as a unique case of an author 

who had an inside knowledge of both media (journalism and fiction) and 

who devoted himself to the Christmas genre with unparalleled constancy. 

Buzzati’s seasonal writings can be grouped according to their main 

themes as follows: the quest for and the loss of the Christmas spirit, 

Christmas during the war and in the colonies, universal goodness and the 

critique of Christmas consumerism. Although the journalistic mode is 

predominant in Buzzati’s Christmas pieces, some of them are remarkable 

since he re-works the traditional treatment of the genre in an original way. 

In particular, the use of the fantastic is Buzzati’s distinctive signature within 

the Italian Christmas tradition, in which a combination of realism and 

pedagogism normally prevails. Thus, his Christmas is more akin to the 

visionary representations offered by Anglophone than by Italian authors. 

                                                
2 Twelve of them were then reprinted with slightly modified titles in Dino 

Buzzati, Lo strano Natale di Mr. Scrooge e altre storie, ed. by Giulio Nascimbeni 
and Domenico Porzio (Milan: Mondadori, 1990).    

3 Patrizia Zambon, Letteratura e stampa nel secondo Ottocento (Alessandria: 
Edizioni dell’Orso, 1993), p. 169. 
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Alongside locating Buzzati in the wider history of the genre, this chapter 

seeks to show that Buzzati’s stories are innovative in the context of Italian 

Christmas literature and remarkable from an intertextual perspective.  

We will begin by illustrating the reception of foreign models by Italian 

authors and their readers as well as the main aspects of Italian Christmas 

fiction, in order to define the context to which Buzzati’s Christmas stories 

belong and to look at how he takes distance from it. The bulk of this chapter 

is devoted to the examination of the innovative aspects contained in 

Buzzati’s stories; it is divided into three sections: inversion of Christmas 

stereotypes, the use of fantastic devices and irony, and the fantastic in his 

moralizing parables. Our intertextual analysis will lead to the conclusion 

that Buzzati’s Christmas fiction constitutes an original site of convergence 

between the Italian tradition, which was his cultural background, and the 

Dickensian tradition, which inspired him. More interestingly, this will point 

toward a reassessment of Buzzati’s fiction as positively charged with 

fantastic creativity rather than pessimistic views.      

 

4.2 Between Two Traditions 

Christmas fiction became very popular in Italy in the second half of the 

nineteenth century, when Charles Dickens’s Christmas books began to be 

translated. The first Italian translation of A Christmas Carol appeared in 

1852 – nine years after the publication of the original text in London. It was 

followed by several versions and editions of this and of Dickens’s other 

Christmas stories, namely The Chimes (1844), The Cricket on the Hearth 

(1845), The Battle of Life (1846), and The Haunted Man and the Ghost’s 

Bargain (1848). The circulation of foreign Christmas fiction in Italy 

encouraged its imitation in two directions. On the one hand, the periodical 

press (literary and popular magazines as well as newspapers, such as 

Corriere della Sera, Fanfulla della Domenica, Gazzetta Letteraria, Il 

Convegno, Il Secolo XX, Illustrazione Italiana, Illustrazione Popolare, La 

Farfalla, La Lettura, La Vita Italiana, Museo di Famiglia, Natura ed Arte, 

Roma Letteraria) developed the practice of dedicating a special issue to the 

Christmas festivities – perhaps also in the wake of Dickens’s magazines 

Household Words and All the Year Round, which hosted an extra Christmas 

number uninterruptedly from 1850 to 1867. Italian Christmas issues 
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included stories, poems, folklore articles, correspondence from abroad, 

lyrics, illustrations, reproductions of paintings, all related to Christmas, and 

their artistic quality was gradually improved thanks to the contributions of 

writers such as Pirandello, Pascoli and Deledda.4 On the other hand, Italian 

writers started to measure themselves with their North European models – 

Dickens, Andersen and the Grimm brothers, above all – by publishing 

Christmas novels and collections of short stories which were imitations of 

these authors as well as adaptations of them to Italian culture. Some authors 

specialized in this emerging genre, so that their books became seasonal best-

sellers, particularly towards the end of the century: Emilio De Marchi, Anna 

Vertua Gentile and other women writers known by the pen-names of 

Contessa Lara (Evelina Cattermole), Cordelia (Virginia Tedeschi Treves), 

Evelyn (Evelina Franceschi Marini), and Marchesa Colombi (Maria 

Antonietta Torriani). 

Whether published as books or in the periodical press, Italian Christmas 

fiction had to comply with the rules imposed by the publishing market as 

well as to respond to the expectations of their educated middle-class 

readership. It is the combination of these two aspects that influenced the 

reception of foreign Christmas literature by Italian writers, guiding them 

towards what can be defined as larmoyant realism. The imitation of North 

European sources would certainly appeal to the public, due to the clichéd 

connection between Christmas and northern latitudes, which called for a set 

of recurrent themes: the family gathered around the fireplace, the symbolic 

opposition between the warmth of domestic interiors and the cold weather 

outside, childhood memories, the contemplation of the presepio and the 

experience of midnight Mass. More morally oriented themes can be added 

                                                
4 The numeri di Natale issued by the periodical press are mainly a post-

unification phenomenon, which also led to the circulation of Christmas fiction in 
book form. Before the spread of high-level Christmas literature, lowbrow seasonal 
publications were in vogue in Italy between 1832 and 1848: the almanacco and the 
libro-strenna, in imitation of the annuals and keepsakes, which had been produced 
in Britain since the 1820s. At that time the journalist and critic Carlo Tenca 
deprecated the literary pretensions of such popular forms by calling them ‘un’arena 
aperta a tutte le mediocrità’ and ‘sontuoso ingombro dei tavolini’ in his article ‘Le 
strenne’ (1845), which is now reprinted – together with ‘Gli almanacchi popolari’ 
(1850) – in Carlo Tenca, Giornalismo e letteratura nell’Ottocento, ed. by Gianni 
Scalia (Rocca San Casciano: Cappelli, 1959), pp. 49-64. For a historical outline of 
Italian Christmas publications in 1830s and 1840s see also Rita Verdirame, 
‘Introduction’, in Notti di dicembre. Racconti di Natale dell’Ottocento, ed. by 
Gisella Padovani and Rita Verdirame (Palermo: Sellerio, 2007), pp. 9-25.      
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to these: the lack of generosity towards the poor, maternity outside marriage 

and the unwanted child, ill-treated children and elderly people, a haunting 

guilty conscience, conversion after a wayward behaviour, repentance, 

forgiveness.  

There is no doubt that the intent behind nineteenth-century Italian 

Christmas narratives is pedagogic, considering that they usually convey a 

moral that can be either exemplary or cautionary. By staging dramatic 

situations which are set in a dismal Christmas atmosphere and having, more 

often than not, an unhappy ending, they tend to strike the sentimental chord, 

so as to support the particular kind of paternalistic mentality inspired on 

religious principles which dominated the readers’ cultural background. In 

other words, nineteenth-century Italian writers of Christmas fiction have a 

tendency to look at foreign models in order to appropriate those types and 

motifs that can be easily moulded to convey a vulgarized form of Catholic 

morality.5 That is why mainstream Christmas literature in Italy privileges 

sentimentalism, children’s-tale melancholy and didactic purposes, and the 

most imitated figures are those of Dickens’s miserly old man and 

Andersen’s little match-seller. Two notable examples of intercultural 

contact are Evelyn’s ‘Strana vigilia di Ceppo’ and ‘Miracolo di Natale’ by 

Contessa Lara. In the first, the Scrooge-like character sor Menco repents of 

his sins ‘in preda allo spettro della propria coscienza’.6 In the second, ‘la 

piccola venditrice di zolfanelli’ Carminuccia hopelessly begs the passers-by 

to buy her matches and is eventually saved from the wrath of her stepmother 

                                                
5 However, if it is true that Christmas fiction sets out a rather restricted range of 

themes and settings, it is equally true that this limitedness has functioned as a 
trigger for experimentation and genre contamination. Although this constitutes an 
exception, a peculiar mixture of Christmas pedagogic endeavour and gothic 
imagery is present in those authors who are influenced by the Scapigliatura to 
some extent: among them are Ambrogio Bazzero, Camillo Boito, Marchesa 
Colombi, Carlo Dossi, Giuseppe Cesare Molineri. Referring to these authors, 
Padovani remarks: ‘I déréglés dell’avanguardia ottocentesca, concentrati sulla 
focalizzazione della componente contrastiva che permea ogni esistenza, immettono 
nella letteratura natalizia un elemento di potente destabilizzazione estratto a piene 
mani dalla visionarietà dickensiana’; Gisella Padovani, ‘Introduction’, in Notti di 
dicembre, pp. 26-39 (p. 33). For further reading on this topic see also: Ermenegilda 
Pierobon, ‘Pazzia, amore, morte: spunti scapigliati nell’opera della Marchesa 
Colombi’, Otto-Novecento, 16, 1 (1992), 147-63.  

6 Evelyn, ‘Strana vigilia di Ceppo’, in A veglia (Turin: Paravia, 1896), pp. 131-
35 (p. 134). 
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by a beautiful young woman, who gives her a golden coin and whom 

Carminuccia believes to be the Madonna.7  

Listing Dickens’s themes highlights an apparent overlap between him 

and Italian authors, but for a pivotal aspect which in fact signals a gap 

between the two traditions: the significance attached to fantasy. Slater 

describes Dickens’s stories as   

  

tales that centre around themes of forgiveness, restitution, 
reconciliation, tenderness, the power of self-sacrificing 
love even in the most terrible circumstances, the blighting 
effects of trying to isolate oneself from the rest of 
humanity, and, always, the vital importance of memory 
and imagination to the moral health of the individual.8 

 

Italian Christmas literature of the nineteenth century serves strictly 

pedagogical purposes, but imagination itself is not used as a means of moral 

education. As Zambon notes,  

 

[q]uesti racconti di Natale, d’ambito italiano e sempre di 
gusto realista, estranei per la quasi totalità alla dimensione 
fantastica della produzione nordica, delle ‘fantasie di 
Natale’ dei racconti dickensiani, ai quali pure spesso li 
apparentano […] la linea parabolica della vicenda, e forse 
soprattutto il fondamentale riferimento ai valori degli 
affetti famigliari, delle umane solidarietà, non coniano 
generalmente propri materiali narrativi: si definiscono in 
una loro peculiarità per come strutturano materiali già 
noti, orientando […] situazioni narrative, drammatiche, od 
almeno dolenti, tipiche dei racconti del realismo italiano, o 
ad una accentuazione del patetico per dare commozione, o 
lungo predeterminate linee pedagogiche per produrre 
ammaestramento (imparare ad essere buoni), o, più 
comunemente, verso un esito felicemente risolutivo che ha 
bisogno per darsi di un gesto positivo dei protagonisti.9      

 

                                                
7 Cf. Contessa Lara, ‘Miracolo di Natale’ (1897), in Tutte le novelle, ed. by 

Carlotta Moreni (Rome: Bulzoni, 2002), pp. 307-12. 
8 Michael Slater, ‘Introduction’, in Charles Dickens, ‘A Christmas Carol’ and 

Other Christmas Writings, ed. by Slater (London: Penguin, 2003), pp. xi-xxxi (p. 
xxv). 

9 Patrizia Zambon, ‘I “Racconti di Natale” nella narrativa dell’ultimo Ottocento: 
Marchesa Colombi, Emilio De Marchi, Contessa Lara, Grazia Deledda’, in 
Letteratura e stampa nel secondo Ottocento, pp. 97-123 (p. 116).  
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Thus, the didactic role attributed to realism keeps fantasy away from the 

Italian literary representations of Christmas, for imagination is supposed to 

have no power to reform hearts.  

Such a position is perfectly illustrated in De Marchi’s ‘Due scarpe 

vecchie’, in which a state archivist is haunted by a guilty conscience for 

having refused to give a beggar a pair of worn-out shoes at Christmas Eve. 

It is interesting how Giacomino succeeds in putting his remorse aside until 

the next day: 

 

E con questa consolazione me ne andai a letto e dormii 
tutta la notte. Voi vi aspettate ora dei brutti sogni, o ch’io 
avessi sentito passeggiare le mie vecchie scarpe sul punto 
della mezzanotte; voi vi aspettate, immagino, che mi 
apparissero tutte le scarpe del Vecchio e del Nuovo 
Testamento a ballarmi d’intorno una contraddanza, quasi 
che la mia coscienza non fosse abbastanza tranquilla. 
Nulla di tutto ciò che va suggerendo a voi la memoria di 
certi libriciattoli inglesi e tedeschi, che parlano di spiriti 
come di cose palpabili: lassù si beve la birra e noi il vino, 
che lustra la fantasia, come i venticelli di mezzodì 
lustrano il cielo. Dormii dunque tutta la notte e senza 
sogni. Quando apersi gli occhi era già alto il sole dietro la 
nebbia: feci il segno della croce e mandai un pensiero alla 
mia povera mamma, che passa ormai il suo decimo Natale 
sotto la neve. Mi vestii degli abiti più belli, lasciando per 
ultime le mie scarpe vecchie, asciutte come la lisca. Devo 
dire che mentre le calzavo, il cuore se le sentì stringere 
d’attorno? o devo dire piuttosto che alzai le spalle per 
scuotermi d’addosso una pedanteria da poeta malato? Così 
procurai di fare e uscii.10       

 

It goes without saying that the metatextual reference to the supernatural 

facet of North European Christmas fiction, particularly to Dickens’s Carol, 

is ironic, and so is the acknowledgment that Italian fiction is unclouded by 

the fantastic. However, the development of the story reveals the serious side 

of these playful comments on literary stereotypes and trends. Unlike 

Scrooge, Giacomino is not visited by spirits at night, which means that his 

repentance is not triggered by the intervention of supernatural agencies. 

Rather, it is his attending Christmas Mass that goads his conscience on to 

                                                
10 Emilio De Marchi, ‘Due scarpe vecchie’ (1880), in Tutte le opere narrative e 

le prose cadenzate, ed. by Giovanni Titta Rosa, 2 vols (Milan: Mursia, 1963-64), II, 
640-46 (pp. 642-43), my italics.  
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contrition. The power of suggestion does the rest by triggering the further 

stage of the miser’s reformation: 

 

Durante il divino ufficio indarno cercai di richiamare la 
testa alle cose dell’anima mia, perché nel suono 
dell’organo e nella voce dei fanciulli, che cantavano sulle 
cantorie, mi pareva d’intendere il lamento di tanti 
disgraziati che vanno per le vie del mondo a piedi nudi. 
Mentre i miei occhi, presi da pietà e da religione, si 
riempivano di lagrime, sentii alla mano destra un fruscío, e 
vidi, attraverso la quasi oscurità del luogo, il mio povero 
vecchio […].11 

 

In addition, the use of Christian imagery flees from the outset any suspicion 

that the beggar might be a spirit. He is a flesh-and-blood man whom 

Giacomino associates with God: ‘Nevicava e, guardando il cielo di 

bambagia attraverso i quadretti verdognoli della finestra e ai fiocchi di neve 

che cadevano come la manna, mi pareva di scorgere il volto e la barba 

bianca del mio vecchio artista, come si figura il Padre eterno nei spigoli dei 

finestroni di chiesa […]’.12 If not magic visions, religious consciousness 

will instil charity in Giacomino through a lesson that is an ‘esempio 

tremendo’ against avarice. He follows the old man, whom he believes to be 

his beggar, and ends up in a gloomy inn; here, his meal is spoiled by the 

disgusting conviction that the tough meat he is chewing is actually worn-out 

soles.  

It comes as no surprise that, Christmas being regarded in Italian culture 

mainly as a time for examination of conscience and penitence, the 

atmosphere of mirthful celebration and wholehearted generosity as well as 

the supernatural component characterizing Dickens’s Christmas books is 

easily sifted out by Italian writers, in favour of themes that are morally 

engaged but in a grave and admonishing manner. In Dickens, the well-off 

are happy at Christmas: 

 

Who can be insensible to the outpourings of good feeling, 
and the honest interchange of affectionate attachment, which 
abound at this season of the year? A Christmas family party! 
We know nothing in nature more delightful! There seems a 
magic in the very name of Christmas. Petty jealousies and 

                                                
11 Ibid., p. 643.   
12 Ibid., p. 641.    
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discords are forgotten: social feelings are awakened in 
bosoms to which they have long been strangers; father and 
son, or brother and sister, who have met and passed with 
averted gaze, or a look of cold recognition for months before, 
proffer and return the cordial embrace, and bury their past 
animosities in their present happiness. Kindly hearts that 
have yearned towards each other but have been withheld by 
false notions of pride and self-dignity, are again united, and 
all is kindness and benevolence! Would that Christmas lasted 
the whole year through, and that the prejudices and passions 
which deform our better nature were never called into action 
among those to whom, at least, they should ever be 
strangers.13     

 

And so are the poor, as is shown in the Carol by the description of the 

Cratchits joyfully celebrating Christmas, despite all their suffering: 

 

There was nothing of high mark in this. They were not a 
handsome family; they were not well dressed; their shoes 
were far from being water-proof; their clothes were scanty; 
and Peter might have known, and very likely did, the inside 
of a pawnbroker’s. But they were happy, grateful, pleased 
with one another, and contented with the time […].14  

 

It could be argued that these are nicely contrived and embellished 

pictures of Christmas, extolling the domestic ideal of the patriarchal family; 

but they are nonetheless positive compared to the dismal atmosphere 

dominating many Italian stories. Together with the fantastic, comedy is 

another Dickensian feature that did not take root in the Italian tradition. In 

Dickens, the moral urgency and the plea for social reform15 are often 

counterbalanced by the good-humoured simplicity of lower classes, 

                                                
13 Charles Dickens, ‘Christmas Festivities’, in ‘A Christmas Carol’ and Other 

Christmas Writings, pp. 1-6 (p. 2). This piece was first published in Bell’s Life in 
London, 27 December 1835, under the pen-name of Tibbs; then retitled as ‘A 
Christmas Dinner’ and collected in Sketches by Boz (1836). 

14 Charles Dickens, ‘A Christmas Carol’, in ‘A Christmas Carol’ and Other 
Christmas Writings, pp. 27-118 (p. 84).  

15 Waters recalls the circumstances of Dickens’s social and political 
commitment, that were at the origin of the Carol, and observes that ‘Scrooge’s 
domestic salvation is meant to serve as an emblem of social reform, the promise of 
a regenerated social system, although the wish-fulfilment of this fictional strategy 
is evident. Whether or not the cheering prospect of a wholesale change in human 
nature is convincingly represented, this substitution of individual moral 
transformation for social reform is, in itself, a politically significant gesture. It 
reaffirms the distinction between public and private realms, by translating social 
conflicts into personal problems that are solvable through an individual act of will’; 
Catherine Waters, Dickens and the Politics of the Family (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1997), p. 81.   
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characters embodying the unassuming opulence of Christmas, the revels and 

merrymaking of the gatherings, and by what he calls ‘a hundred comicalities 

inseparable from the period’.16 Conversely, the sentimentalism informing 

Italian Christmas literature excludes the possibility of an ironic attitude 

towards social matters.           

Italian fictional homes – no matter whether wealthy or poor – seem to be 

untouched by high-spiritedness. In this respect, Contessa Lara offers a 

number of descriptions of sad domestic gatherings. In ‘Le rose del Natale’, 

count Roberto Cocchi remembers his recent Christmas dinner with his 

mother: 

 

Malinconica cena, quella dell’anno innanzi! Tutti e due, 
madre e figlio, sapevano che le loro parole, aggirantisi su 
soggetti indifferenti, non rivelavano il vero pensiero che 
ingombrava loro la mente; ciascun vedeva sul volto dell’altra 
un sorriso cercato, senza spontaneità, senza letizia; e si 
sentiva un estraneo a quella solita festa, creata da una 
reciprocità di tenerezza che non trovava più la via 
d’estrinsecarsi. […] 

La cena era rimasta così, non finita; e quei due s’eran 
levati da tavola, seri, scontenti uno dell’altra, con una grande 
amarezza nell’animo, nuova per ambidue, usi ognuno per 
conto proprio a volere soltanto quel che l’altro voleva.17   

 

Humble and pious is the way Giovannina used to celebrate Christmas with 

her family in ‘Il Natale in famiglia’:    

 

Ricordò un camino che non era quello davanti a cui ora 
trovavasi; un camino grande, di vecchia pietra, con la cappa 
ospitale piena di fuliggine e di novelle paurose e gentili, che 
avean dati tanti strani sogni alla sua infanzia. Seduta in giro, 
scaldandosi alla fiammata di tronchi enormi, stava la sua 
gente, silenziosa, con la corona in mano, attenta però al 
paiuolo dove avea messo a bollire le castagne, in aspettativa 
che la campana chiamasse la prima volta alla messa di 
mezzanotte.18 

 

Indeed, before being a literary element, the visionary quality of 

Christmas is a cultural trait existing prior to Dickens’s books and rooted in 

                                                
16 Dickens, ‘Christmas Festivities’, in ‘A Christmas Carol’ and Other 

Christmas Writings, p. 6. 
17 Contessa Lara, ‘Le rose del Natale’ (1897), in Tutte le novelle, pp. 287-93 

(pp. 288-89).  
18 Contessa Lara, ‘Il Natale in famiglia’ (1893), ibid., pp. 273-83 (p. 277).  
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Britain’s oral traditions. The custom of telling stories around the Christmas 

fire dates from the eighteenth century and is closely associated with the 

supernatural, since it was mainly ghost and horror stories as well as goblin 

and fairy tales that were told by the Christmas hearth.19 In Dickens’s 

fictional essay ‘A Christmas Tree’, the catalogue of Christmas associations 

is intended to refresh the collective memory that all his readers share. The 

semi-autobiographical narrator includes the habit of telling ghost stories 

around the fireside among his childhood memories of the festivities: 

 

There is probably a smell of roasted chestnuts and other good 
comfortable things all the time, for we are telling Winter 
Stories – Ghost Stories, or more shame for us – round the 
Christmas fire; and we have never stirred, except to draw a 
little nearer to it.20  

 

Moreover, Dickens skilfully turned this cultural practice into a marketing 

strategy. When editing the 1852 and 1853 Christmas numbers of Household 

Words, he introduced the narrative frame of a group of people gathered by 

the Christmas fire, each of them telling a story. These two issues were 

published with the titles of A Round of Stories by the Christmas Fire and 

Another Round of Stories by the Christmas Fire.21 Such a format gave him 

enough flexibility to commission stories that do not necessarily have 

Christmas as their own theme or setting, and in fact it was maintained in the 
                                                

19 Parker outlines the evolution of Christmas storytelling from orality to its 
literary stage and underlines how the success of gothic fiction in the early 
nineteenth century contributed to make this habit a fashionable pastime in society. 
Although at the beginning it was not regarded as a decent entertainment, ‘[b]y the 
second half of the 1830s, evidently, telling stories of the supernatural around the 
fireside was a Christmas custom widely practiced and accepted’; David Parker, 
Christmas and Charles Dickens (New York: AMS Press, 2005), p. 106.  

20 Charles Dickens, ‘A Christmas Tree’ (1850), in ‘A Christmas Carol’ and 
Other Christmas Writings, pp. 231-47 (p. 241). 

21 The cultural nature of Christmas story-telling by the fireplace is explained by 
Klimaszewski: ‘Indeed, the title of this number itself creates a collective and 
pleasing shared atmosphere. The image of a Christmas fire evokes not only specific 
anticipation of the holiday season, but also the more general vision of a warm 
hearth and domestic togetherness. The telling of stories in a round draws upon rich 
oral and musical traditions, as one immediately envisions the repetition of the 
tales’; Melisa Klimaszewski, ‘Introduction’, in Charles Dickens and others, A 
Round of Stories by the Christmas Fire, ed. by Klimaszewski (London: Hesperus, 
2007), pp. xi-xv (p. xii). In this regard, also Parker makes an interesting remark 
about the Carol: ‘The book may be like a carol in important respects, but it 
unquestionably is a ghost story. Dickens merges a fanciful and a formal model. 
And, formally, he chose to locate his tale within the popular tradition of ghost 
stories told around the fireside on Christmas Eve’ (Parker, p. 181). 
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subsequent seasonal issues (e.g. The Seven Poor Travellers, 1854, and The 

Holly-Tree Inn, 1855), although the connection of the narratives with 

Christmas became more and more subsidiary. But what is interesting to note 

is that many of the stories collected in the special numbers – like many of 

the Christmas stories Dickens had already published on his own22 – fall into 

the category of the fantastic.23 And we cannot but mention that the first 

Christmas number of the newly founded All the Year Round (which 

replaced Household Words from 1859) is dedicated to The Haunted House 

and hosts stories titled ‘The Ghost in the Clock Room’, ‘The Ghost in the 

Double Room’, ‘The Ghost in the Picture Room’, and so on, each one 

telling of a ghost haunting a part of the house. The cultural root of the 

visionary Christmas is also proved by the fact that Dickens was not the only 

author to write Christmas stories with a gothic relish – although, for obvious 

reasons,24 his name has become associated with Christmas more than other 

writers who were quite as prolific in the genre. Elizabeth Gaskell, for 

example, makes use of the gothic stereotypes in some of her Christmas 

stories; W. M. Thackeray’s Christmas Books constitute a satirical response 

to Dickens seasonal production; and in Anthony Trollope’s Christmas 

stories the festivity is a background to explore themes such as family 

relationships, property and rank, love, religious and political issues. 

                                                
22 We have already mentioned A Christmas Carol: In Prose: Being a Ghost 

Story of Christmas, The Chimes: A Goblin Story of Some Bells That Rang an Old 
Year Out and a New Year In, The Cricket on the Hearth: A Fairy Tale of Home and 
The Haunted Man and the Ghost’s Bargain: A Fancy for Christmas-Time, whose 
subtitles clearly signpost the fantastic nature of their narratives. Another story has 
to be added on top of this list for chronological reasons: it is ‘The Story of the 
Goblins Who Stole a Sexton’, originally published in December 1836 in the tenth 
monthly number of Pickwick Papers and then become chapter 29 of the book 
edition. 

23 A few examples are: ‘The Charwoman’s Story’ by Edmund Saul Dixon in A 
Round of Stories By the Christmas Fire, ‘The Old Lady’s Story’ by Eliza Lynn 
Linton in Another Round of Stories by the Christmas Fire, ‘Another Past Lodger 
Relates His Own Ghost Story’ by Amelia B. Edwards in Mrs. Lirriper’s Legacy 
(1864 Christmas number of All the Year Round). 

24 Parker writes: ‘The story of Dickens and Christmas, however, is to be 
contained within a history neither of festival nor of literature. It is a story of an 
English institution and an English writer, and of their effect upon each other. For 
all that he in no sense invented it, Dickens did change Christmas. More than 
anyone else, he was responsible for adapting the way we think of it to changes in 
sensibility that yielded the modern era’ (Parker, ‘Preface’, p. xii). Dickens has the 
merit to have given an appealing literary shape to the seasonal imagery as well as 
to have revived and sustained the Christmas editorial industry for many years.     
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Although the Italian and the British winter fireplaces in the nineteenth 

century share the same function of entertainment, Italy is more reluctant to 

accept its thrilling allure. The appeal of ‘the witching time for Story-

telling’25 does not feature among the requirements of fireside reading for 

Italian families. In recommending household reading to relieve the boredom 

of ‘l’eterna sera d’inverno’ Marchesa Colombi writes: 

 

Se in quella noia profonda ci fossero capitati dei libri di 
racconti, in cui non si fossero narrate passioni da romanzo 
per far infuriare il capo di casa vecchio, e che avessero 
ritratta qualche scena amena e commovente per divertire i 
giovani, sarebbero stati una benedizione.26    

 

Exciting emotions seem to be banned from the domestic hearth, let alone 

spookiness. Fireplace stories should rather be pleasant and touching, to 

conform to an ideal of domesticity characterized by decorum and inspiring 

charitable feelings. 

The turn of the century carried away such conservative representations of 

Christmas and new themes were introduced, along with the ironical 

reflection of the genre upon itself. Twentieth-century Italian writers explore 

the new meanings connected with Christmas in contemporary society: 

Grazia Deledda and Gabriele D’Annunzio investigate the role of regional 

folklore, Guido Gozzano tells of a nostalgic yet exotic Christmas in Ceylon, 

Maria Bellonci and Primo Levi describe Christmas as it was experienced 

during the war, Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa unmasks the hypocrisy 

behind relationships, Italo Calvino satirically sketches Christmas consumer 

addiction. 

The place Buzzati occupies in the history of the Christmas genre should 

be considered in relation to both his Italian predecessors and his 

contemporaries. On the one hand, he looks at Dickens’s Christmas books as 

a model but not in same way as nineteenth-century writers did; unlike his 

predecessors, Buzzati brings to the fore the fantasy as well as the irony that 

characterized Dickens’s Christmas, thus showing a will to draw on the 

British heritage in order to fill up what he sees as an imaginative deficiency 
                                                

25 Charles Dickens, ‘The Seven Poor Travellers’, in ‘A Christmas Carol’ and 
Other Christmas Writings, pp. 253-64 (p. 261). 

26 Marchesa Colombi, Serate d’inverno (1879), ed. by Clotilde Barbarulli and 
Luciana Brandi (Ferrara: Tufani, 1997), p. 17.  
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in Italian culture. On the other hand, even though the ironic perspective was 

shared by many twentieth-century Italian authors, Buzzati’s irony proves to 

be more successful, since it combines the caustic uncovering of the 

glittering façade of Christmas with the original recreation of its fantastic 

aspects. The intertextual re-use of the seasonal formula is aimed to affirm 

Buzzati’s artistic credo in the role of fantasy, which is closely connected 

with a twofold idea of loss. Firstly, the passage from childhood to adulthood 

is seen as the loss of the faith in the redeeming power of imagination; that is 

why grown-ups do no longer believe Christmas is a time for miracles and 

happiness, but they only pretend to do so. Secondly, Buzzati argues that the 

spreading of consumer habits has irremediably tainted the magic of 

Christmas festivities as represented by Dickens and that positive illusions 

have been replaced by common sense, convivial merriment by consumer 

stress, benevolence by hypocrisy. Although the nostalgic attitude towards 

the more spiritualized way Christmas was celebrated in the past is dominant 

in Buzzati, this is actively counterbalanced by his effort to recover the 

fantastic component that is fundamental in Dickens. 

Buzzati first read A Christmas Carol in its Italian translation when he 

was a teenager (it was a reading set for the Christmas vacation).27 And after 

many years – talking with Panafieu about the foreign writers who have had 

an influence upon his work – he enthusiastically refers to Dickens’s story as 

‘quella favoletta di una perfezione meravigliosa, dove c’è quel vecchio 

avaro che torna a casa la sera di Natale e vede lo spettro del suo amico e del 

suo socio morto. Allora vengono gli spettri di un Natale passato che lo 

conducono in giro alla terra… È bellissimo…’.28 Ingenuous though it may 

sound, this definition lays stress on a pivotal element in Buzzati’s Christmas 

writings: the concept of wonder. Buzzati picks out the ghostly apparitions as 

if the marvellous quality of the Carol was for him the emblem of the story. 

This sheds light on the fact that Buzzati saw Christmas as represented by 

Dickens as a wonderful season, i.e. a season full of wonder: a time for 

                                                
27 In a letter to Brambilla on 28 December 1920 Buzzati wrote: ‘Per scuola non 

leggo Barzini ma Dickens perché è più corto’ (Lettere a Brambilla, p. 49). The 
following day he comments again on the progress with his homework: ‘[…] io ho 
già copiato il tema e il francese, sono dietro a ripassare greco, leggo Dickens “Il 
cantico di Natale” e per Gualdi “Histoire comme ça” di Kipling che sono molto 
originali e satirici’ (ibid., p. 49). 

28 Autoritratto, p. 28. 
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marvels and supernatural events, a time when people are genuinely amazed 

at discovering the magical side of life and when fantasy prevails over 

humdrum everyday reality.29  

 

4.3 Inversion of Christmas Stereotypes  

The first Christmas piece written by Buzzati, ‘Tecnica del presepio’ 

(Corriere della Sera, 19 November 1934), is positively marked by an 

enthusiastic tone. This is a pezzo di costume on the various ways to build a 

nativity. In describing what the presepe should be like, Buzzati affirms that, 

no matter if one uses simple materials, it has to be ‘veramente genuino’. 

Building a nativity is a task ‘carico di serietà e di mistero’, a sort of family 

rite handed down from generation to generation. According to the tradition, 

the father builds the nativity on Christmas Eve, while children are sleeping:  

 

In quelle ore straordinarie e bellissime – mentre i grafici 
della delinquenza scendono allo zero e nei Commissariati di 
polizia il piantone di guardia si è addormentato e sogna – 
migliaia di uomini adulti, magistrati e computisti, chirurghi e 
mediatori in bovini, sono intenti a fare il presepio.30 

 

Some of the ingredients that characterize Buzzati’s Christmas in his later 

writings are condensed and anticipated in these few lines: the enchantment 

of the night hours, the mysterious and magic atmosphere,31 the comic 

treatment of the clichéd ideas of Christmas as a time of universal goodness 

– here originally conveyed through the language of detective fiction. 

Buzzati also suggests that it is the ‘slancio di fantasia’ one puts in setting up 

the presepe that makes the difference; there is no need to exactly reproduce 

the original landscape and fauna, as some old handbooks prescribe. Rather 
                                                

29 In this respect, Parker remarks: ‘Both traditions [that of the Christmas Carol 
and of the Christmas ghost story] embody a belief in Christmas as a magical time, 
when spirits walk and mysteries proliferate. Both probably echo a pagan conviction 
that the inexplicable rebirth of the year is accompanied by other wonders, other 
rebirths even. Only the ghost stories select unwelcome ones’ (Parker, pp. 181-82).  

30 Dino Buzzati, ‘Tecnica del presepio’, in Panettone, pp. 3-6 (p. 3). 
31 A similar aura of wonder is found in Ada Negri’s ‘Canzone natalizia’ – a 

childhood memory imbued with dreamlike nostalgia and religious sense –, 
particularly in the description of an old nativity shop: ‘Rammento una botteguccia 
d’oggetti di religione […] che col dicembre si riempiva, in vetrina e all’interno, di 
“pezzi” necessari alla costruzione dei presepi; e si trasformava in grotta magica da 
incantare piccoli e grandi’; Ada Negri, ‘Canzone natalizia’ (1939), in Tutte le 
opere, ed. by Bianca Scalfi and Egidio Bianchetti, 2 vols (Milan: Mondadori, 
1966), II (‘Prose’), 965-69 (p. 967). 
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than being a manifestation of devotion, the nativity tradition in Buzzati is a 

way of keeping the Christmas spirit alive and of being creative. 

Nevertheless, the overall enthusiasm is slightly marred in the end by a 

negative note: ‘Ad ogni modo non insistete, se il lavoro non riesce come 

avreste voluto. La colpa è vostra e non ha rimedio: avete perso la semplicità 

di un tempo’ (Panettone, p. 6). Such a comment can be interpreted as a 

reference to Buzzati’s recurrent theme of growing-up as loss of innocence 

and fantasy. Interestingly enough, Buzzati treats this theme from an ironic 

perspective when it is incorporated into the Christmas format, whereas in 

other texts the idea of loss is strictly connected with the nostalgic mode.  

In some of his Christmas stories, the inversion of literary stereotypes is 

combined with the theme of growing-up and, most importantly, it enables 

him to recreate the magic of Christmas. This is the case with ‘Il problema 

del Bambino Gesù’ (L’Illustrazione Italiana, December 1951) and ‘Che 

scherzo!’ (Novità, December 1964-January 1965), both focused on the 

image of the infant Jesus distributing presents to children. The first is based 

on an upside-down situation in which it is actually baby Jesus who takes 

presents to children, but they do not believe it. Parents wonders why 

children all of a sudden stop believing the truth and start thinking it is all 

contrived by the adults: ‘Semplicemente non ci credono… A un certo punto, 

a sei sette otto anni, si direbbe che rimbecilliscano; proprio quando credono 

di essere diventati intelligenti’.32 Suspecting that the infant Jesus 

orchestrates everything so well to make children believe that it is their 

parents who prepare their presents, Mr and Mrs Sala decide to stay up on 

Christmas Eve and see what happens. To their utter surprise, they find in the 

chest of drawers, all nicely wrapped and tagged, the presents their children 

have wished for. A climax is reached when they hastily unwrap the gift 

boxes to ascertain what they contain and the kids burst on the scene and are 

excited to have caught their parents in the act of preparing baby Jesus’s 

presents for them. Owing to a series of misunderstandings, the parents 

appear to do exactly what their children expect. No matter what the truth is, 

children’s imagination triumphs bringing happiness to the whole family.   

                                                
32 Dino Buzzati, ‘Il problema del Bambino Gesù, in Panettone, pp. 153-57 (p. 

153). 
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The second case is a poem based on the ‘what-if’ structure. It would be 

catastrophic if Jesus really came on earth on the night of 24 December to 

distribute presents and to make people’s wishes come true. It would be an 

unwelcome surprise since nobody believes in Christmas any more; people 

only play a part pretending to believe in what they actually deem a mere 

superstition. Because of their parents, children too stop believing in the 

magic of Christmas and consider fantasy as something to be ashamed of. It 

is also interesting how Buzzati gives this feeling a precise geographical and 

cultural location, ‘la paura tipicamente italiana di passare per cretini’.33 

However, the last two stanzas of the poem contain a reversal of such an 

anticlimax, since the hypothetical form gives way to the certainty of the 

infant Jesus’s coming:  

 

E se invece venisse per davvero? 
Se la preghiera, la letterina, il desiderio 
espresso così, più che altro per gioco 
venisse preso sul serio? 
Se il regno della fiaba e del mistero 
si avverasse? Se accanto al fuoco 
al mattino si trovassero i doni 
la bambola il revolver il treno 
il micio l’orsacchiotto il leone 
che nessuno di voi ha comperati? 
Se la vostra bella sicurezza  
nella scienza e nella dea ragione 
andasse a carte quarantotto? 
Con imperdonabile leggerezza 
forse troppo ci siamo fidati. 
 
E se sul serio venisse? 
Silenzio! O Gesù Bambino 
per favore cammina piano 
nell’attraversare il salotto. 
Guai se tu svegli i ragazzi, 
che disastro sarebbe per noi 
così colti così intelligenti 
brevettati miscredenti 
noi che ci crediamo chissà cosa 
coi nostri atomi coi nostri razzi. 
Fa piano, Bambino, se puoi. (Panettone, p. 123)  

 

The opposition between ‘il regno della fiaba e del mistero’ and ‘la vostra 

bella sicurezza nella scienza e nella dea ragione’ stresses the generational 

gap between children and grown-ups, a theme that is also pivotal in 
                                                

33 Dino Buzzati, ‘Che scherzo!’, ibid., pp. 121-23 (p. 122). 
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‘Stupidità dei bambini’ (Il Nuovo Corriere della Sera, 21 December 1949), 

whose protagonist is an unconventional Santa. He is glad because he does 

not have to spend money to buy presents for children: ‘Finalmente un 

Natale cristiano, senza più bisogno di comprare giocattoli. Con quel che 

costano! (Io infatti sono ricco ma avaro)’.34 In this early piece Buzzati 

oscillates between the depiction of an ideal Christmas, unspoiled by 

consumerism, and the exploration of another theme that is equally dear to 

him: growing-up as loss of imagination. By aging, those who once were 

children have grown insensitive to the magic of Christmas and are now 

disillusioned. No longer having a purpose in life, Santa wonders why 

growing up, considered that there is nothing to be gained in it. Growing-up 

is like dying: ‘Morti, lei vuol dire, deceduti? No, non sono morti, o per lo 

meno parzialmente. Hanno cominciato a morire, questo sì. Sono grandi, 

sono cresciuti’ (Panettone, p. 30). Central in the text is a comic account of 

the passage from childhood to manhood. Children grow up into monsters: 

 

Ma tutti questi bambini, Dio sa che cosa gli è saltato in 
mente, nel frattempo sono cresciuti. Grandissima è la 
stupidità dei bambini, paragonabile solo a quella dei loro 
genitori. Erano piccoli, gentili, ben proporzionati. E già 
avevano concepito confusamente le speranze, possedevano 
cioè l’unica felicità della terra, dinanzi a sè, lontano, 
intravedevano città pazzesche con cupole bianche e minareti, 
duelli al chiaro di luna, moltitudini che portano in trionfo, 
galoppate ventre a terra nella pampa, scoperte di antichi 
tesori, sposalizi nella reggia. Quante potentissime speranze 
in ciascuno. Era un immenso capitale intatto che 
comprendeva la felicità, la bellezza, la gloria. 

Erano graziosi, belli a vedersi, ricchi. Perché dunque 
crescere? A che scopo? Cosa si aspettavano? Erano ben 
proporzionati, gentili, perfino i meno fortunati, con la faccia 
da maialino o da rospo, attiravano i nostri sguardi per 
l’inesprimibile grazia di Dio che portavano addosso. 
Guardateli adesso, che razza di imbecilli, grandi e grossi, dei 
pezzi di marcantonio. Hanno messo su dei ripugnanti nasi, la 
pelle è grassa, porosa, sudaticcia, cosparsa di tante pustolette. 
Erano puri e trasparenti come il latte, adesso buttano fuori 
sgradevoli ciuffi di peli. E i piedi? Fateveli un po’ mostrare, 
se ne hanno il coraggio, da questi bei signorini. Avevano 
membra tenere e armoniose, adesso sembrano altrettanti 
cammelli. Inoltre hanno voce rauca, berciano, sono volgari, 
fumano, hanno in tasca le chiavi di casa e per la strada si 
voltano, con ebeti sogghigni, a sbirciare le donne. Tra poco 
cominceranno a sposarsi, giurerei, a seminare il mondo di 

                                                
34 Dino Buzzati, ‘Stupidità dei bambini’, ibid., pp. 29-33 (p. 29). 
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altri bambini che io neppure conoscerò. Si pavoneggiano 
anche, gli idioti, come se avessero fatto un grande guadagno. 
(Panettone, pp. 30-31) 

 

A pessimistic vein prevails here, because in Santa’s view there are no new 

generations of children to come.     

Toys and children’s play represent not only Christmas, they do 

symbolize the exercise of imagination, that is replaced by the anxieties of 

adult life: ‘E domani il sanguinario capo pellerossa ansimerà su per le scale 

dell’ufficio alle otto e 35 del mattino, per l’incubo dell’orologio di 

controllo. E dietro lo sportello della succursale bancaria scorgerete, curvo 

sui registri, con due spessi occhiali da miope, il Terrore del Mar dei 

Caraibi!’ (Panettone, p. 31-32). The connection between Christmas and toys 

is paramount in Dickens’s nostalgic characterization of seasonal 

recollections. A long section of ‘A Christmas Tree’ is devoted to the 

detailed description of the toys with which the narrator used to play at 

Christmas as a child. They are all pleasant to look at again with the mind’s 

eye, except one: a paper mask whose dreadful fixity of expression caused 

him many sleepless nights, because he unconsciously identified it with 

death: 

 

Was it the immovability of the mask? The doll’s face was 
immovable, but I was not afraid of her. Perhaps that fixed 
and set change coming over a real face, infused into my 
quickened heart some remote suggestion and dread of the 
universal change that is to come on every face, and make it 
still?35 

 

Although not so extreme as Dickens in such a gloomy melancholy 

associated with children’s play, Buzzati believes childhood fears have a 

positive function in the development of the individual. In a sense, Christmas 

articles such as ‘Bonifica di Natale’ (Corriere d’Informazione, 21-22 

December 1951) and ‘Natale come una volta?’ (Corriere d’Informazione, 

24-25 December 1946) can be read as statements of Buzzati’s poetics. The 

first opens with the news that an Australian radio station has announced that 

Santa does not exist. It goes on criticizing contemporary pedagogical 

                                                
35 Dickens, ‘A Christmas Tree’, in ‘A Christmas Carol’ and Other Christmas 

Writings, p. 233.  
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methods, which advise to bring up children in an aseptic environment, as 

free as possible from the influence of fantasy. Buzzati, on his part, 

maintains that an education based on rationality and empiricism will make 

dull and sad beings: ‘Come può essere sopportabile una vita che non sia 

piena di illusioni e di paure?’.36 In the second article, the readers are 

exhorted, before Jesus is born, to erase all the bad deeds from the ‘lavagna 

della nostra comune esistenza’ and to write their good resolutions. One of 

these concerns the importance of encouraging fantasy in children’s 

upbringing:  

 

Scrivete che ai bambini ora insegneremo di nuovo le vecchie 
storie di una volta, le storie passate di moda e sconfessate 
solennemente dai pedagoghi psicanalitici nei congressi 
internazionali, racconteremo ancora che esistono le fate, gli 
orchi, gli spettri e il diavolo, e ci crederemo di nuovo anche 
noi, perché queste dopo tutto sono paure sane e giuste che 
può darsi risparmino, dopo molto anni, altre più incresciose 
paure come quella del giudice istruttore.37 

 

The ‘healthy fears’ of fantasy experienced in childhood can help people face 

difficulties later on.  

While in these journalistic pieces, the idea of Christmas as a time for 

enchantment and illusion functions as a backdrop against which Buzzati 

speaks out his mind, in later stories, which are not directly related with 

Christmas, Buzzati puts forward the same concern in a less argumentative 

than creative way. Being somehow anticipatory of Buzzati’s sensibility, his 

early Christmas articles can be considered as a theoretical harbinger of the 

Buzzatian fantastic, which is expressed creatively in his short stories. In 

such texts as ‘Il Babau’ and ‘Il borghese stregato’, Buzzati’s defence of the 

healthy fears of imagination in childhood is carried out through the use 

fantastic ideas. Although the babau is not normally attributed any particular 

shape, Buzzati gives it a body as well as a psychological characterization: 

‘un gigantesco animale di colore nerastro, la cui sagoma stava tra 

l’ippopotamo e il tapiro’ (Le notti difficili, p. 3).38 The blunt criticism 

                                                
36 Dino Buzzati, ‘Bonifica di Natale’, in Panettone, pp. 39-40 (p. 40). 
37 Dino Buzzati, ‘Natale come una volta?’, ibid., pp. 21-24 (p. 23). 
38 This verbal description is very similar to the visual portrait Buzzati makes of 

the babau as an oval black creature surrounded by a luminous halo and floating 
over the roofs in the night sky. See Nicoletta Comar, Dino Buzzati. Catalogo 
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contained in ‘Natale come una volta?’ is fictionalized in ‘Il Babau’ to voice 

the viewpoint of adults. They claim that the presence of such a dangerous 

creature is totally unacceptable in an advanced society, let alone the 

recourse to it as a pedagogical device, which is deemed outdated: ‘Era 

intollerabile […] che per educare i bambini si ricorresse ancora a stolte 

superstizioni che potevano creare nell’acerba psiche dei penosi complessi’ 

(Le notti difficili, p. 3). This opinion sounds nonsensical because the 

positive characterization of the babau and its unjust execution make the 

reader sympathize with the bizarre creature. In a sense, Buzzati’s babau is a 

fantastic embodiment of the concept of healthy fears, as shown in this 

highly imaginative description: 

 

Si intende che, in circostanze di una certa gravità, sapeva 
incutere trepidazione, e anche paura. Ma di solito eseguiva le 
sue incombenze con discrezione. Avvicinatosi al lettuccio 
del bambino da redarguire, non lo svegliava nemmeno, 
limitandosi a penetrare nei suoi sogni dove lasciava, questo 
sì, una traccia imperitura. Si sa bene infatti che pure i sogni 
degli infanti piccolissimi hanno una capienza illimitata e 
accolgono senza sforzo anche bestioni mastodontici come il 
Babau, i quali possono compiervi tutte le evoluzioni del caso 
in piena libertà. (Le notti difficili, p. 4) 

 

If the babau is killed by men’s zealous pursuit of rationality, in ‘Il 

borghese stregato’ Giuseppe Gaspari dies due to his attempt to believe in 

fantasy again, like a child. The man, who is killed by a toy-arrow while 

playing savages with some children, can be regarded as a unique figure in 

Buzzati’s fiction. Indeed, Gaspari is an adult eager to regain childish 

innocence and the comprehension of the fantasy realm; however, his 

trespassing of the life’s stages costs him his own life: 

 

Sì, lui, quarantenne, si era messo a giocare coi bambini, 
credendoci come loro; solo che nei bambini c’è una specie di 
angelica leggerezza; mentre lui ci aveva creduto sul serio, 
con una fede pesante e rabbiosa, covata, chissà, per tanti anni 
ignavi senza saperlo. Così forte fede che tutto si era fatto 
vero, il vallone, i selvaggi, il sangue. Egli era entrato nel 
mondo non più suo delle favole, oltre il confine che a una 
certa stagione della vita non si può impunemente tentare. 
Aveva detto a una segreta porta apriti, credendo quasi di 

                                                
dell’opera pittorica (Mariano del Friuli, Gorizia: Edizioni della Laguna, 2006), pp. 
174, 175 and 208.        
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scherzare, ma la porta si era aperta veramente. Aveva detto 
selvaggi e così era stato. Freccia, per gioco, e vera freccia lo 
faceva morire.39   

 

It is nature’s law that fantasy does not belong to grown-ups any more. This 

is why playing – a supreme manifestation of children’s imagination – 

proves lethal for Gaspari.      

Both ‘Il Babau’ and ‘Il borghese stregato’ stage the unbridgeable divide 

existing between the children’s world and that of grown-ups. The shooting 

of the babau as well as the image of an adult killed while playing a 

children’s play reaffirms the concern about the loss of imagination, that 

Buzzati expresses also in his Christmas stories through ironic inversion. In a 

sense, due to its fantastic and ironic components, Buzzati’s Christmas 

fiction can be located halfway between the melancholic pedagogism of his 

predecessors and the parodic developments of Christmas themes made by 

twentieth-century authors. The uniqueness of Buzzati’s position is more 

evident if we contrast the different treatments of the classic Christmas motif 

of children at play, as it is dealt with in the two centuries. To this purpose 

we will compare examples from Contessa Lara and Collodi, on the one 

hand, and from Calvino, on the other.  

In nineteenth-century Italian Christmas tradition children’s play is not 

represented as a pleasurable formative occupation. Rather, children are 

either so poor and disregarded by adults, that playing takes up a very 

marginal space in their lives, or they are depicted as models of charity in 

their depriving themselves of toys. In ‘La promessa’ by Contessa Lara, 

playing is a sort of compulsive activity for the seven-year-old Paolo. It is 

Christmas Eve and he goes on playing his ragged puppet show as loud as he 

can to cover up the cry of his cold hungry younger brother. This apparently 

‘ingenua scena de’ burattini’ is also a mimicry of his mother’s own drama, 

that of having married an idle gambler who beats his wife and starves his 

children.40 Collodi’s ‘La “pasqua” di Natale’ opens with a cheerful play 

scene, whose protagonists are the children of a countess Maria, and is 
                                                

39 Dino Buzzati, ‘Il borghese stregato’, in Sessanta racconti, pp. 157-64 (p. 
163).  

40 This story has an unexpected happy end, which emphasizes the reward 
eventually obtained by the mother for her patient acceptance of hardship and her 
devotion to the ‘immagine fida’ of the Virgin Mary; cf. Contessa Lara, ‘La 
promessa’ (1897), in Tutte le novelle, pp. 295-305. 
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centred on the exemplary act of little Alberto. Each child has a box into 

which their mother puts some money every week as a reward for their good 

behaviour; a week before Christmas they can open the box and spend its 

content as they like. Alberto gives his money to an orphan boy instead of 

buying toys for himself, as his brother and sister do.41 

The type of the spontaneously charitable child is parodied by Calvino in 

the cynical Christmas episode of Marcovaldo (1963), in which 

Marcovaldo’s children, Michelino and Filippetto, want to make a good 

action by giving Christmas presents to a poor child. They choose 

Gianfranco, whom they think is a very poor boy: 

 

La governante aperse una porta a vetri. Entrarono in una sala 
dal soffitto alto alto, tanto che ci stava dentro un grande 
abete. Era un albero di Natale illuminato da bolle di vetro di 
tutti i colori, e ai suoi rami erano appesi regali e dolci di tutte 
le fogge. Al soffitto erano pesanti lampadari di cristallo, e i 
rami più alti dell’abete s’impigliavano nei pendagli 
scintillanti. Sopra un gran tavolo erano disposte cristallerie, 
argenterie, scatole di canditi e cassette di bottiglie. I 
giocattoli, sparsi su di un grande tappeto, erano tanti come in 
un negozio di giocattoli, soprattutto complicati congegni 
elettronici e modelli di astronavi. Su quel tappeto, in un 
angolo sgombro, c’era un bambino, sdraiato bocconi, di circa 
nove anni, con un’aria imbronciata e annoiata. Sfogliava un 
libro illustrato, come se tutto quel che era lì intorno non lo 
riguardasse.42 

 

So they give him all they have – a hammer, a slingshot and match-box – and 

Gianfranco, certainly lacking the affect of his busy parents but not needy, 

uses those objects as weapons to destroy his father’s luxurious villa. 

 

4.4 The Use of Fantastic Devices and Irony 

Calvino’s version of the child-at-play scene is part of a satire against 

consumerism and the industry of Christmas presents, ‘l’enorme macchinario 

delle feste’,43 in which the profit-oriented logic has marred the spontaneity 

of the act of giving. It is undeniable that Buzzati shared a quite strong anti-

consumerist attitude with many contemporary authors. Still, discriminating 

                                                
41 See Carlo Collodi, ‘La “pasqua” di Natale’ (1887), in Racconti di Natale, ed. 

by Fabiano Massimi and Nico Orengo (Turin: Einaudi, 2005), pp. 58-66. 
42 Italo Calvino, ‘I figli di Babbo Natale’, ibid., pp. 377-85 (pp. 381-82).   
43 Ibid. p. 381.  
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between his journalistic and fictional writings having Christmas as their 

subject let us better appreciate the outstanding role of Buzzati’s work within 

the genre. In his journalistic articles he manifests his regret that the 

Christmas spirit is suffocated by hypocritical consumer thinking and 

advocates a return to the ‘Natale come una volta’, as opposed to the lack of 

affection caused by the standardization of consumer behaviour. It is indeed 

in his fictional representation of Christmas that Buzzati creates original 

alternatives to social conduct he does not approve of. More significantly, in 

these texts he uses the fantastic as a warning by recovering some features 

that are typical of Dickens’s visionary Christmas. The most remarkable of 

these are the personification of objects and animals, and the characterization 

of the Spirit of Christmas. Thanks to the re-use of such elements, Buzzati 

engages in an intertextual and intercultural dialogue with Dickens as well as 

with the entire tradition of the Christmas genre. 

The first fantastic device of which Buzzati makes use is the 

personification of objects and animals. It is not new to Christmas fiction, 

where at least two famous examples can be cited: E. T. A. Hoffmann’s 

‘Nussknacker und Mausekönig’ (1816) and Dickens’s The Cricket on the 

Hearth, especially the opening scene staging the ‘trial of skill’ between the 

Cricket and the kettle. Buzzati’s ‘Lo stacco di Natale’ (Corriere della Sera, 

24 December 1967) is noteworthy in this respect since its narrating voice is 

that of a shop window: ‘Io sono la vetrina di un piccolo negozio al numero 6 

di via Gaspare Secondini’,44 thus the story begins. It narrates the death of 

the shopkeeper, signora Luisa, which occurs right in the moment of the 

‘stacco’, when ‘la vigilia finisce e comincia il Natale vero e proprio, e non 

c’è più posto per le speranze, e quello che è stato è stato’ (Panettone, p. 

142). The deep melancholy of the scene is mitigated by the ingenuousness 

of the shop window. In its ignorance of human vicissitudes, it does not 

understand what is happening and wonders: ‘Lumi, stelline, festoni si 

spengono nella via. La gioia è finita. Il mio Natale è finito. Le otto. Le otto e 

dieci. Silenzio. Ma come mai la signora Luisa non si alza per chiudere? Che 

cosa aspetta ancora? Che illusioni si fa? Adesso non sento nemmeno più il 

suo respiro’ (Panettone, p. 145). Personification is also present in ‘Troppo 

Natale!’ (Corriere della Sera, 25 December 1959), in which the Ox and the 
                                                

44 Dino Buzzati, ‘Lo stacco di Natale’, in Panettone, pp. 141-45 (p. 141). 
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Donkey visit the earth as spirits. They are baffled by the sight of what 

Christmas has become: people are seized by consumer frenzy and seem to 

be at war. Realizing that nothing is left of the enchanted atmosphere of the 

Holy Night, the Ox comments: ‘C’è poca aria di stelle, qui’.45 

The second fantastic element that Buzzati borrows from Dickens is the 

Spirit of Christmas, a supernatural agent that in the Carol is responsible for 

Scrooge’s change of heart. As is well known, in the Carol the Spirit takes 

three shapes: the Ghost of Christmas Past looks like a child and an old man 

at one time, wears a white tunic and a jet of bright light springs from its 

head; the Ghost of Christmas Present is ‘a jolly Giant, glorious to see; who 

bore a glowing torch, in shape not unlike Plenty’s horn, and held it up, high 

up […]’;46 and the Ghost of Christmas Yet To Come is a mysterious and 

threatening figure, ‘shrouded in a deep black garment, which concealed its 

head, its face, its form, and left nothing of it visible save one outstretched 

hand’.47 Moreover, in a later nonfiction writing titled ‘What Christmas Is, 

As We Grow Older’, Dickens thus defines the quintessence of Christmas: 

‘Nearer and closer to our hearts be the Christmas spirit, which is the spirit of 

active usefulness, perseverance, cheerful discharge of duty, kindness, and 

forbearance!’.48 In a sense, the notion of Christmas spirit, understood as the 

ethos of the season, can be considered as the non-allegorical analogue of the 

narrative device constituted by the personified Spirit of Christmas. 

Many of Buzzati’s stories evolve around the idea that the authentic (read: 

magic, marvellous, momentous, heart-soothing, cheerful… Dickensian!) 

Christmas spirit, or spirito natalizio, is missing and missed, lost forever or 

stolen, recovered and encouraged. In other stories, the Spirit of Christmas, 

or Spirito del Natale, appears as either an impalpable presence or incarnate 

in human form. It is depicted as an authoritative source of wisdom, although 

Buzzati’s characters are unable to understand its advice, stultified as they 

are by insensitivity and materialism. Yet, beside a manifestly pessimistic 

outlook, Buzzati shows an amused and lenient eye for human faults, which 

comes to the fore thanks to the fantastic and irony. 
                                                

45 Dino Buzzati, ‘Troppo Natale!’, ibid., pp. 79-84 (p. 84). 
46 Dickens, ‘A Christmas Carol’, in ‘A Christmas Carol’ and Other Christmas 

Writings, p. 72. 
47 Ibid., p. 95. 
48 Charles Dickens, ‘What Christmas Is, As We Grow Older’ (1851), ibid., pp. 

248-52 (p. 249). 
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‘Lo strano Natale di Mister Scrooge’ (Corriere della Sera, 27 December 

1965) is a Buzzatian rewriting of A Christmas Carol. The protagonist is 

Ebenezer W. Scrooge, a 62-year-old tycoon from New York. Like 

Dickens’s Scrooge, he is a misanthrope who hates Christmas, especially the 

gust of good feelings blowing at this season, notwithstanding consumer 

fever and hypocrisy: 

 

No. Quello che lui detestava era il rimasuglio degli antichi 
autentici Natali, che ancora affiorava qua e là; e gli 
procurava la nausea. 

Vale a dire quello speciale intenerimento dell’animo, 
quella disposizione alla benevolenza e al perdono ch’egli 
giudicava massimamente nocivi all’efficienza, alla 
produttività, al guadagno, al successo, alla conquista, al 
dominio e a tutte le bellissime cose per le quali era sempre 
vissuto.49 

 

That is why Mister Scrooge decides to board the turbonave Michelangelo 

heading for Italy, confident that the Christmas atmosphere will not catch 

him. Indeed, he is trying to avoid something more concrete than the mere 

atmosphere of Christmas. He is fleeing the actual Spirit of Christmas that 

visits him every year and takes him around the world, just like the ghosts in 

Dickens’s Carol: 

 

Il fatto è che, da almeno una dozzina d’anni, tutte le notti del 
24 dicembre, lo spirito di Natale entrava nella sua camera, lo 
svegliava bruscamente, lo prendeva per mano e poi se lo 
trascinava in giro per il mondo, in camicia da notte come si 
trovava, nonostante il freddo. E purtroppo questo spirito era 
subdolo e maligno. Ben presto l’insensibile Scrooge non 
resisteva più alle cose che quello gli diceva, agli spettacoli 
che quello gli faceva vedere. Dopo poco, Ebenezer W. 
Scrooge si sentiva atrocemente intenerire, il cuore 
cominciava a scaldarsi e perfino a rimbombargli nel petto, gli 
era capitato anche che delle strane gocce di sapore amaro gli 
scendessero giù per le guance, improvvisamente aveva 
provato l’inverosimile quanto stolto desiderio di vedere tutti 
gli altri contenti anche a costo di un suo grave sacrificio 
economico. Per fortuna l’aereo spirito di Natale non era 
qualificato per ricevere un assegno e al termine della 
scorribanda, quando Scrooge si ritrovava nel suo letto, il 
pericolo era ormai superato. 

                                                
49 Dino Buzzati, ‘Lo strano Natale di Mister Scrooge’, in Panettone, pp. 135-40 

(p. 136). 
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Non solo: ogni volta Ebenezer W. Scrooge nel giro di 
poche ore era riuscito a riaversi, a cacciar via l’orribile 
tentazione di sorridere, scherzare, compatire, voler bene e 
fare del bene. (Panettone, pp. 137-38) 

 

Despite his efforts, there is no way for Scrooge to avoid Christmas. The 

people on board merrily celebrate and attend the service and, finally, when 

Scrooge is alone in his cabin, the Spirit of Christmas materializes in the 

body of a steward with a halo of blue light above his head.  

The idea of running away from the Spirit as well as its description as a 

mischievous creature as seen from Scrooge’s standpoint obviously 

constitutes an ironic treatment of the hypotext. Irony is aimed at criticizing 

the indifference and superficiality moving human relationships in consumer 

society, especially at Christmas. The story’s ending, however, remains 

ambivalent. In contrast with Dickens’s miser, who eventually converts to 

love and starts a new life, Buzzati’s Scrooge is persistent in his abhorrence 

of Christmas and totally incapable of understanding the good nature of the 

Spirit. But an optimistic reading is also valid, in view of the fact that the 

Spirit does not give up its task and stubbornly keeps on visiting Scrooge, so 

as to soften his heart: ‘Sì, signore… Io non potevo abbandonarla… Io sono 

qui per farle del bene… Vuole che andiamo?’ (Panettone, p. 140).50 This is 

a miracle happening year after year, even if only for a few hours. 

In this way, Buzzati appropriates both the character of Scrooge and the 

motif of the personified Spirit of Christmas, so as to write an updated 

version of the story putting forward new meanings connected with his own 

poetics. Moreover, the personification of the Spirit of Christmas is a feature 

distinguishing Buzzati from his predecessors. It can be argued that it was 

perceived as too pagan an element in nineteenth-century Italy and not 

suitable for the literary realism of the time. This is one of the reasons why 

the Spirit of Christmas as such never appears in the Italian Christmas 

tradition, where it is rather the figure of Dickens’s converted miser who 

inspired many authors in their creation of Scrooge-like characters. Italian 
                                                

50 Zambon’s interpretation of this story is only negative. She observes that while 
Buzzati ‘[recupera] la forza emozionale e profondamente critica della fantasia 
dickensiana’, he also shows ‘la “realtà” di una ripetitività negli anni dell’incontro 
tra Scrooge e lo spirito che non ripropone alcuna parabola positiva e non approda a 
soluzione; una nostalgia d’affetti, in fondo’; Patrizia Zambon, ‘I racconti di Natale 
di Buzzati’, in Buzzati giornalista, proceedings of the international conference, ed. 
by Nella Giannetto (Milan: Mondadori, 2000), pp. 391-409 (p. 401).    
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Scrooges may or may not convert, but the moralizing intent of the stories is 

preserved. If they convert, an order is eventually restored and a good 

example is given; if they don’t, they will be haunted by a guilty conscience 

thus constituting a warning to the reader. 

The Spirit of Christmas is also one of the characters of ‘Una torta e una 

carezza’ (Corriere della Sera, 24 December 1965), in which the old nanny 

Clementina Del Poz – who now lives in a retirement home – is invited to 

spend Christmas Day with the Regondis, the family she served for two 

generations. Every year when she goes there she makes a traditional 

marzipan cake in the shape of the infant Jesus. However, this year she is 

treated as an unwelcome guest and a more fashionable cake in the shape of 

two swans with entwined necks has replaced hers. In spite of this, the nanny 

– who wants to keep the tradition alive – goes and makes her cake in the 

cold basement room. But she is literally buried under hundreds of Christmas 

cards that are stacked up there as soon as they are delivered. In the last part 

of the story, when the family is gathered around the new cake (without even 

realizing that the nanny is not with them), the Spirit of Christmas is 

described as nervously floating over the city: 

 

Riuscite ancora a distinguerla, la vostra città nella piena notte 
di Natale? Sommersa interamente da una coltre di inutili 
assurdi costosissimi regali, da uno strato spesso tre metri di 
telegrammi biglietti cartoncini auguri auguri auguri. Così 
bloccate le strade, non gira più né un tram né un’automobile. 
Rari i passanti che procedono di casa in casa aiutandosi con 
pertiche e con scale per superare i cumuli. Il silenzio, la 
paralisi, l’imbecillità. 

E intanto l’antico spirito del santo Natale, librandosi 
nell’aria, si aggira nervosamente sopra la città, folle di 
rabbia. Che bestie gli uomini che sono riusciti a rovinare una 
così bella cosa mantenutasi decente per quasi duemila anni.51  

 

The Spirit is looking for the nanny’s cake, so it rushes into the Regondis’ 

dining room and claims it. They suddenly realize that nanny Clementina is 

missing and, after looking for her everywhere in the house, they find her in 

the basement: 

                                                
51 Dino Buzzati, ‘Una torta e una carezza’, in Panettone, pp. 127-33 (p. 132). 
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Povera Tata, la neve di Natale l’ha sepolta. Dorme. 
Immensamente. Un piede soltanto sporge dalla coltre di 
neve. 

No, non è neve. Sono buste biglietti cartoncini immagini 
calendarietti auguri auguri auguri. Una greve coltre di 
almeno novanta centimetri. 

Lo spirito del Natale fruga, scava, trova il bambino di 
zucchero con la stellina d’argento sulla cuffia, fa una carezza 
alla vecchia Tata (addormentata per sempre?), poi via da 
quella casa, via da quella sciagurata città gonfia di regali, di 
debiti e di auguri auguri auguri, ebeti auguri in tutte le 
lingue. (Panettone, p. 133)  

 

The image of the Spirit of Christmas indignant at the spiritual shallowness 

of human beings is another Buzzatian variation of Dickens’s motif. The 

Spirit here has no particular shape, but it can talk and expresses its 

disappointment because consumerism has buried traditional values under a 

heap of futile objects.52  

The use of irony to tone down the final scene should also be seen as an 

innovative element underlining, among other things, Buzzati’s breach with 

nineteenth-century Italian Christmas writers. The image of nanny 

Clementina metaphorically snowed under presents and cards can be read as 

a comic echo of a recurrent feature in Italian fiction: the tragic ending in 

which a character – usually a child, a sinner, or a pauper – dies of exposure 

in the snow-covered landscape. In ‘I saltimbanchi’ by Contessa Lara, two 

little brothers are abandoned in a wood by the wandering acrobats who act 

as their stepparents; the children die imagining that the huge walnut tree 

covered with icicles under which they are lying is a glittering Christmas tree 

loaded with toys and food.53 In ‘Gina’ by De Marchi, the young protagonist, 

after a glamorous career as a theatrical dancer, goes back to her home town 

when she is dying of typhus; the ‘sgualdrinella’ is refused entrance to her 
                                                

52 Stylistically, this story is characterized by the use of hyperbolical structures: 
the repetition of lists of words, images such as ‘la apocalisse dei regali’, packets 
and envelops invading the streets ‘come una colata di lava’, and the absurdity of 
present-making: ‘l’office è pieno zeppo di regali, hanno portato perfino un elefante 
vivo che si aggira spaesato e deposita di tanto in tanto scarichi di immonde cose’ 
(Panettone, p. 131). Buzzati’s critique of consumerism is conveyed via the 
juxtaposition of two elements: one is the comic effect created by these images, the 
other is the unhappy end staging the solemn intervention of the Spirit and the 
possible death of the nanny. Irony conveys regret for the loss of Christmas 
enchantment in contemporary society. Through an upside-down perspective, 
Buzzati criticizes the fact that man has lost the genuine approach to Christmas, 
which was wiped out by the advent of consumerism. 

53 See Contessa Lara, ‘I saltimbanchi’ (1897), in Tutte le novelle, pp. 313-20.   
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old house by her stepmother, so she goes to the cemetery and lies down onto 

her mother’s grave waiting for death as the snow falls thickly.54 A similar 

end is that of Molinari’s ‘La povera Teresa’, who ‘spirava di freddo e di 

stenti’ on her way back from the church, lying by the funeral chapel on a 

deserted country lane.55 

In general, irony pervades Buzzati’s Christmas stories. Sometimes it has 

merely a criticizing function, since it conveys his disapproval of consumer 

habits. In this case, Buzzati’s attitude is very similar to Calvino’s satire in 

the Christmas episode of Marcovaldo we have cited above. In other cases, 

Buzzati’s irony is less caustic than light-hearted; irony is not simply a 

means to decry the disappearance of the magic of Christmas but it 

contributes, together with the fantastic, to its recreation. This is evident in 

the graphic tale ‘Fiaba di Natale’ (L’Europeo, 26 December 1954). Its basic 

plot suggests a satirical intent: the devil is worried because people are good 

at Christmas, so he has been left all alone; his secretary reassures him that 

the next day everything will be back to normal and people will resume their 

evil and selfish habits. Nevertheless, the graphic lay-out is revelatory of a 

subtler meaning: whereas the portrait of the devil, the title of the story and 

its main text take up only one third of the page, the remaining space is 

occupied by eight cartoons illustrating as many good deeds occurring at 

Christmas. Their captions read as follows: ‘Le patronesse benefiche 

distribuiscono cibi caldi ai pezzenti’, ‘L’industriale, trascurando le esigenze 

della produttività, distribuisce il plusvalore ai dipendenti’, ‘L’usuraio 

introduce surrettiziamente biglietti da mille nelle tasche dei poveretti’, ‘I 

nemici mortali, dopo lunghi anni di odio reciproco, improvvisamente si 

riconciliano’, ‘Le peccatrici, disgustate dalle proprie dissolutezze, si recano 

alla Santa Messa’, ‘Il pilota della supersport frena bruscamente per 

risparmiare il cane vecchio e malato’, ‘L’assassino si pente, piange e giura a 

se stesso di non ammazzare più nessuno’, ‘I medici, chiacchierando 

amabilmente tra loro, dicono un gran bene dei loro colleghi’.56 Men and 

women are good; it does not matter that this lasts for only one day. 

                                                
54 See De Marchi, ‘Gina’ (1880), in Tutte le opere narrative e le prose 

cadenzate, pp. 652-58.  
55 See Giuseppe Cesare Molineri, ‘La povera Teresa’ (1879), in Notti di 

dicembre, pp. 115-42 (p. 141).   
56 Cf. Dino Buzzati, ‘Fiaba di Natale’, in Panettone, pp. 55-63. 
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If it is true that Buzzati, like Dickens, wishes people could be good all 

the year round, it is equally true that a miracle repeats itself every 

Christmas: the dream of universal goodness becoming real. This is 

described as an extraordinary event in ‘Lo strano fenomeno che si chiama 

Natale’ (Corriere d’Informazione, 24-25 December 1954): 

 

Quale che sia il motivo, guardateli uno per uno: la mano 
abituata a bastonare oggi accarezza, la bocca abituata ad 
imprecare oggi sorride, l’avaro è generoso, l’invidioso gode 
dei successi del collega, il vendicativo è pronto a perdonare. 
Sissignori, oggi uomini e donne trovano più soddisfazione 
nella gioia altrui che nella propria. E questo, salvo errore, si 
può dire un bel miracolo. 

Ma non è finita, non è ancora tutto. State attenti che il 
bello arriva adesso. Viene infatti istintivo di pensare: tanta 
bontà, tanto amor del prossimo è certamente una cosa 
splendida, ma chissà che fatica costa, che sacrifici, che 
travagli. Chissà che peso, per gli uomini, sostenere uno 
sforzo simile senza il minimo allenamento preventivo. 
Macché. Proprio il contrario. A vederli, non si sono mai 
trovati così bene. Che facce liete, che sguardi benevoli, che 
sorrisi luminosi, che parole soavi, piene di tolleranza e 
comprensione. Ciò che di solito è un castigo, cioè il 
sacrificarsi per il prossimo, diventa luce, soddisfazione, 
beatitudine. Felici sono, leggeri come piume. 

Questo è il prodigio di Natale, sul quale non si scriverà 
mai abbastanza, da tanto è bello e misterioso. Resta infatti 
aperto un grande enigma: se in questo giorno gli uomini ci 
trovano tanta gioia a essere buoni, se si sentono così in pace 
con se stessi, perché non ci danno dentro, perché non 
perseverano, perché non si abbandonano definitivamente, 
dopo averne provate le delizie, alle tentazioni del bene? 
[…].57 

   

Rather than being condemnatory, Buzzati’s ironic tone is sympathetic 

toward human weaknesses. Again, he shows that human beings are part of 

the Christmas marvel after all; that they can grasp and enjoy its magic, 

although they are incapable of holding on to it.  

 

4.5 The Fantastic in Buzzati’s ‘Christmas’ Parables  

Compared to the edifying stories by his predecessors, Buzzati can be 

regarded as an innovative author. He uses imagination and irony to 

admonish or convey a moral, while his re-working of the Spirit of Christmas 

                                                
57 Dino Buzzati, ‘Lo strano fenomeno che si chiama Natale’, ibid., pp. 51-54 

(pp. 53-54). 
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expresses – among other things – his disapproval of consumerism. This 

constitutes a very different approach from that of nineteenth-century writers 

who anticipated the same concern. In De Marchi’s ‘Un povero cane’, for 

example, tension presides over the Christmas family dinner at Cascina 

Mornata and the abundance of food seems to be orchestrated by the father to 

gratify his own complacency: 

 

Mangiavano dunque da un’ora e mezzo, senza smettere. Il 
fuoco scoppiettava sul camino, come i mortai di una sagra: i 
due bracchi sbasoffiavano certi piatti di polpa e di sugo, da 
far morire di pienezza, solo a vederli, un maestro rurale. 
Papà Rocco beveva il vino nella tazza col manico. – Perché – 
diceva – il vino col manico è più buono, né crediate che sia 
tutto qui. Vuotate queste, ce ne sono altre cinquanta più 
vecchie, che, se innaffiassimo l’erba del camposanto, 
vedremmo spuntare i poveri morti. Bevete, ragazzi, che il 
fitto è pagato, che i fienili sono pieni, e gli affari non vanno 
poi come vuole il diavolo. La massaia mi ha dato in lista 
sessanta oche, cinquanta pulcini, dodici dozzine d’uova la 
settimana. C’è da far correre una barca nella crema. La 
‘Bianca’ e la ‘Bersagliera’ hanno ottenuto un premio alla 
Esposizione di Novara, e vacche con sì belle poppe non ce ne 
sono neanche a Milano, dico giusto, sor ragioniere? Dunque, 
beviamo e siamo allegri, che il Santo Natale viene una volta 
sola all’anno e date ascolto a vostro padre, che beve il vino 
col manico. Vostro padre è vecchio, ma non si è mai lasciato 
infinocchiare da nessuno; chi si lascia infinocchiare dalle 
belle parole è un babbeo degno di mangiare pane di crusca. 
Occhio ci vuole, bada Giacotto; occhio alle cose e non 
credere mica che il mondo s’abbia a cambiare domattina, per 
far piacere a quei signori là, che scrivono sulle gazzette e che 
mandano le inchieste sulla pellagra, che mandano…58       

 

The father’s conscious disregard of the poor and sick suffering just outside 

his house shows another face of consumer thinking: the selfish enjoyment of 

wealth by those who have already experienced poverty. Halfway between 

De Marchi’s realist account and Buzzati’s fantastic treatment of the theme is 

Pirandello’s ‘Sogno di Natale’, which is at once reminiscent of Dickens’s 

fantasy in the Carol and anticipatory of the twentieth-century preoccupation 

with the lack of spirituality and genuineness in Christmas gestures. The 

protagonist is guided by Jesus – ‘come un fantasma bianco splendente d’una 

                                                
58 Emilio De Marchi, ‘Un povero cane’ (1880), in Tutte le opere narrative e le 

prose cadenzate, pp. 647-51 (pp. 648-49).   
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luce interiore’59 – on a nightly tour over the city to see how people are 

celebrating his birth. Jesus is extremely sad – ‘pieno d’un cordoglio intenso, 

in preda a una tristezza infinita’60 – at seeing that nobody cares about him 

and the celebration of Christmas has lost its original significance. 

The use of fantastic elements and irony also reveals Buzzati’s sensitive 

understanding of the human condition. Apart from criticizing, Buzzati 

stresses the positive side of human nature and this tolerance is what 

distinguishes his stories from the harsh moralistic attitude of the Italian 

Christmas tradition. ‘Lunga ricerca nella notte di Natale’ (Il Nuovo Corriere 

della Sera, 25 December 1946) is significant in this sense. As is clear from 

the title, this tale is structured around a quest. It is Christmas Eve and the 

cathedral is ‘traboccante di Dio’; Don Valentino is waiting for the 

archbishop to come to pray and refuses hospitality to a beggar, because he 

does not want to share God with anybody else. But as soon as the beggar is 

gone, God disappears from the church, and thus don Valentino’s quest 

begins: 

 

Andò ancora più lontano, cercando. Dio pareva farsi sempre 
più raro e chi ne possedeva un poco non voleva cederlo (ma 
nell’atto stesso che lui rispondeva di no, Dio scompariva, 
allontanandosi progressivamente).61 

 

From its use of types (the archbishop, the beggar, the farmer) instead of 

characters and its indefinite setting, this story can be interpreted as a parable 

on greed: God disappears from every place where the willingness to share 

and welcome is denied.  

Still, Buzzati is not wholly pessimistic: human beings are able to 

experience God with their own senses; the divine is within reach – even 

though men lose it in their attempt to possess it egoistically. The text, in 

fact, is scattered with passages portraying God as a presence filling the 

buildings or floating over the fields:  

 
                                                

59 Luigi Pirandello, ‘Sogno di Natale’ (1896), in Novelle per un anno, ed. by 
Mario Costanzo and Giovanni Macchia, 3 vols (Milan: Mondadori, 2007), III, 
1000-3 (p. 1001).          

60 Ibid., p. 1000. 
61 Dino Buzzati, ‘Lunga ricerca nella notte di Natale’, in Panettone, pp. 25-28 

(p. 28). Buzzati selected this story for inclusion in Sessanta racconti; it appears in 
that volume as ‘Racconto di Natale’. 
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Nella sera di Natale Dio dilaga nel tempio, per l’arcivescovo, 
le navate ne rigurgitano letteralmente, al punto che le porte 
stentano a chiudersi; e, pur mancando le stufe, fa così caldo 
che le vecchie bisce bianche si risvegliano nei sepolcri degli 
storici abati e salgono dagli sfiatatoi dei sotterranei 
sporgendo gentilmente la testa dalle balaustre dei 
confessionali. (Panettone, p. 25) 
 

Sopra i prati e i filari di gelsi, ondeggiava Dio, come 
aspettando. (Ibid., p. 27) 
 

Ecco quindi don Valentino ai limiti di una vastissima landa, 
e in fondo, proprio all’orizzonte, risplendeva dolcemente Dio 
come una nube oblunga. (Ibid., p. 28) 

 

Humankind, as presented by Buzzati, is divided between the possibility of 

making contact with the divine and the temptation of possessing (and thus 

losing) it. Buzzati highlights both sides of such dilemma: reaching and 

losing a transcendent level of being.   

Italian Christmas fiction is characterized by a mixture of religion, 

folklore and superstition. Nineteenth-century authors source their recurrent 

images – such as the statue of Jesus in the nativity scene looking like a 

living creature and the attribution of miraculous powers to devotional 

objects – from popular religiosity.62 Buzzati instead turns to the Dickensian 

                                                
62 In the Italian tradition we can list stories in which elements of national 

folklore recur. The ceppo, according to which the fire must be kept alight overnight 
on Christmas Eve because ‘[a] mezzanotte la Madonna va in giro col bambino 
ignudo, poverino, per riscaldarlo’ and every home should be ready to offer them 
hospitality, is at the core of Giovanni Pascoli’s famous ‘Il ceppo’ (1897). The 
belief that marvellous things happen in the Holy Night is in De Marchi’s ‘Un 
povero cane’, in which the souls of the dead are said to be wandering around, and 
in Molineri’s ‘La povera Teresa’, in which the whole creation is said to praise God 
with ‘voci misteriose’. The custom of preparing a Christmas dinner or leaving the 
table set with a loaf of bread, for the dead are believed to return during the night to 
the house where they lived, is described in both Deledda’s ‘Lasciare o prendere?’ 
(1911) and Giovannino Guareschi’s ‘La favola di Natale’ (1945).  

D’Annunzio and Deledda share an effort to make regional legends and 
superstitious beliefs – from Abruzzo and Sardinia respectively – known on a 
national level through stories such as D’Annunzio’s ‘La leggenda in terra 
d’Abruzzo’ (1916) and ‘Il Tesoro dei poveri’ (1916), and Deledda’s ‘Mal occhio’ 
(1893) and ‘La croce d’oro’ (1913).  

Other stories contain elements of personal devotion: the ‘lumicino della 
Madonna’ to which the protagonist of Contessa Lara’s ‘La promessa’ ascribes 
miraculous powers; the more or less mystic encounters of child protagonists with 
the infant Jesus in the presepio as described in Contessa Lara’s ‘Il Natale in 
famiglia’, Ada Negri’s ‘Messa natalizia’ (1923), and most relevantly in Papini’s ‘Il 
sogno di Celenia’ (first appeared as ‘Il bacio del Bambino’, 1939), in which the 
statue of the Child kissed by the protagonist during Mass feels like ‘la carne d’una 
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idea of the Christmas spirit as spiritus, a presence that one can breathe in the 

air. The entity that in ‘Lunga ricerca nella notte di Natale’ is named God 

may therefore be understood as the breath of genuine sentiments revived by 

the festive climate; in short, as the Christmas spirit. More generally, 

although in Buzzati the reference to the presepe displayed in every house, to 

the infant Jesus distributing presents, and to all the symbols of Italian 

Catholic culture, is inevitable, the idea of religion emerging from his 

Christmas pages has to be understood in its most pantheistic and non-

prescriptive sense.63 In this respect, Buzzati’s configuration of the 

Christmas spirit as an evanescent presence is closer to the Dickensian 

sensibility, since it shows his concern to promote universal moral values, 

rather than subscribe to specifically Christian principles and orthodoxy.64 

‘Lunga ricerca nella notte di Natale’ can be grouped with all Buzzati’s 

parables that do not have Christmas as their theme or setting, but whose 

powerful fantastic images are nonetheless centred on the same idea: the 

spreading of a ‘Christmas’ spirit of universal benevolence and harmony. 

Two interesting examples are ‘Il cane che ha visto Dio’ and ‘I Santi’. In the 

first, the citizens of Tis, a village of sinners of all kinds, convert to goodness 

in consequence of a misunderstanding. After the death of the hermit 

                                                
creatura viva’; see Giovanni Papini, ‘Il sogno di Celenia’, in Tutte le opere, ed. by 
Piero Bargellini, 10 vols (Milan: Mondadori, 1958-66), I (‘Poesia e fantasia’), 
1043-51.    

63 St. Ours’s analysis of the non-ecclesiastical nature of religiosity in Buzzati’s 
short fiction applies to his Christmas writings: ‘Clearly, religion can promote 
humanistic, secular mores such as humility, compassion and charity, that is, more 
objective values which ward against relativity and over-indulgent subjectivity. 
Such behaviors, though, can and do subsist irrespective of institutionalized 
religion. Accordingly, Buzzati’s recourse to the marvelous, to the supernatural and 
to irony tends to relegate strict religious dogma to the realm of the imagination and 
to deny it any basis in ultimate reality’ (St. Ours, p. 302). 

64 The different connotation of the common motif of church-going highlights 
the dissimilarity between British and Italian attitudes. In Dickens’s ‘Christmas 
festivities’, attending the service on Christmas day is sketched out as marginal 
compared to the party’s preparation and merrymaking: ‘[…] the old couple, with as 
many of the children as the pew will hold, go to church in great state, leaving aunt 
George at home dusting decanters and filling castors, and uncle George carrying 
bottles into the dining-parlour, and calling for corkscrews, and getting into 
everybody’s way’ (Dickens, ‘Christmas festivities’, in ‘A Christmas Carol’ and 
Other Christmas Writings, p. 3). Whereas in Italian literature it is a high point and 
the emotional involvement of the characters in this religious duty is carefully 
described; particularly, the procession of people swarming towards the church in 
the cold of Christmas night is an image dear to many authors, such as Contessa 
Lara in ‘Il Natale in famiglia’, Grazia Deledda in ‘Lasciare o prendere?’, Ada 
Negri in ‘Messa natalizia’. 
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Silvestro, who had settled in the precincts of Tis to pray for its inhabitants, a 

dog appears in the village. The people take it for Silvestro’s dog, Galeone – 

which had in fact died with its owner – and begin to behave well because 

they think the dog must have seen God by living with the hermit. This can 

be interpreted as a parable on man’s moral gullibility, which is made even 

more sardonic by the fact that God’s presence is symbolized by a stray dog. 

However, Buzzati’s irony also functions in a positive direction. Rather than 

raising disapproval for their selfish manners, the people of Tis elicit 

sympathy and a smile from the reader for at least two reasons. The first is 

their cautious attitude (which is also quite clever of them) in treating a dog 

well because it might embody salvation. The second reason is their childish 

pride, which does not allow any of them to admit to the others that they 

have changed their behaviour because of a dog. The story, therefore, can 

also be read as the account of a miracle: the conversion of a whole village. 

The change is permanent and lasts after the dog’s death: 

 

Respirarono? Si diedero alla pazza gioia? Quell’incomodo 
pezzetto di Dio se n’era finalmente andato, è vero, ma troppo 
tempo c’era ormai di mezzo. Come tornare indietro? Come 
ricominciare da capo? In quegli anni i giovani avevano già 
preso abitudini diverse. La messa della domenica dopo tutto 
era uno svago. E anche le bestemmie, chissà come, davano 
adesso un suono esagerato e falso. Si era previsto insomma 
un gran sollievo e invece niente. 

E poi: se si fossero riprese le libere costumanze di prima 
non era come confessare tutto quanto? Tanta fatica per 
tenerla nascosta, e adesso metter fuori la vergogna al sole? 
Un paese che aveva cambiato vita per rispetto di un cane! Ne 
avrebbero riso fin di là dei confini.65    

 

Similarly, ‘I Santi’ ridicules man’s self-satisfaction; but, at the same 

time, the humorous exemplum of Marcolino and Gancillo shows that 

common men can be saints, if only they want to. The diminutive form of the 

saints’ names – which sounds comic in a heavenly setting – anticipates the 

plain simplicity of their deeds. For the sake of their brotherhood, the more 

popular Marcolino acknowledges his inferior degree of sainthood to his 

rival Gancillo: 

 

                                                
65 Dino Buzzati, ‘Il cane che ha visto Dio’, in Sessanta racconti, pp. 217-48 (pp. 

247-48). 
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‘Vedi?’ disse ancora Marcolino. ‘Io sono un tipaccio, eppure 
mi assediano dalla mattina alla sera. Tu sei molto più santo 
di me, eppure tutti ti trascurano. Bisogna aver pazienza, 
fratello mio, con questo mondaccio cane’ e dava a Gancillo 
delle affettuose manate sulla schiena. (Sessanta racconti, p. 
504) 

 
To seal their reconciliation, they make soup together while ‘[d]al camino 

cominciò a uscire una sottile colonna di fumo, e anche quel fumo era Dio’ 

(ibid, p. 504). This story shows that being infused with God is not only an 

otherworldly condition attainable through sacrifice and the thorough 

practice of virtues – as nineteenth-century moralistic stories would claim. 

Sainthood, Buzzati seems to suggest, is simplicity. 

It can be argued that reading Buzzati’s seasonal texts within the context 

of the Christmas genre sheds light on the complexity of his intertextual 

relationship with the British literary tradition; it also points out the 

relevance of his contribution to the Italian cultural debate. Far from merely 

borrowing foreign sources, Buzzati uses them to emphasize the capital value 

of imagination as well as to observe reality through the critical lens of the 

fantastic. The Christmas free from the useless ceremonies of consumerism 

that Buzzati (the journalist) advocates in his articles is recreated through 

powerful fantastic images in many of his stories. One last example is that of 

‘La casa senza’ (Corriere della Sera, 27 December 1963), in which Buzzati 

(the short-story writer) imagines a specially designed building, which, 

thanks to a ‘trovata geniale’ of its architects, is immune to the contagion of 

Christmas consumer fever. The tenants cannot explain why they could buy 

or rent such flawless newly built flats so cheaply. They find out when 

Christmas comes and ‘nessuno aveva voglia di Natale e se arrivavano 

biglietti di auguri li stracciavano, se arrivavano dei regali li scaraventavano 

in un angolo senza neppure guardarli, se arrivavano panettoni li davano da 

mangiare ai cani’.66 Although their immediate reaction is to complain, the 

tenants are eventually pleased, because living in a house without Christmas 

has opened their eyes:  

 
Sì, visto di là, Natale non era più incantesimo bontà poesia, 
significava soltanto soldi smania eccitazione ambizione 
esibizione emulazione moda lusso affanno, visto di là 
sembrava una popolazione inseguita che cercasse scampo, 

                                                
66 Dino Buzzati, ‘La casa senza’, in Panettone, pp. 113-19 (p. 116). 
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visti di là uomini e donne avevano la faccia di persone 
inquiete, una istrionica totale frenesia. In via Ventilabro, 
Natale appariva la cosa più strana, e stupidissimo il fermento 
l’agitazione la febbre della gente fuori, di tutti gli altri, come 
se l’umanità fosse impazzita e si affannasse dietro il vento. 
(Panettone, p.  119) 

 

Seen from a distance, seen from the ‘di là’ viewpoint of the fantastic, the 

world appears in its drab robe. Buzzati re-works the seasonal formula and 

its conventions in order to revive the enchantment of Christmas, which he 

believed had been forgotten in contemporary society. In particular, one way 

of recreating the Christmas magic consists in reversing the oppositions 

illusion vs. disillusionment and belief vs. disbelief, that are present in 

cultural clichés, such as the infant Jesus or Santa Claus delivering presents 

to children and Jesus’s coming on earth at Christmas. Moreover, fantastic 

devices, such as personification of objects and the Dickens-like 

characterization of the Christmas spirit, show that Buzzati’s imagination 

goes beyond mere anti-consumeristic criticism; indeed, they contribute to 

connote Christmas as a season of marvel and merriment. At the same time, 

the ironic tone pervading Buzzati’s Christmas fiction witnesses to a 

sympathetic representation of human beings as creatures who are naturally 

good and who, however momentarily and often unconsciously, partake of 

the divine. In this respect, it is significant that also the highly fantastic 

images, which can be found in Buzzati’s moral parables not directly 

connected with Christmas, are characterized by a Dickensian aura of 

universal benevolence.  

To conclude, the intertextual comparison with the British tradition of 

Christmas fiction leads to a reassessment of Buzzati’s narrative. Along with 

a gloomy and nostalgic facet, Buzzati’s fiction presents a positive and 

equally significant side, which originates from his literary inventiveness and 

his belief in the redeeming power of imagination. This bright side is marked 

by the creation of fantastic characters and images, which Buzzati proposes 

as antidotes to the dreariness of reality, as well as by an ironic, and therefore 

partly optimistic, depiction of mankind. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This thesis has explored the relationship between Buzzati’s fiction and 

Anglophone culture by focusing on Buzzati’s re-use of visual texts (Arthur 

Rackham), narrative texts (Joseph Conrad) and topoi belonging to literary 

genres (the sea, ghost and Christmas story). If it is true that Buzzati’s fiction 

is permeated by literature and art in general, it is equally true that he had a 

predilection for English-speaking authors, since their imagery perfectly 

suited his idea of the fantastic. Therefore, a close-up on Anglophone culture 

offers representative cases for the study of Buzzatian intertextuality. 

The re-working of visual and narrative sources is always a conscious 

phenomenon in Buzzati. The intermedial and intertextual practices of which 

he makes use can be classified according to a lower or higher degree of 

authorial consciousness; they range from pictorial memory and intermedia 

translation to allusion, quotation, pastiche and genre hybridization. Indeed, 

tracing Buzzati’s intertextual genealogy and studying the mechanisms of 

appropriation and re-working of his sources have given us new insights into 

his works.  

In the first instance, we have gained a better understanding of his artistic 

career. Buzzati’s early novels prove in fact more strongly influenced by his 

models, since a twofold attempt can be detected between their lines: to 

legitimize his status as a writer by referring to authoritative sources, on the 

one hand, and to detach from them so as to find his own chord, on the other. 

In Buzzati’s later works, the dialogue with other texts is also present, but it 

has to be understood merely as a feature of his fiction, which is 

characterized by the author’s constant eagerness to measure himself against 

literary traditions and models.      

Furthemore, intertextual analysis allows us to scan Buzzati’s texts and 

appreciate the combination of influence and originality distinguishing them. 

Buzzati’s fiction is interspersed with motifs from other writers and topoi 

from literary genres; he borrows and re-works these images by grafting 

them onto his own fantastic imagery. The sources are either disguised or 

clearly recognizable. Nevertheless, the Buzzatian fantastic, with its peculiar 

mixture of nostalgia and irony, comes out more prominently if one takes 

into account the intertextual parallelisms and inversions Buzzati establishes.     
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More interestingly, our investigation into Buzzati’s intertextual 

stratification has brought to the fore the positively charged and playful side 

of his work. Existential anxiety and pessimism have a counterpart in his use 

of irony, reversal of stereotypes and introduction of metafictional elements 

– among which the creation of allegories for imagination sticks out. These 

features put an emphasis on Buzzati’s pure yet self-conscious enjoyment of 

the artistic creation as well as on his unreserved belief in fantasy as a 

positive redeeming power, that should be neither taken for granted nor 

banned from our lives.          
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